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I. Background Information 

a. Introduction 
The Texas PK-16 Public Education Information Resource (TPEIR) project is a multi-agency data 
repository managed by two state agencies:  the Texas Education Agency (TEA) and the Texas 
Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB).  TPEIR integrates data stored in separate databases 
at each of the agencies, and includes student, educator and organizational data. 
 
At the time of the project’s development, the State Board for Educator Certification (SBEC) was 
also a participating agency.  Since the Texas State Legislature made SBEC a part of TEA as the 
Department of Educator Quality and Standards, the department continues to be an important partner 
to the project.   
 
The TPEIR project was implemented to assure that the entire system of public education, extending 
from early childhood education through postgraduate study, is coordinated to provide public 
education stakeholders with efficient, effective, and high quality educational services and activities.   
 
This project allows for longitudinal analysis to identify patterns and trends in Texas public PK-16 
education.  Growth in student populations and examination of students moving into higher education 
provide higher education institutions with data for evaluating facility and resource requirements 
based on student population growth patterns.  Student completion of courses, graduation plans, and 
program participation can be studied to determine the relationship between student attributes and 
achievement in public schools with later success outcomes in higher education.  Educator data can 
be examined to determine if high schools and public two year colleges are contributing to the 
success of future educators. 
 
All student education data are subject to the Federal Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) 
protecting the confidentiality of education records.  For that reason, the TPEIR system consists of 
two distinct data repositories.  One repository is data aggregated and masked or approved for public 
release.  Public reporting is reviewed by appropriate internal technical staff, and if appropriate, by 
the affected agency’s legal staff to determine whether the data are FERPA-compliant.  The second 
repository contains confidential, student-level education data and is available only to those 
individuals with proper authorization in accordance with federal and state standards. 
 
The public data may be accessed via a collaborative website, http://www.texaseducationinfo.org, 
which provides reports on the integrated data from the two agencies.  The website may also be 
accessed from the TEA website under Reports, Educational Statistics.      
 

b. History of the Project 
Texas has been a national leader in electronically collecting and reporting public education data.  
Student and educator level public education data have been collected for PK-12 since 1989, public 
higher education data collection began in the 1970’s, and educator credentials, preparation, testing, 
and enforcement have been available since 1993.  In 1999, the Texas Education Agency began 

http://www.texaseducationinfo.org/�
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building a pre-kindergarten through grade 12 public education data warehouse to provide integrated 
access to public education data collected by the agency.  In 2001, the 77th Texas Legislature 
provided funding for TEA, THECB, and SBEC to collaborate to build an integrated data repository 
that would provide a comprehensive view of public education in Texas. 

 
The agencies entered into an agreement to expand this data warehouse to include education data 
collected by all three agencies.  This effort resulted in the development, integration and maintenance 
of TPEIR to provide access to comprehensive longitudinal student and educator information from 
pre-kindergarten through the university level and beyond.   
 
A new multi-agency web site was developed for public online access to integrated Texas public 
education data in January 2003.   An outsourcing arrangement to integrate data from the three 
agencies and provide reports was successfully completed in August 2003.  Additional data files from 
the participating agencies continue to be loaded as they become available. 
 

c. Objectives and System Benefits 
One of the major goals of this project was to assure that the entire system of public education was 
coordinated to provide citizens with efficient, effective, and high quality educational services and 
activities.  This project was designed to ensure that the long-range plans and educational programs 
established by TEA, THECB, and SBEC complement the functioning of the entire system of public 
education, extending from early childhood education through postgraduate study.  The integrated 
data resource provides ready access to timely education data. 
 
Uniform data definitions, formulas, and data matching provide a cost effective means for answering 
requests received by the participating agencies.  Before this project, requests for data across agencies 
would require manual processes to extract and match data from each appropriate agency.  Now data 
and reports can be provided with the appropriate demographics from each agency’s data collection 
or matched across agencies providing consistent results. 

 
TPEIR provides a breadth of detail and years of data to allow for longitudinal analysis to identify 
patterns and trends.  Growth in student populations and examination of students moving into higher 
education provide higher education institutions with data for evaluating facility and resource 
requirements based on student population growth patterns.  Student completion of courses, 
graduation plans, and program participation can be studied to determine the relationship between 
student attributes and achievement in public schools with later success outcomes in higher education.   

 
TPEIR enhances analysis and reporting capabilities of agency staff and external stakeholders by: 

• Providing a framework for consistent and up-to-date analysis through access to the most 
recent data, uniform data definitions, data quality reviews, and cross-agency matching 
requirements, 

• Supporting trend analysis using data as far back as 1989, 
• Evaluating and implementing new data sources to enhance understanding of public education 

trends, outcomes, and impacts, 
• Reducing time to fulfill education data requests by providing on-demand data access through 

easy to read formatted web reports, and 
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• Allowing users to download data for more in-depth analysis using familiar tools.  
 
 
The TPEIR project focuses on the following objectives:  

• improving access to data and giving customers the ability to produce reports and complete 
analysis, 

• improving efficiency and productivity by combining and leveraging multiple agency 
resources, 

• providing consistent, high quality data for performing reporting and analysis, and  
• improving customer service by providing access to timely longitudinal data. 

 

d. Description of Project Management and Systems Methodology 
The outsourced vendor employed its Business Dimensional Lifecycle Methodology for maintenance 
and new development.  In 1999, the vendor obtained permission to adopt and use Ralph Kimball’s 
methodology described in The Data Warehouse Lifecycle Toolkit as the basis of their internal data 
warehouse methodology.    
 
The outsourced vendor staff were trained in the use of the Business Dimensional Lifecycle 
Methodology and TEA staff had used similar methodologies including a similar custom 
methodology used by the vendor that developed the TEA K-12 data warehouse.  This custom 
methodology was an integration of the Ralph Kimball and Bill Inmon methodologies. 
 
Project management encompassed three agencies.  To assist with governance and management, a 
project charter was developed specifying project background, objectives, and governance and signed 
by each of the participating agencies.  There were two primary advisory groups defined for this 
project.  The Interagency Steering Committee (ISC) determined policy, reviewed risks, and resolved 
issues.  The Technical Advisory Group (TAG) determined technical infrastructure, practical 
implementation, and resolved technical issues. 
 
The ISC met twice a month and included the Information Resources Manager (IRM) or equivalent 
from each participating agency and the TAG met weekly and included a project manager or 
equivalent from each participating agency. 
 
The participating agencies agreed on definitions and rules for loading each of the data sources and/or 
data collections.  The agency of primary responsibility for each data source reviewed and approved 
data models and data transformation and loading rules.  All affected agencies participated in the 
review process for data models, data dictionaries, rules, and reports that crossed agency boundaries. 

 

e. Technical Environment  
The TPEIR technical environment is based on a centralized data warehouse and reporting 
architecture.  An AIX server is used as the development and test environment to develop, test and 
maintain the data extract, transform and load process.  Once a collection is successfully transformed 
and loaded in the development/test/stage databases, the data for that collection are moved to the 
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production server for use.  Reporting is provided using Crystal Reports and access to public data is 
available via a collaborative website, http://www.texaseducationinfo.org. 
 
 

f. Cost of the Project 
The 77th Legislature originally appropriated $7,000,000 for the Public Access Initiative.  During 
fiscal year 2003, the Governor’s Office requested that all state agencies reduce costs because of a 
budget deficit.  The contract for professional fees was renegotiated and all non-critical tasks and 
functions were eliminated to reduce overall costs.  The final total expenditures for this project were 
$6,114,577, a reduction of over 12%. 

 
Original Budget 

TPEIR Expenditures FY02 FY03 Total 
Operations 909,896 2,090,104 3,000,000 
Professional Services 848,797 2,351,203 3,300,000 
Statewide Education 
Notification System (SENS) 

186,000 114,000 300,000 

Hold for Governor’s Office 0 500,000 500,000 
Total $1,944,693  $4,355,884  $7,000,000  

 
Actual Budget 

TPEIR Expenditures FY02 FY03 Total 
Operations 725,146 2,274,854 3,000,000 
Professional Services 848,797 2,079,780 2,928,577 
Statewide Education 
Notification System (SENS) 

184,750 1,250 186,000 

Total $1,758,693  $4,355,884  $6,114,577  
 
 

g. Legislative References 
State Statutes: 
77th Legislature, General Appropriations Act 

       
      THECB – Article III, Rider 36 

 36.  Information Access Initiative.  The Higher Education Coordinating Board shall coordinate 
with the Texas Education Agency and the State Board for Educator Certification regarding 
sharing, integrating, and housing pre-kindergarten through grade 16 (P-16) public education 
data in implementing its Information Access Initiative.  The three agencies shall work together 
to ensure that common and related data held by each agency is maintained in standardized, 
compatible formats to enable the efficient exchange of information between agencies and for 
matching of individual student records for longitudinally based studies and analysis.  It is the 
intent of the Legislature that individual initiatives interact seamlessly across agency systems to 

http://www.texaseducationinfo.org/�
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facilitate efforts to integrate the relevant data from each agency into a longitudinal public 
education data resource to provide a widely accessible P-16 public education data warehouse. 

 
SBEC – Article III, Rider 6 

   6.  Integrated Reporting System.  The State Board for Educator Certification shall coordinate 
with the Texas Education Agency and the Higher Education Coordinating Board regarding 
sharing, integrating, and housing pre-kindergarten through grade 16 (P-16) public education 
data.  The three agencies shall work together to ensure that common and related data held by 
each agency is maintained in standardized, compatible formats to enable the efficient exchange 
of information between agencies and for matching of individual student records for 
longitudinally based studies and analysis.  It is the intent of the Legislature that individual 
initiatives interact seamlessly across agency systems to facilitate efforts to integrate the relevant 
data from each agency into a longitudinal public education data resource to provide a widely 
accessible P-16 public education data warehouse. 

 
TEA – Rider 1.a. Capital Budget  

1. Capital Budget.  None of the funds appropriated above may be expended for capital budget 
items except as listed below.  The amounts shown below shall be expended only for the 
purposes shown and are not available for expenditure for other purposes.  Amounts 
appropriated above and identified in this provision as appropriations either for “ease payments 
to the Master Lease Purchase Program:” or for items with an “(MLPP)” notation shall be 
expended only for the purposes of making lease-purchase payments to the Texas Public 
Finance Authority pursuant to the provisions of Government Code § 1232.103. 

 
            2002   2003 

a. Acquisition of Information Resource Technologies 
(8)  Public Access Initiative   3,500,000         3,500,000 
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II. Warehouse Data 

a. Data Overview 
The TPEIR Data Warehouse contains TEA educator certification, THECB higher education, 
TEA PEIMS financial, staff, and student, and TEA student assessment data, as follows. 
   

• TEA educator certification   
o Educator credentialing data  (1987-2010) 

• THECB higher education  
o Faculty  (1997-2010) 
o University applicant (admissions)  (1999-2010) 
o Student enrollment (1991-2010) 
o Graduation (1990-2009) 

• TEA PEIMS financial  
o Budget (1995-2007) 
o Actual  (1998-2007) 

• TEA PEIMS staff (1994-2010) 
o Demographic 
o Responsibility 
o Payroll 

• TEA PEIMS student  
o Attendance (1994-2010) 
o Course completion (1994-2010) 
o Discipline (1999-2010) 
o Enrollment (1991-2010) 
o EYS (Extended School Year) (2000-2010) 
o OEYP (Optional Extended Year Program) (2000-2010) 
o Graduation (1991-2009) 
o Leaver (1998-2009) 

• TEA student assessment 
o TAKS 

  Test Score Level (2003-2010) 
 Objective Score Level (2008-2009) 

 
In the TPEIR Data Warehouse, facts (metrics) are stored in fact tables, which are the core tables 
of the warehouse.  Codes are stored in dimension tables. Dimension tables use surrogate keys 
(arbitrary, system generated values) rather than codes as their unique primary key.  A key is used 
to link a fact to a corresponding dimension (or code) table.  This documentation includes only 
fact tables but will include dimension tables in future versions.  Please note that the term 
“campus” is commonly used in the TEA PEIMS database to denote an individual school within a 
district.  In the warehouse, the term “school” is used in place of “campus”. 
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education) data:   
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applicant 
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enrollment 
• Graduation 
• Faculty 

TEA SBEC 
(Educator) 
data:   
• Educator 

credentialing 
data 

• Retention of 
certified 
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TEA PEIMS (PK-12)  
• Student enrollment , 

attendance, course 
completion, 
graduation, discipline 
and extended year 

• Staff demographic, 
responsibility and 
payroll 

• Financial budget and 
actual 

• Organization 

TPEIR 
 

Data 
Warehouse 

 
(over .5 
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Texas Education Agency 
Overview of 

 

                    
 

 
 

Data 
transformed 
and loaded 

into an 
integrated 

data 
warehouse 

TPEIR combines data 
from public schools, 
higher education, and 
educator certification to 
allow tracking of 
students from Pre-K into 
Texas colleges and 
universities, and in some 
cases, back into the 
school districts as 
teachers or 
administrators. 

TPEIR converts yearly 
data tables into 
longitudinal records 
which provide quick 
access to multiple years of 
data. 

TPEIR was 
funded in 2001 by 
the 77th Texas 
Legislature to 
build an 
integrated data 
warehouse that 
would provide a 
comprehensive 
view of public 
education in 
Texas. 

TEA TAKS 
(Grade 3 – 11) 
• Student Assessment 
 

http://www.texaseducationinfo.org/�
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b. Fact Tables 

TEA Educator Certification 

F_EDUCATOR_CERTIFICATION 
Definition The Educator Certification fact table contains credential facts on each person's credential(s) 

including the preparation organizations, routes to certification, and disciplinary actions 
against the educator.   
 
This table contains data from 1987 through the current year.  Access to this table is 
restricted to authorized users.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following four columns.  The database 
column names are in parenthesis.  
1. Certification identification (CERT_ID) 
2. Certification disciplinary status (CERT_DISC_STAT_KEY) 
3. Effective start date of disciplinary status CERT_DISC_STAT_BEGIN_DATE) 
4. Effective start time of disciplinary status (CERT_DISC_STAT_BEGIN_TIME) 
 
Data Source:  SBEC Sybase database 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CERT_ID INTEGER N Unique certificate identification number.  

CERT_ID is part of the primary key. 
CERT_DISC_STAT_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_CERT_DISC_STAT 

that references the status, including 
disciplinary action, of the certificate such as 
Active, Revoked, and Pending. The key is a 
system-generated value.  
CERT_DISC_STAT_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

CERT_DISC_STAT_BEGIN_DATE DATE N The date that the enforcement(s), due to a 
disciplinary action, on an individual's 
certificate(s) begins. 
CERT_DISC_STAT_BEGIN_DATE is part 
of the primary key. 

CERT_DISC_STAT_BEGIN_TIME TIME N The time that the enforcements on an 
individual's certificate(s) begin due to a 
disciplinary action. 
CERT_DISC_STAT_BEGIN_TIME is part 
of the primary key. 

SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 
references the school year for which the data 
was collected. The key is a system-generated 
value. 

CERT_ROLE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_CERT_ROLE that 
references the role for which the certificate is 
valid, such as Counselor, Principal, and 
Teacher. The key is a system-generated 
value. 

CERT_GRADE_LEVEL_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for 
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DIM.D_CERT_GRADE_LEVEL that 
references the grade level for which the 
certificate is applicable. The key is a system-
generated value. 

CERT_STD_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_CERT_STD that 
references the certification standard in place 
at the time the certificate was awarded. The 
key is a system-generated value. 

CERT_FIELD_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_CERT_FIELD that 
references the field, or student group, for 
which the certificate is valid, such as 
Biology, Spanish, and Multi-Handicapped. 
The key is a system-generated value. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that 
references the person's identifying 
information.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

CERT_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_CERT_TYPE that 
references the type of certificate, such as 
Standard, Probationary, and Emergency.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

CERT_DESC_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_CERT_DESC that 
references the description of the certificate, 
such as All-Level Librarian, Middle School 
Chemistry, and Vocational Office Education.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

CERT_PREP_ORG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_CERT_PREP_ORG 
that references the organization operating the 
certification program, such as the college, 
high school, or educational service center. 
The key is a system-generated value. 

CERT_TERM_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_CERT_TERM that 
references the length of time the certificate is 
valid.  The key is a system-generated value. 

CERT_PGM_OPTION_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for 
DIM.D_CERT_PGM_OPTION that 
references the certificate program options, 
such as Elementary (Grades 1-8), Secondary 
Bilingual (Grades 6-12), and Special 
Education (Grades PK-12).  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

CERT_PGM_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM. D_CERT_PGM that 
references the certification program offered 
by institutions.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For 
TPEIR use only. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N Identifier for the person within an agency. 
For SBEC data, this is the SBEC-assigned 
SPID. 

CERT_ISSUE_DATE DATE Y 2003 - Current year:  The calendar date on 
which a certificate is issued to an educator. 

CERT_EFFECTIVE_DATE DATE Y 2003 - Current year:  The date that a person 
pays the registration fee for receiving their 
certificate after having passed the exam. 
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CERT_EXPIRATION_DATE DATE Y 2003 - Current year:  The calendar date on 
which an educator's certificate expires. 

CERT_CNT DOUBLE N 2003 - Current year:  This is a column added 
(that has either a value of 0 or 1) for 
reporting purpose. 

CERT_DISC_STAT_END_DATE DATE N 2003 - Current year:  The date that the 
enforcements, due to a disciplinary action, on 
an individual's certificate(s) ends. 

CERT_DISC_STAT_END_TIME TIME N 2003 - Current year:  The time that the 
enforcements on an individual's certificate(s) 
ends. 

CERT_INITIAL_FLAG SMALLINT N 2003 - Current year:  Indicates whether the 
certification is an initial certification.  Valid 
CERT_INITIAL_FLAG values are: 
1 = Initial Certification 
0 = Not Initial Certification 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT Y Foreign key for the DIM.D_GENDER table 
that references the person’s gender.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT Y Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that 
references the person's ethnic origin.  
ETHNICITY_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 

AGE_AT_CERT SMALLINT N 2003 - Current year:  The age of the person 
when initially certified (Initial Certification 
Year - Birth Year). 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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Dimension Tables used by Teacher Certification Fact Tables 
 
D_CERT_AREA 
D_CERT_DESC 
D_CERT_DISC_STAT 
D_CERT_FIELD 
D_CERT_GRADE_LEVEL 
D_CERT_PGM 
D_CERT_PGM_OPTION 
D_CERT_PREP_ORG 
D_CERT_ROLE 
D_CERT_STD 
D_CERT_TERM 
D_CERT_TYPE 
D_ETHNICITY 
D_GENDER 
D_PERSON 
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THECB 

F_HIGHER_EDUCATION_FACULTY 
Definition The Higher Education Faculty fact table contains data on faculty members at higher 

education institutions.   
 
This table contains data from 1996 through the current year.  Access to this table is restricted 
to authorized users. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following column.  The database column name 
is in parentheses. 
1. Higher education faculty (HIGHER_ED_FACULTY_KEY) 
  
Data source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (Univ, HRI, CTC 
CBM008) 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
HIGHER_ED_FACULTY
_KEY 

INTEGER ID Primary key for the 
FACT.F_HIGHER_EDUCATION_FACULTY table. 
The key is a system-generated value. 

AGE_AT_SEMESTER_ 
CENSUS_DATE 

SMALLINT Y Contains the faculty member's age as of the beginning 
of the report period for a semester. For fall (semester 
= 1) calculate using 09/01/report year.   For spring 
(semester = 2) or summer (semester=3), using 
01/01/report year.   This value is set to zero for invalid 
birth dates such as an unknown birth date or a birth 
date that results in an age calculation of less than 11 
or greater than 100.  
 
(Definition Source:  Value is set based on business 
rules provided by THECB) 

APPT_OTHER_CTC_ 
PCT 

DECIMAL(3, 0) Y  

APPT_LENGTH DECIMAL(2, 0) Y Number of months during the fiscal year of the faculty 
member’s appointment ( HRI CBM008). 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms, 
April 15, 2010) 

APPT_01_PCT DECIMAL(3, 0) Y Faculty member’s percent of time, in relation to a 
normal workload as defined by the institution, 
devoted to direct instructional activities which include 
interaction with students related to instruction, 
preparation for such instruction, and evaluation of 
student performance.  The various types of instruction 
include lecture, laboratory, practicum, seminar, 
independent study, private lessons, alternative 
learning activities, thesis, dissertation, and 
instructional telecommunication.  This does not 
include the flex-entry part.  The flex-entry part is 
reported in the next reporting period as flex entry 
appointment. 
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(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (Univ, HRI 
CBM008) 

APPT_02_PCT DECIMAL(3, 0) Y Faculty member’s percent of time, in relation to a 
normal workload as defined by the institution, 
devoted to administrative assignments which directly 
supplement the teaching function, such as heads of 
teaching departments, coordinator of special programs 
or multi-section courses, etc. Any other professional 
assignments which an institution considers to be 
directly related to the teaching function. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (Univ CBM008) 

APPT_03_CTC_PCT DECIMAL(3, 0) Y  
APPT_03_HEALTH_ 
PCT 

DECIMAL(3, 0) Y Percent of faculty member's time, in relation to a 
normal workload as defined by the institution, 
devoted to activities specifically organized for patient 
care (HRI CBM008). 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (HRI CBM008) 

APPT_11_PCT DECIMAL(3, 0) Y Faculty member's percent of time in relation to a full 
or normal workload at the institution during the 
reporting period for Academic Support.  Assignments 
include activities in the offices of academic and 
graduate deans, directors of major teaching 
department groupings like colleges, schools, or 
divisions, and librarians.  Not included are the offices 
of the heads of teaching departments which are 
included in Appointment 02 Percent. 
 
Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (Univ, HRI 
CBM008) 

APPT_12_PCT DECIMAL(3, 0) Y Faculty member's percent of time in relation to a 
normal workload, as defined by the institution 
devoted to faculty assignments, in activities 
specifically designed to produce research outcomes 
(Univ/HRI CBM008). 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms, 
June 18, 2008) 

APPT_13_PCT DECIMAL(3, 0) Y Faculty member's percent of time in relation to a 
normal workload, as defined by the institution, 
devoted to activities associated with admissions and 
registration, financial aid, student affairs, executive 
direction and control, business and fiscal 
management, personnel, administrative data 
processing, campus security, purchasing, physical 
plant administration, and auxiliary enterprise 
operations (Univ/HRI CBM008). 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms, 
June 18, 2008) 
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AUXILIARY_FUNDS_ 
AMT 

DECIMAL(6, 0) Y Funds for activities that furnish a service to students, 
faculty, or staff for which charges are made that are 
directly related to the cost of the service.  Auxiliary 
enterprises are managed as essentially self-supporting 
activities. Examples are residence halls, food services, 
student health services, intercollegiate athletics, 
college stores, and college unions. (CBM008) 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms, 
June 18, 2008) 

COMPLIANCE_FLAG SMALLINT Y A code indicating whether the faculty member’s 
duties, during the reporting period, are in compliance 
with the institution’s regulations on faculty workload.  
A code of ‘1’ indicates that the faculty member is in 
compliance; a code of ‘2’ indicates non-compliance. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (Univ CBM008) 

CONTRACT_LENGTH_
MONTHS 

DECIMAL(3, 1) Y 2006 - Current year:  The number of months, or 
portion thereof, of a faculty member’s contract during 
the fiscal year. The appointment length is based on the 
number of months contracted for, not the number of 
installments in which salaries are paid. To compute 
the monthly contract length of a faculty who teaches 
for only 3 weeks, multiply the number of weeks times 
12 and then divide that value by 52 weeks and round 
to the nearest tenth. 
Example: 3 weeks times 12 months divided by 52 
weeks equals .69 or rounded equals .7 
months (CTC CBM008). 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms, 
April 15, 2010) 

DESIGNATED_FUNDS_
AMT 

DECIMAL(6, 0) Y Funds arising from sources that have been designated 
by the Board or management to be used for specific 
purposes.  This fund distinguishes such internally 
designated funds from external restricted funds as 
well as other current funds.  Service department 
funds, physician practice plans funds and revolving 
and clearing accounts are also included in this fund 
group. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (Univ, HRI 
CBM008) 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_ETHNICITY table that 
references the ethnic origin of the faculty member.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

FACULTY_CATEGORY
_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for the 
DIM.D_FACULTY_CATEGORY table that 
references the codes and descriptions used by two-
year institutions to identify faculty who are hired 
primarily to teach on a regular basis versus faculty 
who are hired for a temporary appointment, such as 
adjunct faculty or professional staff whose primary 
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job responsibility is non-faculty (CBM008).  This key 
is a system-generated value. 

FACULTY_CNT DECIMAL(1, 0) N A number indicating whether a faculty member is 
included in the headcount for the reporting period.  
For UNIV and HRI before fall 2000, contains the 
value '0' if this faulty member taught only flex entry 
classes, otherwise contains the value '1'. For HRI fall 
2000 or later and CTC contains the value '1'.  
 
(Definition Source:  Value is set based on business 
rules provided by THECB) 

FLEX_ENTRY_APPT_ 
O1_PCT 

DECIMAL(3, 0) Y The faculty member's percent of time for the 01 
appointment of the flex-entry classes from the prior 
semester. This value is zero is there is not a flex-entry 
carry over or the flex-entry assignment is an overload. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (Univ, HRI 
CBM008)) 

FLEX_ENTRY_ONLY_ 
FLAG 

SMALLINT Y Indicated whether the faculty member taught only 
flex-entry classes.  Contains the values '1' if the 
faculty member taught only flex entry classes and is 
not to be included in the headcount for the 
semester/year. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (Univ, HRI 
CBM008)) 

FLEX_ENTRY_SALARY
_AMT 

DECIMAL(6, 0) Y The total money that applies to the flex-entry classes 
from the prior semester, disregarding the source of 
funds.  
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (Univ CBM008)) 

FULL_TIME_FLAG CHAR(1) Y Indicates whether a faculty member is 'F' (Full-time) 
or 'P' (Part-time).  To be considered full-time, 
individuals must be reported as employed 100% of 
time by the institution for the term reported (the 
equivalent of 1 FTE).   

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_GENDER table that 
references the gender of the faculty member.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

HANDICAP_FLAG SMALLINT Y A code indicating whether the faculty member is 
handicapped. A code of '1' indicates the faculty 
member is handicapped; a code of 2 indicates no 
handicap.  This information is not available in the 
source data as of reporting year 2006, so the code will 
be null for 2006 and beyond. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (CTC CBM008)) 

HEALTH_COLLEGE_ 
KEY 

INTEGER Y Foreign key for the DIM 
D_HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN table that references 
the specific health college to which the faculty 
member is assigned.  The Health College is a subset 
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of the larger parent organization which is a higher 
Education Institution.  This column applies only to 
health related institution records.  This key is a 
system-generated value. 

HIGHEST_DEGREE_ 
EARNED_KEY 

SMALLINT Y Foreign key for the 
DIM.D_HIGHEST_DEGREE_EARNED table that 
referenceS the highest earned certificate or degree by 
the faculty member.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (CTC CBM008)) 

HIGHER_ED_ADMIN_ 
UNIT_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for the 
DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_ADMIN_UNIT table that 
references the faculty member’s administrative unit in 
which the faculty teaches.   When the assignments of 
a faculty member involve more than one 
administrative unit, the key references the assignment 
the faculty member is most closely associated with. 
The key is a system-generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (Univ, HRI, CTC 
CBM008)) 

HIGHER_ED_HIRE_ 
STAT_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for the 
DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_HIRE_STAT table that 
indicates whether the faculty member was newly hired 
during the reporting period.  The key is a system-
generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (Univ, HRI, CTC 
CBM008)) 

HIGHER_ED_ 
INSTITUTN_KEY 

INTEGER N Foreign key for the 
DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN table that 
references the institution employing the faculty 
member.   The key is a system-generated value. 

HIGHER_ED_ 
INSTITUTN_ 
TYPEABBREV 

VARCHAR(8) N Abbreviation for the type of institution.  The institute 
type can also be found on the 
DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN table that is 
referenced by IGHER_ED_INSTITUTN_KEY.   The 
type abbreviation is placed on the fact as a shortcut 
due to its frequent use. 

OVERLOAD_AMT DECIMAL(6, 0) Y The total money that applies to the teaching overload 
disregarding the source.  An overload applies when a 
faculty member is employed full-time (100 percent) 
and has teaching assignments in addition to the 100 
percent load.  
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (Univ CBM008)) 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR use 
only. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for the DIM.D_PERSON table that 
references the faculty member's identifying 
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information. The key is a system-generated value. 
RANK_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_RANK table that 

references the faculty member’s relative standing 
assigned by the institution. The key is a system-
generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (Univ, HRI, CTC 
CBM008) 

RESTRICTED_FUNDS_
AMT 

DECIMAL(6, 0) Y Funds from external agencies or individuals that are 
restricted in use by the donor. Examples are federal 
student financial aid and research contracts. (Univ, 
HRI CBM008) 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms, 
June 18, 2008) 

RPT_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the 
DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_RPT_YEAR  table that 
references the year for which the admission is sought 
(e.g., Fall 2005 would be reported as 2005). The key 
is a system-generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ 
CBM00B)). 

SEMESTER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_SEMESTER table that 
references the reporting period semester  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

STATE_ 
APPROPRIATION_AMT 

DECIMAL(6, 0) Y All funds from state appropriations including special 
items, whether funded by general revenue or the 
educational and general income. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (Univ, HRI 
CBM008)) 

TENURE_KEY SMALLINT Y Foreign key for the DIM.D_TENURE table that 
indicates the faculty member's tenure status as either  
'tenured', 'non-tenured' or 'on tenure track'.  The key is 
a system-generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (Univ, HRI 
CBM008)) 

TIME_RELATED_ 
TEACHING_PCT 

DECIMAL(3, 0) Y Percent of faculty member's time directly related to 
teaching during the reporting period. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual.  Faculty Report (UNIV, CTC, 
HRI CBM008)) 

TOTAL_SALARY_AMT DECIMAL(7, 0) Y Prior to fall 2005, salary contracted for the reporting 
period (or .5 of a nine month salary or .375 of a 
twelve month salary.) As reported on the universities 
and health-related CBM008, salaries are broken out 
by source of funds: State Appropriations, Designated, 
Restricted, and Auxiliary Enterprises. All salary paid 
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for services defined as Overload will appear in a 
separate salary field on the CBM008, regardless of the 
source of funds. For health-related institutions, salary 
is defined as the annual budgeted salary and non-
fringe benefit supplements.  Effective fall 2005, the 
two-year institutions will report an annual salary paid 
during the current fiscal year. On the CBM008 data 
summary, the breakout by salary source is based on 
this field, not including overload data. (CBM008) 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms, 
April 15, 2010) 

TOTAL_TIME_PCT DECIMAL(3, 0) Y Percent of faculty member’s time spent for each 
appointment during the reporting period. This percent 
is in relation to a full or normal workload at the 
institution (Univ, HRI, CTC CBM008).    
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms, 
June 18, 2008) 

YRS_SERV_CURRENT_
INSTITUTN 

DECIMAL(2, 0) Y The total number of years the faculty member has 
taught at the reporting institution (CTC CBM008, no 
longer required).  This value will be null starting in 
2007.  
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms, 
June 18, 2008) 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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F_HIGHER_EDUCATION_STUDENT_ADMISSIONS 

Definition The Higher Education Student Admissions fact table contains data on students seeking 
admission to institutions of higher education.   
 
This table contains data from 1998 through the current year.  Access to this table is restricted 
to authorized users. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following five columns.  The database column 
name is in parentheses. 
1. Application level (APPL_LEVEL_KEY) 
2. Higher education institution (HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN_KEY) 
3. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
4. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
5. Term sought (TERM_SOUGHT_KEY) 
  
Data source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ 
CBM00B) 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
APPL_LEVEL_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_APPL_LEVEL table that 

references the level of degree sought (e.g., Associates, 
Bachelor’s, Law (LLB or JD)) by the student.   
APPL_LEVEL_KEY is part of the primary key for 
FACT.F_HIGHER_EDUCATION_STUDENT_ADMISSI
ONS and it is a system-generated value.  
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures 
Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ CBM00B)) 

HIGHER_ED_ 
INSTITUTN_ KEY 

INTEGER N Foreign key for the DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN 
table that references the institution to which the student is 
seeking admission.   HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN_KEY is 
part of the primary key for 
FACT.F_HIGHER_EDUCATION_STUDENT_ADMISSI
ONS and it is a system-generated value. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for the DIM.D_PERSON table that references 
the student seeking admission.  Person_key is part of the 
primary key for 
FACT.F_HIGHER_EDUCATION_STUDENT_ADMISSI
ONS and it is a system-generated value. 

SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR table that 
references the school year for which the student is seeking 
admission.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part of the primary key 
for 
FACT.F_HIGHER_EDUCATION_STUDENT_ADMISSI
ONS and it is a system-generated value. 

TERM_SOUGHT_ 
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_TERM_SOUGHT table that 
references the expected term of entry (fall or summer) for 
which the student seeks admission.  
TERM_SOUGHT_KEY is part of the primary key for 
FACT.F_HIGHER_EDUCATION_STUDENT_ADMISSI
ONS and it is a system-generated value. 
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(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures 
Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ CBM00B)) 

ACT_COMPOSITE_
SCORE 

SMALLINT Y The verified American College Test composite score for 
first-time undergraduate students if available; otherwise two 
zeros. If there are multiple composite scores for the student, 
contains the one that was used to accept or deny the 
applicant, as defined in the institution's admission policies.   
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures 
Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ CBM00B)) 

ADMISSION_ACT_
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_ADMISSION_ACT table that 
references the admission action (e.g., accepted, Top 10% or 
Rejected) taken by the institution in response to the 
student’s application for admission.  The key is a system-
generated value. 
  
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures 
Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ CBM00B)) 

ENTER_STAT_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_ENTER_STAT table that 
references whether the student has previous work on the 
degree program for which he is applying.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures 
Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ CBM00B)) 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_ETHNICITY table that 
references the ethnic origin of the student.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

FAMILY_GROSS_ 
INCOME_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_FAMILY_GROSS_INCOME 
table that references a dollar amount range.  Includes both 
untaxed and taxed income from most recent tax year, as 
reported on application (corresponds to Common 
Application for Admission Part I, 15).  This information is 
only required of undergraduate applicants.   The key is a 
system-generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures 
Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ CBM00B)) 

FAMILY_ 
OBLIGATIONS_ 
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_FAMILY_OBLIGATIONS 
table indicating whether family obligations preclude 
participation in extracurricular activities (corresponds to 
Common Application for Admission Part I, 17). This 
information is only required of undergraduates. The key is a 
system-generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures 
Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ CBM00B)) 

FATHER_ 
EDUCATION_ 
LEVEL_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_EDUCATION_LEVEL table 
indicating the highest level of formal instruction received 
by the student's father or male guardian (corresponds to 
common application for admission Part I, 14).  The key is a 
system-generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures 
Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ CBM00B)) 
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GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_GENDER table that references 
the gender of the student.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

HIGHER_ED_INSTI
TUTN_ 
TYPEABBREV 

VARCHAR(8) N Abbreviation for the type of institution to which the 
individual is seeking admission.  The institute type can also 
be found on the DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN table 
that is referenced by HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN_KEY.   
The type abbreviation is placed on the fact as a shortcut due 
to its frequent use.  (Note: The only value for admission is 
'Pub Univ' since only Public Universities are required to 
submit admissions data.) 

LANGUAGE_ 
FLUENCY_ KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_LANGUAGE_FLUENCY 
table that indicates if a language other than English is 
spoken fluently (corresponds to Common Application for 
Admission Part I, 13). This information is only required of 
undergraduates.  The key is a system-generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures 
Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ CBM00B)) 

MOTHER_ 
EDUCATION_ 
LEVEL_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_EDUCATION_LEVEL table 
indicating the highest level of formal instruction received 
by the student's mother or female guardian (corresponds to 
common application for admission Part I, 14).  The key is a 
system-generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures 
Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ CBM00B)) 

NUMBER_IN_ 
HOUSEHOLD 

SMALLINT Y A two-digit number for the number of people that live in 
the applicant's household, including brothers and sisters 
attending college.  If this item does not apply then the value 
is ‘00’ (corresponds to Common Application for Admission 
Part I, 16). This information is only required of 
undergraduates.  
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures 
Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ CBM00B)) 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR use only. 
RPT_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_RPT_YEAR 

table that references the year for which the admission is 
sought (e.g., Fall 2005 would be reported as 2005). The key 
is a system-generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures 
Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ CBM00B)) 

SAT_COMPOSITE_
SCORE 

SMALLINT Y The Scholastic Aptitude Test composite score (verified by 
the College Board) for first-time undergraduate students if 
available; otherwise four zeros. If there are multiple 
composite scores for the student, contains the one that was 
used to accept or deny the applicant, as defined in the 
institution's admission policies.  
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures 
Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ CBM00B)) 

STU_ADMISSION_
CNT 

DECIMAL(1, 
0) 

N STU_ADMISSION_CNT is a derived column that is 
always equal to one.  It is was created primarily for the 
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development of reports. 
STU_RESIDENCE_
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_LOCATION 
table that references the county, state, or foreign country of 
which the student is a legal resident.  The key is a system-
generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures 
Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ CBM00B)) 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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F_HIGHER_EDUCATION_STUDENT_ENROLLMENT 

Definition The Higher Education Student Enrollment fact table contains data on higher education 
student enrollment.  This data is collected for colleges, universities, health institutions, 
community, and technical colleges.  
 
This table contains data from 1990 through the current year, and user access is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following column.  The database column name 
is in parentheses. 
 1. Higher education student (HIGHER_ED_STU_ENROLL_KEY) 
  
Data source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. CTC, UNIV, HRI Student Report (CBM001); 
CTC Students in Continuing Education Courses Report (CBM00A) 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
HIGHER_ED_STU_
ENROLL_KEY 

INTEGER ID Primary key for the 
FACT.F_HIGHER_EDUCATION_STUDENT_ENROLL
MENT table. The key is a system-generated value. 

ACAD_DISADV_ 
FLAG 

CHAR(1) Y When reporting academically disadvantaged students, 
colleges may report students who, based on a 
TASP/THEA or other approved assessment instrument, do 
not have college entry level skills in reading, writing, or 
math. Colleges should also report students who are 
enrolled in remedial courses based on the results of TASP 
or local placement tests. The Interim Evaluation Report 
definition may also be applied for students who did not 
receive a high school diploma nor receive a GED 
certificate. Field will contain “1” if the student is 
academically disadvantaged. Please note that academically 
disadvantaged does not include students with learning 
disabilities. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. CTC 
Student Report (CBM001) CTC Students in Continuing 
Education Courses Report (CBM00A)) 

AFFECTED_BY_ 
UG_LIMIT_FLAG 

SMALLINT Y Code used to determine if the student first enrolled in an 
institution of higher education in the 1999 fall semester or 
later. Valid AFFECTED_BY_UG_LIMIT_FLAG values 
are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 
 
(Definition source:  Provided by THECB.  Calculated for 
Univ, HRI) 

AGE_AT_ENROLL
MENT 

SMALLINT Y For fall semester, age calculated as of 09-01-yyyy (report 
year).  For spring semester, age calculated as of 01-01-
yyyy (report year).  For summer semesters, age calculated 
as of 06-01-yyyy (report year). Before fall 1999, the date 
of birth contained only year and month.  In fall 1999, the 
field was expanded to include the day, and two zeros were 
added for the day portion in the historical records.  
University and community college reports began editing 
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for valid values in the day element in fall 1999.  Health 
reports began the edit in spring 2000.  The CBM00P 
records will have only year and month, with day set to 
zero.  If a student does not provide a date of birth, zeros 
are reported.  Zeros (unknown DOB will be treated as 
invalid as well as those dates that are unreasonable.  Birth 
dates that result in an age calculation of less than 11 or 
greater than 100 are considered unreasonable.  Regarding 
past reporting anomalies where invalid and/or unrealistic 
dates of birth exist, it is possible that many of those 
erroneous dates especially in academic year 1999-2000 
will be corrected.  However, there will always be a 
requirement to accommodate the occurrence of invalid 
birth dates, including the default birth date of 01/01/0001.  
 
(Definition source:  Provided by THECB. CTC, UNIV, 
HRI, CONT) 

CEEB_HIGH_ 
SCHOOL_KEY 

SMALLINT N DIM.D_CEEB_HIGH_SCHL_KEY is The key is a 
system-generated value that references the CEEB code.   
 
CEEB is an acronym for College Entrance Examination 
Board. The CEEB code is used to identify the high school 
that the student graduated from. It is required for Texas 
high school graduates that are coded as First-time-in-
College, but is not required for students over the age of 25 
or for students accepted in a master’s, doctoral, or first-
professional program for the first time.  (CBM001)  
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms, 
April 15, 2010) 

CIP_CODE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_CIP_CODE that references the 
Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) code used 
to identify subject matter content of courses and major 
area of concentration of students. Texas adds a 2-digit 
suffix to the federal six-digit code to identify instructional 
program specialties and a second 2-digits to identify the 
funding area.    The key is a system-generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms) 

CONT_HRS_ACAD_
IN_ DIST_HRS 

DECIMAL(4, 
0) 

Y The number of contact hours attempted in academic 
courses, including developmental, that are taught in-
district if the student is NOT affected by the 
developmental SCH limit or inter-institutional courses. If 
the student has exceeded the developmental SCH limit and 
the developmental contact hours apply to the limit and 
they are taught in-district, they are excluded from this 
count and included in 
CONT_HRS_ACAD_NO_STATE_FUND.  Contact hours 
attempted by the student in approved inter-institutional 
academic courses which are taught in-district are excluded 
from this count and reported in them in 
INTER_INST_ACAD_CONT_HRS. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual for Texas Community, Technical, and 
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State Colleges. (CTC Student Report (CBM001) CTC 
Students in Continuing Education Courses Report 
(CBM00A)) 

CONT_HRS_ACAD_
NO_STATE_ 
FUND 

DECIMAL(3, 
0) 

Y The number of contact hours attempted by the student in 
approved academic courses which are NOT allowed to be 
reported for state funding. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms.  
(CTC Student Report (CBM001)) 

CONT_HRS_ACAD_
OUT_ DIST_HRS 

DECIMAL(4, 
0) 

Y The number of contact hours attempted in academic 
courses, including developmental, that are taught out-of-
district if the student is NOT affected by the 
developmental SCH limit or inter-institutional courses. If 
the student has exceeded the developmental SCH limit and 
the developmental contact hours apply to the limit and 
they are taught out-of-district, they are excluded from this 
count and included in 
CONT_HRS_ACAD_NO_STATE_FUND.  Contact hours 
attempted by the student in approved inter-institutional 
academic courses which are taught out-of-district are 
excluded from this count and reported in them in 
INTER_INST_ACAD_CONT_HRS. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual for Texas Community, Technical, and 
State Colleges. CTC Student Report (CBM001) CTC 
Students in Continuing Education Courses Report 
(CBM00A)) 

CONT_HRS_TECH_
IN_DIST_HRS 

DECIMAL(4, 
0) 

Y The number of contact hours attempted by the student in 
approved technical courses which are taught in-district. 
Exclude contact hours attempted by the student in 
approved inter-institutional technical courses which are 
taught in-district are excluded in this count and included in 
INTER_INST_ACAD_CONT_HRS.  
 
(Definition source:  THECB Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual for Texas Community, Technical, and 
State Colleges. (CTC Student Report (CBM001) CTC 
Students in Continuing Education Courses Report 
(CBM00A)) 

CONT_HRS_TECH_
NO_STATE_ 
FUND 

DECIMAL(3, 
0) 

Y The number of contact hours attempted by the student in 
approved technical courses which are NOT allowed to be 
reported for state funding. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms.  
(CTC Student Report (CBM001)) 

CONT_HRS_TECH_
OUT_ DIST_HRS 

DECIMAL(4, 
0) 

Y The number of contact hours attempted by the student in 
approved technical courses which are taught out-of-
district. Contact hours attempted by the student in 
approved inter-institutional technical courses which are 
taught out-of-district are excluded in this count and 
included in INTER_INST_ACAD_CONT_HRS.  
 
(Definition source:  THECB Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual for Texas Community, Technical, and 
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State Colleges. CTC Student Report (CBM001) CTC 
Students in Continuing Education Courses Report 
(CBM00A)) 

CONTINUING_ED_
CONT_HRS_HRS 

DECIMAL(4, 
0) 

Y The number of contact hours in approved (state-funded) 
Continuing Education courses taught for which the student 
is registered in the current quarter. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. CTC 
Students in Continuing Education Courses Report 
(CBM00A)) 

CREDIT_STU_ 
ENROLL_CNT 

DECIMAL(1, 
0) 

N Indicates whether the row should be included on official 
enrollment reports. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB provided. CTC ) 

DATA_SOURCE CHAR(4) N Abbreviation for the institution type that is the source of 
the current record.   Valid DATA_SOURCE values are:  
PROF = Professional 
UNIV = University 
CONT = Continuing Education 
HLTH = Health 
CTC = Community and Technical College 
 
(Definition source:  THECB provided.) 

DISPLACED_ 
HOMEMAKER_ 
FLAG 

CHAR(1) Y An individual who has worked primarily without 
remuneration to care for a home and family, and for that 
reason has diminished marketable skills; or has been 
dependent on the income of another family member but is 
no longer supported by that income; or is a parent whose 
youngest dependent child will become ineligible to receive 
assistance under part A of title IV of the Social Security 
Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) not later than 2 years after the 
date on which the parent applies for assistance under this 
title; and is unemployed or underemployed and is 
experiencing difficulty in obtaining or upgrading 
employment. The code to identify a displaced homemaker 
is ‘7' or blank if not. This may be self-reported data. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. CTC 
Student Report (CBM001) CTC Students in Continuing 
Education Courses Report (CBM00A)) 

DOCTORAL_HRS_ 
FUNDED_HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y 1994 - Current year:  Semester credit hours (SCH) 
attempted in a doctoral level course funded at the doctoral 
rate taken by doctoral level students (admitted to a 
doctoral program). Such SCH are grouped by funding 
code and the groups are reported in separate CBM001 
records to allow the CB to identify SCH funded at the 
lowest rates. Should the student exceed the maximum 
number of fundable SCH (see Doctoral Funding Limit) the 
excessive SCH will be dropped from funding calculations 
in order of increasing funding rate. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. 
UNIV Student Report (CBM001)) 

ECON_DISADV_ 
FLAG 

CHAR(1) Y The field will contain '2' if the student or family is 
economically disadvantaged. Colleges may use one or 
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more of the following standards to determine whether an 
individual is economically disadvantaged: 1) annual 
income at or below the federal poverty line, 2) eligibility 
for Aid to Families with Dependent Children or other 
public assistance programs (includes WIC program 
participants), 3) receipt of a Pell Grant or comparable state 
program of need-based financial assistance, 4) 
participation or eligible for JTPA programs included under 
Title II, and 5) eligible for benefits under the Food Stamp 
Act of 1977 or the Health and Humans Services (HHS) 
Poverty Guidelines, 403.114, page 36721 of final Rules 
and Regulations. Students should not continue to be 
reported as economically disadvantaged if their 
circumstances change and they no longer meet the 
definition of economically disadvantaged.  
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. CTC 
Student Report (CBM001) CTC Students in Continuing 
Education Courses Report (CBM00A)) 

ENROLL_ 
CLASSIFICATION_
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_ENROLL_CLASSIFICATION 
that references the rank of student as of the census date of 
the reporting period (e.g., Freshman, Sophomore, Master’s 
Level). 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. 
CTC, UNIV, HRI Student Report (CBM001)) 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_ETHNICITY table that 
references the ethnic origin of the student.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

FIRST_TIME_UG_ 
COHORT_FLAG 

SMALLINT N 1991 - Current year:  An undergraduate student entering 
college for the first-time after graduation from high school 
or who has never attended any college. Includes students 
enrolled in the fall term who attended college for the first 
time in the prior summer term of any college. Also 
includes students who entered with advanced standing 
(college credits earned before graduation from high 
school). Valid FIRST_TIME_UG_COHORT_FLAG 
values are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. 
CTC, UNIV, HRI Student Report (CBM001)) 

FLEXIBLE_ENTRY_
KEY 

SMALLINT N Generated key that uniquely identifies a record. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_GENDER table that 
references the person’s gender.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

HEALTH_ 
COLLEGE_KEY 

INTEGER Y Foreign key for the DIM D_HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN 
table that references the specific health college in which 
the student is enrolled.  The Health College is a subset of 
the larger parent organization which is a higher Education 
Institution.  This column applies only to health related 
institution records.  This key is a system-generated value. 

HEALTH_FTE_STU DECIMAL(3, Y This is the student’s percent of time enrolled in relation to 
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0) a full or normal workload at the institution during the 
reporting period. Each institution has a policy that 
determines a full or normal workload. An equivalency for 
a medical or dental professional student should be entered 
by semester as well. In calculating an annual FTE, the fall 
and spring FTEs will be divided by 2 and the summer FTE 
will be divided by 3 and added per student. A student who 
enrolls in several courses, and the sum of the credit hours 
is in excess of a “normal” work load, is coded as 100 
percent.  
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. HRI 
Student Report (CBM001)) 

HEALTH_REMOTE
_TEACHING_SITE 

CHAR(6) Y 1993 - Current year:  For Health-Related institutions, this 
is the six digit assigned code of the remote teaching site 
(or zip code if the site has not been assigned a code) 
identifying the location where the student has received 
instruction. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. HRI 
Student Report (CBM001)) 

HEALTH_RN_ 
NURSING_PGM_ 
FLAG 

CHAR(2) Y A code of ‘NL (Not Licensed)’ indicates the student is 
enrolled in a ‘generic’ BSN program and is working 
towards his/her first RN license. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. HRI 
Student Report (CBM001)) 

HEALTH_SCH_ 
LOAD_HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y The number of SCH for which the student is registered in 
the term being reported. SCH attempted in FE classes 
(courses that begin after the census date of the prior term) 
are reported in a separate record and a “1” coded in 
Flexible Entry item. Other than the FE SCH, this field 
contains all the SCH attempted by the student during the 
reporting period. NOTE: Unlike the university CBM001, 
which breaks out the SCH load in current registration by 
on and off campus, the health institutions include both on 
and off SCH in one item. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. HRI 
Student Report (CBM001)) 

HEALTH_SCH_ 
REMOTE_SITE_ 
HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y Number of SCH for which the student is registered during 
the reporting period at an approved remote teaching site. 
These hours are also included in Semester Credit Hour 
Load, Current Registration. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. HRI 
Student Report (CBM001)) 

NON_ 
DISCLOSURE_ 
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_NON_DISCLOSURE table 
that references whether a student has opted to prohibit 
disclosure of his/her personal information. This key is a 
system-generated value. 

HIGHER_ED_ 
INSTITUTN_ KEY 

INTEGER N Foreign key for the DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN 
table that references the institution where the student is 
enrolled.  The key is a system-generated value. 

HIGHER_ED_ VARCHAR(8) N Abbreviation for the type of institution to which the 
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INSTITUTN_ 
TYPEABBREV 

individual is seeking admission.  The institute type can 
also be found on the DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN 
table that is referenced by 
HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN_KEY.  The type abbreviation 
is placed on the fact as a shortcut due to its frequent use.   

INTER_INST_ 
ACAD_CONT_HRS 

DECIMAL(3, 
0) 

Y The number of inter-institutional contact hours in 
approved academic courses for which the student is 
registered in the current semester or for flexible entry 
records.  Hours reported as inter-institutional contact hours 
are excluded them from 
CONT_HRS_ACAD_IN_DIST_HRS and 
CONT_HRS_ACAD_OUT_DIST_HRS.  An inter-
institutional agreement must be on file at the CB. An inter-
institutional class is where the class and instructor are 
provided by another institution and the receiving 
institution is not allowed to claim the contact hours of their 
students on the CBM004. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual for Texas Community, Technical, and 
State Colleges. CTC Student Report (CBM001)) 

INTER_INST_ 
TECHNICAL_ 
CONT_HRS 

DECIMAL(3, 
0) 

Y The number of inter-institutional contact hours in 
approved technical courses for which the student is 
registered in the current semester or for flexible entry 
records.  Hours reported as inter-institutional contact hours 
are excluded from CONT_HRS_TECH_IN_DIST_HRS 
and CONT_HRS_TECH_OUT_DIST_HRS. An inter-
institutional agreement must be on file at the CB. An inter-
institutional class is where the class and instructor are 
provided by another institution and the receiving 
institution is not allowed to claim the contact hours of their 
students on the CBM004. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Fall 2009 Reporting and 
Procedures Manual for Texas Community, Technical, and 
State Colleges. (CTC Student Report (CBM001)) 

DISABILITIES_ 
FLAG 

CHAR(1) Y The nature of this datum is that it is typically self-reported 
when a student receives special services through a special 
populations coordinator or a state program. Students 
referred to the college by the Department of Assistive and 
Rehabilitative Services for education and training should 
be reported in the category. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. CTC 
Student Report (CBM001) CTC Students in Continuing 
Education Courses Report (CBM00A)) 

LEP_FLAG CHAR(1) Y A student who has limited ability in speaking, reading, 
writing, or understanding the English language, and whose 
native language is a language other than English; or who 
lives in a family or community environment in which a 
language other than English is the dominant language. The 
field contains a ‘4' if the student has limited English 
proficiency and blank if not applicable. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. CTC 
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Student Report (CBM001) CTC Students in Continuing 
Education Courses Report (CBM00A)) 

NONCREDIT_STU_
ENROLL_CNT 

DECIMAL(1, 
0) 

N Non-credit courses are courses that result in the award of 
continuing education units (CEUs), as specified by 
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools' criteria, or 
institutional credit rather than credit toward a degree or 
certificate. Only courses that result in the award of CEU 
may be submitted for state funding. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. CTC 
Students in Continuing Education Courses Report 
(CBM00A)) 

NON_DEGREE_ 
SEEK_ FLAG 

CHAR(1) Y A code of ‘1’ in this item identifies a student who is 
attending a university but who does not intend to work 
toward a degree. Any student who has been reported as 
non-degree-seeking will be excluded from an initial 
graduation cohort. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N 1989 - Current year:  System generated person identifier.  
For TPEIR staff use only. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for the DIM.D_PERSON table that references 
the student's identifying information. The key is a system-
generated value. 

REMOTE_ 
CAMPUS_KEY 

SMALLINT Y Foreign key for the DIM.D_REMOTE_CAMPUS table 
that references whether the student attends a remote 
campus or correctional facility. The key is a system-
generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. 
CTC, UNIV, HRI Student Report (CBM001)) 

RESTRICTED_ 
PGM_ADM_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_RESTRICTED_PGM_ADM.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  Restricted program 
admission is used to distinguish students who have a 
declared major in a particular discipline from those who 
are actually admitted to a certificate or degree program 
through a restricted or separate admission process. The 
distinction provides more accurate enrollment and 
graduation numbers in key, high-demand occupations, and 
the data are often linked to special legislative initiatives. 
(CBM001) 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms, 
April 15, 2010) 
 
Prior to 2005, this column was called 
TEACHER_EDUCATION_PGM_FLAG.  As of Fall 
2005 (or 2006), this is called "Restricted Program 
Admission", and has a number of new values.   Sources 
UNIV (and CTC).  Both columns are populated in TPEIR. 

RPT_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_RPT_YEAR 
table that references the year in which the semester 
occurred. The key is a system-generated value. 

SCH_ACAD_NOT_ 
STATE_FUND_ 
HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y The number of semester credit hours attempted by the 
student in approved academic courses which are NOT 
allowed to be reported for state funding. 
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(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms.) 
SCH_AFFECTED_ 
BY_UG_LIMIT_ 
HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y The number of SCH attempted in academic courses that 
apply to an associate or current baccalaureate degree at an 
institution of higher education and from which the college 
receives state funding. Not included are academic SCH if 
the student pays the non-resident tuition rate. This item 
applies to students who initially enrolled as 
undergraduates in an institution of higher education in the 
1999 fall semester or in a subsequent term. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. CTC 
Student Report (CBM001)) 

SCH_DEVEL_ 
STATE_FUNDED_ 
HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y Number of SCH in developmental courses for which the 
student is registered during the reporting period that do 
qualify for 
state funding. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. 
UNIV Student Report (CBM001)) 

SCH_DEVEL_NOT_
STATE_FUNDED_ 
HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y Number of developmental SCH for which the student is 
registered during the reporting period that do not qualify 
for state funding. (Definition source:  THECB Glossary of 
Data Terms. UNIV Student Report (CBM001)) 

SCH_DUAL_CR_ 
CONCURRENROLL
_HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y Credit hours for which a student receives simultaneous 
academic credit for the course from both an institution of 
higher education and a high school under CB Rule 4.81 - 
4.85 of this title (relating to Dual Credit Partnerships 
Between Secondary Schools and Texas Public Colleges). 
These credit hours also are reported in (SCH in Academic 
Courses of Students Affected by the UGL Limit, SCH in 
Academic courses of Students Who Are Not Affected by 
the UGL Limit, and Total SCH in Technical Courses as 
appropriate). 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. CTC 
Student Report (CBM001)) 

SCH_GRAD_HRS_B
Y_ SENIORS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y The number of semester credit hours attempted in graduate 
classes by senior students who are within 12 hours of their 
first baccalaureate.  These hours do not count toward the 
45+ undergraduate SCH funding limit. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms.) 

SCH_INTER_ 
INSTNOTSTATE 
FUND_HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y The number of SCH in inter-institutional courses for 
which the student is registered during the reporting period 
and that do not qualify for state funding. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. 
UNIV Student Report (CBM001)) 

SCH_INTER_ 
INSTSTATEFUND_
HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y 1994 - Current year:  The number of SCH in 
interinstitutional courses for which the student is 
registered during the reporting period and that qualify for 
state funding. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. 
UNIV Student Report (CBM001)) 
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SCH_LOAD_OFF_ 
CAMPUS_HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y 1991 - Current year:  The number of off-campus semester 
credit hours, including non-state-funded ones, for which 
the student is registered in the current semester. The sum 
of items SCH_LOAD_ON_CAMPUS and 
SCH_LOAD_OFF_CAMPUS should be the total SCH the 
student attempted in the current term and should equal the 
sum of the other SCH Items. The semester credit hours 
attempted in courses that begin after the census date of the 
prior term, which are identified as flexible entry, are 
reported in a separate record and a '1' entered in Flexible 
Entry. 
 
(Definition source:  Provided by THECB.  UNIV Student 
Report  (CBM001)) 

SCH_LOAD_ON_ 
CAMPUS_HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y 1991 - Current year:  The number of on-campus semester 
credit hours, including non-state-funded ones, for which 
the student is registered in the current semester. The sum 
of items SCH_LOAD_ON_CAMPUS and 
SCH_LOAD_OFF_CAMPUS should be the total SCH the 
student attempted in the current term and should equal the 
sum of the other SCH Items. The semester credit hours 
attempted in courses that begin after the census date of the 
prior term, which are identified as flexible entry, are 
reported in a separate record and a ‘1’ entered in Flexible 
Entry. 
 
(Definition source:  Provided by THECB. UNIV Student 
Report  (CBM001) ) 

SCH_NOT_ 
AFFECTED_UG_ 
LIMIT_HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y The number of SCH attempted in academic courses if the 
student is not affected by the undergraduate SCH limit. 
Examples are SCH of students who pay the non-resident 
tuition rate and academic students who enrolled as 
undergraduates in an institution of higher education prior 
to the 1999 fall semester. Not included are developmental 
SCH or Flexible Entry SCH if this is not an FE record. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. CTC 
Student Report (CBM001)) 

SCH_NOT_STATE_
FUNDED_HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y 2000 - Current year:  The number of credit hours for 
which the student is registered in the reporting period that 
do not qualify for state funding, not including any inter-
institutional or developmental SCH which have their own 
fields. Examples are attempted SCHs of an undergraduate 
student who has exceeded the state limit, SCH of a student 
who has attempted the same course more than twice, SCH 
of a student in physical education courses that are not 
allowed for state-funding (see Physical Education Funding 
Limit) and SCHs of a student in Military Science or 
religion courses. Not required for Medical and Dental 
students.  
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. 
UNIV, HRI Student Report (CBM001)) 

SCH_STATE_ 
FUNDED_HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y Number of attempted SCH for which the student is 
registered during the reporting period that do qualify for 
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state funding. Excluded are all developmental, SCH in 
excess of state limits and inter-institutional sch. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. 
UNIV, HRI Student Report (CBM001)) 

SCH_TECH_NOT_ 
STATE_FUND_ 
HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y The number of semester credit hours attempted by the 
student in approved technical courses which are NOT 
allowed to be reported for state funding. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms.) 

SCH_UG_DEGREE_
PGM_ HRS 

DECIMAL(3, 
0) 

Y The number of semester credit hours required to be earned 
in order for a student to receive a baccalaureate degree in 
the specified program. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. 
UNIV, HRI Student Report (CBM001)) 

SEMESTER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_SEMESTER table that 
references the reporting period semester.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

SINGLE_PARENT_ 
FLAG 

CHAR(1) Y This field will have a value of “8” if the student is a single 
parent and blank if not applicable. This may be self-
reported data. However, students who receive special 
federally funded or state funded assistance (such as 
referrals from the Texas Department of Human Services or 
the Texas Department of Health) because they are single 
parents may also be reported in this category. Assistance 
may include child care assistance or child care fee waivers. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. CTC 
Student Report (CBM001) CTC Students in Continuing 
Education Courses Report (CBM00A)) 

STU_FULL_OR_ 
PART_ TIME_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for the 
DIM.D_STU_FULL_OR_PART_TIME table that 
references the student status as part-time or full-time. The 
key is a system-generated value. 

STU_INTENT_KEY SMALLINT Y Foreign key for DIM.D_STU_INTENT that references the 
student's primary reason for attending college.    
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. CTC 
Student Report (CBM001)) 

STU_RESIDENCE_
KEY 

SMALLINT Y Foreign key for the DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_LOCATION 
table that references the county, state, or foreign country 
of which the student is a legal resident.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  Fall 2009 Reporting and Procedures 
Manual.  Admissions Report (Univ CBM00B)) 

STU_SOURCE_ 
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_STU_SOURCE that references 
the student's enrollment as first-time, transfer, or 
continuing.   
 
(Definition source:  Provided by THECB. CTC, UNIV, 
HRI, CONT) 

STU_UG_ 
GRADUATE_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for the 
DIM.D_STU_UNDERGRADUATE_GRADUATE table 
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that references the student's status as undergraduate or 
graduate. This key is a system-generated value. 

TEA_ALT_ID CHARACTER(
9) 

Y The PEIMS identification number of the student which is a 
state-approved alternative student identification number 
provided by TEA to the school districts that is to be used 
when the student does not provide an SSN. It may be 
found in the student’s high school transcript. This number 
begins with an ‘S’ which is then followed by 8 digits.  
 
(Definition source:  THECB P-16 Memo to TEA, P-
16MEMO101010. 

TEACHER_ 
EDUCATION_PGM_
FLAG 

CHARACTER(
2) 

Y Restricted program admission is used to distinguish 
students who have a declared major in a particular 
discipline from those who are actually admitted to a 
certificate or degree program through a restricted or 
separate admission process.  The distinction provides more 
accurate enrollment and graduation numbers in key, high-
demand occupations, and the data are often linked to 
special legislative initiatives. (CBM001) 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms, 
April 15, 2010) 
 
This value is also referenced by 
RESTRICTED_PGM_ADM_KEY. 

TOTAL_CONT_ 
HRS_LOAD_HRS 

DECIMAL(4, 
0) 

Y University and Health = zero; Community College 
(CBM001) contact hours = contact hours academic in 
district + contact hours academic out of district + contact 
hours technical in district + contact hours technical out of 
district + inter-institutional academic contact hours + inter-
institutional technical contact hours + developmental 
education contact hours in excess of limit. Community 
College (CBM00A) contact hours = continuing education 
contact hours + inter-institutional technical contact hours. 
 
(Definition source:  Provided by THECB. CTC, CONT) 

TOTAL_SCH_ 
LOAD_HRS 

DECIMAL(3, 
0) 

Y The total number of SCH attempted. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB provided. CTC, UNIV, HRI) 

TOTAL_TECH_ 
SCH_HRS 

DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

Y The total number of SCH attempted in technical courses. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. 
CTC, UNIV Student Report (CBM001)) 

TRANS_STU_ 
PRIOR_INSTITUTN
_CODE 

CHAR(6) N If the value of this field is a “000001”, the student is a 
first-time-entering student. A FICE code in this field 
represents the higher education institution from which the 
student transferred. The CBM001 data summary category 
‘First-Time Students’ is based on this field. These codes 
are to be entered only the first semester that the student is 
reported after he/she transfers. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. 
CTC, UNIV, HRI Student Report (CBM001)) 

TRANS_STU_ 
PRIOR_INSTITUTN

INTEGER N Foreign key for the DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN 
table that references the institution from which the student 
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_KEY transferred.   The key is a system-generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. 
CTC, UNIV, HRI Student Report (CBM001)) 

TUITION_EXEMPT_ 
WAIVER_KEY 

SMALLINT Y Foreign key for DIM.D_TUITION_EXEMPT_WAIVER 
that references the student's tuition exemption or tuition 
waiver category. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. 
CTC, UNIV, HRI Student Report (CBM001)) 

TUITION_STAT_ 
KEY 

SMALLINT Y Foreign key for DIM.D_TUITION_STAT that references 
the student's tuition rate (e.g., 'Resident Tuition', 'In-
District'). 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. 
CTC, UNIV, HRI Student Report (CBM001)) 

TYPE_MAJOR_ 
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_TYPE_MAJOR that references 
the student's type major as academic (value of ‘1’), 
technical (value of ‘2’), or Tech-Prep (value of ‘3’). 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. CTC 
Student Report (CBM001) CTC Students in Continuing 
Education Courses Report (CBM00A)) 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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F_HIGHER_EDUCATION_STUDENT_GRADUATE 

Definition The Higher Education Student Enrollment fact table contains data on higher education 
student degrees and certificates awarded.  This data is collected for colleges, universities, 
health institutions, community, and technical colleges.  
 
This table contains data from 1994 through the current year.  Access to this table is restricted 
to authorized users. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following column.  The database column name 
is in parentheses. 
1.  Higher education student graduate (HIGHER_ED_STU_GRADUATION_KEY) 
  
Data source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms. CTC, UNIV, HRI Student Report (CBM009) 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
HIGHER_ED_STU_ 
GRADUATION_ 
KEY 

INTEGER ID Primary key for 
FACT.F_HIGHER_EDUCATION_STUDENT_GRADUA
TE.  The key is a system-generated value. 

AGE_AT_ 
GRADUATION 

SMALLINT Y 1989 - Current year:  Age calculated as of September 1 of 
the school year of graduation (e.g., '09/01/2006' for the 
school year 2006-07).  Value is derived using birth date.  
Birth dates that result in an age calculation of less than 11 or 
greater than 100 are considered unreasonable and are 
populated with 0. 

CIP_CODE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_CIP_CODE that references the 
Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) code used to 
identify subject matter content of courses and major area of 
concentration of students. Texas adds a 2-digit suffix to the 
federal six-digit code to identify instructional program 
specialties and a second 2-digits to identify the funding area.    
The key is a system-generated value. 
 
(Definition source:  THECB Glossary of Data Terms) 

DEGREE_ 
CONFERRED 

VARCHAR(8
) 

N 1989 - Current year:  Abbreviation of the degree awarded to 
graduate (e.g, 'AAS' or 'MFA'). 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_ETHNICITY table that 
references the ethnic origin of the student.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_GENDER table that references 
the gender of the student.  The key is a system-generated 
value 

HEALTH_ 
COLLEGE_KEY 

INTEGER N Foreign key for the DIM D_HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN 
table that references the specific health college in which the 
student is enrolled.  The Health College is a subset of the 
larger parent organization which is a higher Education 
Institution.  This column applies only to health related 
institution records.  This key is a system-generated value. 

NON_ 
DISCLOSURE_ 
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_NON_DISCLOSURE table that 
references whether a student has opted to prohibit disclosure 
of his/her personal information.  This key is a system-
generated value. 

HIGHER_ED_ INTEGER N Foreign key for the DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN 
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INSTITUTN_ KEY table that references the institution.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

HIGHER_ED_ 
INSTITUTN_ 
TYPEABBREV 

VARCHAR(8
) 

N Abbreviation for the type of institution to which the 
individual is seeking admission.  The institute type can also 
be found on the DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN table 
that is referenced by HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN_KEY.  
The type abbreviation is placed on the fact as a shortcut due 
to its frequent use.   

LEVEL_OF_ 
DEGREE_ 
CONFERRED_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for 
DIM.D_LEVEL_OF_DEGREE_CONFERRED that 
references the level of the degree awarded to graduate (e.g., 
'Associate' or 'Baccalaureate').  Generated key that uniquely 
identifies a record. 

MONTH_OF_ 
AWARD 

SMALLINT Y 1989 - Current year:  The two-digit number for the month in 
which the award was conferred (e.g., '05' for May). 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR use only. 
PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for the DIM.D_PERSON table that references 

the student's identifying information. The key is a system-
generated value. 

REMOTE_ 
CAMPUS_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_REMOTE_CAMPUS table that 
references whether the student attends a remote campus or 
correctional facility.  The key is a system-generated value. 

RPT_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_RPT_YEAR 
table that references the year in which the semester 
occurred.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR table that 
references the school year for which the student is enrolled.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

SELF_SUPPORTED
_PGM 

CHAR(1) Y Item to identify students who have graduated in a self-
supported program.  This is a 1-character field with value 
"X" if the student graduated from a self-supported program; 
otherwise it is blank. 

STU_COMPLETER
_CNT 

DECIMAL(1, 
0) 

N 1989 - Current year:  Identifies community college students 
who count as completers.  Value is derived using Level of 
Degree Conferred.  For community college students, if 
Level of Degree Conferred is '5' or '6' then the student 
counts as a completer (STU_COMPLETER_COUNT=1).  
All other community college records and all university and 
health students do not count as a completers 
(STU_COMPLETER_COUNT=0). 

STU_ 
GRADUATION_ 
CNT 

DECIMAL(1, 
0) 

N 1989 - Current year:  Identifies students who count as 
graduates.  All university and health students count as 
graduates (STU_GRADUATION_CNT=1).  For community 
college records, value is derived using Level of Degree 
Conferred; if Level of Degree Conferred is '5' or '6' then the 
student does not count as a graduate 
(STU_GRADUATION_CNT=0); otherwise, the student 
counts as a graduate (STU_GRADUATION_CNT=1). 

TYPE_MAJOR_ 
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_TYPE_MAJOR that references the 
student's type major as academic (value of ‘1’), technical 
(value of ‘2’), or Tech-Prep (value of ‘3’). 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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Dimension Tables used for THECB  
 
D_ADMISSION_ACT 
D_APPL_LEVEL 
D_CEEB_HIGH_SCHL 
D_CIP_CODE 
D_EDUCATION_LEVEL 
D_ENROLL_CLASSIFICATION 
D_ENTER_STAT 
D_ETHNICITY 
D_FACULTY_CATEGORY 
D_FAMILY_GROSS_INCOME 
D_FAMILY_OBLIGATIONS 
D_FLEXIBLE_ENTRY 
D_GENDER 
D_HIGHER_ED_ADMIN_UNIT 
D_HIGHER_ED_HIRE_STAT 
D_HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN 
D_HIGHER_ED_LOCATION 
D_HIGHER_ED_RPT_YEAR 
D_HIGHEST_DEGREE_EARNED 
D_LANGUAGE_FLUENCY 
D_LEVEL_OF_DEGREE_CONFERRED 
D_NON_DISCLOSURE 
D_PERSON 
D_RANK 
D_REMOTE_CAMPUS 
D_RESTRICTED_PGM_ADM 
D_SEMESTER 
D_STU_FULL_OR_PART_TIME 
D_STU_INTENT 
D_STU_SOURCE 
D_STU_UNDERGRADUATE_GRADUATE 
D_TENURE 
D_TERM_SOUGHT 
D_TUITION_EXEMPT_WAIVER 
D_TUITION_STAT 
D_TYPE_MAJOR 
D_UNIFORM_SERVICE_REGION  
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TEA PEIMS Financial 

F_PK12_DISTRICT_ACTUAL 
Definition The District Actual fact table contains the amount of actual expenditures reported by each 

district in each school year.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.    
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following eight columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Fiscal year (FISCAL_YEAR_KEY) 
3. Financial unit (FIN_UNIT_KEY) 
4. Program intent code (PIC_KEY) 
5. Actual amount object (ACTUAL_OBJECT_KEY) 
6. Actual amount fund source (ACTUAL_FUND_KEY) 
7. Actual amount function (ACTUAL_FUNCTION_KEY) 
8. District (DIST_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production table, AFSyrBP.T_ACTUAL_ALLOCyrB , on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 

the school year for which the data was collected.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

FISCAL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 
the fiscal year for which the data was collected.  The key 
is a system-generated value.  FISCAL_YEAR_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

FIN_UNIT_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_FIN_UNIT that references the 
unique organizational unit within the district with which 
an account is associated.  The key is a system-generated 
value.   FIN_UNIT_KEY is part of the primary key. 

PIC_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_PIC (Program Intent Code) that 
references the cost of instruction and other services that 
are directed toward a particular need of a specific set of 
students.  The key is a system-generated value.   
PIC_KEY is part of the primary key. 

ACTUAL_OBJECT_ 
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ACTUAL_OBJECT that 
references the account, transaction or source of funds for 
the actual expenditures being reported.  It indicates the 
major account group to which a transaction is posted or 
to which the associated monies are related.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  ACTUAL_OBJECT_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

ACTUAL_FUND_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ACTUAL_FUND that 
references the fund group and specific fund (when 
applicable) for actual financial data.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  ACTUAL_FUND_KEY is part 
of the primary key. 

ACTUAL_FUNCTION_
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ACTUAL_FUNCTION that 
references a general operational area and groups 
together related activities.  The key is a system-
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generated value.  ACTUAL_FUNCTION_KEY is part 
of the primary key. 

DIST_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_DISTRICT that references the 
district identification number registered with the Texas 
Education Agency to which the transaction applies.   
The key is a system-generated value.  DIST_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

TRANS_AMT DECIMAL(15
, 0) 

N 1991 - Current:  The dollar value associated with actual 
financial account information (i.e. the actual expenditure 
or actual revenue amount reported by an organization.)  
Amounts are reported to the nearest dollar. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number registered 
with the Texas Education Agency associated with the 
transaction. 

DIST_ID INTEGER N System generated district identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
use only. 

SCHL_YEAR_CODE CHAR(4) N 1991 - Current:  The four-character school year for 
which the data was collected. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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F_PK12_DISTRICT_BUDGET 

Definition The District Budget fact table contains the amount of estimated expenditures reported by each 
district in each school year.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following eight columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Fiscal year (FISCAL_YEAR_KEY) 
3. Financial unit (FIN_UNIT_KEY) 
4. Program intent code (PIC_KEY) 
5. Budgeted amount object (BUDGET_OBJECT_KEY) 
6. Budgeted amount fund source (BUDGET_FUND_KEY) 
7. Budgeted amount function (BUDGET_FUNCTION_KEY) 
8. District (DIST_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production table, AFByrAP.T_BUDGET_ALLOCyrA , on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 

references the school year for which the data was 
collected.  The key is a system-generated value.  
SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part of the primary key. 

FISCAL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 
references the fiscal year for which the data was 
collected.  The key is a system-generated value.  
FISCAL_YEAR_KEY is part of the primary key. 

FIN_UNIT_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_FIN_UNIT that references the 
unique organizational unit within the district with 
which an account is associated.  The key is a system-
generated value.   FIN_UNIT_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

PIC_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_PIC (Program Intent Code) 
that references the cost of instruction and other 
services that are directed toward a particular need of 
a specific set of students.  The key is a system-
generated value.   PIC_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

BUDGET_OBJECT_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_BUDGET_OBJECT that 
references the account, transaction or source of funds 
for the budgeted expenditures being reported.  It 
indicates the major account group to which a 
transaction is posted or to which the associated 
monies are related.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  BUDGET_OBJECT_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

BUDGET_FUND_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_BUDGET_FUND that 
references the fund group and specific fund (when 
applicable) for budgeted financial data.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  BUDGET_FUND_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

BUDGET_FUNCTION_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_BUDGET_FUNCTION that 
references a general operational area and groups 
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together related activities.  The key is a system-
generated value.  BUDGET_FUNCTION_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

DIST_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_DISTRICT that references 
the district identification number registered with the 
Texas Education Agency to which the transaction 
applies.   The key is a system-generated value.  
DIST_KEY is part of the primary key. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency 
associated with the transaction. 

DIST_ID INTEGER N System generated district identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
use only. 

SCHL_YEAR_CODE CHAR(4) N 1991 - Current:  The four-character school year for 
which the data was collected. 

TRANS_AMT DECIMAL(15, 
0) 

N 1991 - Current:  The dollar value associated with 
actual financial account information (i.e. the 
budgeted expenditure or budgeted revenue amount 
reported by an organization.)  Amounts are reported 
to the nearest dollar. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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TEA PEIMS General 

F_ DISTRICT_ANALYZE 
Definition The District Analyze fact table contains reporting categories, such as community type and 

percent economically disadvantaged, for each district in each school year.  This table contains 
data from 2008 through the current year.    
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following two columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. District (DIST_KEY) 
2. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
 
The definition source is the "  District Analyze Category Descriptions, 2009-10 ".   
Data Source:  Accountability Research district analyze production table on MARYKAY 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
DIST_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_DISTRICT that references the 

district identification number registered with the Texas 
Education Agency to which the transaction applies.   
The key is a system-generated value.  DIST_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 
the school year for which the data was collected.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

COMMUNITY_TYPE_
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_COMMUNITY_TYPE that 
references the type of community in which the district is 
located based on factors such as enrollment, growth in 
enrollment, economic status, and proximity to urban 
areas.  The key is a system-generated value.   

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N District identification number registered with the Texas 
Education Agency and published in the Texas School 
Directory. 

SCHL_YEAR SMALLINT N An indicator of the school year for which the 
information was reported.  For example, the school year 
for the 2008-2009 period is 2009. 

ECON_DISADV_PCT DEC(5,2) N Districts are grouped into six subcategories based on 
percentage of enrollment reported as economically 
disadvantaged. A student is reported as economically 
disadvantaged if he or she is eligible for free or reduced-
price meals under the National School Lunch and Child 
Nutrition Program. 

ECON_DISADV_BIN 
_CODE 

CHAR(1) N Economic Disadvantaged Bin Code indicates the 
subcategory of Economic Disadvantaged Percent of 
enrollment. 

ENROLLMENT_CNT INTEGER N Districts are grouped into nine subcategories based on 
number of students enrolled. Enrollment counts are 
taken on the last Friday in October of each year. 

ENROLLMENT_BIN_C
ODE 

CHAR(1) N Enrollment Bin Code indicates the subcategory of 
enrollment counts 

AFR_AMER_PCT DEC(5,2) N Actual percentage of enrolled students who have 
indicated race of African-American. 
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AFR_AMER 
_BIN_CODE 

CHAR(1) N African American Bin Code indicates the subcategory of 
African American percent enrollment. 

NON_WHITE_PCT DEC(5,2) N Actual percentage of enrolled students who have 
indicated races other than "White". 

NON_WHITE 
_BIN_CODE 

CHAR(1) N Non-White Bin Code indicates the subcategory of non-
White percent enrollment.  The term "Non-White" is 
used to designate the following groups combined: 
African American, not of Hispanic origin; Asian or 
Pacific Islander; Hispanic; and Native American or 
Alaskan Native. 

HISPANIC_PCT DEC(5,2) N Actual percentage of enrolled students who have 
indicated ethnicity of Hispanic. 

HISPANIC_BIN_CODE CHAR(1) N Hispanic Bin Code indicates the subcategory Hispanic 
percent enrollment.   

BORDER_DISTRICT_F
LAG 

DEC(1) N Districts are grouped into two subcategories, border and 
non-border, based on their geographic relationship to the 
U.S-Mexico border. The districts classified as border 
districts are those that are located in the 32 counties 
situated within approximately 62.5 miles of the U.S.-
Mexico border, based on the 1983 Agreement on 
Cooperation for the Protection and Improvement of the 
Environment in the Border Area (aka, the La Paz 
Agreement). The La Paz Agreement defines the U.S.-
Mexico border region as extending more than 2,000 
miles from the Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific Ocean and 
approximately 62.5 miles on either side of the border. 

REGION_ID INTEGER N The state is divided into 20 geographic regions, each 
served by an education service center (ESC). Although 
not usually the case, an ESC may serve districts outside 
its geographic boundaries. For this category, districts are 
grouped by the ESC regions that serve them, not by the 
ESC regions in which they are located geographically. 

REGION_KEY SMALLINIT N Foreign key for DIM.D_REGION that references the 
education service center by which the district is served.   
The key is a system-generated value.   
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TEA PEIMS Staff 

F_PK12_STAFF_CLASS_DISTRICT 
Definition The Staff Class District fact table contains information about staff assigned to district 

classroom services.  Includes base pay, FTE information, and class assignments / number of 
students.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following seven columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. School (SCHL_KEY) 
3. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
4. Role (ROLE_KEY) 
5. Service (SERV_KEY) 
6. Classtime hours (CLASSTIME_KEY) 
7. Setting (BUDGET_FUNCTION_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSFyrAP.DB_CLASSyrA and 
ASFyrAP.DB_DEMOG_EMP_INyrA, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 

references the school year for which the data was 
collected.  The key is a system-generated value.  
SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part of the primary key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references 
the school in which the person serves.  The key is 
a system-generated value.  SCHL_KEY is part of 
the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references 
the staff member's identifying information.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  PERSON_KEY 
is part of the primary key. 

ROLE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ROLE that references the 
capacity in which a person serves.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  ROLE_KEY is part of 
the primary key. 

SERV_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SERVICE that references 
the service supplied by staff.  The key is a system-
generated value.   SERV_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

CLASSTIME_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_CLASSTIME that 
references the time the class is in session.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  
CLASSTIME_KEY is part of the primary key. 

SETTING_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SETTING that references 
the location and environment used in providing 
instruction to students.  The key is a system-
generated value.  SETTING_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned 
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PID. 
ASSIGN_ORG_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ASSIGN_ORG that 

references whether the assignment is at the 
campus, central administration, or SSA 
administration.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency.  
This is the district from which the person is paid. 

DIST_SERV_CODE CHAR(6) Y 1991 - Current:  The district of service 
identification number as registered with the Texas 
Education Agency.  This is the district in which 
the person serves. 

ESC_SSA_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_ESC_SSA that references 
whether the education service center staff 
responsibility being reported is part of a shared 
services arrangement for which the education 
service center is the fiscal agent.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that 
references the staff member's ethnic origin.  
ETHNICITY_KEY is a system-generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references 
the gender of the staff member.  GENDER_KEY 
is a system-generated value. 

PBASEPAY DECIMAL(6, 
0) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of the 
person's base pay that is devoted to this particular 
responsibility.  The calculation does not include 
Adult Basic Education staff data. 

PBASEPAY_ALL_RESP DECIMAL(6, 
0) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of a 
person's base salary that is devoted to a particular 
responsibility.  The calculation includes Adult 
Basic Education staff data. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR 
staff use only. 

PFTE DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of the 
person's fulltime equivalent that is devoted to this 
particular responsibility.  The calculation does not 
include Adult Basic Education staff data. 

PFTE_ALL_RESP DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of the 
person's full-time equivalent that is devoted to 
this particular responsibility.  The calculation 
includes Adult Basic Education staff data. 

POPULATION_SERVED_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_POPULATION_SERVED 
that references the student population for which a 
service has been designed or is intended.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

PTIME DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of 
time that a staff person spends on a responsibility.  
The calculation does not include Adult Basic 
Education staff data. 

PTIME_ALL_RESP DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of 
time that a staff person spends on a responsibility.  
The calculation includes Adult Basic Education 
staff data. 
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SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique school identification 
number registered with the Texas Education 
Agency.   This is the school in which the person 
serves. 

STAFF_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STAFF_DEMOG that 
references the codes and descriptions related to 
the staff member's demographic background, 
including educational degree, employee type, and 
employee staff grouping.  
STAFF_DEMOGL_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 

STU_CNT SMALLINT Y 1991 - Current:  Indicates the number of students 
in membership in the class served by the person 
as of the PEIMS reporting date. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
CLASS_TYPE_KEY SMALLINIT N Foreign key to DIM.D_CLASS_TYPE that 

identifies the type of class providing instruction to 
students in particular class settings.  
CLASS_TYPE_KEY is a system-generated value. 

ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains 
the codes and descriptions indicating whether a 
person is Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's 
racial category.   ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

SERVICE_CHANGE_SEQ SMALLINT N SERVICE_CHANGE_SEQ number is used to 
keep the key unique if a service code gets rolled 
up.  For example: service codes 81100101 and 
81100102 are changed to 8110XXXX at TEA.  
The sequence code is incremented to prevent 
duplicate keys. 

MONTHLY_MINUTES SMALLINT N 2010 – Current:  Total number of minutes in a 
month devoted to a particular class.  A month is 
generally considered to be the 4 weeks prior to the 
as-of-date. 

CLASS_ID VARCHAR(14) N 2010 – Current:  A number identifying a class that 
is unique for a staff person on a campus.  The 
CLASS_ID may be any 6 character district 
defined identifier comprised of letters and/or 
numbers that uniquely identifies a class at the 
staff person/campus level.  (A number identifying 
a unique course section that is unique for a 
particular school year, Campus, and Service 
Code.) 
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F_PK12_STAFF_CLASS_ESC 

Definition The Staff Class ESC fact table contains information about staff assigned to education service 
center classroom services.  Includes base pay, FTE information, and class assignments / 
number of students.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following seven columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. School (SCHL_KEY) 
3. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
4. Role (ROLE_KEY) 
5. Service (SERV_KEY) 
6. Classtime hours (CLASSTIME_KEY) 
7. Setting (BUDGET_FUNCTION_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSFyrAP.DB_ESC_CLASSyrA, 
PSFyyAP.DB_EMPLOYyyA and ASFyrAP.DB_DEMOG_EMP_INyrA, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 

references the school year for which the data was 
collected.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references 
the school in which the person serves.  The key is 
a system-generated value.  SCHL_KEY is part of 
the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references 
the staff member's identifying information.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  PERSON_KEY 
is part of the primary key. 

ROLE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ROLE that references the 
capacity in which a person serves.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  ROLE_KEY is part of 
the primary key. 

SERV_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SERVICE that references 
the service supplied by staff.  The key is a system-
generated value.   SERV_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

CLASSTIME_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_CLASSTIME that 
references the time the class is in session.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  
CLASSTIME_KEY is part of the primary key. 

SETTING_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SETTING that references 
the location and environment used in providing 
instruction to students.  The key is a system-
generated value.  SETTING_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned 
PID. 

ASSIGN_ORG_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ASSIGN_ORG that 
references whether the assignment is at the 
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campus, central administration, or SSA 
administration.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency.  
This is the district from which the person is paid. 

DIST_SERV_CODE CHAR(6) Y 1991 - Current:  The district of service 
identification number as registered with the Texas 
Education Agency.  This is the district for in the 
person serves. 

ESC_SSA_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_ESC_SSA that references 
whether the education service center staff 
responsibility being reported is part of a shared 
services arrangement for which the education 
service center is the fiscal agent.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that 
references the staff member's ethnic origin.  
ETHNICITY_KEY is a system-generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references 
the gender of the staff member.  GENDER_KEY 
is a system-generated value. 

PBASEPAY DECIMAL(6, 
0) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of the 
person's base pay that is devoted to this particular 
responsibility.  The calculation does not include 
Adult Basic Education staff data. 

PBASEPAY_ALL_RESP DECIMAL(6, 
0) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of a 
person's base salary that is devoted to a particular 
responsibility.  This calculation includes Adult 
Basic Education staff data. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR 
staff use only. 

PFTE DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of the 
person's full-time equivalent that is devoted to 
this particular responsibility.  The calculation 
does not include Adult Basic Education staff data. 

PFTE_ALL_RESP DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of the 
person's full-time equivalent that is devoted to 
this particular responsibility.  The calculation 
includes Adult Basic Education staff data. 

POPULATION_SERVED_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_POPULATION_SERVED 
that references the student population for which a 
service has been designed or is intended.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

PTIME DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of 
time that a staff person spends on a responsibility.  
The calculation does not include Adult Basic 
Education staff data. 

PTIME_ALL_RESP DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of 
time that a staff person spends on a responsibility.  
The calculation includes Adult Basic Education 
staff data. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique school identification 
number registered with the Texas Education 
Agency.   This is the school in which the person 
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serves. 
STAFF_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STAFF_DEMOG that 

references the codes and descriptions related to 
the staff member's demographic background, 
including educational degree, employee type, and 
employee staff grouping.  
STAFF_DEMOGL_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 

STU_CNT SMALLINT Y 1991 - Current:  Indicates the number of students 
in membership in the class as of the PEIMS 
reporting date. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
CLASS_TYPE_KEY SMALLINIT N Foreign key to DIM.D_CLASS_TYPE that 

identifies the type of class providing instruction to 
students in particular class settings.  
CLASS_TYPE_KEY is a system-generated value. 

ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains 
the codes and descriptions indicating whether a 
person is Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's 
racial category.   ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

SERVICE_CHANGE_SEQ SMALLINT N SERVICE_CHANGE_SEQ number is used to 
keep the key unique if a service code gets rolled 
up.  For example: service codes 81100101 and 
81100102 are changed to 8110XXXX at TEA.  
The sequence code is incremented to prevent 
duplicate keys. 

MONTHLY_MINUTES SMALLINT N Total number of minutes in a month devoted to a 
particular class.  A month is generally considered 
to be the 4 weeks prior to the as-of-date. 

CLASS_ID VARCHAR(14) N 2010 – Current:  A number identifying a unique 
course section, that is unique for a particular 
school year, Campus, and Service Code. 
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F_PK12_STAFF_EMPLOY_DISTRICT 

Definition The Staff Employ District fact table contains district employment information (base pay, 
FTE, tenure etc.).  This table contains data from 2001 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following three columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. District (DIST_KEY) 
3. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSFyyAP.DB_EMPLOYyrA and 
ASFyrAP.DB_DEMOG_EMP_INyrA, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references the 

school year for which the data was collected.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

DIST_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_DISTRICT that references the 
district in which the person is employed.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  DIST_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N A surrogate auto-incrementing primary key which is the 
key into the fact tables.  It will have values from 1 to 
however many records there are in the person table. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N Identifier for the person within an agency. For PEIMS 
data, this is PID. 

BASEPAY DECIMAL(6, 
0) 

Y The state base plus local enrichment; it is not the state 
minimum salary required by law.  TEA calculates an 
employee's base salary by totaling the employee's 060-
Employment-Payroll Accounting records that have a 
payroll activity code of '80'. 

DAYS_EMPLOYED SMALLINT N The actual number of at-work days within the school year 
that a person is scheduled to work in the district.  This 
number does not include holidays, weekends, and any 
other days the employee is not scheduled to work. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N District identification number registered with the Texas 
Education Agency.  This is the district from which the 
person is paid. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key for DIM.D_ETHNICITY which references 
the ethnic origin of the person.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

EXPERIENCE_YEARS SMALLINT Y The number of verifiable completed years (not including 
current year) of creditable professional experience as 
specified in 19 TAC, Chapter 153. 

FTE DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y Full time equivalent measures the extent to which a person 
(or responsibility) occupies a full-time position.  When 
data indicate that an employee is employed on a less than 
full-time basis, the FTE value is less than one.  FTE may 
be null for anyone assigned to Adult Basic Education 
only, or anyone who is a volunteer. 

FTE_TOTAL DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y FTE_TOT is the extent to which a person occupies a full-
time position at a DISTRICT AND ESC. 
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GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_GENDER table that 
references the gender of the staff member.  The key is a 
system-generated value 

GENFUND_INSTR_PAY DECIMAL(6, 
0) 

Y A TEA-calculated amount of the person's pay that is 
funded by Federal Revenue (FUND LIKE '1%') and 
assigned to function 11 (instruction). 

INSTR_FTE DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y A TEA calculated measurement of the portion of a 
person's FTE that is used to perform classroom functions. 

OTHER_SUPP DECIMAL(6, 
0) 

Y A TEA-calculated sum of the payroll amounts with a 
payroll activity code not equal to '80' (i.e., supplemental 
pay) that were submitted on the 060-Employment-Payroll 
Accounting record for this individual. 

PCTDAY SMALLINT N The percentage of a standard district workday for which 
the employee is hired to work.  The reported value is a 
whole number. 

PCTDAY_TOTAL SMALLINT Y PCTDAY_TOT is the percent of a workday for which an 
employee is hired to work at a DISTRICT AND ESC. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR use only. 
STAFF_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Key for the staff demographic information associated with 

the record. 
TENURE_YEARS SMALLINT Y The number of completed years that a person has been 

employed in any professional position in the current 
district or education service center, whether or not there 
has been any interruption in service. 

TOTAL_PAY DECIMAL(8, 
0) 

Y The sum of the employee's base salary and supplemental 
salary. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 

codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated value. 

STAFF_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_STAFF_TYPE which indicates 
whether the staff person is on the district payroll or is a 
contracted instructional staff person.  
STAFF_TYPE_KEY  is a system-generated value. 
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F_PK12_STAFF_EMPLOY_ESC 

Definition The Staff Employ ESC fact table Contains education service center employment information 
(base pay, FTE, tenure etc.).  This table contains data from 2001 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following three columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. District (DIST_KEY) 
3. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSFyrAP.DB_ESC_EMPLOYyrA and 
ASFyrAP.DB_DEMOG_EMP_INyrA, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 

the school year for which the data was collected.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY 
is part of the primary key. 

DIST_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_DISTRICT that references the 
district in which the person is employed.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  DIST_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
staff member's identifying information.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

BASEPAY DECIMAL(6, 0) Y 1991 - Current:  The state base plus local enrichment; it 
is not the state minimum salary required by law.  TEA 
calculates an employee's base salary by totaling the 
employee's 060-Employment-Payroll Accounting 
records that have a payroll activity code of '80'. 

DAYS_EMPLOYED SMALLINT N 1991 - Current:  The actual number of at-work days 
within the school year that a person is scheduled to 
work in the district.  This number does not include 
holidays, weekends, and any other days the employee 
is not scheduled to work. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency.  This is 
the district from which the person is paid. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references 
the staff member's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is 
a system-generated value. 

EXPERIENCE_YEARS SMALLINT Y 1991 - Current:  The number of verifiable completed 
years (not including current year) of creditable 
professional experience as specified in 19 TAC, 
Chapter 153. 

FTE DECIMAL(6, 4) Y 1991 - Current:  Full-time equivalent measures the 
extent to which a person (or responsibility) occupies a 
full-time position.  When data indicate that an 
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employee is employed on a less than full-time basis, 
the FTE value is less than one.  FTE may be null for 
anyone assigned to Adult Basic Education only, or 
anyone who is a volunteer. 

FTE_TOTAL DECIMAL(6, 4) Y 1991 - Current:  FTE_TOTAL is the extent to which a 
person occupies a full-time position at a district and at 
an ESC. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the staff member.  GENDER_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

GENFUND_INSTR_PAY DECIMAL(6, 0) Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated amount of the 
person's pay that is funded by Federal Revenue (FUND 
LIKE '1%') and assigned to function 11 (instruction). 

INSTR_FTE DECIMAL(6, 4) Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA calculated measurement of the 
portion of a person's FTE that is used to perform 
classroom functions. 

OTHER_SUPP DECIMAL(6, 0) Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated sum of the payroll 
amounts with a payroll activity code not equal to '80' 
(i.e., supplemental pay) that were submitted on the 
060-Employment-Payroll Accounting record for this 
individual. 

PCTDAY SMALLINT N 1991 - Current:  The percentage of a standard district 
workday for which the employee is hired to work.  The 
reported value is a whole number. 

PCTDAY_TOTAL SMALLINT Y 1991 - Current:  PCTDAY_TOT is the percent of a 
workday for which an employee is hired to work at a 
DISTRICT AND ESC. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
use only. 

STAFF_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STAFF_DEMOG that 
references the codes and descriptions related to the 
staff member's demographic background, including 
educational degree, employee type, and employee staff 
grouping.  STAFF_DEMOGL_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

TENURE_YEARS SMALLINT Y 1991 - Current:  The number of completed years that a 
person has been employed in any professional position 
in the current district or education service center, 
regardless of whether there has been any interruption in 
service. 

TOTAL_PAY DECIMAL(8, 0) Y 1991 - Current:  The sum of the employee's base salary 
and supplemental salary. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 

codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated value. 

STAFF_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_STAFF_TYPE which indicates 
whether the staff person is on the district payroll or is a 
contracted instructional staff person.  
STAFF_TYPE_KEY is a system-generated value. 
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F_PK12_STAFF_NONCLASS_DISTRICT 

Definition The Staff Nonclass District fact table contains information about staff assigned to district 
non-classroom services.  Includes base pay, role, and FTE information.  This table contains 
data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following five columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY ) 
2. School  (SCHL_KEY) 
3. Person (PERSON_KEY ) 
4. Role (ROLE_KEY) 
5. Service (SERV_KEY ) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSFyyAP.DB_NONCLASSyrA, 
PSFyyAP.DB_EMPLOYyyA and ASFyrAP.DB_DEMOG_EMP_INyrA, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 

the school year for which the data was collected.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the person serves.  The key is a system-
generated value.  SCHL_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
staff member's identifying information.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

ROLE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ROLE that references the 
capacity in which a person serves.  The key is a system-
generated value.  ROLE_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

SERV_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SERVICE that references the 
service supplied by staff.  The key is a system-generated 
value.   SERV_KEY is part of the primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

ASSIGN_ORG_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ASSIGN_ORG that references 
whether the assignment is at the campus, central 
administration, or SSA administration.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number registered 
with the Texas Education Agency.  This is the district 
from which the person is paid. 

DIST_SERV_CODE CHAR(6) Y 1991 - Current:  The district of service identification 
number as registered with the Texas Education Agency.  
This is the district for which the person serves. 

ESC_SSA_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_ESC_SSA that references 
whether the education service center staff responsibility 
being reported is part of a shared services arrangement 
for which the education service center is the fiscal agent.  
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The key is a system-generated value. 
ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references the 

staff member's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the staff member.  GENDER_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

PBASEPAY DECIMAL(6, 
0) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of the 
person's base pay that is devoted to this particular 
responsibility.  The calculation does not include Adult 
Basic Education staff data. 

PBASEPAY_ALL_ 
RESP 

DECIMAL(6, 
0) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of a person's 
base salary that is devoted to a particular responsibility.  
This calculation includes Adult Basic Education staff 
data. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff use 
only. 

PFTE DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of the 
person's full-time equivalent that is devoted to this 
particular responsibility.  The calculation does not 
include Adult Basic Education staff data. 

PFTE_ALL_RESP DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of the 
person's full-time equivalent that is devoted to this 
particular responsibility.  The calculation includes Adult 
Basic Education staff data. 

POPULATION_ 
SERVED_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_POPULATION_SERVED that 
references the student population for which a service has 
been designed or is intended.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

PTIME DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of time that a 
staff person spends on a responsibility.  The calculation 
does not include Adult Basic Education staff data. 

PTIME_ALL_RESP DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y 1991 - Current:  A TEA-calculated portion of time that a 
staff person spends on a responsibility.  The calculation 
includes Adult Basic Education staff data. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique school identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency.   This is 
the school for which the person serves. 

STAFF_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STAFF_DEMOG that 
references the codes and descriptions related to the staff 
member's demographic background, including 
educational degree, employee type, and employee staff 
grouping.  STAFF_DEMOGL_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 

codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated value. 
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F_PK12_STAFF_NONCLASS_ESC 

Definition The Staff Nonclass ESC fact table contains information about staff assigned to education 
service center non-classroom services.  Includes base pay, role, and FTE information.  This 
table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following five columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY ) 
2. School  (SCHL_KEY) 
3. Person (PERSON_KEY ) 
4. Role (ROLE_KEY) 
5. Service (SERV_KEY ) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSFyrAP.DB_ESC_NONCLASSyrA, 
PSFyyAP.DB_EMPLOYyyA and ASFyrAP.DB_DEMOG_EMP_INyrA, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 

references the school year for which the data was 
collected.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Generated key that uniquely identifies a record. 
PERSON_KEY INTEGER N A surrogate auto-incrementing primary key which 

is the key into the fact tables.  It will have values 
from 1 to however many records there are in the 
person table. 

ROLE_KEY SMALLINT N The key for the role associated with this record. 
SERV_KEY SMALLINT N Unique identifier for the record - generated by the 

system. 
AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N Identifier for the person within an agency. For 

PEIMS data, this is PID. 
ASSIGN_ORG_KEY SMALLINT N The key for the assign organization associated with 

this record. 
DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N District identification number registered with the 

Texas Education Agency.  This is the district from 
which the person is paid. 

DIST_SERV_CODE CHAR(6) Y District served code. 
ESC_SSA_KEY INTEGER N The key for  the education service center SSA code 

associated with this record. 
ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key for DIM.D_ETHNICITY which 

references the ethnic origin of the person.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_GENDER table that 
references the person’s gender.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

PBASEPAY DECIMAL(6, 
0) 

Y A TEA-calculated portion of BASEPAY. 

PBASEPAY_ALL_RESP DECIMAL(6, 
0) 

Y A TEA-calculated portion of a person's base salary 
that is devoted to a particular responsibility.  This 
calculation includes Adult Basic Education staff 
data. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR 
staff use only. 
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PFTE DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y A TEA-calculated portion of FTE. 

PFTE_ALL_RESP DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y A TEA-calculated portion of the person's full-time 
equivalent that is devoted to a particular 
responsibility. 

POPULATION_SERVED_KEY SMALLINT N Key for the population served associated with this 
record. 

PTIME DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y A TEA-calculated portion of time that a staff 
person spends on a responsibility. 

PTIME_ALL_RESP DECIMAL(6, 
4) 

Y A TEA-calculated portion of a part time employee's 
time that is allocated to a particular responsibility. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N Unique school identification number registered 
with the Texas Education Agency. 

STAFF_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N The key for the staff demographic information 
associated with this record. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains 

the codes and descriptions indicating whether a 
person is Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's 
racial category.   ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-
generated value. 
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F_PK12_STAFF_PAY_DISTRICT 

Definition The Staff Pay District fact table contains payroll information about staff performing services 
for the district.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following ten columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Fiscal year FISCAL_YEAR_KEY)  
3. District (DIST_KEY) 
4. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
5. Pay type (PAY_TYPE_KEY) 
6. Financial unit (FIN_UNIT_KEY) 
7. Program intent code (PIC_KEY ) 
8. Payroll object (PAYROLL_OBJECT_KEY ) 
9. Payroll fund (PAYROLL_FUND_KEY ) 
10. Payroll function (PAYROLL_FUNCTION_KEY )  
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSFyrAP.DB_PAYyrA, 
PSFyrAP.DB_EMPLOYyyA and ASFyrAP.DB_DEMOG_EMP_INyrA, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 

references the school year for which the data 
was collected.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

FISCAL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N This is the numeric representation of 
FISCAL_YR_CD.  The fiscal year for the 
period 1998 to 1999 is 1999. 
 

DIST_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_DISTRICT that 
references the district in which the person is 
employed.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  DIST_KEY is part of the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N A surrogate auto-incrementing primary key 
which is the key into the fact tables.  It will 
have values from 1 to however many records 
there are in the person table. 

PAY_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT N Key for the payroll type associated with the 
staff member's payroll record. 

FIN_UNIT_KEY INTEGER N Key for the financial unit associated with this 
payroll item. 

PIC_KEY SMALLINT N Key for the program intent code associated 
with this payroll item. 

PAYROLL_OBJECT_KEY SMALLINT N Key for the payroll object associated with this 
payroll item. 

PAYROLL_FUND_KEY SMALLINT N Key for the payroll fund associated with this 
payroll item. 

PAYROLL_FUNCTION_KEY SMALLINT N The key for the payroll function associated 
with this record. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N Identifier for the person within an agency. For 
PEIMS data, this is PID. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N District identification number registered with 
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the Texas Education Agency.  This is the 
district from which the person is paid. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key for DIM.D_ETHNICITY which 
references the ethnic origin of the person.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_GENDER table 
that references the person’s gender.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

PAY_AMOUNT DECIMAL(11, 0) Y The pay amount assigned to the staff member 
in a given school year (broken down by 
financial unit, payroll fund, payroll object, 
payroll function, and program intent code). 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For 
TPEIR staff use only. 

STAFF_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Key for the staff demographic information 
associated with the record. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that 

contains the codes and descriptions indicating 
whether a person is Hispanic/Latino and 
indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 
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F_PK12_STAFF_PAY_ESC 

Definition The Staff Pay ESC fact table contains payroll information about staff performing services for 
education service centers.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following ten columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Fiscal year FISCAL_YEAR_KEY)  
3. District (DIST_KEY) 
4. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
5. Pay type (PAY_TYPE_KEY) 
6. Financial unit (FIN_UNIT_KEY) 
7. Program intent code (PIC_KEY ) 
8. Payroll object (PAYROLL_OBJECT_KEY ) 
9. Payroll fund (PAYROLL_FUND_KEY ) 
10. Payroll function (PAYROLL_FUNCTION_KEY )  
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSFyrAP.DB_ESC_PAYyrA, 
PSFyrAP.DB_PAYyrA, PSFyrAP.DB_EMPLOYyyA and 
ASFyrAP.DB_DEMOG_EMP_INyrA, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 

references the school year for which the data 
was collected.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

FISCAL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N This is the numeric representation of 
FISCAL_YR_CD.  The fiscal year for the 
period 1998 to 1999 is 1999. 
 

DIST_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_DISTRICT that 
references the district in which the person is 
employed.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  DIST_KEY is part of the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N A surrogate auto-incrementing primary key 
which is the key into the fact tables.  It will 
have values from 1 to however many records 
there are in the person table. 

PAY_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT N The key for the pay type associated with this 
record. 

FIN_UNIT_KEY INTEGER N The key for the financial unit associated with 
this record. 

PIC_KEY SMALLINT N The key for the program intent code 
associated with this record. 

PAYROLL_OBJECT_KEY SMALLINT N The key for the payroll object associated with 
this record. 

PAYROLL_FUND_KEY SMALLINT N The key for the payroll fund associated with 
this record. 

PAYROLL_FUNCTION_KEY SMALLINT N The key for the payroll function associated 
with this record. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N Identifier for the person within an agency. For 
PEIMS data, this is PID. 
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DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N District identification number registered with 
the Texas Education Agency.  This is the 
district from which the person is paid. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key for DIM.D_ETHNICITY which 
references the ethnic origin of the person.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_GENDER table 
that references the person’s gender.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

PAY_AMOUNT DECIMAL(11, 0) Y The pay amount assigned to the staff member 
in a given school year (broken down by 
financial unit, payroll fund, payroll object, 
payroll function, and program intent code). 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For 
TPEIR staff use only. 

STAFF_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Key for the staff demographic information 
associated with the record. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that 

contains the codes and descriptions indicating 
whether a person is Hispanic/Latino and 
indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 
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F_PK12_TCHR_CLASS_ASSIGN 

Definition The Teacher Class Assignment fact table contains the classroom assignments for classroom 
teachers only (Role IDs 047 and 087) serving grades 1-12.  This information is used to link to 
the course section in order to identify the classes that a particular teacher taught.  This table 
contains data from 2011 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following three columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
2. Class ID (CLASS_ID_KEY) 
3. Assignment Begin Date (ASSIGN_BEGIN_DATE) 
  
The definition source is the PEIMS Classroom Link "Glossary of Terms".   
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSYyyCP.T_TCHR_CLASS_ASSIGNyrC and 
ASFyrCP.T_DEMOG_TCHRyrC, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 

teacher’s identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

CLASS_ID_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_CLASS_ID that references 
codes and descriptions for the complete course 
offerings for a particular school.  This information is 
then used to identify the classes enrolled in by students 
and classes taught by teachers.  The key is a system-
generated value.  CLASS_ID_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

COURSE_SEQ_KEY DATE N Foreign key to DIM.D_COURSE_SEQ that references 
the course sequence associated with the row.  The key 
is a system-generated value.  COURSE_SEQ_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

ASSIGN_BEGIN_DATE_KE
Y 

CHAR (9) N Foreign key to DIM.D_DATE which is used to 
reference the date a teacher was assigned, or 
reassigned, to a particular course section in the current 
school year.  The key is a system-generated value.  
ASSIGN_BEGIN_DATE_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

AGENCY_ID DATE N Identifier for the person within an agency.  For PEIMS 
data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

ASSIGN_END_DATE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_DATE which is used to 
reference the last date a teacher was assigned, or 
reassigned to a particular course section in the current 
school year.  The key is a system-generated value.   

CLASS_ROLE_KEY CHAR (6) N Foreign key to DIM.D_CLASS_ROLE that references 
the role of a teacher to students in the class.  The key is 
a system-generated value.   

DIST_CODE SMALLINT N District identification number registered with the Texas 
Education Agency indicating the school in which the 
student is enrolled. 

POPULATION_SERVED_K
EY 

INTEGER  Foreign key for DIM.D_POPULATION_SERVED that 
references the student population for which a service 
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has been designed or is intended.  
POPULATION_SERVED_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 

PERSON_ID SMALLINT  System-generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
use only. 

ROLE_KEY CHAR (9)  Foreign key for DIM.D_ROLE that references the 
capacity in which a person serves.  The key is a 
system-generated value.   

SCHL_CODE SMALLINT  Unique campus identification number registered with 
the Texas Education Agency indicating the school in 
which the student is enrolled. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTA
MP 

 System generated date indicating the date the row was 
either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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F_PK12_TCHR_EMPLOY_DISTRICT 

Definition The Teacher Employ District fact table contains district employment information (base pay, 
FTE, tenure etc.) for all teachers that were assigned to at least one reportable course section.  
This table contains data from 2011 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following three columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. District (DIST_KEY) 
3. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
 
The definition source is the PEIMS Classroom Link "Glossary of Terms".   
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSFyyCP.T_EMPLOY_TCHRyrC and 
ASFyrCP.T_DEMOG_TCHRyrC, on MAINPRD. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR which 

references the school year.  The key is a system-
generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

DIST_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_DISTRICT which references 
codes, descriptions and other data about the district.  
The key is a system-generated value.  DIST_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
teacher’s identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR (9) N Identifier for the person within an agency.  For PEIMS 
data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

DAYS_EMPLOYED SMALLINT N The actual number of at-work days within the school 
year that a person is scheduled to work in the district.  
This number does not include holidays, weekends, and 
any other days the employee is not scheduled to work. 

DEGREE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_DEGREE which references 
codes and descriptions of the highest post-secondary 
degree a person has earned from an institution 
recognized as accredited by the TEA. 

DIST_CODE CHAR (6) N A 6-digit district identification number registered with 
the Texas Education Agency and published in the 
Texas School Directory. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_ETHNICITY which references 
the ethnic origin of the person.  The key is a system-
generated value.   

ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_ETH_RACE which references 
indicating whether a person is Hispanic/Latino and 
indicating person's racial category.  The key is a 
system-generated value.   

EXPERIENCE_YEARS SMALLINT N The number of verifiable completed years (not 
including current year) of creditable professional 
experience. 

FTE DECIMAL( N Full-time equivalent (FTE) measures the extent to 
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6,4) which a person (or responsibility) occupies a full-time 
position.  When data indicate that an employee is 
employed on a less than full-time basis, the FTE value 
is less than one.  FTE may be null for anyone assigned 
to Adult Basic Education only, or anyone who is a 
volunteer. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_GENDER which references 
the person's gender.  The key is a system-generated 
value.   

PCTDAY SMALLINT N The percentage of a standard district workday for 
which the employee is hired to work.  The reported 
value is a whole number. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System-generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
use only. 

STAFF_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key for DIM.D_STAFF_TYPE which 
references whether the staff person is on the district 
payroll or is a contracted instructional staff person.  
The key is a system-generated value.  

TENURE_YEARS SMALLINT N The number of completed years that a person has been 
employed in any professional position in the current 
district or education service center, regardless of 
whether there has been any interruption in service. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTA
MP 

N System generated date indicating the date the row was 
either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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TEA PEIMS Student 

F_PK12_STUDENT_ATTENDANCE 
Definition The Student Attendance fact table contains base level attendance for all students.  This table 

contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following six columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Grade (GRADE_KEY) 
5. Reporting period (RPT_PERIOD_KEY) 
6. Track, i.e. instructional calendar (TRACK_KEY ) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSAyrCP.T_REG_ATTENDyrC, 
ASAyrCP.T_DEMOGyrC and PSYyrCP.T_CAMPUS_RESyrC, 
PSYyrCP.T_GT_PERSONyrC, PSAyrCP.T_PEP_ATTENDyrC, 
PSAyrCP.T_PREG_RL_ATNDyrC and PSAyrCP.T_SE_ATTENDyrC, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 

references the school year for which the data was 
collected.  The key is a system-generated value.  
SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part of the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student is enrolled.  
SCHOOL_KEY is a system-generated value.  
SCHL_KEY is part of the primary key. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the 
current grade level of the student.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  GRADE_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

RPT_PERIOD_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_RPT_PERIOD that references 
the reporting period associated with the attendance 
record.  The key is a system-generated value.  
RPT_PERIOD_KEY is part of the primary key. 

TRACK_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_TRACK that references 
whether the school follows the associated district's 
traditional instructional calendar and if not, which 
calendar is followed.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  TRACK_KEY is part of the primary key. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references 
the student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for the DIM.D_GENDER table that 
references the person’s gender.  The key is a system-
generated value. 
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LEP_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_LEP that references the 
student's Limited English Proficiency (LEP) status. 
The key is a system-generated value.   

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school attendance area in which the student currently 
resides.  The key is a system-generated value. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that 
references the codes and descriptions related to a 
Student's demographic background and program 
participation, including ATTRIBUTION_CODE, 
CATE_STAT_CODE, EVEN_START_CODE and 
MIGRANT_CODE.  STU_DEMOG_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

DISABILITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_DISABILITY that references 
the type of primary disability recorded in student's 
individualized education program (IEP).  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

MULT_DISABLED_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_MULT_DISABLED that 
references whether the student receiving special 
education and related services has been designated as 
multiply disabled by the admission, review, and 
dismissal committee.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1994 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned 
PID. 

BILINGUAL_DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1994 - Current:  Number of days the student was 
present and an eligible participant in the state-
approved bilingual/ESL program. 

CATE_DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1994 - Current:  Number of days the student was 
present and an eligible participant in the state-
approved career and technology (CATE) program. 

DAYS_TAUGHT DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1994 - Current:  Number of days of instruction 
offered, as shown on the school calendar. 

DAYS_ABSENT DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1994 - Current:  Number of days the student was 
absent at the official taking of attendance. 

DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1994 - Current:  Number of days the student was 
present and eligible for Foundation School Program 
funding. 

DAYS_INELIG DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1994 - Current:  Number of days the student was 
present and ineligible for Foundation School Program 
funding. 

DAYS_PRESENT DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1994 - Current:  Indicates the number of days the 
student was eligible and present in a designated 
instructional setting. 

DAYS_MEMBER DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1994 - Current:  Sum of the days present and the days 
absent. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1994 - Current:  District identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency 
indicating the school in which the student is enrolled. 

GIFTED_ATTEND_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1994 - Current:  Indicates whether the student is 
participating in a state-approved gifted and talented 
program. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N 1994 - Current:  Student's local identification number 
as assigned by the district. 
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OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1994 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates 
whether the campus of residence is outside of Texas. 

PEP_ATTEND_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1994 - 1998:  Not Collected 
1999 - Current:  Indicates whether the student 
participated in the Pregnancy, Education, and 
Parenting (PEP) program. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
use only. 

PREGSERV_DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1994 - Current:  indicates the total number of days a 
female student was present at school or served 
through Compensatory Education Home Instruction 
(CEHI) and an eligible recipient of pregnancy related 
services. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1994 - Current:  Unique campus identification 
number registered with the Texas Education Agency 
indicating the school in which the student is enrolled. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) Y 1994 - Current:  Age of the Student on September 1 
of the school year for which the data were collected. 

SPECED_DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1994 - Current:  Number of days student was present 
and eligible for special education instruction and 
related services program or general education 
program using special education support services, 
supplementary aids, or other special arrangements. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
PRIMARY_DISABLED_KEY SMALLINT Y Foreign key to DIM.D_PRIMARY_DISBLED which 

indicates the type of primary disability recorded in 
the student’s individualized education program (IEP) 
that meets criteria specified in the TAC.  
PRIMARY_DISABLED_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 

ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 
codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial 
category.   ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_ATTENDANCE_BILINGUAL 

Definition The Student Attendance Bilingual fact table contains attendance information for students in a 
Bilingual Program.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following six columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Grade (GRADE_KEY) 
5. Reporting period (RPT_PERIOD_KEY) 
6. Track, i.e. instructional calendar (TRACK_KEY ) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSAyrCP.T_BIL_ATTENDyrC, 
ASAyrCP.T_DEMOGyrC and PSYyrCP.T_CAMPUS_RESyrC, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 

the school year for which the data was collected.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY 
is part of the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student is enrolled.  
SCHOOL_KEY is a system-generated value.  
SCHL_KEY is part of the primary key. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the 
current grade level of the student.  The key is a system-
generated value.  GRADE_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

RPT_PERIOD_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_RPT_PERIOD that references 
the reporting period associated with the attendance 
record.  The key is a system-generated value. 

TRACK_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_TRACK that references whether 
the school follows the associated district's traditional 
instructional calendar and if not, which calendar is 
followed.  The key is a system-generated value.  
TRACK_KEY is part of the primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1994 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1994 - Current:  Number of days the student was 
present and an eligible participant in the state-approved 
bilingual/ESL program. 

DAYS_TAUGHT DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1994 - Current:  Number of days of instruction offered, 
as shown on the school calendar. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1994 - Current:  District identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency indicating 
the school in which the student is enrolled. 
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ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references the 
student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N 1994 - Current:  Student's local identification number as 
assigned by the district. 

OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1994 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates 
whether the campus of residence is outside of Texas. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
use only. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1994 - Current:  Unique campus identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency indicating 
the school in which the student is enrolled. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school attendance area in which the student currently 
resides.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) Y 1994 - Current:  Age of the Student on September 1 of 
the school year for which the data were collected. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references 
the codes and descriptions related to a Student's 
demographic background and program participation, 
including ATTRIBUTION_CODE, MIGRANT_CODE, 
EVEN_START_CODE, and CATE_STAT_CODE.  
STU_DEMOG_KEY is a system-generated value. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 

codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_ATTENDANCE_CATE 

Definition The Student Attendance CATE fact table contains attendance information for students in a 
Career and Technology Program.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current 
year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following seven columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Grade (GRADE_KEY) 
5. Reporting period (RPT_PERIOD_KEY) 
6. Track, i.e. instructional calendar (TRACK_KEY ) 
7. Career and Technology program funding (CATE_FUNDING_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSAyrCP.T_VE_ATTENDyrC, 
ASAyrCP.T_DEMOGyrC and PSYyrCP.T_CAMPUS_RESyrC, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 

the school year for which the data was collected.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY 
is part of the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student is enrolled.  
SCHOOL_KEY is a system-generated value.  
SCHL_KEY is part of the primary key. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the 
current grade level of the student.  The key is a system-
generated value.  GRADE_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

RPT_PERIOD_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_RPT_PERIOD that references 
the reporting period associated with the attendance 
record.  The key is a system-generated value. 

TRACK_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_TRACK that references 
whether the school follows the associated district's 
traditional instructional calendar and if not, which 
calendar is followed.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  TRACK_KEY is part of the primary key. 

CATE_FUNDING_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_CATE_FUNDING that 
references the number of hours of (Career and 
Technology) CATE contact hours per day received by 
the student.  The key is a system-generated value.  
CATE_FUNDING_KEY is part of the primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1994 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 1) N 1994 - Current:  Number of days the student was 
present and an eligible participant in the state-approved 
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Career and Technology (CATE) program. 
DAYS_TAUGHT DECIMAL(4, 1) N 1994 - Current:  Number of days of instruction offered, 

as shown on the school calendar. 
DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1994 - Current:  District identification number 

registered with the Texas Education Agency indicating 
the school in which the student is enrolled. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references 
the student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N 1994 - Current:  Student's local identification number 
as assigned by the district. 

OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1994 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates 
whether the campus of residence is outside of Texas. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
use only. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1994 - Current:  Unique campus identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency indicating 
the school in which the student is enrolled. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school attendance area in which the student currently 
resides.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) Y 1994 - Current:  Age of the Student on September 1 of 
the school year for which the data were collected. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references 
the codes and descriptions related to a Student's 
demographic background and program participation, 
including ATTRIBUTION_CODE, 
MIGRANT_CODE, EVEN_START_CODE, and 
CATE_STAT_CODE.  STU_DEMOG_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 

codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_ATTENDANCE_DEMOG 

Definition The Student Attendance Demog fact table contains a rollup of all student attendance at the 
district/school year level.  Much of the information is derived from PEIMS attendance 
records, which come in the Summer and are at the reporting-period granularity.  This table 
contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following three columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. District (DIST_KEY) 
2. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
3. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, ASAyrCP.T_DEMOGyrC, 
PSAyrCP.T_BIL_ATTENDyrC,   PSAyrCP.T_VE_ATTENDyrC, 
PSAyrCP.T_REG_FLXATTyrC, PSYyrCP.T_GT_PERSONyrC, 
PSAyrCP.T_REG_ATTENDyrC, PSYyrCP.T_CAMPUS_RESyrC, 
PSAyrCP.T_PREG_RL_ATNDyrC and PSAyrCP.T_SE_ATTENDyrC, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
DIST_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to 

DIM.D_DISTRICT that 
references the district in 
which the student is enrolled.  
DIST_KEY is a system-
generated value.  DIST_KEY 
is part of the primary key. 

SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for 
DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 
references the school year for 
which the data was collected.  
The key is a system-
generated value.  
SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part 
of the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for 
DIM.D_PERSON that 
references the student 
identifying information.  The 
key is a system-generated 
value.  PERSON_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1994 - Current:  Identifier for 
the person within an agency. 
For PEIMS data, this is the 
TEA-assigned PID. 

AS_OF_STATUS_KEY SMALLINT N Generated key that uniquely 
identifies a record. 

ATT_MULT_SCHLTYPE_KEY SMALLINT N generated key that uniquely 
identifies a record 

BILINGUAL_ESL_ATTEND_FLAG CHAR(1) N Flag indicating that the 
student was in the bilingual 
program during the school 
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year. 
CATE_ATTEND_FLAG CHAR(1) N Flag indicating that the 

student was in the career and 
technology program during 
the school year. 

CRISIS_IND_KEY SMALLINT N 1994 - 2008: Not collected. 
2009 - current:  Foreign key 
for DIM.D_CRISIS_IND that 
references a health or 
weather related crisis (as 
designated by the 
Commissioner of Education) 
that impacted the student as 
indicated in the most current 
PEIMS Fall Collection.   
CRISIS_IND_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

DISABILITY_FLAG CHAR(1) N DISABILITY FLAG denotes 
whether the student was 
identified as having a 
disability at any time during 
the school year. 
0=no, not disabled. 
1=yes, disabled. 

DISCIPLINE_FLAG CHAR(1) N DISCIPLINE FLAG is a 
TEA-assigned code that 
indicates whether a student 
has a discipline action and 
there is a matching 425 
record by student ID and 
campus of enrollment for that 
student. 
0 = no 425-Disciplinary Data 
records were submitted for 
the student. 
1 = at least one 425-
Disciplinary Data record was 
submitted for the student. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1994 - Current:  District 
identification number 
registered with the Texas 
Education Agency indicating 
the school in which the 
student is enrolled. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to 
DIM.D_ETHNICITY that 
references the student's 
ethnic origin.  
ETHNICITY_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

FLEX_ATTEND_FLAG CHAR(1) N Flexible attendance indicator. 
0 = no flexible attendance 
this year 
1 = at least one six weeks 
with flexible attendance 
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GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to 
DIM.D_GENDER that 
references the gender of the 
student.  GENDER_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to 
DIM.D_GRADE that 
references the current grade 
level of the student.  
GRADE_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GIFTED_ATTEND_FLAG CHAR(1) N Flag indicating that the 
student was in the gifted 
program. 

LAST_DATE_ENROLLED DATE Y LAST-DATE-OF-
ENROLLMENT indicates a 
student's final date of 
enrollment in a school year. 

LEP_ATTEND_FLAG CHAR(1) N LEP attendance 
0 = no LEP attendance 
1 = LEP attendance 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N 1994 - Current:  Student's 
local identification number as 
assigned by the district. 

MULT_DISABLED_FLAG CHAR(1) N MULTIPLY DISABLED 
indicates whether the student 
has been designated as 
multiply disabled by the 
ARD committee. Not all 
students who have more than 
one disability are determined 
to be multiply disabled.  If 
any six weeks in this year has 
a "1" value for this student, 
then this column will be set 
with a "1" value.  
0=not designated as multiply 
disabled. 

OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1994 - Current:  TEA-
assigned flag that indicates 
whether the campus of 
residence is outside of Texas. 

PCT_ATTEND DECIMAL(10, 3) N This is the student's 
percentage of attendance 
based on the six attendance 
reporting periods in a school 
year. 

PEP_ATTEND_FLAG CHAR(1) N Flag indicating that the 
student was in the PEP 
program. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person 
identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
use only. 

PREGSERV_ATTEND_FLAG CHAR(1) N Flag indicating that the 
student received Pregnancy 
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Related Services at some 
time during this year. 

SCHL_ACCNT_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for 
DIM.D_SCHOOL_ACCNT 
that references codes and 
descriptions related to the 
student’s school of 
accountability.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

SCHL_ACCNT_CODE CHAR(9) N This is the 9-digit school 
code for the school of 
accountability. 

SCHL_ACCNT_RPT_KEY INTEGER N Unique identifier in the 
D_SCHOOL dimension that 
identifies this student's 
campus of accountability as 
reported by the district. 

SCHL_ACCNT_RPT_CODE CHAR(9) N This is a 9-digit school code 
for the school of 
accountability reported by the 
district. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for 
DIM.D_SCHOOL that 
references the school 
attendance area in which the 
student currently resides.  
The key is a system-
generated value. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) Y 1994 - Current:  Age of the 
Student on September 1 of 
the school year for which the 
data were collected. 

SPECED_ATTEND_FLAG CHAR(1) N Flag indicating that the 
student was in the special 
education program during the 
school year. 

SRC_SCHL_ACCNT_KEY SMALLINT N generated key that uniquely 
identifies a record 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to 
DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that 
references the codes and 
descriptions related to a 
Student's demographic 
background and program 
participation, including 
ATTRIBUTION_CODE, 
MIGRANT_CODE, 
EVEN_START_CODE, and 
CATE_STAT_CODE.  
STU_DEMOG_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

TITLE1_FLAG CHAR(1) N TITLE1_FLAG is a TEA-
derived code that indicates 
whether a 461-Title I, Part A 
record was submitted by the 
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district for this student.  
Valid values: 
1 - if any 461-Title I, Part A 
records were submitted by 
the district for this student; 
0 - if no 461-Title I, Part A 
records were submitted by 
the district or this student. 

TOTAL_DAYS_ABSENT DECIMAL(4, 1) N Number of days student was 
absent. 

TOTAL_DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 1) N Number of days student was 
present and eligible for 
Foundation School Program 
funding. 

TOTAL_DAYS_INELIG DECIMAL(4, 1) N Number of days student was 
present and not eligible for 
Foundation School Program 
funding. 

TOTAL_DAYS_MEMBER DECIMAL(4, 1) N TEA-calculated sum of the 
number of days present 
(eligible and ineligible) and 
the number of days absent 
during a particular reporting 
period. 

TOTAL_DAYS_PRESENT DECIMAL(4, 1) N TEA-calculated sum of the 
number of ineligible days 
present and the number of 
eligible days present during a 
particular reporting period. 

TOTAL_DAYS_TAUGHT DECIMAL(4, 1) N Number of days of 
instruction offered. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was 
updated. 

ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to 
DIM.D_ETH_RACE that 
contains the codes and 
descriptions indicating 
whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and 
indicating person's racial 
category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

UNSCH_ASYL_REF_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ 
UNSCH_ASYL_REF that 
references whether a 
student's initial 
enrollment in a school in 
the United States in 
grades 7 through 12 was 
as an unschooled asylee 
or refugee per the TEC.  
UNSCH_ASYL_REF_KEY 
is a system-generated value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_ATTENDANCE_FLEX 

Definition The Student Attendance Flex fact table contains attendance information for students in a type 
of flexible attendance program.  This table contains data from 2009 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following seven columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Grade (GRADE_KEY) 
5. Reporting period (RPT_PERIOD_KEY) 
6. Track (TRACK_KEY) 
7. Flexible Attendance Program Type (FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSAyrCP.T_REG_FLXATTyrC, 
ASAyrCP.T_DEMOGyrC and PSYyrCP.T_CAMPUS_RESyrC, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 

references the school year for which the data 
was collected.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that 
references the student identifying information.  
The key is a system-generated value.  
PERSON_KEY is part of the primary key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that 
references the school in which the student is 
enrolled.  SCHOOL_KEY is a system-
generated value.  SCHL_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references 
the current grade level of the student.  The key 
is a system-generated value.  GRADE_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

RPT_PERIOD_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_RPT_PERIOD that 
references the reporting period associated with 
the attendance record.  The key is a system-
generated value.  RPT_PERIOD_KEY is part 
of the primary key. 

TRACK_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_TRACK that references 
whether the school follows the associated 
district's traditional instructional calendar and 
if not, which calendar is followed.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  TRACK_KEY is part 
of the primary key. 

FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to 
DIM.D_FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE that 
references the type of flexible attendance 
program.  The key is a system-generated value.  
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FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N Identifier for the person within an agency. For 
PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

BILINGUAL_DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 1) N Number of days the student was present and an 
eligible participant in the state-approved 
bilingual/ESL program. 

DAYS_TAUGHT DECIMAL(4, 1) N Number of days of instruction offered, as 
shown on the school calendar. 

DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 1) N Number of days the student was present and 
eligible for Foundation School Program 
funding. 

DAYS_INELIG DECIMAL(4, 1) N Number of days the student was present and 
ineligible for Foundation School Program 
funding. 

DAYS_PRESENT DECIMAL(4, 1) N Indicates the number of days the student was 
eligible and present in a designated 
instructional setting. 

DAYS_MEMBER DECIMAL(4, 1) N Sum of the days present and the days absent. 
PRIMARY_DISABILITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_DISABILITY which 

indicates the   type of primary disability 
recorded in the student's individualized 
education program (IEP) that meets criteria 
specified in the TAC.  
PRIMARY_DISABLED_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N District identification number registered with 
the Texas Education Agency indicating the 
school in which the student is enrolled. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that 
references the student's ethnic origin.  
ETHNICITY_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that 
references the gender of the student.  
GENDER_KEY is a system-generated value. 

GIFTED_ATTEND_FLAG CHARACTER(1) N Indicates whether the student is participating in 
a state-approved gifted and talented program. 

LEP_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_LEP that references 
the student's Limited English Proficiency 
(LEP) status.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N Student's local identification number as 
assigned by the district. 

MINUTES_ELIGIBLE SMALLINT N Indicates the total number of minutes the 
student was present and eligible for Foundation 
School Program funding during a particular 
reporting period.  Eligibility for this program is 
determined by September 1 age and grade 
level. 

MINUTES_INELIGIBLE SMALLINT N Indicates the total number of minutes the 
student was present and ineligible for 
Foundation School Program funding during a 
particular reporting period. 

MULT_DISABLED_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_MULT_DISABLED 
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that references whether the student receiving 
special education and related services has been 
designated as multiply disabled by the 
admission, review, and dismissal committee.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

PEP_ATTEND_FLAG CHARACTER(1) N Indicates whether the student participated in 
the Pregnancy, Education, and Parenting (PEP) 
program. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR 
staff use only. 

PREGSERV_DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 1) N Indicates the total number of days a female 
student was present at school or served through 
Compensatory Education Home Instruction 
(CEHI) and an eligible recipient of pregnancy 
related services. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N Unique campus identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency 
indicating the school in which the student is 
enrolled. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that 
references the school attendance area in which 
the student currently resides.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) Y 1991 - Current:  Age of the Student on 
September 1 of the school year for which the 
data were collected. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that 
references the codes and descriptions related to 
a Student's demographic background and 
program participation, including 
ATTRIBUTION_CODE, MIGRANT_CODE, 
EVEN_START_CODE, and 
CATE_STAT_CODE.  STU_DEMOG_KEY 
is a system-generated value. 

VE_MINUTES_PRESENT DECIMAL(5) N Number of minutes the student was present and 
an eligible participant in the state-approved 
career and technology (CATE) program. 

VE_DAYS_PRESENT DECIMAL(4,1) N Number of days the student was present and an 
eligible participant in the state-approved career 
and technology (CATE) program. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that 

contains the codes and descriptions indicating 
whether a person is Hispanic/Latino and 
indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_ATTENDANCE_GIFTED 

Definition The Student Attendance Gifted fact table contains attendance information for students in a 
gifted program.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following five columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Grade (GRADE_KEY) 
5. Reporting period (RPT_PERIOD_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSYyrCP.T_GT_PERSONyrC, 
ASAyrCP.T_DEMOGyrC and PSYyrCP.T_CAMPUS_RESyrC, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references the 

school year for which the data was collected.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part of 
the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student is enrolled.  SCHOOL_KEY is 
a system-generated value.  SCHL_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the current 
grade level of the student.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  GRADE_KEY is part of the primary key. 

RPT_PERIOD_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_RPT_PERIOD that references the 
reporting period associated with the attendance record.  
The key is a system-generated value.  
RPT_PERIOD_KEY is part of the primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an agency. 
For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number registered 
with the Texas Education Agency indicating the school in 
which the student is enrolled. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references the 
student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Student's local identification number as 
assigned by the district. 

OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates whether 
the campus of residence is outside of Texas. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff use 
only. 
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SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique campus identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency indicating the 
school in which the student is enrolled. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school attendance area in which the student currently 
resides.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) Y 1991 - Current:  Age of the Student on September 1 of the 
school year for which the data were collected. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references the 
codes and descriptions related to a Student's demographic 
background and program participation, including 
ATTRIBUTION_CODE, MIGRANT_CODE, 
EVEN_START_CODE, and CATE_STAT_CODE.  
STU_DEMOG_KEY is a system-generated value. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 

codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_ATTENDANCE_OEYP 

Definition The Student Attendance OEYP fact table contains attendance information for students in an 
Optional Extended Year Program.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current 
year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following three columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSAyrDP.T_STUDENT_OEYPyrD, 
ASAyrCP.T_DEMOGyrC and PSYyrCP.T_CAMPUS_RESyrC,  on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 

student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student is enrolled.  SCHOOL_KEY 
is a system-generated value.  SCHL_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 
the school year for which the data was collected.  The key 
is a system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part 
of the primary key. 

BILINGUAL_ESL_ 
SUMMER_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_BILINGUAL_ESL_SUMMER 
that references whether the student participated in the 
Bilingual/ESL Summer School Program.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

CRISIS_IND_KEY SMALLINT N Generated key that uniquely identifies a record. 
ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references the 

student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the 
current grade level of the student.  GRADE_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

OEYP_PROMOTION_
RETENTION_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key to 
DIM.D_OEYP_PROMOTION_RETENTION that 
references whether the student is promoted or retained 
and the reason.  The key is a system-generated value. 

OEYP_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_OEYP_TYPE that references the 
optional extended year program type associated with the 
attendance record.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school attendance area in which the student currently 
resides.  The key is a system-generated value. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references the 
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codes and descriptions related to a Student's demographic 
background and program participation, including 
ATTRIBUTION_CODE, MIGRANT_CODE, 
EVEN_START_CODE, and CATE_STAT_CODE.  
STU_DEMOG_KEY is a system-generated value. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

DAYS_ABSENT DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1991 - Current:  Number of days the student was absent. 

DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1991 - Current:  Number of days the student was present 
and an eligible participant in the state-approved Optional 
Extended Year Program (OEYP). 

DAYS_TAUGHT DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1991 - Current:  Number of days of instruction offered, as 
shown on the school calendar. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number registered 
with the Texas Education Agency indicating the school in 
which the student is enrolled. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Student's local identification number as 
assigned by the district. 

OUT_OF_STATE_ 
FLAG 

CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates whether 
the campus of residence is outside of Texas. 

PCT_ATTEND DECIMAL(1
0, 3) 

N 1991 - Current:  The percentage of the student's of the 
attendance based on the 6 attendance reporting periods in 
a school year. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff use 
only. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique campus identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency indicating 
the school in which the student is enrolled. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) N 1991 - Current:  Age of the Student on September 1 of 
the school year for which the data were collected. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAM
P 

N The last date the record was updated. 

ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 
codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_ATTENDANCE_PEP 

Definition The Student Attendance PEP fact table contains attendance information for students in a 
Pregnancy Education and Parenting program.  This table contains data from 1991 through the 
current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following six columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Grade (GRADE_KEY) 
5. Reporting period (RPT_PERIOD_KEY) 
6. Track, i.e. instructional calendar (TRACK_KEY ) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSAyrCP.T_PEP_ATTENDyrC, 
ASAyrCP.T_DEMOGyrC and PSYyrCP.T_CAMPUS_RESyrC, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references the 

school year for which the data was collected.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part of 
the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student is enrolled.  SCHOOL_KEY is 
a system-generated value.  SCHL_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the current 
grade level of the student.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  GRADE_KEY is part of the primary key. 

RPT_PERIOD_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_RPT_PERIOD that references the 
reporting period associated with the attendance record.  
The key is a system-generated value.  
RPT_PERIOD_KEY is part of the primary key. 

TRACK_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_TRACK that references whether 
the school follows the associated district's traditional 
instructional calendar and if not, which calendar is 
followed.  The key is a system-generated value.  
TRACK_KEY is part of the primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an agency. 
For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number registered 
with the Texas Education Agency indicating the school in 
which the student is enrolled. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references the 
student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
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generated value. 
LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Student's local identification number as 

assigned by the district. 
OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates whether 

the campus of residence is outside of Texas. 
PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff use 

only. 
SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique campus identification number 

registered with the Texas Education Agency indicating the 
school in which the student is enrolled. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school attendance area in which the student currently 
resides.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) Y 1991 - Current:  Age of the Student on September 1 of the 
school year for which the data were collected. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references the 
codes and descriptions related to a Student's demographic 
background and program participation, including 
ATTRIBUTION_CODE, MIGRANT_CODE, 
EVEN_START_CODE, and CATE_STAT_CODE.  
STU_DEMOG_KEY is a system-generated value. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 

codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_ATTENDANCE_PREGNANCY_SERVICES 

Definition The Student Attendance Pregnancy Services fact table contains attendance information for 
students in a Pregnancy Services program.  This table contains data from 1991 through the 
current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following six columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Grade (GRADE_KEY) 
5. Reporting period (RPT_PERIOD_KEY) 
6. Track, i.e. instructional calendar (TRACK_KEY ) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSAyrCP.T_PREG_RL_ATNDyrC, 
ASAyrCP.T_DEMOGyrC and PSYyrCP.T_CAMPUS_RESyrC, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references the 

school year for which the data was collected.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part of 
the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student is enrolled.  SCHOOL_KEY 
is a system-generated value.  SCHL_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the 
current grade level of the student.  The key is a system-
generated value.  GRADE_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

RPT_PERIOD_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_RPT_PERIOD that references the 
reporting period associated with the attendance record.  
The key is a system-generated value.  
RPT_PERIOD_KEY is part of the primary key. 

TRACK_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_TRACK that references whether 
the school follows the associated district's traditional 
instructional calendar and if not, which calendar is 
followed.  The key is a system-generated value.  
TRACK_KEY is part of the primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an agency. 
For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1991 - Current:  Number of days the student was present 
and an eligible participant in the state-approved pregnancy 
services program. 

DAYS_TAUGHT DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1991 - Current:  Number of days of instruction offered, as 
shown on the school calendar. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number registered 
with the Texas Education Agency indicating the school in 
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which the student is enrolled. 
ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references the 

student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Student's local identification number as 
assigned by the district. 

OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates whether 
the campus of residence is outside of Texas. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff use 
only. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique campus identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency indicating the 
school in which the student is enrolled. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) Y 1991 - Current:  Age of the Student on September 1 of the 
school year for which the data were collected. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references the 
codes and descriptions related to a Student's demographic 
background and program participation, including 
ATTRIBUTION_CODE, MIGRANT_CODE, 
EVEN_START_CODE, and CATE_STAT_CODE.  
STU_DEMOG_KEY is a system-generated value. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school attendance area in which the student currently 
resides.  The key is a system-generated value. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 

codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_ATTENDANCE_SPECED_FLEX 

Definition The Student Special Education Flexible Attendance fact table contains attendance 
information for special education students in a type of flexible attendance program.  This 
table contains data from 2009 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following eight columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Grade (GRADE_KEY) 
5. Reporting period (RPT_PERIOD_KEY) 
6. Track, i.e. instructional calendar (TRACK_KEY ) 
7. Special education program funding (SPECED_FUNDING_KEY) 
8. Flexible attendance program type (FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSAyrCP.T_SE_FLXATTyrC and 
ASAyrCP.T_DEMOGyrC, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 

the school year for which the data was collected.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY 
is part of the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student is enrolled.  
SCHOOL_KEY is a system-generated value.  
SCHL_KEY is part of the primary key. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the 
current grade level of the student.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  GRADE_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

RPT_PERIOD_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_RPT_PERIOD that references 
the reporting period associated with the attendance 
record.  The key is a system-generated value.  
RPT_PERIOD_KEY is part of the primary key. 

TRACK_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_TRACK that references 
whether the school follows the associated district's 
traditional instructional calendar and if not, which 
calendar is followed.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  TRACK_KEY is part of the primary key. 

SPECED_FUNDING_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_SPECED_FUNDING which 
references special education funding information.  
The key is a system-generated value.  
SPECED_FUNDING_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE_
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE 
that references the type of flexible attendance 
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program.  The key is a system-generated value.  
FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned 
PID. 

DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1991 - Current:  Number of days a student with a 
special education individualized education program 
which provided for the mainstream instructional 
arrangement/setting was present. 

DAYS_TAUGHT DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N 1991 - Current:  Number of days of instruction 
offered, as shown on the school calendar. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency 
indicating the school in which the student is enrolled. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references 
the student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

EXCESS_MINUTES DECIMAL(5) N Indicates the total number of minutes the student was 
present in a designated instructional setting above the 
allowable 360-minute daily limit of combined career 
and technical education and special education and 
related services during a particular reporting period. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Student's local identification number 
as assigned by the district. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
use only. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique campus identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency 
indicating the school in which the student is enrolled. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) Y 1991 - Current:  Age of the Student on September 1 of 
the school year for which the data were collected. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references 
the codes and descriptions related to a Student's 
demographic background and program participation, 
including ATTRIBUTION_CODE, 
MIGRANT_CODE, EVEN_START_CODE, and 
CATE_STAT_CODE.  STU_DEMOG_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 

codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial 
category.   ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_ATTENDANCE_SPECIAL_EDUCATION 

Definition The Student Attendance Special Education fact table contains attendance information for 
students in a Special Education program.  This table contains data from 1991 through the 
current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following seven columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Grade (GRADE_KEY) 
5. Reporting period (RPT_PERIOD_KEY) 
6. Track, i.e. instructional calendar (TRACK_KEY ) 
7. Special education program funding (SPECED_FUNDING_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSAyrCP.T_SE_ATTENDyrC, 
ASAyrCP.T_DEMOGyrC and PSYyrCP.T_CAMPUS_RESyrC, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 

the school year for which the data was collected.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY 
is part of the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student is enrolled.  
SCHOOL_KEY is a system-generated value.  
SCHL_KEY is part of the primary key. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the 
current grade level of the student.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  GRADE_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

RPT_PERIOD_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_RPT_PERIOD that references 
the reporting period associated with the attendance 
record.  The key is a system-generated value.  
RPT_PERIOD_KEY is part of the primary key. 

TRACK_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_TRACK that references 
whether the school follows the associated district's 
traditional instructional calendar and if not, which 
calendar is followed.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  TRACK_KEY is part of the primary key. 

SPECED_FUNDING_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_SPECED_FUNDING which 
references special education funding information.  
The key is a system-generated value.  
SPECED_FUNDING_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned 
PID. 
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DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 1) N 1991 - Current:  Number of days a student with a 
special education individualized education program 
which provided for the mainstream instructional 
arrangement/setting was present. 

DAYS_TAUGHT DECIMAL(4, 1) N 1991 - Current:  Number of days of instruction 
offered, as shown on the school calendar. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency 
indicating the school in which the student is enrolled. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references 
the student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

HOURS_EXCESS DECIMAL(6, 3) N The number of hours above the allowable six hours 
per day of combined vocational education and special 
education services in a designated instructional setting 
during a particular reporting period. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Student's local identification number 
as assigned by the district. 

OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates 
whether the campus of residence is outside of Texas. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
use only. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique campus identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency 
indicating the school in which the student is enrolled. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school attendance area in which the student currently 
resides.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) Y 1991 - Current:  Age of the Student on September 1 of 
the school year for which the data were collected. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references 
the codes and descriptions related to a Student's 
demographic background and program participation, 
including ATTRIBUTION_CODE, 
MIGRANT_CODE, EVEN_START_CODE, and 
CATE_STAT_CODE.  STU_DEMOG_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 

codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial 
category.   ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_CATE_SERVICE 

Definition The Student CATE Service fact table contains additional information about students enrolled 
in Career and Technology programs, but this is at the service level.  This table contains data 
from 1991 through the current year. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following four columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Service (SERV_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSUyrAP.T_ENROLLMNTyrA, 
PSUyrAP.T_VE_COURSEyrA, PSUyrAP.T_CAMPUS_RESyrD and 
ASUyrAP.T_DEMOGyrA, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references the 

school year for which the data was collected.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part of 
the primary key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student is enrolled.  SCHOOL_KEY 
is a system-generated value.  SCHL_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

SERV_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SERVICE that references the 
service associated with the row.  The key is a system-
generated value.  SERV_KEY is part of the primary key. 

ADA_ELIG_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
eligibility status of the student as reflected in the 
attendance accounting records of the district.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

CATE_SSA_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_CATE_SSA that references 
whether the (Shared Services Arrangement) SSA is a 
vocational Cooperative.  CATE_SSA_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number registered 
with the Texas Education Agency indicating the school in 
which the student is enrolled. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references the 
student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 
codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated value. 
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GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the 
current grade level of the student.  GRADE_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

HOME_LANG_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_HOME_LANG that references 
the language spoken in the student's home, as determined 
by the student's home language survey.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

LEP_PERMISSN_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_LEP_PERMISSN that references 
codes and descriptions related to the parents' permission 
regarding the student's participation in the LEP (Limited 
English Proficiency) program.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Student's local identification number as 
assigned by the district. 

OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates whether 
the campus of residence is outside of Texas. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff use 
only. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique campus identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency indicating 
the school in which the student is enrolled. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school attendance area in which the student currently 
resides.  The key is a system-generated value. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references the 
codes and descriptions related to a Student's demographic 
background and program participation, including 
AT_RISK_CODE, ATTRIBUTION_CODE, 
BILINGUAL_CODE, ECON_DISADV_CODE, 
ESL_CODE, GIFTED_CODE, MIGRANT_CODE, 
SPECED_CODE, TITLE1_CODE, 
EVEN_START_CODE, and CATE_STAT_CODE.  
STU_DEMOG_KEY is a system-generated value. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_CLASS_ENROLL 

Definition The Student Class Enrollment fact table contains information about the student and identifies 
each class assignment for the student as of the last Friday in October continuing through the 
end of the school year.  This table contains data from 2011 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following three columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
2. Class ID (CLASS_ID_KEY) 
3. Student Begin Date (STUDENT_BEGIN_DATE) 
 
The definition source is the PEIMS Classroom Link "Glossary of Terms".   
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSYyyCP.T_STU_CLASS_ENROLLyrC and 
ASAyrCP.T_DEMOGyrC, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 

student identifying information.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of 
the primary key. 

CLASS_ID_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_CLASS_ID that references 
the complete course offerings for a particular school.  
This information is then used to identify the classes 
enrolled in by students and classes taught by 
teachers.  The key is a system-generated value.  
CLASS_ID_KEY is part of the primary key. 

STUDENT_BEGIN_DATE_KEY DATE N Foreign key to DIM.D_DATE which is used to 
reference the date a student was assigned, or 
reassigned, to a particular course section in the 
current school year.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  STUDENT_BEGIN_DATE_KEY is part of 
the primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N Identifier for the person within an agency.  For 
PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

ATC_KEY SMALLI
NT 

N Foreign key for DIM.D_ATC which references 
whether college credit may be awarded for a high 
school course by a post-secondary institution under 
the conditions of a local articulation agreement or the 
statewide Advanced Technical Credit (ATC) 
program agreement.  The key is a system-generated 
value.   

COURSE_FINISH_KEY SMALLI
NT 

N Foreign key for DIM.D_COURSE_FINISH that 
indicates whether the student finished the full 
sequence of instruction for a course.  The key is a 
system-generated value.   

COURSE_GRADE CHAR (3) N Identifier for the grade the student received in the 
particular class. 

COURSE_OUTCOME_KEY SMALLI
NT 

N Foreign key for DIM.D_COURSE_OUTCOME that 
references the course outcome associated with the 
row.  The key is a system-generated value.   

DIST_CODE CHAR (6) N District identification number registered with the 
Texas Education Agency indicating the school 
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district in which the student is enrolled. 
DUAL_CREDIT_KEY SMALLI

NT 
N Foreign key for DIM.D_DUAL_CREDIT that 

references whether the credit is eligible for both high 
school and college.  DUAL_CREDIT_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLI
NT 

N Foreign key for DIM.D_ETHNICITY which 
references the ethnic origin of the person.  The key is 
a system-generated value.   

ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLI
NT 

N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 
codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial 
category. 

FINAL_COURSE_GRADE CHAR (3) N Identifier for the final course grade that the student 
received for a multi-part course. (e.g. a year long 
course with credit and grades awarded for each of the 
two semesters) 

GENDER_KEY SMALLI
NT 

N Foreign key for DIM.D_GENDER which references 
the person's gender.  The key is a system-generated 
value.   

LOCAL_ID CHAR (9) N Student's local identification number as assigned by 
the district. 

OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR (1) N TEA-assigned flag that indicates whether the campus 
of residence is outside of Texas.  Valid values are: 
Y = Student resides outside of Texas, 
N = Student resides within Texas. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System-generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
use only. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR (9) N The 9-digit unique campus identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency and 
published in the Texas School Directory.  It is the 
concatenation of the district code with the unique 
campus identification number within that district. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references 
the school attendance area in which the student 
currently resides.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLI
NT 

N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 
references the school year for which the data was 
collected. The key is a system-generated value. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR (2) Y Age of the student on September 1 of the school year 
for which the data were collected. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Primary key for DIM.D_STU_DEMOG which 
references the student's demographics.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  

STUDENT_END_DATE_KEY DATE N Foreign key to DIM.D_DATE which is used to 
reference the last date a student was assigned, or 
reassigned to a particular course section in the 
current school year. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMEST
AMP 

N System generated date indicating the date the row 
was either created or last modified.  The value is set 
during the load process. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_COURSE_COMPLETE 

Definition The Student Course Complete fact table contains course completion data for all students in 
membership in grades 9-12 and who "completed" at least one state approved course during 
the school year.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following six columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Service (SERVICE_KEY) 
5. Course sequence (COURSE_SEQ_KEY) 
6. Course outcome (COURSE_OUTCOME_KEY ) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, ASAyrCP.T_DEMOGyrC, 
PSYyrCP.T_COURSE_CPLTyrC and PSYyrCP.T_CAMPUS_RESyrC, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 

the school year for which the data was collected.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY 
is part of the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student is enrolled.  
SCHOOL_KEY is a system-generated value.  
SCHL_KEY is part of the primary key. 

SERV_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SERVICE that references the 
service associated with the row.  The key is a system-
generated value.  SERV_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

COURSE_SEQ_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for COURSE_SEQ_KEY that references 
the course sequence associated with the row.  The key 
is a system-generated value.  COURSE_SEQ_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

COURSE_OUTCOME_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for COURSE_OUTCOME_KEY that 
references the course outcome associated with the row. 
The key is a system-generated value.  
COURSE_OUTCOME_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

DSTNC_LEARN_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_DSTNC_LEARN that 
references the type of distance learning.  
DSTNC_LEARN_KEY is a system-generated value. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency indicating 
the school in which the student is enrolled. 

DUAL_CREDIT_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_DUAL_CREDIT that 
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references whether the credit is eligible for both high 
school and college.  DUAL_CREDIT_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references 
the student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Student's local identification number 
as assigned by the district. 

OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates 
whether the campus of residence is outside of Texas. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
use only. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique campus identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency indicating 
the school in which the student is enrolled. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school attendance area in which the student currently 
resides.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) Y 1991 - Current:  Age of the Student on September 1 of 
the school year for which the data were collected. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references 
the codes and descriptions related to a Student's 
demographic background and program participation, 
including ATTRIBUTION_CODE, 
MIGRANT_CODE, EVEN_START_CODE, and 
CATE_STAT_CODE.  STU_DEMOG_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 

codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial 
category.   ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 

ATC_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_ATC that references the 
advanced technical credit (ATC) eligibility of a course.  
The key is a system-generated value.   
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F_PK12_STUDENT_DISCIPLINARY_ACTION 

Definition The Student Disciplinary Action fact table contains data for all students who received 
disciplinary actions during the current school year that resulted in removal from the regular 
classroom.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following four columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Disciplinary action sequence number (DISC_ACTION_SEQ) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSYyrCP.T_STD_DISC_ACTyrC, 
ASAyrCP.T_DEMOGyrC and PSYyrCP.T_CAMPUS_RESyrC,  on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 

the school year for which the data was collected.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY 
is part of the primary key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student was enrolled.  SCHL_KEY 
is a system-generated value.  SCHL_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

DISC_ACTION_SEQ SMALLINT N A unique number assigned by the school to 
differentiate between two or more separate disciplinary 
actions that were reported with identical values for 
student and school of enrollment.  
DISC_ACTION_SEQ is part of the primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N Identifier for the person within an agency. For PEIMS 
data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

DAYS_ASSIGNED SMALLINT N The official length in days of a student's disciplinary 
assignment. 

DAYS_ACTUAL SMALLINT N 1991 - 1997:  Not collected. 
1998 - Current:  The actual length in days of a student's 
disciplinary assignment. 

DISC_ACT_DIFF_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_DISC_ACT_DIFF that 
references the reason for the difference, if any, between 
the official and actual lengths of a student’s 
disciplinary assignment. DISC_ACT_DIFF_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

DISC_ACT_SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student was placed for disciplinary 
reasons.  The key is a system-generated value. 

DISC_ACT_SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - 1997:  Not collected. 
1998 - Current:  The identification number of the 
school in which the student was placed for disciplinary 
reasons. 
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DISC_ACT_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_DISC_ACT_TYPE that 
references both the reason a student was subject to a 
disciplinary action and the type of disciplinary action 
assigned to the student.  DISC_ACT_TYPE_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

DISC_INCIDENT_NUM CHAR(6) N 1991 - 1997:  Not collected. 
1998 - Current:  This column contains the unique 
identifier for an incident that occurs on a campus and 
results in one or more disciplinary actions for one or 
more students.  All of the 425 records for all of the 
students involved in the incident use the same incident 
number.  Districts/campuses may choose any 
numbering system, as long as the numbers are unique 
at the campus level. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references 
the student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the 
current grade level of the student.  GRADE_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Student's local identification number 
as assigned by the district. 

OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates 
whether the campus of residence is outside of Texas. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
use only. 

RPT_PERIOD_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_RPT_PERIOD that references 
the reporting period.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N The TEA assigned unique identifier (i.e. the County 
District Campus number) of the school in which the 
student is enrolled.  Each student in a district is 
considered to be enrolled on only one campus, 
although services may be received on numerous 
campuses.  The campus in which the child receives the 
majority of instruction is the campus reported, unless 
the student is enrolled in more than one campus 
because of a gifted and talented program or advanced 
placement.  In this situation, the campus corresponding 
to the student's regular grade level is reported. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school attendance area in which the student currently 
resides.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) Y 1991 - Current:  Age of the Student on September 1 of 
the school year for which the data were collected. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references 
the codes and descriptions related to a Student's 
demographic background and program participation, 
including ATTRIBUTION_CODE, 
MIGRANT_CODE, EVEN_START_CODE, and 
CATE_STAT_CODE.  STU_DEMOG_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 
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UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
DIST_CODE CHAR(6) Y 1991 - Current:  District identification number 

registered with the Texas Education Agency. 
DISC_ACT_DATE DATE Y This column contains the date the disciplinary 

assignment was imposed upon the student for specific 
disciplinary reason.  It may or may not reflect the date 
on which the disciplinary infraction occurred or reflect 
the date on which the disciplinary assignment begins.  
The date must be within the current school year. 

DISC_RESPONSIBILITY_
SCHL_KEY 

INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school that is responsible for making disciplinary 
assignments for this student and reviewing the student's 
placement status.  Usually, it is the school in which the 
student was enrolled when the student code of conduct 
was fractured and the disciplinary assignment was 
made, or for a continuation disciplinary assignment, the 
school that the student would attend under all normal 
circumstances if not under a disciplinary assignment. 
The key is a system-generated value. 

DISC_RESPONSIBILITY_
SCHL_CODE 

CHAR(9) N This column contains the TEA assigned unique 
identifier (i.e. the County District Campus number) for 
the school that is responsible for making disciplinary 
assignments for this student and reviewing the student's 
placement status.  Usually, it is the school in which the 
student was enrolled when the student code of conduct 
was fractured and the disciplinary assignment was 
made, or for a continuation disciplinary assignment, the 
school that the student would attend under all normal 
circumstances if not under a disciplinary assignment. 

DISC_ACT_STU_AGE CHAR(2) Y This is a calculated column containing the student's age 
as of the Date of Disciplinary Action. 

ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 
codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_ENROLLMENT 

Definition The Student Enrollment fact table contains information about students enrolled in a Texas 
public school on the PEIMS snapshot date (usually the last Friday in October).  This table 
contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following three columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSUyrAP.T_ENROLLMNTyrA and 
ASUyrAP.T_DEMOGyrA, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references 

the student identifying information.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part 
of the primary key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references 
the school in which the student is enrolled.  
SCHOOL_KEY is a system-generated value.  
SCHL_KEY is part of the primary key. 

SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 
references the school year for which the data was 
collected.  The key is a system-generated value.  
SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part of the primary key. 

ADA_ELIG_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_ADA_ELIG that 
references the eligibility status of the student as 
reflected in the attendance accounting records of 
the district.  The key is a system-generated value. 

CATE_CHAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_CATE_CHAR that 
references the student’s status with regard to 
Career and Technology (CTE) enrollment.  
CATE_CHAR_KEY is a system-generated value. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within 
an agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-
assigned PID. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that 
references the student's ethnic origin.  
ETHNICITY_KEY is a system-generated value. 

ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains 
the codes and descriptions indicating whether a 
person is Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's 
racial category.   ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

DISABILITY_GRP_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_DISABILITY_GRP that 
references descriptions of the student’s 
disabilities.  The key is a system-generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references 
the gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 
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DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency 
indicating the district in which the student is 
enrolled. 

HOME_LANG_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_HOME_LANG that 
references the language spoken in the student's 
home, as determined by the student's home 
language survey.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

IMMIGRANT_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_IMMIGRANT that 
references whether the student is an identified 
immigrant under the definition found under Title 
III of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 
(NCLB), where the term ‘immigrant children and 
youth’ is defined as, “individuals who are aged 3 
through 21; were not born in any state; and have 
not been attending one or more schools in any 
one or more states for more than 3 full academic 
years.  The term ‘State’ means each of the 50 
States, the District of Columbia, and the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.  
IMMIGRANT_KEY is a system-generated value. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references 
the current grade level of the student.  
GRADE_KEY is a system-generated value. 

LEP_PERMISSN_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_LEP_PERMISSN that 
references codes and descriptions related to the 
parents' permission regarding the student's 
participation in the LEP (Limited English 
Proficiency) program.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

SETTING_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SETTING that 
references the location and environment in which 
the student is receiving instruction.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

SPECED_CHAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SPECED_CHAR that 
references codes and descriptions related to the 
status of all the SPECED student's special needs.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references 
the school attendance area in which the student 
currently resides.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

SSI_PROMOTE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SSI_PROMOTE that 
references whether a student in an SSI (Student 
Success Initiative) grade is promoted or retained 
and the reason.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Student's local identification 
number as assigned by the district. 

OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates 
whether the campus of residence is outside of 
Texas. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that 
references the codes and descriptions related to a 
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Student's demographic background and program 
participation, including AT_RISK_CODE, 
ATTRIBUTION_CODE, BILINGUAL_CODE, 
CATE_STAT_CODE, ECON_DISADV_CODE, 
ESL_CODE, EVEN_START_CODE, 
GIFTED_CODE, LEP_CODE, 
MIGRANT_CODE, SPECED_CODE, and 
TITLE1_CODE.  STU_DEMOG_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR 
staff use only. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique campus identification 
number registered with the Texas Education 
Agency indicating the school in which the student 
is enrolled. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) Y 1991 - Current:  Age of the Student on September 
1 of the school year for which the data were 
collected. 

PEIMS_FALL_SNAPSHOT_AGE CHAR(2) Y Age of the student as of the PEIMS Fall Snapshot 
date (last Friday in October). 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
PK_FOSTER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_PK_FOSTER that 

references whether a prekindergarten student is or 
ever has been in the conservatorship of the 
Department of Family and Protective Services 
following an adversary hearing held as provided 
by Section 262.201, Family Code.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

CRISIS_IND_KEY SMALLINT N 1991 - 2008: Not collected. 
2009 - current:  Foreign key for 
DIM.D_CRISIS_IND that references a health or 
weather related crisis (as designated by the 
Commissioner of Education) that impacted the 
student as indicated in the most current PEIMS 
Fall Collection.   CRISIS_IND_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

SCHL_ACCNT_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references 
codes and descriptions related to the student’s 
school of accountability.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

SCHL_ACCNT_RPT_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references 
codes and descriptions related to the student’s 
school of accountability.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

PK_MILITARY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_PK_MILITARY that 
references codes and descriptions that indicate 
whether the student is the child of an active duty 
member of the armed forces of the United States, 
including the state military forces or a reserved 
component of the armed forces, who is ordered to 
active duty by proper authority.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_EYS 

Definition The Student EYS fact table contains instructional information on students participating in a 
district's extended year services program.  This table contains data from 1991 through the 
current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following five columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Grade (GRADE_KEY) 
5. Setting (SETTING_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSAyrDP.T_STUDENT_EYSyrD, 
ASAyrCP.T_DEMOGyrC and PSYyrCP.T_CAMPUS_RESyrC,  on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 

references the school year for which the data 
was collected.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that 
references the student identifying information.  
The key is a system-generated value.  
PERSON_KEY is part of the primary key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that 
references the school in which the student is 
enrolled.  SCHOOL_KEY is a system-
generated value.  SCHL_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references 
the current grade level of the student.  The key 
is a system-generated value.  GRADE_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

SETTING_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SETTING that 
references the location and environment in 
which the student is receiving instruction.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  
SETTING_KEY is part of the primary key. 

BILINGUAL_ESL_SUMMER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for 
DIM.D_BILINGUAL_ESL_SUMMER that 
references whether the student participated in 
the Bilingual/ESL Summer School program.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

CRISIS_IND_KEY SMALLINT N Generated key that uniquely identifies a record. 
ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that 

references the student's ethnic origin.  
ETHNICITY_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that 
references the gender of the student.  
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GENDER_KEY is a system-generated value. 
SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that 

references the school attendance area in which 
the student currently resides.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that 
references the codes and descriptions related to 
a Student's demographic background and 
program participation, including 
ATTRIBUTION_CODE, MIGRANT_CODE, 
EVEN_START_CODE, and 
CATE_STAT_CODE.  STU_DEMOG_KEY 
is a system-generated value. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within 
an agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-
assigned PID. 

CONT_HOURS DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N  

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency 
indicating the school in which the student is 
enrolled. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Student's local identification 
number as assigned by the district. 

OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that 
indicates whether the campus of residence is 
outside of Texas. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR 
staff use only. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique campus identification 
number registered with the Texas Education 
Agency indicating the school in which the 
student is enrolled. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) N 1991 - Current:  Age of the Student on 
September 1 of the school year for which the 
data were collected. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that 

contains the codes and descriptions indicating 
whether a person is Hispanic/Latino and 
indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_GRADUATE 

Definition The Student Graduate fact table contains information about student graduates.  This table 
contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following three columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, P.GRADUATEyr, P.DEMOG_GRAD_DOByr and 
P.CAMPUS_RESyrF, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 

the school year for which the data was collected.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY 
is part of the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school of enrollment from which the student 
graduated.  SCHOOL_KEY is a system-generated 
value.  SCHL_KEY is part of the primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned 
PID. 

COLLEGE_PLANS_FLAG CHAR(1) Y 1991 - Current:  Indicates whether a student plans to 
enter a college in a program leading to either an 
associate's or bachelor's degree within one year from 
graduation. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references 
the student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency indicating 
the district from which the student graduated. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the 
current grade level of the student.  GRADE_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

GRAD_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT Y Foreign key to DIM.D_GRAD_TYPE that references 
the type of plan under which the student graduated.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

GRAD_REAS_KEY SMALLINT Y Foreign key to DIM.D_GRAD_REAS that references 
a type of graduation plan for SPECED students.  
GRAD_REAS_KEY is a system-generated value. 

GRAD_DATE DATE Y 1991 - Current:  Indicates the month and year that the 
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student graduated from high school. 
LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) Y 1991 - Current:  Student's local identification number 

as assigned by the district. 
OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates 

whether the campus of residence is outside of Texas. 
PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff 

use only. 
SCHL_ACCNT_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL_ACCNT that 

references codes and descriptions related to the 
student’s school of accountability.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique campus identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency indicating 
the school from which the student graduated. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school attendance area in which the student currently 
resides.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) N 1991 - Current:  Age of the Student on September 1 of 
the school year in which the student left school. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references 
the codes and descriptions related to a Student's 
demographic background and program participation, 
including ATTRIBUTION_CODE, 
ECON_DISADV_CODE, MIGRANT_CODE and 
SPECED_CODE.  STU_DEMOG_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
SPECED_GRAD_GRP_KEY SMALLINT Y Foreign key for DIM.D_SPECED_GRAD_GRP that 

references codes and descriptions related to the 
student’s graduation group for special education 
reporting purposes.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

CRISIS_IND_KEY SMALLINT N 1991 - 2008: Not collected. 
2009 - current:  Foreign key for DIM.D_CRISIS_IND 
that references a health or weather related crisis (as 
designated by the Commissioner of Education) that 
impacted the student as indicated in the most current 
PEIMS Fall Collection.   CRISIS_IND_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 
codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial 
category.   ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_LEAVER_COLLECT 

Definition The Student Leaver Collect fact table contains information about students who left school.  
This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following three columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, SYEP.DB_DROP_COLLECT and 
P.DEMOG_EXIT_DOByr or DEMOG_DROP_DOByr,  on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 

the school year for which the data was collected.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY 
is part of the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student is enrolled.  
SCHOOL_KEY is a system-generated value.  
SCHL_KEY is part of the primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned 
PID. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency 
indicating the school in which the student is enrolled. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references 
the student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

EXIT_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_EXIT_TYPE that references 
whether the student was a dropout, graduate, or other 
exit.  The key is a system-generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the 
current grade level of the student.  GRADE_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

LEAVER_RECOVERY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_LEAVER_RECOVERY that 
references the reason+B455 for recovery of a leaver.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) Y 1991 - Current:  Student's local identification number 
as assigned by the district. 

OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates 
whether the campus of residence is outside of Texas. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
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use. 
SCHL_ACCNT_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL_ACCNT that 

references codes and descriptions related to the 
student’s school of accountability.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique campus identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency 
indicating the school in which the student is enrolled. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school attendance area in which the student currently 
resides.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) N 1991 - Current:  Age of the Student on September 1 of 
the school year in which the student left school. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references 
the codes and descriptions related to a Student's 
demographic background and program participation, 
including ATTRIBUTION_CODE, 
MIGRANT_CODE, EVEN_START_CODE, and 
CATE_STAT_CODE.  STU_DEMOG_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
CRISIS_IND_KEY SMALLINT N 1991 - 2008: Not collected. 

2009 - current:  Foreign key for DIM.D_CRISIS_IND 
that references a health or weather related crisis (as 
designated by the Commissioner of Education) that 
impacted the student as indicated in the most current 
PEIMS Fall Collection.   CRISIS_IND_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 
codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial 
category.   ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_LEAVER_EXIT_REASON 

Definition The Student Leaver Exit Reason fact table contains exit reasons for students who left school.  
This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following four columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Exit reason (EXIT_REASON_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, SYEP.DB_DROP_REASON, 
SYEP.DB_DROP_COLLECT and P.DEMOG_EXIT_DOByr or DEMOG_DROP_DOByr,  
on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references the 

school year for which the data was collected.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part of 
the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

EXIT_REAS_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_EXIT_REAS that references the 
reason a prior year grade 7-12 student has not enrolled in 
the district during the current school year.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  EXIT_REAS_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student is enrolled.  SCHOOL_KEY is 
a system-generated value.  SCHL_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an agency. 
For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number registered 
with the Texas Education Agency indicating the school in 
which the student is enrolled. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references the 
student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the current 
grade level of the student.  GRADE_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) Y 1991 - Current:  Student's local identification number as 
assigned by the district. 

OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates whether 
the campus of residence is outside of Texas. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff use 
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only. 
SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique campus identification number 

registered with the Texas Education Agency indicating the 
school in which the student is enrolled. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school attendance area in which the student currently 
resides.  The key is a system-generated value. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references the 
codes and descriptions related to a Student's demographic 
background and program participation, including 
ATTRIBUTION_CODE, MIGRANT_CODE, 
EVEN_START_CODE, and CATE_STAT_CODE.  
STU_DEMOG_KEY is a system-generated value. 

SCHL_ACCNT_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL_ACCNT that 
references codes and descriptions related to the student’s 
school of accountability.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 

codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_LEAVER_RECOVERY_REASON 

Definition The Student Leaver Recovery Reason fact table contains reasons why students who left 
school are recovered.  This table contains data from 1991 through 2005.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following four columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Recovery reason (RECOVERY_REAS_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production table, SYEP.T_DROP_REASON A, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 

the school year for which the data was collected.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

RECOVERY_REAS_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_RECOVERY_REAS that 
references the reason a leaver is no longer in Texas 
public education.  The key is a system-generated value.  
RECOVERY_REAS_KEY is part of the primary key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student is enrolled.  SCHOOL_KEY 
is a system-generated value.  SCHL_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number registered 
with the Texas Education Agency indicating the school in 
which the student is enrolled. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references the 
student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

EXIT_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_EXIT_TYPE that references the 
TEA-assigned code and the descriptions that indicate 
whether the student was a dropout, graduate, or other 
exit.  The key is a system-generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the 
current grade level of the student.  GRADE_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) Y 1991 - Current:  Student's local identification number as 
assigned by the district. 

OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates 
whether the campus of residence is outside of Texas. 
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PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff use 
only. 

SCHL_ACCNT_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL_ACCNT that 
references codes and descriptions related to the student’s 
school of accountability.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique campus identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency indicating 
the school in which the student is enrolled. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school attendance area in which the student currently 
resides.  The key is a system-generated value. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references the 
codes and descriptions related to a Student's demographic 
background and program participation, including 
ATTRIBUTION_CODE, MIGRANT_CODE, 
EVEN_START_CODE, and CATE_STAT_CODE.  
STU_DEMOG_KEY is a system-generated value. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 

codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_NON_ENROLLMENT 

Definition The Student Non-Enrollment fact table contains data for students who were enrolled in the 
district at some point during the current school year, but who were not enrolled on the PEIMS 
snapshot date. This table is at the school level.  This table contains data from 1991 through 
the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following three columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. District (Dist_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSUyrAP.T_NONENRyrA, 
ASUyrAP.T_DEMOGyrA and PSUyrAP.T_CAMPUS_RESyrA, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 

references the school year for which the data was 
collected.  The key is a system-generated value.  
SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part of the primary key. 

DIST_KEY INTEGER N  
PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 

student identifying information.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of 
the primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned 
PID. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency 
indicating the school in which the student is 
enrolled. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references 
the student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains 
the codes and descriptions indicating whether a 
person is Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's 
racial category.   ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the 
current grade level of the student.  GRADE_KEY is 
a system-generated value. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Student's local identification 
number as assigned by the district. 

OUT_OF_STATE_FLAG CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current:  TEA-assigned flag that indicates 
whether the campus of residence is outside of Texas. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
use only. 
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SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Unique campus identification 
number registered with the Texas Education Agency 
indicating the school in which the student is 
enrolled. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student is enrolled.  
SCHOOL_KEY is a system-generated value.  
SCHL_KEY is part of the primary key. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) N 1991 - Current:  Age of the Student on September 1 
of the school year for which the data were collected. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references 
the school attendance area in which the student 
currently resides.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that 
references the codes and descriptions related to a 
Student's demographic background and program 
participation, including AT_RISK_CODE, 
ATTRIBUTION_CODE, BILINGUAL_CODE, 
ECON_DISADV_CODE, ESL_CODE, 
GIFTED_CODE, MIGRANT_CODE, 
SPECED_CODE, TITLE1_CODE, 
EVEN_START_CODE, and CATE_STAT_CODE.  
STU_DEMOG_KEY is a system-generated value. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
CRISIS_IND_KEY SMALLINT N 1991 - 2008: Not collected. 

2009 - current:  Foreign key for 
DIM.D_CRISIS_IND that references a health or 
weather related crisis (as designated by the 
Commissioner of Education) that impacted the 
student as indicated in the most current PEIMS Fall 
Collection.   CRISIS_IND_KEY is a system-
generated value. 
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F_PK12_STUDENT_RESTRAINT 

Definition The Student Restraint fact table contains data for all students with disabilities who were 
involved in an incident requiring restraint.   
 
Child Restraint reporting is only applicable to students with disabilities who generate a 405 
record or a 400 record with mainstream days reported.  Restraint can only be used in 
emergency situations in which a student's behavior poses a threat of: (A) imminent, serious 
physical harm to the student or others; or (B) imminent, serious property destruction.  See 19 
TAC Section 89.1053. 
 
This table contains data from 1994 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following six columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. School where the restraint occurred (SCHL_RESTRAINT_KEY) 
3. Student restrained (PERSON_KEY) 
4. Reporting period (RPT_PERIOD_KEY) 
5. Date of restraint (RESTRAINT_DT) 
6. Restraint instance number (RESTRAINT_INSTANCE_NUM) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSYyrCP.T_STUD_RSTRNTryC on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 

the school year for which the data was collected.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

SCHL_RESTRAINT_
KEY 

INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school at which the restraint occurs.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  SCHL_RESTRAINT_KEY is 
part of the primary key.   
NOTE:  The school is not necessarily the student's 
school of enrollment (and may not even be a school 
reported with any attendance record for that student) 

RPT_PERIOD_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_RPT_PERIOD that references 
the reporting period associated with the attendance 
record.  The key is a system-generated value.  
RPT_PERIOD_KEY is part of the primary key. 

RESTRAINT_DT DATE N RESTRAINT_DT indicates the actual date on which a 
student with a disability was restrained for emergency 
purposes.  RESTRAINT_DT must be a valid date during 
the current school year.  See 19 TAC Section 89.1053. 

RESTRAINT_ 
INSTANCE_NUM 

INTEGER N RESTRAINT_INSTANCE_NUM indicates a restraint 
instance that occurs at a school.  It allows a district or 
school to assign a unique identification number to a 
restraint event to distinguish between multiple instances 
of restraint that might occur at the same school on the 
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same date for a given student with a disability.  See 19 
TAC Section 89.1053.  
RESTRAINT_INSTANCE_NUM is part of the primary 
key. 

RESTRAINT_REAS_
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for RESTRAINT_REAS_KEY that 
references the reason the student is restrained.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

SETTING_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SETTING that references the 
location and environment in which the student is 
receiving instruction.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references 
the codes and descriptions related to a Student's 
demographic background and program participation, 
including ATTRIBUTION_CODE, MIGRANT_CODE, 
EVEN_START_CODE, and CATE_STAT_CODE.  
STU_DEMOG_KEY is a system-generated value. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references the 
student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

PRIMARY_ 
DISABILITY_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_DISABILITY that references a 
type of disability that a student may have.  Disability 
information is collected via PEIMS on Special 
Education students.  EX:  Deaf-Blind, Orthopedic 
impairment, Mental retardation, Autism, etc.  
PRIMARY_DISABILITY_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N 1991 - Current:  Identifier for the person within an 
agency. For PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N 1991 - Current:  District identification number registered 
with the Texas Education Agency indicating the school 
in which the student is enrolled. 

SCHL_RESTRAINT_
CODE 

CHAR(9) N 9 digit school code. 
NOTE:  The campus is not necessarily the student's 
campus of enrollment (and may not even be a campus 
reported with any attendance record for that student) 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) Y 1991 - Current:  Age of the Student on September 1 of 
the school year for which the data were collected. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 

codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated value. 
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F_PK12_STU_ATTEND_FLEX_EYS 

Definition The Student Attendance Flex Extended Year fact table contains attendance information for 
students in a type of flexible attendance program available in the extended school year.  This 
table contains data from 2011 through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following seven columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Grade (GRADE_KEY) 
5. Reporting period (RPT_PERIOD_KEY) 
6. Track (TRACK_KEY) 
7. Flexible Attendance Program Type (FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSAyrDP.T_REG_FLXATTyrD, 
ASAyrDP.T_DEMOGyrD and PSAyrDP.T_CAMPUS_RESyrD, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 

references the school year for which the data 
was collected.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that 
references the student identifying information.  
The key is a system-generated value.  
PERSON_KEY is part of the primary key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that 
references the school in which the student is 
enrolled.  SCHOOL_KEY is a system-
generated value.  SCHL_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references 
the current grade level of the student.  The key 
is a system-generated value.  GRADE_KEY is 
part of the primary key. 

RPT_PERIOD_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_RPT_PERIOD that 
references the reporting period associated with 
the attendance record.  The key is a system-
generated value.  RPT_PERIOD_KEY is part 
of the primary key. 

TRACK_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_TRACK that references 
whether the school follows the associated 
district's traditional instructional calendar and 
if not, which calendar is followed.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  TRACK_KEY is part 
of the primary key. 

FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to 
DIM.D_FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE that 
references the type of flexible attendance 
program.  The key is a system-generated value.  
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FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N Identifier for the person within an agency. For 
PEIMS data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

BILINGUAL_DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 1) N Number of days the student was present and an 
eligible participant in the state-approved 
bilingual/ESL program. 

DAYS_TAUGHT DECIMAL(4, 1) N Number of days of instruction offered, as 
shown on the school calendar. 

DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 1) N Number of days the student was present and 
eligible for Foundation School Program 
funding. 

DAYS_INELIG DECIMAL(4, 1) N Number of days the student was present and 
ineligible for Foundation School Program 
funding. 

DAYS_PRESENT DECIMAL(4, 1) N Indicates the number of days the student was 
eligible and present in a designated 
instructional setting. 

DAYS_MEMBER DECIMAL(4, 1) N Sum of the days present and the days absent. 
PRIMARY_DISABILITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_DISABILITY which 

indicates the   type of primary disability 
recorded in the student's individualized 
education program (IEP) that meets criteria 
specified in the TAC.  
PRIMARY_DISABLED_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N District identification number registered with 
the Texas Education Agency indicating the 
school in which the student is enrolled. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that 
references the student's ethnic origin.  
ETHNICITY_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 

ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that 
contains the codes and descriptions indicating 
whether a person is Hispanic/Latino and 
indicating person's racial category.   
ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that 
references the gender of the student.  
GENDER_KEY is a system-generated value. 

GIFTED_ATTEND_FLAG CHARACTER(1) N Indicates whether the student is participating in 
a state-approved gifted and talented program. 

LEP_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_LEP that references 
the student's Limited English Proficiency 
(LEP) status.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N Student's local identification number as 
assigned by the district. 

MINUTES_ELIGIBLE SMALLINT N Indicates the total number of minutes the 
student was present and eligible for Foundation 
School Program funding during a particular 
reporting period.  Eligibility for this program is 
determined by September 1 age and grade 
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level. 
MINUTES_INELIGIBLE SMALLINT N Indicates the total number of minutes the 

student was present and ineligible for 
Foundation School Program funding during a 
particular reporting period. 

MULT_DISABLED_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_MULT_DISABLED 
that references whether the student receiving 
special education and related services has been 
designated as multiply disabled by the 
admission, review, and dismissal committee.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

PEP_ATTEND_FLAG CHARACTER(1) N Indicates whether the student participated in 
the Pregnancy, Education, and Parenting (PEP) 
program. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR 
staff use only. 

PREGSERV_DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 1) N Indicates the total number of days a female 
student was present at school or served through 
Compensatory Education Home Instruction 
(CEHI) and an eligible recipient of pregnancy 
related services. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N Unique campus identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency 
indicating the school in which the student is 
enrolled. 

SCHL_RES_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that 
references the school attendance area in which 
the student currently resides.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) Y Age of the Student on September 1 of the 
school year for which the data were collected. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that 
references the codes and descriptions related to 
a Student's demographic background and 
program participation, including 
ATTRIBUTION_CODE, MIGRANT_CODE, 
EVEN_START_CODE, and 
CATE_STAT_CODE.  STU_DEMOG_KEY 
is a system-generated value. 

VE_MINUTES_PRESENT DECIMAL(5) N Number of minutes the student was present and 
an eligible participant in the state-approved 
career and technology (CATE) program. 

VE_DAYS_PRESENT DECIMAL(4,1) N Number of days the student was present and an 
eligible participant in the state-approved career 
and technology (CATE) program. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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F_PK12_STU_ATTEND_SPECED_FLEX_EYS 

Definition The Student Special Education Flexible Attendance for Extend School Year fact table 
contains attendance information for special education students in a type of flexible attendance 
program available during the extended school year.  This table contains data from 2011 
through the current year.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following eight columns.  The database column 
names are in parenthesis.  
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY) 
2. Person (PERSON_KEY) 
3. School (SCHL_KEY) 
4. Grade (GRADE_KEY) 
5. Reporting period (RPT_PERIOD_KEY) 
6. Track, i.e. instructional calendar (TRACK_KEY ) 
7. Special education program funding (SPECED_FUNDING_KEY)  
8. Flexible attendance program type (FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE_KEY) 
 
Data Source:  PEIMS production tables, PSAyrDP.T_SE_FLXATTyrD and 
ASAyrDP.T_DEMOGyrD, on MAINPRD 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references 

the school year for which the data was collected.  The 
key is a system-generated value.  SCHL_YEAR_KEY 
is part of the primary key. 

PERSON_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_PERSON that references the 
student identifying information.  The key is a system-
generated value.  PERSON_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school in which the student is enrolled.  
SCHOOL_KEY is a system-generated value.  
SCHL_KEY is part of the primary key. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRADE that references the 
current grade level of the student.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  GRADE_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

RPT_PERIOD_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_RPT_PERIOD that references 
the reporting period associated with the attendance 
record.  The key is a system-generated value.  
RPT_PERIOD_KEY is part of the primary key. 

TRACK_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_TRACK that references 
whether the school follows the associated district's 
traditional instructional calendar and if not, which 
calendar is followed.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  TRACK_KEY is part of the primary key. 

SPECED_FUNDING_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_SPECED_FUNDING which 
references special education funding information.  
The key is a system-generated value.  
SPECED_FUNDING_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 
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FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE_
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE 
that references the type of flexible attendance 
program.  The key is a system-generated value.  
FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) N Identifier for the person within an agency. For PEIMS 
data, this is the TEA-assigned PID. 

DAYS_ELIG DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N Number of days a student with a special education 
individualized education program which provided for 
the mainstream instructional arrangement/setting was 
present. 

DAYS_TAUGHT DECIMAL(4, 
1) 

N Number of days of instruction offered, as shown on 
the school calendar. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N District identification number registered with the 
Texas Education Agency indicating the school in 
which the student is enrolled. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETHNICITY that references 
the student's ethnic origin.  ETHNICITY_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains the 
codes and descriptions indicating whether a person is 
Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's racial 
category.   ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-generated 
value. 

EXCESS_MINUTES DECIMAL(5) N Indicates the total number of minutes the student was 
present in a designated instructional setting above the 
allowable 360-minute daily limit of combined career 
and technical education and special education and 
related services during a particular reporting period. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GENDER that references the 
gender of the student.  GENDER_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

LOCAL_ID CHAR(9) N Student's local identification number as assigned by 
the district. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N System generated person identifier.  For TPEIR staff 
use only. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N Unique campus identification number registered with 
the Texas Education Agency indicating the school in 
which the student is enrolled. 

SEPT1_AGE CHAR(2) Y Age of the Student on September 1 of the school year 
for which the data were collected. 

STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key to DIM.D_STU_DEMOG that references 
the codes and descriptions related to a Student's 
demographic background and program participation, 
including ATTRIBUTION_CODE, 
MIGRANT_CODE, EVEN_START_CODE, and 
CATE_STAT_CODE.  STU_DEMOG_KEY is a 
system-generated value. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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TEA TAKS 
F_TAKS_STUDENT_OBJ_SCORE 

Definition The Student Objective Score fact table contains the objective score for each TAKS objective 
at the student-level for all TAKS tests taken from 2008 to the current year.  There is one row 
for each school, test administration date, test version, language, subject, grade, test objective, 
school, and NCS document ID.  The NCS document ID is the identifier reported on the 
TAKS testing booklet.  The NCS document ID is unique for a particular test administration 
but may be reused.  This table also contains the student’s item responses for each objective 
which are stored as a character string where each position in the string represents the 
student’s response to one item (i.e., question) on the exam.  The correct response for each 
item and its position on the TAKS test are stored in the table D_TAKS_MEASURED_OBJ.  
Each row in the table includes a proxy student id providing the capability to perform 
longitudinal data analysis without using student identifying information such as name and 
social security number.  Student identifying information is stored in a separate table 
(D_TAKS_STUDENT) which has restricted access.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following seven columns that uniquely identify 
a row.  The database column names are in parenthesis. 
1. TAKS administration month and year (TAKS_ADMIN_DATE_KEY ) 
2. NCS document id reported on the test booklet  (NCS_DOCUMENT_ID) 
3. Student (TAKS_STUDENT_KEY) 
4. School Code Reported (SCHL_CODE_RPT ) 
5. Grade (GRADE_KEY) 
6. Subject (TAKS_SUBJECT_KEY ) 
7. Objective (TAKS_MEASURED_OBJ_KEY) 
 
The rows in this table were constructed from records in the Student Assessment SAS 
production datasets located on Marykay in /sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_ADMIN_ 
DATE_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_ADMIN_DATE 
that references the particular month and year in which the 
student took the TAKS.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  TAKS_ADMIN_DATE_KEY is part of the 
primary key. 

NCS_DOCUMENT_ 
ID 

CHAR(9) N 2003 - Current year:  Pearson's identification number 
printed on lower left corner of the Confidential Student 
Report.  A document number is unique per student for a 
particular test administration but may be reused for 
another student during another test administration.  
NCS_DOCUMENT_ID is part of the primary key. 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis) 

TAKS_STUDENT_ 
KEY 

INTEGER N Foreign key for 
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_STUDENT_OBJ_SCORE that 
references the student identifying information associated 
with this TAKS test record.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 
TAKS_STUDENT_KEY is part of the primary key. 

SCHL_CODE_RPT CHAR(9) N 2003 - Current year:  9-digit county-campus-district 
number pre-coded on the TAKS form that identifies the 
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school at which the student took the TAKS.  
SCHL_CODE_RPT is part of the primary key. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_GRADE that references the 
student's grade in school associated with this TAKS test 
record (Only Grades 03-14 are applicable to TAKS -- 
Note: 13 = Adult Education, 14 = Out-of-School).   The 
key is a system-generated value.  GRADE_KEY is part of 
the primary key. 
Note:  Not all grades are tested in all subject areas. 

TAKS_SUBJECT_ 
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key to TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_SUBJECT that 
references the subject area of the TAKS associated with 
this TAKS test record.   The key is a system-generated 
value.  TAKS_SUBJECT_KEY is part of the primary key.   
Note:  Not all grades are tested in all subject areas. 

TAKS_MEASURED_
OBJ_KEY 

INTEGER N Foreign key to TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_MEASURED_OBJ 
that references the correct answers.  The key is a system-
generated value.   TAKS_MEASURED_OBJ_KEY is part 
of the primary key. 

DIST_CODE_RPT_ 
DIST_KEY 

INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_DISTRICT that references the 
district in which the student took the TAKS.   The 
referenced district matches the county-district number in 
DIST_CODE_RPT.  The key is a system-generated value. 

PEIMS_CDC_FALL_
SCHL_KEY 

INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school at which the student was enrolled as reported in the 
most current PEIMS Fall Collection.  The referenced 
school matches the county-district-campus number in 
column PEIMS_CDC_FALL.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

SCHL_CODE_RPT_ 
SCHL_KEY 

INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references the 
school at which the student took the TAKS.  The 
referenced school matches the county-district-campus 
number in SCHL_CODE_RPT.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that references the 
school year during which the test was administered.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

DIST_CODE_RPT CHAR(6) N 2003 - Current year:  The county-district number of the 
district in which the student took the TAKS as reported by 
the school. 

DIST_NAME_RPT VARCHAR(
15) 

N 2003 - Current year:  The name of the district (may be 
abbreviated) in which the student took the TAKS test as 
reported by the school. 

OBJ_DERIVED_ 
FLAG 

CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  A flag derived during the load 
process that indicates the student's TAKS test record did 
not have the objective items indicated for each response; 
instead, the objectives were derived by matching to 
D_TAKS_MEASURED_OBJ.  Valid values for 
OBJ_DERIVED_FLAG are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 

OBJ_ITEM_ 
RESPONSES 

VARCHAR(
60) 

N 2003 - Current year:  The character in each position 
indicates the student’s response to the corresponding 
subject item. The student’s response to item 1 is in the first 
field, the student’s response to item 2 is in the second 
field, and so on. Correct responses are indicated by a plus 
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sign (+); an alpha character (A-D or F-J) indicates an 
incorrect response; and an asterisk (*) indicates that the 
response was left blank or multiple values were gridded.   
Notes: For any open-ended griddable items, B = incorrect 
response (Mathematics, Science).  The item correct 
responses will not be populated for LAT (Reading/ELA, 
Mathematics, or Science) or TAKS–M (all subjects). 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis) 

OBJ_SCORE DECIMAL(2, 
0) 

N 2003 - Current year:  Number of items correct by 
objective.   
For ELA, open-ended scores have been added to the 
multiple-choice scores to give the total objective score. 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis) 

PEIMS_CDC_FALL CHAR(9) N 2003 - Current year:  9-digit PEIMS County-District-
Campus number pre-coded on the TAKS form that 
identifies the school where the student was enrolled as 
reported in the most current PEIMS Fall Collection.  For 
October TAKS administrations PEIMS_CDC_FALL is the 
school where the student was enrolled in the fall of the 
previous school year; for all other administration dates 
PEIMS_CDC_FALL is the school where the student was 
enrolled in the fall of the current school year. 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis) 

PROXY_TAKS_ 
STUDENT_ID 

INTEGER N 2003 - Current year:  Proxy numeric student identifier that 
associates all TAKS student test records that exactly match 
only on student SSN, last name, date of birth, and first 
character of the first name.  Facilitates longitudinal student 
level analysis without storing confidential student 
information on the fact table.  The value of this column is 
generated during the load process. 

REGION_SERV_ 
CODE 

CHAR(2) N 2003 - Current year:  2-character code that identifies the 
Educational Service Center region associated with the 
district in which the student took the TAKS. 

SCHL_NAME_RPT VARCHAR(
18) 

N 2003 - Current year:  The name of the school on which the 
student took the TAKS test as reported by the school. 

SAS_FILE_NAME VARCHAR(
30) 

N 2003 - Current year:  Name of the Student Assessment 
original production SAS file from which this TAKS test 
record was created.  Used primarily for debugging and 
traceability.  The original files are located on Marykay in 
/sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAM
P 

N System generated date indicating the date the record was 
either created or last modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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F_TAKS_STUDENT_SCORE 

Definition The Student Score fact table contains TAKS test results at the student-level for all TAKS 
tests taken from 2004 to the current year.  There is one row for each for each school, test 
administration date, test version, language, subject, grade, and NCS document ID.   The 
NCS document ID is the identifier reported on the TAKS testing booklet.  The NCS 
document ID is unique for a particular test administration but may be reused. This table also 
contains information on the testing environment (e.g., whether testing accommodations 
were used) and student characteristics such as gender, ethnicity, LEP status and economic 
status.  Each row in the table includes a proxy student id providing the capability to perform 
longitudinal data analysis without using student identifying information such as name and 
social security number.  Student identifying information is stored in a separate table 
(D_TAKS_STUDENT) which has restricted access. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following six columns that uniquely identify a 
row.  The database column names are in parenthesis. 
1. TAKS administration month and year (TAKS_ADMIN_DATE_KEY ) 
2. NCS document id reported on the test booklet  (NCS_DOCUMENT_ID) 
3. Student (TAKS_STUDENT_KEY) 
4. School Code Reported (SCHL_CODE_RPT ) 
5. Grade (GRADE_KEY) 
6. Subject (TAKS_SUBJECT_KEY ) 
 
The rows in this table were constructed from records in the Student Assessment SAS 
production datasets located on Marykay in 
/sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks. 
 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_ADMIN_DATE_ 
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key to 
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_ADMIN_DATE that 
references the month and year in which the student 
took the TAKS.  The key is a system-generated 
value.  
TAKS_ADMIN_DATE_KEY is part of the primary 
key. 

NCS_DOCUMENT_ID CHAR(9) N 2003 - Current year:  Pearson's identification 
number printed on lower left corner of the 
Confidential Student Report.  A document number 
is unique per student for a particular test 
administration, but may be reused by another 
student during another test administration.  
NCS_DOCUMENT_ID is part of the primary key.   
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

TAKS_STUDENT_ 
KEY 

INTEGER N Foreign key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_STUDENT 
that references the student identifying information 
associated with this test record.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  
TAKS_STUDENT_KEY is part of the primary key. 

SCHL_CODE_RPT CHAR(9) N 2003 - Current year:  9-digit county-campus-district 
number pre-coded on the TAKS form that identifies 
the school at which the student took the TAKS.  
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SCHL_CODE_RPT is part of the primary key. 
GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_GRADE that references the 

student's grade in school associated with this TAKS 
test record.  (Only Grades 03-14 are applicable to 
TAKS -- Note: 13 = Adult Education, 14 = Out-of-
School).   The key is a system-generated value.  
GRADE_KEY is part of the primary key. 
Note:  Not all grades are tested in all subject areas. 

TAKS_SUBJECT_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_SUBJECT 
that references the subject area for this TAKS test 
record.  The key is a system-generated value.   
TAKS_SUBJECT_KEY is part of the primary key.  
Note:  Not all grades are tested in all subject areas. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_GENDER that references 
the student's gender.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_ETHNICITY that 
references the student's ethnicity.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that 
references the school year during which the test was 
administered.  The key is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_ 
ACCOMMODATION_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for 
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_ACCOMMODATION that 
references the combination of TAKS 
accommodations that were utilized by the student.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_HIST_FILE_ 
UPDATE_KEY 

SMALLINT N 2003:  Not collected. 
2004 - Current year:  Foreign key for 
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_HIST_FILE_UPDATE that 
references the history file update indicator which 
indicates whether a history file update is needed.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_LAT_ADMIN_ 
REL_ KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key to 
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_LAT_ADMIN_REL which 
references the relationship of the test administrator 
to the student when linguistic accommodations 
were provided. 

TAKS_LAT_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_LAT that 
references the combination of linguistically 
accommodated testing utilized by the student during 
this administration of the TAKS.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

TAKS_LANG_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_LANG that 
references the language in which the TAKS test is 
given to this student for this test record.  The key is 
a system-generated value. 

TAKS_LEP_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_LEP that references the 
student's Limited English Proficiency (LEP) status.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_PASSING_ 
STANDARD_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for 
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_PASSING_STANDARD 
that references the TAKS exit level passing 
standard by which this student is evaluated.   The 
TAKS exit-level standard in place at the time a 
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student begins grade 10 is the standard that will be 
maintained throughout the student’s high school 
career.  The key is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_SCODE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_SCODE 
that references the score code associated with this 
TAKS test record.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

TAKS_SCODE_ 
DEFAULT_ KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key to 
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_SCODE_DEFAULT which 
references when a score code for the subject is 
physically gridded and when it is defaulted.   The 
key is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_STUDY_GUIDE_ 
KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key to 
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_STUDY_GUIDE which 
references whether the student should receive a 
study guide, or previously received a study guide.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_TEST_ 
VERSION_ KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for 
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_TEST_VERSION that 
references the test version used by the student for 
this record.   The key is a system-generated value.  
Note:  TAKS-M is available only for English 
language. 

BILINGUAL_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_BILINGUAL that 
references the student's bilingual status.  The key is 
a system-generated value. 

CATE_STAT_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_CATE_STAT that 
references the student's enrollment in one or more 
state-approved vocational education courses.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 
 

CRISIS_IND_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_CRISIS_IND that 
references a health or weather related crisis (as 
designated by the Commissioner of Education) that 
impacted the student as indicated in the most 
current PEIMS Fall Collection.   The 2009 school 
year was first year CRISIS_CODE was collected.   
CRISIS_IND_KEY is a system-generated value.   
 

ECON_DISADV_KEY SMALLINT N 2003 - Current year:  Foreign key for 
DIM.D_ECON_DISADV that references the 
student's economic disadvantaged status.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

ESL_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_ESL that references the 
student's participation in an English-as-a-Second 
Language (ESL) program.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

PEIMS_CDC_FALL_ 
SCHL_KEY 

INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references 
the school at which the student was enrolled as 
reported in the most current PEIMS Fall Collection.  
The referenced school matches the county-district-
campus number in PEIMS_CDC_FALL.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

SCHL_CODE_RPT_ 
SCHL_ KEY 

INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHOOL that references 
the school at which the student took the TAKS.  
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The referenced school matches the county-district-
campus number in SCHL_CODE_RPT.  The key is 
a system-generated value. 

DIST_CODE_RPT_ 
DIST_ KEY 

INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_DISTRICT that references 
the district in which the student took the TAKS.   
The referenced district matches the county-district 
number in DIST_CODE_RPT.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

TITLE1_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_TITLE1 that references the 
student's TITLE-I-PART-A status (eligibility for 
Title 1 funding).  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

PROXY_TAKS_ 
STUDENT_ ID 

INTEGER N 2003 - Current year:  Numeric student identifier that 
associates all test records that exactly match only on 
student SSN, last name, date of birth, and first 
character of the first name.  Facilitates longitudinal 
student level analysis without storing confidential 
student information on the fact table.  The value of 
this column is generated during load process. 

ACCOMMODATION_ 
FLAG 

CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  Flag derived during load 
process that identifies whether a TAKS 
accommodation was used by the student for the 
subject associated with this TAKS test record.  
Valid ACCOMMODATION_FLAG values for all 
subjects are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 

AGENCY_USE CHAR(5) N 2003 - Current year:  This column contains values 
for the use of the district by subject.  The column 
applies to Reading, Mathematics, Social Studies, 
Writing (Grades 4 and 7) or Science (Grades 5, 8, 
10, and Exit Level)     
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

AT_RISK_CODE CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  This column indicates whether 
the student is designated at risk of dropping out of 
school under state-mandated academic criteria.  
Valid non-null AT_RISK_CODE values are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

BEGIN_READER_ 
FLAG 

CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2005:  Not collected. 
2006 - Current year:  This flag is derived during the 
load process and identifies whether the student is a 
Beginning Reader - the student's Lexile measure is 
below the reported Lexile scale.   The flag is set to 
"1" if the Lexile Score in the source data = "BR".   
This flag is used for Grade 3, Reading only.  The 
flag has a null value for all other grades and 
subjects.  Valid BEGIN_READER_FLAG values 
are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No     
~ = Null (If the Lexile Score in the source data is 
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null, then the flag is set to null.) 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

DIST_NAME_RPT VARCHAR(15) N 2003 - Current year:  The name of the district (may 
be abbreviated) in which the student took the TAKS 
test as reported by the school. 

DIST_CODE_RPT CHAR(6) N 2003 - Current year:  The county-district number of 
the district in which the student took the TAKS as 
reported by the school. 

EXIT_RETEST_FLAG CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  Not Collected. 
2005 - Current year:  This column is derived during 
the load process and indicates whether this record is 
a retake of an exit-level test.  Valid 
EXIT_RETEST_FLAG values are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 

FOREIGN_EXCH_ 
WAIVER_CODE 

CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  Not collected 
2005 - Current year:  Indicates that the test was 
waived because this student is a foreign exchange 
student.  The code is derived from two columns on 
the Student Assessment source file, FOREXCH1 
and FOREXCH2.  FOREXCH1 applies to Grade 9 
(Reading), Grades 10 and 11 (ELA), and Exit Level 
Retests (all subjects).  
FOREXCH2 applies to Grade 11 (Math, Science, 
and Social Studies). 
Valid non-null 
FOREIGN_EXCH_WAIVER_CODE values are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

GIFTED_CODE CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  This column indicates whether 
the student is participating in a state-approved 
Gifted/Talented program.    Valid non-null 
GIFTED_CODE values are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

LAT_FLAG CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  Flag derived during the load 
process that identifies whether the student received 
linguistically accommodated testing for this TAKS 
test record.  LAT is allowed for the following 
subjects: Reading/ELA, Mathematics, and Science.  
Valid non-null LAT_FLAG values are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

LAT_ABSENT_CODE CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  TBD 
2005 - Current year:  An indicator that the LEP-
exempt student (L score code) who was eligible for 
a Linguistically Accommodated Testing (LAT) 
administration was absent from testing.  This code 
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applies to Reading/ELA, Mathematics, and Science.  
Valid non-null LAT_ABSENT_CODE values are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No    
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

LAT_ALLOWED_NOT_ 
USED_CODE 

CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2008:  Not collected. 
2009 - Current year:  An indicator that Linguistic 
Accommodations were allowed for a student but 
none were used.  This code applies to 
Reading/ELA, Mathematics, and Science.  Valid 
non-null LAT_ALLOWED_NOT_USED_CODE 
values are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No      
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

LAT_INCOMPLETE_ 
TEST_CODE 

CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  Not collected. 
2005 - Current year:  An indicator that the 
Linguistically Accommodated Testing (LAT) was 
incomplete.  The test was attempted but not 
completed for reasons such as illness during testing 
or other testing irregularities. This code applies to 
Reading/ELA, Mathematics, and Science.  Valid 
non-null LAT_INCOMPLETE_TEST_CODE 
values are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No   
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

LEP_EXEMPT_LAT_ 
ADMIN_CODE 

CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  Not collected. 
2005 - Current year:  An indicator that the LEP-
exempt (L score code) student was administered a  
test in this subject with  linguistic accommodations.  
This code applies to Reading/ELA, Mathematics, 
and Science.  Valid non-null 
LEP_EXEMPT_LAT_ADMIN_CODE values are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No     
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

LEP_POSTPONE_ 
CODE 

CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  Indicates that the test was 
postponed for this student due to Limited English 
Proficiency (LEP).  The code is derived from two 
columns on the Student Assessment source file, 
LEPDEF1 and LEPDEF2.  LEPDEF1 applies to 
Grade 9 (Reading), Grades 10 and 11 (ELA), and 
Exit Level Retests (all subjects).  LEPDEF2 applies 
to Grade 9 (Math, Science, Social Studies). 
Valid non-null LEP_POSTPONE_CODE values 
are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 
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LOCAL_STUDENT_ID CHAR(10) N 2003 - Current year:  Optional ID assigned to the 
student by the school district. 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

LOCAL_USE CHAR(4) N 2003 - Current year:  This column contains optional 
values for use by the school. 

MAKE_UP_FORM_ 
CODE 

CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  Not collected. 
2005 - Current year:  This column indicates whether 
the student utilized a make-up form of the TAKS 
test.  It only applies to Grade 10, ELA).  Valid non-
null MAKE_UP_FORM_CODE values are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 

MET_HERC CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  Flag that indicates whether the 
student met the Texas Higher Education 
Coordinating Board (THECB) standard for higher 
education readiness (exit level only, for ELA and 
Mathematics).  Valid non-null MET_HERC values 
for all subjects are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

MET_STD CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  This flag indicates whether the 
student met the state passing standard in effect for 
him or her in the subject area tested and grade level 
tested.  A scale score of 2100 for a particular 
subject is required for Met Standard for all grades.  
An essay rating of 2 or higher is required for Met 
Standard on the grades 4 and 7 writing tests and the 
grades 10 and 11 English language arts tests.  Valid 
MET_STD values for all subjects and grades are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 
? = For exit level, the standard in place when the 
student was in the 10th grade is unknown. 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis and TAKS Scale Score 
Standards and TAKS Performance Standards - 
Panel Rec.**) 

MET_STD_ 
COMMENDED_ PERF 

CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  This flag indicates whether the 
student met the standard for commended 
performance indicating high academic achievement 
(considerably above state passing standard) in effect 
for him or her in the subject area tested and grade 
level tested.  A scale score of 2400 for a particular 
subject is required for Met Standard for all grades. 
In addition, an essay rating of 3 or higher is 
required for Commended Performance on the 
grades 4 and 7 writing tests.  Valid 
MET_STD_COMMENDED_PERF values for all 
subjects and grades are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
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Student Item Analysis and TAKS Scale Score 
Standards and TAKS Performance Standards - 
Panel Rec.**) 

MET_STD_PANEL_ 
RECMD_FLAG 

CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  Flag derived during the load 
process that indicates whether a student met the 
panel recommended standard even if another 
standard was in place at the time of testing.  This 
flag applies to each subject area.  The flag is set to 
'1' when the Comp Score > 2 and Scale Score >= 
2100 for Reading or Writing, or when the Scale 
Score >= 2100 for all other subjects.  Valid 
MET_STD_PANEL_RECMD_FLAG values are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 
~ = Null (If the 
MET_STD_PANEL_RECMD_FLAG cannot be 
determined from SCALE_SCORE and 
COMP_SCORE.) 

MIGRANT_CODE CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  This column indicates whether 
the student has been identified as a migrant student.    
Valid non-null MIGRANT_CODE values are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

MIGRANT_TMIP CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  This column indicates whether 
the student participated in out-of-state-testing 
through the Texas Migrant Interstate Program 
(TMIP).  Valid MIGRANT_TMIP values are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

ONLINE_TEST_ 
ADMIN 

CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2007:  Not collected 
2008 - Current year:  Indicates that the student was 
tested online for this subject and test administration.  
Valid non-null ONLINE_TEST_ADMIN values 
are: 
1 = Yes 
0 = No 
Note:  For 2005 - 2007, the score code "C" contains 
information about online testing. 

PASSING_STD_ 
DEFAULT_CODE 

CHAR(1) N 2009 - Current year:   Identifies the TAKS exit level 
passing standard by which this student is evaluated.  
The TAKS exit level passing standard in place at 
the time a student begins grade 10 is the standard 
that is maintained throughout the student's high 
school career.  Valid 
PASSING_STD_DEFAULT_CODE values are: 
0 = Passing standard was not defaulted 
1 = Passing standard was defaulted to panels’ 
recommendation because the exit 
level record cannot be matched to a Grade 10 
history file record     
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
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Student Item Analysis) 
PEIMS_CDC_FALL CHAR(9) N 2003 - Current year:  9-digit PEIMS County-

District-Campus number pre-coded on the TAKS 
form that identifies the school where the student 
was enrolled as reported in the most current PEIMS 
Fall Collection.  For October TAKS administrations 
PEIMS_CDC_FALL is the school where the 
student was enrolled in the fall of the previous 
school year; for all other administration dates 
PEIMS_CDC_FALL is the school where the 
student was enrolled in the fall of the current school 
year. 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

REGION_SERV_CODE CHAR(2) N 2003 - Current year:  2-character code that 
identifies the Educational Service Center region 
associated with the district in which the student 
took the TAKS. 

QUANTILE_ 
MEASURE 

CHAR(5) N 2003 - Current year:  The TAKS mathematics scale 
score has been linked with the Quantile scale. The 
Quantile scale is a developmental scale for 
mathematics that ranges from below 0Q to above 
1400Q. More information concerning the Quantile 
Framework® for Mathematics can be found at 
www.Quantiles.com.  A value of "EM" indicates an 
Emerging Mathematician - the student's Quantile 
measure is below the reported Quantile scale.   
Note: The Quantile measure is only available for 
the TAKS test version and only applies to 
mathematics. 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

SCHL_NAME_RPT VARCHAR(18) N 2003 - Current year:  The name of the campus in 
which the student took the TAKS test as reported by 
the school. 

SCHL_YEAR SMALLINT N 2003 - Current year:  The school year during which 
the student took the TAKS.   SCHL_YEAR is the 
same value as YEAR in 
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_ADMIN_DATE referenced 
by TAKS_ADMIN_DATE_KEY, except for the 
October Exit Level test administration when YEAR 
is the current calendar year or the prior school year. 

SPECED_CODE CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  This column indicates whether 
the student participates in Special Education 
program. Valid non-null SPECED_CODE values 
are: 
1 = Student is participating in a special education 
program 
0 = Student is not participating in a special 
education program 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

COMP_SCORE DECIMAL(2, 0) Y 2003 - Current year:  The final score (as opposed to 
a reader's score) of the Reading Essay (Grades 4 
and 7) or the Writing Essay (Grade 10 and exit 
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level).  Scores for the written composition range 
from 0 to 4 for TAKS and TAKS (Accommodated), 
0 to 3 for TAKS–M.  This column is used to derive 
the MET_STD_PANEL_RECMD_FLAG.  
Following are the descriptions for each score point. 
TAKS:   0 = Nonscorable Response, 1 = Ineffective 
Response, 2 = Somewhat Effective Response, 3 = 
Generally Effective Response, 4 = Highly Effective 
Response 
TAKS–M:   0 = Nonscorable Response, 1 = 
Ineffective Response, 2 = Somewhat Effective 
Response, 3 = Effective Response 
Definition source:  (Definition source:  TAKS Data 
File Format with Student Item Analysis) 

LEXILE_SCORE DECIMAL(4, 0) Y 2003 - 2005:  Not collected. 
2006 - Current year:  The value the student 
achieved on the Lexile Scale.  Lexile scale is a 
developmental scale for reading/ELA ranging from 
below 200L for emergent readers to above 1700L 
for advanced readers. More information concerning 
the Lexile Framework® for reading can be found at 
www.Lexile.com. 
Note: The Lexile measure is only available for 
TAKS.     
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

RAW_SCORE DECIMAL(2, 0) Y 2003 - Current year:  Total number of raw score 
points correct for a subject.  For Reading/ELA, 
TAKS grades 9, 10, and exit level, the raw score is 
determined by adding the open-ended scores to the 
number of multiple choice items correct. 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

SCALE_SCORE DECIMAL(4, 0) Y 2003 - Current year:  A scale score is a conversion 
of the raw score onto a “scale” that is common to all 
test forms for that assessment.  The scale score 
takes into account the difficulty level of the specific 
set of questions.  It indicates a student’s 
performance relative to the passing standards or 
proficiency levels for Texas Assessment of 
Knowledge and Skills (TAKS), TAKS–Modified 
(TAKS–M), Texas English Language Proficiency 
Assessment System (TELPAS) reading, and 
Algebra I end-of-course (EOC) assessments.  
Unlike raw scores, scale scores allow direct 
comparisons of student performance between 
specific sets of test questions from different test 
administrations.  
(Definition source: Technical Digest, Chapter 15: 
Scaling) 

VERTICAL_SCALE_ 
SCORE 

DECIMAL(4, 0) Y 2003 - 2008:  Not collected. 
2009- Current year:  In 2009 students taking 
English TAKS grades 3–8 reading and mathematics 
and Spanish TAKS grades 3–6 reading and 
mathematics will receive vertical scale scores on 
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their Confidential Student Reports; however, this 
information will be provided for information only. 
In 2010 the vertical scale scores will replace the 
current scale scores for students taking English 
TAKS reading and mathematics in grades 3–8 and 
Spanish TAKS reading and mathematics in grades 
3–6.  Additional information about the TAKS 
Vertical Scale for grades 3–8 reading and 
mathematics can be found at 
www.tea.state.tx.us/student.assessment. 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

SAS_FILE_NAME VARCHAR(30) N 2003 - Current year:  Name of the Student 
Assessment original production SAS file from 
which this test record was created.  Used primarily 
for debugging and traceability.   The original files 
are located on Marykay in 
/sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks. 

UPDATE_DATE DATE N System generated date indicating the date the record 
was either created or last modified.  The value is set 
during the load process. 

ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_ETH_RACE that contains 
the codes and descriptions indicating whether a 
person is Hispanic/Latino and indicating person's 
racial category.   ETH_RACE_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

ATTRIBUTION_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key for DIM.D_ATTRIBUTION  which 
references whether the student attends school in his 
district, and if not, where the student does attend 
school.  The key is a system-generated value. 

HS_EQUIV_PROGRAM_ 
CODE 

SMALLINT N 2010 – Current:  High School Equivalency Program 
(HSEP) code indicates the student’s participation in 
HSEP, an alternative for high school students, age 
16 and over, who are at risk of not graduating from 
high school and earning a high school diploma. 

AGENCY_ID CHAR(9) Y 2011 – Current:  The PEIMS PID assigned to the 
TAKS test takers through a matching process 
involving name, SSN, district, school, and grade.  
Please contact Information Analysis, TPEIR Unit, 
for more information on the matching process. 
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Dimension Tables for TAKS  
 
D_ATTRIBUTION 
D_BILINGUAL 
D_CATE_STAT 
D_CRISIS_IND 
D_DISTRICT 
D_ECON_DISADV 
D_ESL 
D_ETHNICITY 
D_ETH_RACE 
D_GENDER 
D_GRADE 
D_PERSON 
D_SCHL-YEAR 
D_SCHOOL 
D_TITLE1 
D_TAKS_ACCOMMODATION 
D_TAKS_ADMIN_DATE 
D_TAKS_GRADE_GRP 
D_TAKS_GRADE_GRP_MAPPING 
D_TAKS_HIST_FILE_UPDATE 
D_TAKS_LANG 
D_TAKS_LAT 
D_TAKS_LAT_ADMIN_REL 
D_TAKS_LEP 
D_TAKS_MEASURED_OBJ 
D_TAKS_OBJECTIVE 
D_TAKS_PASSING_STANDARD 
D_TAKS_SCODE 
D_TAKS_SCODE_DEFAULT 
D_TAKS_STUDENT 
D_TAKS_STUDY_GUIDE 
D_TAKS_SUBJECT 
D_TAKS_TEST_VERSION 
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Dimension Tables 

PEIMS and Multi-Source  

D_ACTUAL_FUNCTION 
 

Definition The Actual Function dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference the 
general operation areas and groups together related activities associated with reporting of actual 
expenditures.  Function is a general operation area and groups together related activities.  Function 
codes are only reported for expenditure/expense objects.  All other objects are coded as '00.'  This 
2 digit code identifies the purpose of the expenditure.  The first digit identifies the major area, and 
the second digit identifies the specific function within the area.  For example, Function Code 33 
indicates Function Area Code 3 for Support Services-Student and Function Code 3 for Health 
Services.  This table contains data from 1995 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(ACTUAL_FUNCTION_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.ACTUALyr (AFSyrBP.DB_ACTUAL_ALLOCyrB). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ACTUAL_FUNCTION_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_ACTUAL_FUNCTION which 
indicates the general operation areas and 
groups together related activities.  
Function codes are only reported for 
expenditure/expense objects.  All other 
objects are coded as '00.'  This 2-digit 
code identifies the purpose of the 
expenditure.  The first digit identifies the 
major area, and the second digit 
identifies the specific function within the 
area.  For example, Function Code 31: 
the first digit is Function Area Code 3 
indicating Support Services-Student and 
the second digit indicates Function Code 
1 for Guidance, Counseling and 
Evaluation Services.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

ACTUAL_FUNCTION_CODE CHAR(2) N The Actual Function Code indicates the 
general operation areas and groups 
together related activities.  Function 
Area is the first digit in the 2-digit 
Function Code to identify the major area 
of a reported expenditure.  For example, 
Function Code 31: the first digit is 
Function Area Code 3 indicating 
Support Services-Student and the second 
digit indicates Function Code 1 for 
Guidance, Counseling and Evaluation 
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Services. 
ACTUAL_FUNCTION_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Actual Function Code. 
ACTUAL_FUNCTION_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Actual Function 

Code. 
ACTUAL_FUNCTION_AREA_CODE CHAR(1) N Function Area is the first digit in the 2-

digit Function Code identifying the 
major area of a reported expenditure.  
For example, Function Code 31: the first 
digit is Function Area Code 3 indicating 
Support Services-Student and the second 
digit indicates Function Code 1 for 
Guidance, Counseling and Evaluation 
Services. 

ACTUAL_FUNCTION_AREA_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Actual Function 
Area Code, that indicates the major area 
of a reported expenditure. 

ACTUAL_FUNCTION_AREA_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Actual Function Area 
Code, that indicates the major area of a 
reported expenditure. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which 
the record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which 
the record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal 
to ‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_ACTUAL_FUND 
 

Definition The Actual Fund dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference the fund 
group and specific fund (when applicable) for actual financial data.  It identifies the specific fund 
for budget and payroll.  A different set of funds are reported for budget, district actual, SSA actual, 
and staff.  This table contains data from 1995 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(ACTUAL_FUND_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".  
The data source is P.FUND/P.FUNDyr (CORP.DB_FUNDyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ACTUAL_FUND_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_ACTUAL_FUND which 

contains the codes and descriptions identifying the 
funding source.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

ACTUAL_FUND_CODE CHAR(3) N Actual Fund Code is a 3-digit code that identifies 
the funding source.  The first digit identifies the 
Fund Group and digits 2-3 identify the specific fund 
for budget and payroll.  A different set of funds are 
reported for budget, district actual expenditures, 
SSA (Shared Service Arrangements) actual 
expenditures, and staff data.  For example, Fund 
211:  The first digit is Fund Group 2 to indicate 
Special Revenues and digits 2-3, Fund,  indicate 11 
for ESEA Title I Part A - Improving Basic 
Programs Fund. 

ACTUAL_FUND_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of the 3-digit code that identifies 
the Actual Fund Code indicating the fund group and 
specific fund, when applicable, for actual financial 
data. 

ACTUAL_FUND_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of the 3-digit code that identifies 
the Actual Fund Code indicating the fund group and 
specific fund, when applicable, for actual financial 
data. 

ACTUAL_FUND_GRP_
CODE 

CHAR(1) N The Actual Fund Group Code is the first digit in the 
3-digit Fund Code to identify the funding group.  
For example, Fund 211: The first digit is Fund 
Group 2 to indicate Special Revenues and digits 2-
3, Fund, indicate 11 for ESEA Title I Part A - 
Improving Basic Programs Fund. 

ACTUAL_FUND_GRP_
DESC 

VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of the Actual Fund Group Code 
that identifies the funding group. 

ACTUAL_FUND_GRP_ 
LONG 

VARCHAR(75) N Full description of the Actual Fund Group Code that 
identifies the funding group. 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_ACTUAL_OBJECT 
 

Definition The Actual Object dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference the 
objects, which are accounts, transactions, or sources of funds, used in reporting of actual 
expenditures and actual revenue.  An object indicates the major account group to which a 
transaction is posted or to which the associated monies are related.  Different sets of objects are 
reported for budget, actual, and staff data.  The major account groups for PEIMS reporting include 
fund equity, revenue, other resources/non-operating revenue/residual equity transfers in, 
expenditure/expenses, and other uses/non-operating expenses/residual equity transfers out.  This 
table contains data from 1995 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(ACTUAL_OBJECT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".  
The data source is P.OBJECT/P.OBJECTyr (CORP.T_OBJECTyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ACTUAL_OBJECT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_ACTUAL_OBJECT which 
contains the codes and descriptions 
identifying the account, transaction, or 
source of funds indicating the major account 
group to which a transaction is posted or to 
which the associated monies are related.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

ACTUAL_OBJECT_CODE CHAR(4) N Actual Object Code is a 4-digit code that 
identifies an account, transaction, or a 
source of funds.  The first of the four digits 
identifies the type of account or transaction 
or source of funds (Object Type).  The 
second digit identifies the major area of the 
account or transaction or source of funds.  
The third and fourth digits provide a further 
definition of the account or transaction or 
source of funds.  Different sets of objects 
are reported for budget, actual expenditures, 
and staff data.  For example, Object 5711: 
The first digit is Object Type 5 to indicate 
revenue, the second digit is Object Area 7 to 
indicate local and intermediate sources.  The 
third and fourth digits represent Object 11 to 
indicate local real and personal property 
taxes revenue for the current year levy. 

ACTUAL_OBJECT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the Actual Object Code that 
identifies an account, transaction, or a 
source of funds.  It describes the major 
account group to which a transaction is 
posted or to which the associated monies are 
related.  Different sets of objects are 
reported for budget, actual, and staff data.  
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The major account groups for PEIMS 
reporting include fund equity, revenue, 
other resources/non-operating 
revenue/residual-equity transfers in, 
expenditures/expenses, and other uses/non-
operating expenses/residual equity transfers 
out. 

ACTUAL_OBJECT_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Actual Object Code that 
identifies an account, transaction, or a 
source of funds. 

ACTUAL_OBJECT_AREA_CODE CHAR(2) N The Actual Object Area Code is the 2-digit 
code that identifies the major account, 
transaction, or a source of funds area.  The 
first digit identifies the type of account or 
transaction or source of funds (Object 
Type).  The second digit identifies the major 
area of the account or transaction or source 
of funds.  The third and fourth digits 
provide a further definition of the account or 
transaction or source of funds.  Different 
sets of objects are reported for budget, 
actual expenditures, and staff data.  For 
example, Object 5711: The first digit is 
Object Type 5 to indicate revenue, the 
second digit is Object Area 7 to indicate 
local and intermediate sources.  The third 
and fourth digits represent Object 11 to 
indicate local real and personal property 
taxes revenue for the current year levy. 

ACTUAL_OBJECT_AREA_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Actual Object Area 
Code that identifies the major account, 
transaction, or a source of funds area. 

ACTUAL_OBJECT_AREA_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Actual Object Area Code 
that identifies the major account, 
transaction, or a source of funds area. 

ACTUAL_OBJECT_TYPE_CODE CHAR(1) N The Actual Object Type Code is the first 
digit in the 4-digit Object Code to identify 
the type of account or transaction or source 
of funds.  For example, Object 5711: The 
first digit is Object Type 5 to indicate 
revenue, the second digit is Object Area 7 to 
indicate local and intermediate sources.  The 
third and fourth digits represent Object 11 to 
indicate local real and personal property 
taxes revenue for the current year levy. 

ACTUAL_OBJECT_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the Actual Object Type 
Code.  The Object Type Code is the first 
digit in the 4-digit Object Code to identify 
the type of account or transaction or source 
of funds.  For example, Object 5711: The 
first digit is Object Type 5 to indicate 
revenue, the second digit is Object Area 7 to 
indicate local and intermediate sources.  The 
third and fourth digits represent Object 11 to 
indicate local real and personal property 
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taxes revenue for the current year levy. 
ACTUAL_OBJECT_TYPE_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of the Actual Object Type 

Code.  The Object Type Code is the first 
digit in the 4-digit Object Code to identify 
the type of account or transaction or source 
of funds.  For example, Object 5711: The 
first digit is Object Type 5 to indicate 
revenue, the second digit is Object Area 7 to 
indicate local and intermediate sources.  
Digits 3-4 represent Object 11 to indicate 
local real and personal property taxes 
revenue for the current year levy. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which 
the record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 
record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to 
‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_ADA_ELIG 
 

Definition The ADA (Average Daily Attendance) Eligibility dimension table contains the codes and 
descriptions which reference the eligibility status of the student as reflected in the attendance 
accounting records of the district.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(ADA_ELIG_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.ADA_ELIGIBLE  (CORP.DB_ADA_ELIGIBLE). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ADA_ELIG_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_ADA_ELIG which indicates the 

eligibility status of the student as reflected in the attendance 
accounting records of the district.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

ADA_ELIG_CODE CHAR(1) N Average Daily Attendance (ADA) Eligibility Code 
Indicating the eligibility status of the student as reflected in 
the attendance accounting records of the district. 

ADA_ELIG_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the ADA Eligibility Code which indicates the 
eligibility status of the student as reflected in the attendance 
accounting records of the district. 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was either 

created or last modified.  The value is set during the load 
process. 
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D_ADMISSION_ACT 
 

Definition The THECB Admission Action dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which 
reference the action taken by the institution in response to the student's application for 
admission.  This table contains data from 1999 through the current year.  User access to 
this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(ADMISSION_ACT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ADMISSION_ACT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to 

DIM.D_ADMISSION_ACT that 
references the action taken by the 
institution in response to the student's 
application for admission.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

ADMISSION_ACT_CATEGORY VARCHAR(30) N Admission Action Category identifies 
the action taken by the institution in 
response to the student's application for 
admission.  Admission action codes 01 
through 05  and 09 can be rolled up 
into a category "Accepted".  Admission 
actions 06 "Rejected" and 07 "Student 
withdrew application" stand alone. 

ADMISSION_ACT_CODE CHAR(2) N Admission Action Code references the 
action taken by the institution in 
response to the student's application for 
admission. 

ADMISSION_ACT_DESC VARCHAR(50) N Description of Admission Action 
Category that includes the reason for 
admission. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on 
which the record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which 
the record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal 
to '1'. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_AMER_IND_ALASK_RACE 
 

Definition The American Indian or Alaska Native Race dimension table contains the codes and 
descriptions indicating a person having origins in any of the original peoples of North and 
South America (including Central America).  This table contains data from 2011 through 
the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(AMER_IND_ALASK_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the PEIMS Data Standards.   
The data source is T_AMER_IND_ALASK. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
AMER_IND_ALASK_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_AMER_IND_ALASK_RACE 
which references whether the person 
has origins in any of the original 
peoples of North and South America 
(including Central America).  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

AMER_IND_ALASK_CODE CHAR(1) N The American Indian or Alaska Native 
code indicates a person has origins in 
any of the original peoples of North 
and South America (including Central 
America) when equal to ‘1’. 

AMER_IND_ALASK_DESC VARCHAR(50) N The full description of the American 
Indian or Alaska Native code. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the 
date the row was either created or last 
modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_APPL_LEVEL 
 

Definition The THECB Application Level dimension table contains codes and descriptions identifying the 
level of degree sought, e.g., associate, bachelor’s, master’s.  Also included is ‘Other Formal 
Award’ which is defined as recognition in writing by the institution to the student for the 
completion of a program of courses that has been approved by the institution’s governing 
board.  This table contains data from 1999 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(APPLICATION_LEVEL_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
APPL_LEVEL_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_APPL_LEVEL that  identifies the 

level of degree sought, e.g., "Associate", "Bachelor’s", 
"Master’s".  The key is a system-generated value. 

APPL_LEVEL_CODE CHAR(2) N Application Level Code references the level of degree 
sought. 

APPL_LEVEL_DESC VARCHAR(70) N Description of Application Level Code. 
START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_AS_OF_STATUS 
 

Definition The AS-OF-STATUS dimension table contains the codes and descriptions indicating the student's 
current status in the district on the Submission 1 (Fall)  as-of dates and the Submission 3 
(Summer) as-of dates.  Codes change yearly.  This table contains data from 1991 through the 
current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(AS_OF_STATUS_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.AS_OF_STATUSyr (CORP.DB_AS_OF_STATUSyy). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
AS_OF_STATUS_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_AS_OF_STATUS that 

references codes and descriptions  indicating 
the student's current status in the district.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

AS_OF_STATUS_CODE CHAR(2) N AS-of-Status Code indicates the student's 
current status in the district on the Fall or 
Summer as-of date. 

AS_OF_STATUS_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description for AS-of-Status Code 
indicating the student's current status in the 
district on the Fall or Summer as-of date. 

AS_OF_STATUS_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N Full description for AS-of-Status Code 
indicating the student's current status in the 
district on the Fall or Summer as-of date. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 
record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_ASIAN_RACE 
 

Definition The Asian Race dimension table contains the codes and descriptions indicating a person 
has origins in any of the original peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia, or the Indian 
subcontinent, including, for example, Cambodia, China, India, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, 
Pakistan, the Philippine Islands, Thailand, and Vietnam.  This table contains data from 
2011 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(ASIAN_RACE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the PEIMS Data Standards.   
The data source is T_ASIAN. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ASIAN_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_ASIAN_RACE which 
references  whether the person has 
origins in any of the original peoples of 
the Far East, Southeast Asia, or the 
Indian subcontinent, including, for 
example, Cambodia, China, India, 
Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan, the 
Philippine Islands, Thailand, and 
Vietnam.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

ASIAN_CODE CHAR(1) N The Asian code indicates a person has 
origins in any of the original peoples of 
the Far East, Southeast Asia, or the 
Indian subcontinent, including, for 
example, Cambodia, China, India, 
Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan, the 
Philippine Islands, Thailand, and 
Vietnam when equal to ‘1’. 

ASIAN_DESC VARCHAR(50) N The full description of the Asian code. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the 

date the row was either created or last 
modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_ASSIGN_ORG 
 

Definition The Assignment Organization dimension contains code and descriptions for TEA-assigned 
groupings that indicate whether the classroom assignment is at the campus level, central 
administration level, or shared services arrangement administration level.  This table contains data 
from 1992 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(ASSIGN_ORG_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The source of this data is P.ASSIGN_ORG (CORP.DB_ASSIGN_ORG). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ASSIGN_ORG_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_ASSIGN_ORG that references 

TEA-assigned groupings that indicate whether the 
classroom assignment is at the campus level, central 
administration level, or shared services arrangement 
administration level.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

ASSIGN_ORG_CODE CHAR(1) N Assigned Organization Code is a TEA-assigned grouping 
indicating whether the classroom assignment is at the 
campus level, central administration level, or shared 
services arrangement administration level. 

ASSIGN_ORG_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Assigned Organization Code. 
ASSIGN_ORG_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Assigned Organization Code. 
START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_ASSIST_TECH 
 

Definition The Assistive Technology dimension table contains the codes and descriptions indicating whether 
the student receiving special education and related services received, or is scheduled to receive, an 
assistive technology device or service during the current school semester. 
“Assistive technology device” means any item, piece of equipment, or product system, whether 
acquired commercially off the shelf, modified, or customized, that is used to increase, maintain, or 
improve the functional capabilities of children with disabilities. 
“Assistive technology service” means any service that directly assists a child with a disability in 
the selection, acquisition, or use of an assistive technology device.  The term includes:  
a) the evaluation of the needs of a child with a disability, including a functional evaluation of the 
child in the child’s customary environment; 
b) purchasing, leasing, or otherwise providing for the acquisition of assistive technology devices 
by children with disabilities; 
c) selecting, designing, fitting, customizing, adapting, applying, maintaining, repairing, or 
replacing assistive technology devices; 
d) coordinating and using other therapies, interventions, or services with assistive technology 
devices, such as those associated with existing education and rehabilitation plans and programs; 
e) training or technical assistance for a child with a disability or, if appropriate, that child’s family; 
or 
f) training or technical assistance for professionals (including individuals providing education or 
rehabilitation services), employers, or other individuals who provide services to, employ, or are 
otherwise substantially involved in the major life functions of children with disabilities.   
Assistive technology devices and/or services must be made available if required as part of a 
child’s special education, as a related service, or as supplementary aids and services.  
 
 This table contains data from 1998 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(ASSIST_TECH_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.ASSISTIVE_TECH  (CORP.DB_ASSISTIVE_TECH). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ASSIST_TECH_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_ASSIST_TECH which 

references the codes and descriptions  indicating 
whether the special education student received, 
or is scheduled to receive, an assistive 
technology device or service during the current 
school semester.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

ASSIST_TECH_CODE CHAR(1) N Assistive Technology Code indicates whether the 
special education student received, or is 
scheduled to receive, an assistive technology 
device or service during the current school 
semester. 

ASSIST_TECH_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Assistive 
Technology Code. 

ASSIST_TECH_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N Full description of the Assistive Technology 
Code. 
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START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 
was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_AT_RISK 
 

Definition The At Risk dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference whether student 
is currently identified as at risk of dropping out of school using state-defined criteria only.  A 
student with a disability may be considered to be at-risk of dropping out of school if the student 
meets one or more of the statutory criteria for being in an at-risk situation that is not considered to 
be part of the student's disability.  A student with a disability is not automatically coded as being 
in an at-risk situation.  Districts use the student's individualized education program (IEP) and other 
appropriate information to make the determination. 
A student at risk of dropping out of school includes each student who is under 21 years of age and 
who: 
(1) is in prekindergarten, kindergarten or grade 1, 2, or 3 and did not perform satisfactorily on a 
readiness test or assessment instrument administered during the current school year; 
(2) is in grade 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 and did not maintain an average equivalent to 70 on a scale of 
100 in two or more subjects in the foundation curriculum during a semester in the preceding or 
current school year or is not maintaining such an average in two or more subjects in the foundation 
curriculum in the current semester; 
(3) was not advanced from one grade level to the next for one or more school years; 
(4) did not perform satisfactorily on an assessment instrument administered to the student under 
TEC and who has not in the previous or current school year subsequently performed on that 
instrument or another appropriate instrument at a level equal to at least 110 percent of the level of 
satisfactory performance on that instrument; 
(5) is pregnant or is a parent; 
(6) has been placed in an alternative education program in accordance with TEC during the 
preceding or current school year; 
(7) has been expelled in accordance with TEC during the preceding or current school year; 
(8) is currently on parole, probation, deferred prosecution, or other conditional release; 
(9) was previously reported through the Public Education Information Management System 
(PEIMS) to have dropped out of school; 
(10) is a student of limited English proficiency, as defined by TEC ; 
(11) is in the custody or care of the Department of Protective and Regulatory Services or has, 
during the current school year, been referred to the department by a school official, officer of the 
juvenile court, or law enforcement official; 
(12) is homeless, as defined by NCLB (No Child Left Behind), the term “homeless children and 
youths”, and its subsequent amendments; or 
(13) resided in the preceding school year or resides in the current school year in a residential 
placement facility in the district, including a detention facility, substance abuse treatment facility, 
emergency shelter, psychiatric hospital, halfway house, or foster group home.   
 
This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (AT_RISK_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.AT_RISK (CORP.DB_AT_RISK). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
AT_RISK_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_AT_RISK that  references  

whether a student is currently identified as at risk of 
dropping out of school using state-defined criteria 
only.  The key is a system-generated value. 
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AT_RISK_CODE CHAR(1) N At Risk Code indicates whether the student is currently 
identified as at risk of dropping out of school using 
state-defined criteria only.  Valid values of 
AT_RISK_CODE are: 
0 - NOT APPLICABLE 
1 - AT RISK OF DROPPING OUT 

AT_RISK_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Abbreviated description of the At Risk Code. 
AT_RISK_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N Full abbreviated description of the At Risk Code. 
START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_ATC 
 

Definition The Advanced Technical Credit (ATC) table contains the codes and descriptions indicating 
whether a high school course for which college credit may be awarded by a post-secondary 
institution under the conditions of a local articulation agreement or the statewide Advanced 
Technical Credit (ATC) program agreement.  This table contains data from 2010 through 
the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (ATC_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the PEIMS Data Standards.     
The data source is CORP.T_ATC. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ATC_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_ATC which contains 

codes and descriptions indicating whether a high 
school course for which college credit may be 
awarded by a post-secondary institution under the 
conditions of a local articulation agreement or the 
statewide Advanced Technical Credit (ATC) 
program agreement.  ATC_KEY is a system-
generated value. 

ATC_CODE CHAR(1) N The ATC Code indicates a high school course for 
which college credit may be awarded by a post-
secondary institution under the conditions of a 
local articulation agreement or the statewide 
Advanced Technical Credit (ATC) program 
agreement. 

ATC_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the ATC Code. 
ATC_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the ATC Code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 

was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_ATT_MULT_SCHLTYPE 
 

Definition The Attendance Multiple Campus Types dimension table contains codes and descriptions 
indicating  the  type(s) of campus(es) the student attended throughout the year.  This is a TEA-
derived value, not reported on any PEIMS input record.  The code values (single letters in the set 
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, O, P, Q, R) each represent a combination of campus types 
DAEP, JJAEP, Regular campus, Regular AEP, Registered AEP.  "Charter school" and "budgeted 
campus" are singleton types.  This table contains data from 2001 through the current year.  User 
access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(ATT_MULT_SCHLTYPE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.ATT_MULT_CMPTYPE (CORP.DB_AT_MLT_CMPYTYP). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ATT_MULT_SCHLTYPE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_ATT_MULT_SCHLTYPE which 
references the type(s) of campuses the student 
attended.  This is a derived value, not 
reported on any PEIMS input record.  The 
code values (single letters in the set A, B, C, 
D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, O, P, Q, R) each 
represent a combination of campus types 
DAEP, JJAEP, Regular campus, Regular 
AEP, Registered AEP.  "Charter school" and 
"budgeted campus" are singleton types.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

ATT_MULT_SCHLTYPE_CODE CHAR(1) N Attended Multiple School Types Code 
indicates the type(s) of campuses the student 
attended. 

ATT_MULT_SCHLTYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description for Attended Multiple 
School Types Code. 

ATT_MULT_SCHLTYPE_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description for Attended Multiple School 
Types Code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 
record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_ATTRIBUTION 
 

Definition The Attribution dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference whether the 
student attends school in his district or elsewhere.  
01 -  attends an open enrollment charter school; 
02 - is served in a juvenile justice alternative education program (JJAEP); 
03 - attends school in the district through a Public Education Grant (PEG); 
06 - attends school by means of a transfer between school districts; 
07 - attends school in the district, lives outside the boundaries of the state of Texas, and therefore 
is not an interdistrict transfer; 
08 - lives in Texas but outside district boundaries and is served in a juvenile pre-adjudication 
secure detention facility or a juvenile post-adjudication secure correctional facility; 
09 - lives in Texas but outside district boundaries and is served in a residential treatment center; 
10 - is served by the Texas School for the Deaf as a parent referral; 
12 - is a student with a disability enrolled by their parent(s) in a private school (including a home 
school) but who receives special education and/or related services from the public school district 
under an individualized services plan (ISP); or 
00 - No attribution required 
 
This table contains data from 1994 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.    
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(ATTRIBUTION_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.ATTRIBUTION/P.ATTRIBUTIONyr (CORP.DB_ATTRIBUTION). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ATTRIBUTION_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_ATTRIBUTION  

which references whether the student attends 
school in his district, and if not, where the 
student does attend school.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

ATTRIBUTION_CODE CHAR(2) N Attribution Code indicates whether the student 
attends school in his own district, and if not, 
where he/she does attend school, for example, 
attends school by means of a transfer between 
school districts. 

ATTRIBUTION_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Abbreviated description of Attribution Code. 
ATTRIBUTION_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Attribution Code. 
START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the 

row was either created or last modified.  The 
value is set during the load process. 
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D_AUDIO_THER 
 

Definition The Audio Therapy dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference whether 
the student receiving special education and related services received, or is scheduled to receive, 
audiological services during the current school semester.  This table contains data from 1991 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(AUDIO_THER_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.AUDIO_THERAPY (CORP.DB_AUDIO_THERAPY). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
AUDIO_THER_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_AUDIO_THER which 

references whether the special education student 
received, or is scheduled to receive, audiological 
services during the current school semester.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

AUDIO_THER_CODE CHAR(1) N Audio Therapy Code indicates  whether the 
special education student received, or is 
scheduled to receive, audiological services during 
the current school semester. 

AUDIO_THER_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Abbreviated description of the Audio Therapy 
Code. 

AUDIO_THER_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N Full description of the Audio Therapy Code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 

was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_BILINGUAL 
 

Definition The Bilingual dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference whether the 
student is participating in a state-approved bilingual education program which is a full-time 
program of dual-language instruction through the TEKS in the content areas (mathematics, 
science, health, and social studies) in the primary language of limited English proficient (LEP) 
students and also for carefully structured and sequenced mastery of English cognitive academic 
language development.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access 
to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(BILINGUAL_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.BILINGUAL (CORP.DB_BILINGUAL_PART). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
BILINGUAL_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_BILINGUAL  which 

references whether the student is participating in a 
state-approved bilingual education program.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

BILINGUAL_CODE CHAR(1) N Bilingual Code indicates whether  a student is 
participating in a state-approved bilingual 
education program. 

BILINGUAL_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the Bilingual Code. 
BILINGUAL_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N 1991 - Current year:  The description of the 

Bilingual code. 
START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row 

was either created or last modified.  The value is set 
during the load process. 
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D_BILINGUAL_ESL_SUMMER 
 

Definition The Bilingual English as a Second Language (ESL) Summer dimension table contains codes and 
descriptions that indicate whether students participated in the Bilingual/ESL Summer School 
Program.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(BILINGUAL_ESL_SUMMER_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is  P.BIL_ESL_SUMMER (CORP.DB_BIL_ESL_SUMMER). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
BILINGUAL_ESL_SUMMER_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_BILINGUAL_ESL_SUMM
ER (English as a Second Language) 
that references the codes and 
descriptions indicating whether the 
student participated in the 
Bilingual/ESL Summer School 
Program.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

BILINGUAL_ESL_SUMMER_CODE CHAR(1) N Bilingual English as a Second 
Language (ESL) Summer Code 
indicates whether a student 
participated in the Bilingual/ESL 
Summer School Program. 

BILINGUAL_ESL_SUMMER_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of the Bilingual 
English as a Second Language (ESL) 
Summer Code. 

BILINGUAL_ESL_SUMMER_LONG
_DESC 

VARCHAR(75) N Full description of the Bilingual 
English as a Second Language (ESL) 
Summer Code. 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when 
equal to '1'. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the 
date the row was either created or last 
modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_BLACK_AFRICAN_AMER_RACE 
 

Definition The Black or African American Race dimension table contains the codes and descriptions 
indicating a person having origins in any of the black racial groups of Africa.  This table 
contains data from 2011 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(BLACK_AFRICAN_AMER_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the PEIMS Data Standards.   
The data source is T_BLACK_AFRICAN_AMER. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
BLACK_AFRICAN_AMER_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_BLACK_AFRICAN_AMER_RAC
E which references whether the person has 
origins in any of the black racial groups of 
Africa.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

BLACK_AFRICAN_AMER_CODE CHAR(1) N The Black or African American code 
indicating a person has origins in any of the 
black racial groups of Africa when equal to 
‘1’.  

BLACK_AFRICAN_AMER_DESC VARCHAR(
50) 

N The full description of the Black orAfrican 
American code. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAM
P 

N System generated date indicating the date 
the row was either created or last modified.  
The value is set during the load process. 
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D_BUDGET_FUNCTION 
 

Definition The Budget Function dimension table contains codes and descriptions indicating a general 
operational area and groups together related activities.  Function codes are only reported for 
expenditure/expense objects.  All other objects are coded as '00.'  This 2 digit code identifies the 
purpose of the expenditure.  The first digit identifies the major area, and the second digit identifies 
the specific function within the area.  For example, Function Code 33 indicates Function Area 
Code 3 for Support Services-Student and Function Code 3 for Health Services.  This table 
contains data from 1995 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(BUDGET_FUNCTION_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The source data is P.BUDGETyr (AFByrAP.DB_BUDGET_ALLOCyrA) 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
BUDGET_FUNCTION_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_BUDGET_FUNCTION that 
references general operational areas and 
groups of related activities.  Function 
codes are only reported for 
expenditure/expense objects.  All other 
objects are coded as '00.'  This 2-digit 
code identifies the purpose of the 
expenditure.  The first digit identifies the 
major area, and the second digit 
identifies the specific function within the 
area.  For example, Function Code 33 
indicates, Function Area Code 3 for 
Support Services-Student and Function 
Code 3 for Health Services.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

BUDGET_FUNCTION_CODE CHAR(2) N Budget Function Code indicates the 
general operational areas and groups of 
related activities. 

BUDGET_FUNCTION_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Budget Function 
Code. 

BUDGET_FUNCTION_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Budget Function 
Code. 

BUDGET_FUNCTION_AREA_CODE CHAR(1) N Budget Function Area is the first digit in 
the 2-digit Budget Function Code 
identifying  the major area of a reported 
expenditure.  For example, Function 
Code 33: the first digit is Function Area 
Code 3 indicates Support Services-
Student and the second digit indicates 
Function Code 3 for Health Services. 

BUDGET_FUNCTION_AREA_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Budget Function 
Area. 

BUDGET_FUNCTION_AREA_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Budget Function 
Area. 
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START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal 
to '1'. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the 
date the row was either created or last 
modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_BUDGET_FUND 
 

Definition The Budget Funds dimension table contains codes and descriptions for the fund groups and 
specific fund (when applicable) for actual financial data.  It identifies the specific fund for budget 
and payroll.  A different set of funds are reported for budget, district actual, SSA actual, and staff 
data.  This table contains data from 1995 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(BUDGET_FUND_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".    
The data source is P.FUND/P.FUNDyr (CORP.DB_FUNDyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
BUDGET_FUND_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_BUDGET_FUND that 

references the fund groups and specific fund 
(when applicable) for actual financial data.  It 
identifies the specific fund for budget and 
payroll.  A different set of funds are reported for 
budget, district actual, SSA actual, and staff 
data.  The key is a system-generated value. 

BUDGET_FUND_CODE CHAR(3) N Budget Fund Code is a 3-digit code that 
identifies the funding source.  The first digit 
identifies the Fund Group and digits 2-3 identify 
the specific fund for budget and payroll.  A 
different set of funds are reported for budget, 
district actual expenditures, SSA (Shared 
Service Arrangements) actual expenditures, and 
staff data.  For example, Fund 211:  The first 
digit is Fund Group 2 to indicate Special 
Revenues and digits 2-3, Fund,  indicate 11 for 
ESEA Title I Part A - Improving Basic 
Programs Fund. 

BUDGET_FUND_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Budget Fund Code. 
BUDGET_FUND_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Budget Fund Code. 
BUDGET_FUND_GRP_CODE CHAR(1) N Budget Fund Group Code is a TPEIR-assigned 

code for actual fund groups for reporting 
purposes. 

BUDGET_FUND_GRP_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Budget Fund Group. 
BUDGET_FUND_GRP_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Budget Fund Group. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 

was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_BUDGET_OBJECT 
 

Definition The Budget Object dimension table contains codes and descriptions for objects used in reporting 
of budgeted expenditures and budgeted revenue.  An object is an account, transaction, or source of 
funds indicating the major report group to which a transaction is posted or to which the associated 
monies are related.  The major account groups for PEIMS reporting include funds equity, revenue, 
other resources/non-operating revenue/residual equity transfers in, expenditures/expenses, and 
other uses/non-operating expenses/residual equity transfers out.  This table contains data from 
1998 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(BUDGET_OBJECT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".  
The data source is P.OBJECT/P.OBJECTyr (CORP.T_OBJECTyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
BUDGET_OBJECT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_BUDGET_OBJECT that references 
objects used in reporting of budgeted 
expenditures and budgeted revenue.  An 
object is an account, transaction, or source 
of funds indicating the major report group to 
which a transaction is posted or to which the 
associated monies are related.  The major 
account groups for PEIMS reporting include 
funds equity, revenue, other resources/non-
operating revenue/residual equity transfers 
in, expenditures/expenses, and other 
uses/non-operating expenses/residual equity 
transfers out.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

BUDGET_OBJECT_CODE CHAR(4) N Budget Object Code is a 4-digit code that 
identifies an account, transaction, or a 
source of funds.  The first of the 4 digits 
identifies the type of account or transaction 
or source of funds (Object Type).  The 
second digit identifies the major area of the 
account or transaction or source of funds.  
The third and fourth digits provide a further 
definition of the account or transaction or 
source of funds.  Different sets of objects 
are reported for budget, actual expenditures, 
and staff data.  For example, Object 5711: 
The first digit is Object Type 5 to indicate 
revenue, the second digit is Object Area 7 to 
indicate local and intermediate sources.  
Digits 3-4 represent Object 11 to indicate 
local real and personal property taxes 
revenue for the current year levy. 

BUDGET_OBJECT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Budget Object Code. 
BUDGET_OBJECT_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Budget Object Type 

Code that identifies the type of account or 
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transaction or source of funds. 
BUDGET_OBJECT_AREA_CODE CHAR(2) N Budget Object Area Code is the 2-digit code 

that identifies the major account, 
transaction, or a source of funds area.  The 
first of the 4 digits identifies the type of 
account or transaction or source of funds 
(Object Type).  The second digit identifies 
the major area of the account or transaction 
or source of funds.  The third and fourth 
digits provide a further definition of the 
account or transaction or source of funds.  
Different sets of objects are reported for 
budget, actual expenditures, and staff data.  
For example, Object 5711: The first digit is 
Object Type 5 to indicate revenue, the 
second digit is Object Area 7 to indicate 
local and intermediate sources.  Digits 3-4 
represent Object 11 to indicate local real 
and personal property taxes revenue for the 
current year levy. 

BUDGET_OBJECT_AREA_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Budget Object Area 
Code that identifies the major account, 
transaction, or a source of funds area. 

BUDGET_OBJECT_AREA_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Budget Object Area 
Code that identifies the major account, 
transaction, or a source of funds area. 

BUDGET_OBJECT_TYPE_CODE CHAR(1) N Budget Object Type Code is the first digit in 
the 4-digit Object Code to identify the type 
of account or transaction or source of funds.  
For example, Object 5711: The first digit is 
Object Type 5 to indicate revenue, the 
second digit is Object Area 7 to indicate 
local and intermediate sources.  Digits 3-4 
represent Object 11 to indicate local real 
and personal property taxes revenue for the 
current year levy. 

BUDGET_OBJECT_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Budget Object Type 
Code that identifies the type of account or 
transaction or source of funds. 

BUDGET_OBJECT_TYPE_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Budget Object Type 
Code that identifies the type of account or 
transaction or source of funds. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which 
the record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 
record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to 
‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_CATE_CHAR 
 

Definition The Career and Technology Education (CATE) Characteristics dimension table contains codes 
and descriptions of services received by a student enrolled in the CATE program.  This table 
contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CATE_CHAR_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The table was introduced by TPEIR staff. 
The data sources are P.CATE_STUDENTyr/P.VOC_STUDENT/P.VOC_STUDENTyr 
(PSUyrAP.DB_VE_PGM_MBRyrA) and 
P.VOCED_PROGRAMS/P.VOCED_PROGRAMSyr/P.CATE_PROGRAMSyr  
(ASUyrAP.T_C_VE_PROGyrA/ASUyrAP.T_C_CATE_PROGyrA). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CATE_CHAR_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_CATE_CHAR which 

contains characteristics of the student who is 
enrolled in a state-approved Career and Technical 
Education (CTE) course as an elective, as a 
participant in the district’s career and technical 
coherent sequence of courses program, or as a 
participant in the district’s tech prep program.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

CATE_TRANSPORT_CODE CHAR(1) N Career and Technology Education (CATE) 
Transport Code indicates whether the 
economically disadvantaged student enrolled in a 
career and technology education course receives 
special transportation services to enable the 
student to commence or continue vocational 
training 

CATE_TRANSPORT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the Career and Technology 
Education (CATE) Transport Code. 

DAYCARE_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 -  2009:  Daycare Code indicates whether the 
student who is enrolled in a coherent sequence of 
career and technology courses which will lead to 
the acquisition of marketable skills is receiving 
child care for his or her child(ren) which is funded 
from Carl D Perkins Career and Technical 
Education Act. 

DAYCARE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the Daycare Code. 
DISPL_HMMKR_CODE CHAR(1) N 2009 - Current year:  An indicator of whether the 

student (who is enrolled in a coherent sequence of 
career and technology courses which will lead to 
the acquisition of marketable skills) has worked 
primarily without remuneration to care for a home 
and family, and for that reason has diminished 
marketable skills; 
has been dependent on the income of another 
family member but is no longer supported by that 
income; or is a parent whose youngest dependent 
child will become ineligible to receive assistance 
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under part A of title IV of the Social Security Act 
not later than 2 years after the date on which the 
parent applies for assistance under such title; and 
is unemployed or underemployed and is 
experiencing difficulty in obtaining or upgrading 
employment. 

DISPL_HMMKR_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 2009 - Current year:  Description of Displaced 
Homemaker code. 

PREG_TEEN_CODE CHAR(1) N Pregnant-teen Code is TEA-generated code that 
indicates whether the career and technology 
education student is pregnant.  A student might be 
a single parent and pregnant at the same time; 
however, the districts are only able to report one of 
these conditions for each student.  This possibility 
should be footnoted on reports. 

PREG_TEEN_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of  Pregnant-teen code. 
SINGLE_PARENT_CODE CHAR(1) N Single-parent Code is a TEA-generated code 

indicating whether the career and technology 
education student is unmarried or legally separated 
from a spouse and has a minor child(ren) for 
which the parent has either custody or joint 
custody.  A student might be a single parent and 
pregnant at the same time; however, the districts 
are only able to report one of these conditions for 
each student.  This possibility should be footnoted 
on reports. 

SINGLE_PARENT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the Single-parent Code. 
WORKSTUDY_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - 2008:  An indicator of whether the student: 

1) has been accepted or is enrolled full-time in an 
approved career and technology course, 2) is in 
need of the earnings to commence or continue 
career and technology education, 3) is at least 15 
years of age and less than 21 years of age at the 
onset of enrollment in an approved career and 
technology course and can maintain good standing 
in school while employed, 4) is employed under a 
work study program for no more than 20 hours in 
any school week, 5) is paid not more than the 
prevailing hourly rate to persons in the area 
performing similar duties, AND 6) is employed by 
a public or nonprofit private agency or institution.  
Code 1 is only used if the work study support 
service is funded with federal Carl D. Perkins 
funds. 

WORKSTUDY_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - 2008:  Description of the Work-study code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 

was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row 

was either created or last modified.  The value is 
set during the load process. 
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D_CATE_FUNDING 
 

Definition The Career and Technology Education (CATE) Funding dimension table contains TEA-generated 
codes and descriptions that designate the number of career and technical contact hours per day that 
are received by the student.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User 
access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CATE_FUNDING_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.VOCED_FUNDING (CORP.DB_VE_CREDITS). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CATE_FUNDING_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_CATE_FUNDING that 

references the number of vocational contact hours per 
day that are received by the student.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

CATE_FUNDING_CODE CHAR(2) N Career and Technology Education (CATE) Funding 
Code is a TEA-generated code that designates the 
number of vocational contact hours per day that are 
received by the student. 

CATE_FUNDING_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Career and Technology Education 
(CATE) Funding Code that designates the number of 
vocational contact hours per day that are received by 
the student. 

FUNDING_WEIGHT DECIMAL(4, 
3) 

Y Funding Weight is a weighted multiplier used in 
calculating the amount of funding received per Career 
and Technology Education (CATE) contact hour 
generated during a particular reporting period. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 
was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_CATE_SSA 
 

Definition The Career and Technology Education (CATE) Shared Services Arrangement (SSA) dimension 
table contains codes and descriptions indicating whether the CATE program is part of a vocational 
cooperative.  A vocational cooperative is a method of instruction for CATE students who, through 
written work-based learning arrangements between the school and employers, receive Career and 
Technology Education instruction in work-based settings, by alternating study in school with a 
paid or unpaid job in any occupation field.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current 
year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CATE_SSA_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".  
The data source is P.CATE_NEEDSyrF (ASUyrAP.DB_C_CATE_NEEDSyrA). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CATE_SSA_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_CATE_SSA that references the 

number whether the Career and Technology Education 
(CATE)  program is part of a vocational cooperative.  A 
vocational cooperative is a method of instruction for CATE 
students who, through written work-based learning 
arrangements between the school and employers, receive 
Career and Technology Education instruction in work-based 
settings, by alternating study in school with a paid or unpaid 
job in any occupation field.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

CATE_SSA_CODE CHAR(1) N Career and Technology Education (CATE) Shared Services 
Arrangement (SSA) Code indicates whether the method of 
instruction in career and technology education for students 
who, by written cooperative arrangements between the 
school and employers, receive career and technology 
instruction, including required academic courses, by 
alternation of study in school with a job in any occupational 
field.  Valid values are: 
0 - Not Voc-coop, 
1 - Voc-coop. 

CATE_SSA_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description of Career and Technology Education 
(CATE) Shared Services Arrangement (SSA) Code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was either 

created or last modified.  The value is set during the load 
process. 
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D_CATE_STAT 
 

Definition The CATE Status dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which indicate whether the 
student is enrolled in a state-approved Career and Technical Education (CTE or CATE) course as 
an elective, as a participant in the district’s career and technical coherent sequence of courses 
program, or as a participant in the district’s tech prep program.  All CTE courses are included, 
regardless of course funding weight.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CATE_STAT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.VOCED_STAT (CORP.DB_VOCED_STAT). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CATE_STAT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_CATE_STAT  which 

references whether the student is enrolled in a 
state-approved Career and Technical Education 
(CTE) course as an elective, as a participant in the 
district’s career and technical coherent sequence of 
courses program, or as a participant in the district’s 
tech prep program.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

CATE_STAT_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of  whether the student is enrolled in a 
state-approved Career and Technical Education 
(CTE) course. 

CATE_STAT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the CATE Status 
code. 

CATE_STAT_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the CATE Status code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 

was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_CEEB_HIGH_SCHL 
 

Definition The THECB College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) High School dimension table contains 
the codes and descriptions identifying the high school that the student graduated from.  This table 
contains data from 2009 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CEEB_HIGH_SCHL_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CEEB_HIGH_SCHL_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_ CEEB_HIGH_SCHL 

which identifies the high school that the student 
graduated from.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

CEEB_HIGH_SCHL_CODE CHAR(6) N A code maintained by the College Board that 
identifies the high school from which the student 
graduated. 

CEEB_HIGH_SCHL_CITY CHAR(30) N The city in which the CEEB high school is located. 
CEEB_HIGH_SCHL_NAME CHAR(40) N The name of the CEEB high school. 
SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) Y The 9-the unique campus identification number 

registered with the Texas Education Agency and 
published in the Texas School Directory.  It is the 
concatenation of the district code with the unique 
campus identification number within that district. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 
was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_CERT_AREA 
 

Definition The SBEC Certification Area table contains the codes and descriptions of certification areas, 
which are at a higher level than certification fields.  Examples of certification areas are "Special 
Education", "Mathematics", and "Fine Arts".  Examples of certification fields for Fine Arts are 
"Art", "Dance", "Music", and "Theatre".  This table contains data from 2002 through the current 
year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CERT_AREA_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the EdCert data model.   
The data source is SBEC.V_CERT_FIELDS_REPORTING. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CERT_AREA_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM. D_CERT_AREA that contain the 

certification areas, which are at a higher level than 
certification fields.  Examples of certification areas are 
"Special Education", "Mathematics", and "Fine Arts".  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

CERT_AREA_CODE VARCHAR(5) N The Certification Area Code indicates the area in which a 
person holds a certification. 

CERT_AREA_DESC VARCHAR(35) N Description of Certification Area Code. 
START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_CERT_DESC 
 

Definition The SBEC Certification Description table contains the description of a certification.  This table 
contains data from 2002 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CERT_DESC_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the EdCert data model.   
The data source is SBEC.V_CERT_DESCRIPTIONS. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CERT_DESC_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_CERT_DESC that references the 

description of the certification.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

CERT_DESC VARCHAR(60) N Certificate Description is the description of the certification. 
START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was either 

created or last modified.  The value is set during the load 
process. 
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D_CERT_DISC_STAT 
 

Definition The SBEC Certification Disciplinary Status table contains the codes and descriptions of the 
disciplinary status of a certification.  If there is a disciplinary action taken on a staff member (e.g., 
Teacher, Principal, Librarian, etc.), SBEC can revoke or suspend one or more certificates 
indefinitely or for a specified period of time.  This table contains data from 2002 through the 
current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CERT_DISC_STAT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the EdCert data model.   
The data source is SBEC.V_CERT_STATUS. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CERT_DISC_STAT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM. D_CERT_DISC_STAT that 

references the disciplinary status of a certification.  
If there is a disciplinary action taken on a staff 
memeber SBEC can revoke or suspend one or more 
certifications indefinitely or for a specified period of 
time.  The key is a system-generated value. 

CERT_DISC_STAT_CODE VARCHAR(5) N Certification Disciplinary Status Code  identifies the 
disciplinary status of a certification.  If there is a 
disciplinary action taken on a staff memeber SBEC 
can revoke or suspend one or more certifications 
indefinitely or for a specified period of time. 

CERT_DISC_STAT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Certification Disciplinary Status 
code. 
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D_CERT_FIELD 
 

Definition The SBEC Certification Field table contains the codes and descriptions of fields within subject 
areas in which certification can be sought.  Certification fields are at a lower  level than 
certification areas.  Each certification field is associated with one area but one area can be 
associated with multiple certification fields.  Examples of certification areas are special education 
(31), fine arts (34), mathematics (42),  science (37).  For the Fine Arts are, there are several 
certification fields including: Art, Dance, Music, and Theatre.  This table contains data from 2002 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CERT_FIELD_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the EdCert data model.   
The data source is SBEC.V_CERT_FIELDS. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CERT_FIELD_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM. D_FIELD that references the field 

within a certification subject area in which certification 
can be sought.  Certification fields are at a lower  level 
than certification areas.  Each certification field is 
associated with one area but one area can be associated 
with multiple certification fields.   The key is a system-
generated value. 

CERT_AREA_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM. D_CERT_AREA that references 
the certification area, which is at a higher level than 
certification field.  Examples of certification areas are 
"Special Education", "Mathematics", and "Fine Arts".  
The key is a system-generated value. 

CERT_FIELD_CODE VARCHAR(5) N Certification Field Code identifies the field associated 
with the certification. 

CERT_FIELD_DESC VARCHAR(35) N Description of Certification Field code. 
START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_CERT_GRADE_LEVEL 
 

Definition The SBEC Certification Grade Level table contains the codes and description of grade levels 
associated with a certification.  Examples of valid Certification Grade Levels are PK, PK-PG, 
Grade 1-6, Grade 1-8, PK-Grade 12, Grade 6- 12, and Grade 7-12.  This table contains data from 
2002 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CERT_GRADE_LEVEL_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the EdCert data model. 
The data source is SBEC.V_GRADE_LEVELS. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CERT_GRADE_LEVEL_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM. 

D_CERT_GRADE_LEVEL that references the 
grade levels associated with a certification.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

CERT_GRADE_LEVEL_CODE VARCHAR(5) N Certification Grade Level Code identifies the 
different grade levels for which certifications 
are available, for examples, "1-6" and "PK-12". 

CERT_GRADE_LEVEL_DESC VARCHAR(25) N Description of the Certification Grade Level 
code. 

LOW_GRADE_CODE VARCHAR(3) Y The lowest grade in the grade level range, for 
example, for "PK-12" the low grade is "PK". 

HIGH_GRADE_CODE VARCHAR(3) Y The highest grade in the grade level range. For 
example, for "PK-12" the high grade is "12". 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the 

row was either created or last modified.  The 
value is set during the load process. 
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D_CERT_PGM 
 

Definition The SBEC Certification Program table contains the codes and descriptions of the kinds of 
certification programs offered by institutions.  This table contains data from 2002 through the 
current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CERT_PGM_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the EdCert data model.   
The data source is V_CERT_PROGRAMS. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CERT_PGM_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM. D_CERT_PGM that references the 

certification program offered by institutions.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

CERT_PGM_CODE VARCHAR(5) N Certification Program Code identifies the kinds of 
certification programs offered by institutions. 

CERT_PGM_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the Certification Program Code. 
START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_CERT_PGM_OPTION 
 

Definition The SBEC Certification Program Option table contains the codes and descriptions  referencing the 
program options available within a grade level grouping,  for example,  "1S" for "Special 
Education (Grades PK-12)" and "AB" for "Alternative  Elementary (Grades1-6)".  This table 
contains data from 2002 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CERT_PGM_OPTION_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The data source is V_CERT_PGM_OPTIONS. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CERT_PGM_OPTION_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM. D_CERT_PGM_OPTION 

that references a program option available within 
a grade level grouping,  for example,  "1S" for 
"Special Education (Grades PK-12)" and "AB" 
for "Alternative  Elementary (Grades1-6)".  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

CERT_PGM_OPTION_CODE VARCHAR(5) N Certification Program Code identifies a program 
option available within a grade level grouping. 

CERT_PGM_OPTION_DESC VARCHAR(40) N Description of the Certification Program Option 
code. 
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D_CERT_PREP_ORG 
 

Definition The SBEC Certification Preparation Organization table contains the codes and descriptions of 
institutions that offer an Educator Preparation Program (EPP); typically a college or university, 
but some school districts offer mentoring programs.  This table contains data from 2002 through 
the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CERT_PREP_ORG_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the EdCert data model. 
The data source is SBEC.ORGANIZATIONS. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CERT_PREP_ORG_KEY INTEGER ID Primary key for DIM. 

D_CERT_PREP_ORG  that references 
the institutions that offer an Educator 
Preparation Program (EPP); typically a 
college or university, but some school 
districts offer mentoring programs.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

CERT_PREP_ORG_ID INTEGER N Numeric identifier of the organization 
sponsoring an educator preparation 
program. 

CERT_PREP_ORG_NAME VARCHAR(40) N Name of the organization offering an 
educator preparation program (EPP); 
typically a college or university, but 
some school districts offer mentoring 
programs. 

CERT_PREP_ORG_TYPE_CODE VARCHAR(15) Y Certification Preparation Organization 
Type Code indicates the type of 
organization sponsoring an educator 
preparation program. 

CERT_PREP_ORG_CNTY_CODE VARCHAR(6) N The 6-digit county-district number that 
identifies the organization sponsoring 
an educator preparation program. 

CERT_PREP_ORG_FSP_STAT_CODE VARCHAR(5) Y Not Used 
CERT_PREP_ORG_STAT_CODE VARCHAR(5) Y The status of the organization 

sponsoring an educator preparation 
program.  Valid codes are: "A" for 
Active, "D" for Dormant, and "O" for 
Obsolete. 

CERT_PREP_ORG_STREET_ADDR VARCHAR(40) Y Address of the organization sponsoring 
an educator preparation program. 

CERT_PREP_ORG_CITY VARCHAR(25) Y City of the organization sponsoring an 
educator preparation program. 

CERT_PREP_ORG_STATE CHAR(2) Y State of the organization sponsoring an 
educator preparation program. 

CERT_PREP_ORG_ZIP_CODE VARCHAR(9) Y Zip Code of the organization 
sponsoring an educator preparation 
program. 

CERT_PREP_ORG_PHONE_NUM VARCHAR(10) Y Phone number of the organization 
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sponsoring an educator preparation 
program. 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal 
to '1'. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the 
date the row was either created or last 
modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 

REGION_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key to DIM.D_REGION that 
references the education service area.  
The key is a system-generated value. 
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D_CERT_ROLE 
 
 

Definition The SBEC Certification Role table contains codes and descriptions of roles for which certification 
is offered, for example, "Counselor", "Principal" and "Teacher".  This table contains data from 
2002 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CERT_ROLE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the EdCert data model.  
The data source is SBEC. V_CERT_ROLES. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CERT_ROLE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_CERT_ROLE that references the 

roles for which certification is offered, for example, 
"Counselor", "Principal" and "Teacher".  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

CERT_ROLE_CODE VARCHAR(5) N Certification Role Code identifies the role for which 
certification is offered, for example, "001" for 
"Administrative", "029" for "Teacher", and "013" for 
"Librarian". 

CERT_ROLE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Certification Role code. 
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D_CERT_STD 
 

Definition The SBEC Certification Standard table contains the codes used to identify Education Standards 
(legal references or pieces of legislation) that support a given certification.   Education Standards 
may be identified by the year in which they were implemented.  This table contains data from 
2002 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CERT_STD_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the EdCert data model.   
The data source is SBEC.V_STANDARDS. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CERT_STD_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_CERT_STD that references the 

Education Standards (legal references or pieces of legislation) 
that support a given certification.   Education Standards may 
be identified by the year in which they were implemented.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

CERT_STD_CODE VARCHAR(5) N Certification Standard Code identifies the Education 
Standards (legal references or pieces of legislation) that 
support a given certification.   Education Standards may be 
identified by the year in which they were implemented. 
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D_CERT_TERM 
 

Definition The SBEC Certification Term table contains the codes and descriptions identifying the term, or 
length of time, that the certification is valid.   This table contains data from 2002 through the 
current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CERT_TERM_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the EdCert data model.  
The data source is SBEC.V_CERT_TERMS. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CERT_TERM_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_CERT_TERM that references the 

term, or length of time, the certification is valid.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

CERT_TERM_CODE VARCHAR(5) N Certification Term Code identifies the term, or length of 
time, the certificate is valid. 

CERT_TERM_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the Certification Term Code. 
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D_CERT_TYPE 
 

Definition The SBEC Certification Type table contains the codes and descriptions  
indicating the various types of certification such as  "Standard", "Professional", or "Provisional". 
  
A full certification means that an individual has a valid five year certification, after which 
renewals are allowed.  Previously lifetime certifications were available, but are no longer allowed.  
 
Temporary permits are valid for up to three years.  After that period, one must either have 
obtained their certification or leave the teaching profession in TX.  An individual can have both a 
certification and a permit at the same time in different subject areas.  This table contains data from 
2002 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CERT_TYPE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the EdCert data model. 
The data source is SBEC. V_CERT_TYPES. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CERT_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_CERT_TYPE that references the 

type of certificate or permit.    Certificates and permits   
are credentials.  Examples include "OYC" for a one year 
certificate, "NRP" for non-renewable permit, and "STD" 
for standard.  A full certification means that an 
individual is certified for five years after which renewals 
are allowed.  The key is a system-generated value. 

CERT_TYPE_CODE VARCHAR(5) N Certification Type Code indicating the type of certificate 
or permit. 

CERT_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(40) N Description of Certification Type code. 
CERT_CLASSIF_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_CERT_CLASSIF that references 

the type of certificate or permit.    Certificates and 
permits   are credentials.  Examples include "OYC" for a 
one year certificate, "NRP" for non-renewable permit, 
and "STD" for standard.  A full certification means that 
an individual is certified for five years after which 
renewals are allowed.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_CIP_CODE 
 

Definition The THECB Classification of Instructional Program (CIP) Code dimension table contains codes 
and descriptions identifying subject matter content of courses and major area of concentration of 
students. Texas adds a 2-digit suffix to the federal 6-digit code to identify instructional program 
specialties and a second two digits to identify the funding area.  This table contains data from 
1989 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (CIP_CODE_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CIP_CODE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_APPL_LEVEL that identifies 

subject matter content of courses and major area of 
concentration of students.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

TEXAS_CIP_CODE CHAR(8) N Texas Classification of Instructional Program (CIP) 
Code is an  extension of the CIP taxonomy that is 
part of the National Center for Education Statistics' 
(NCES') Integrated Postsecondary Education Data 
System (IPEDS). IPEDS uses CIP to collect and 
report higher education data from across the country.  
This eight-digit version of the CIP code is made up 
of the federally defined code (first six digits) and the 
THECB assigned two-digit extender code identifying 
instructional program specialties.  If there isn't an 
extender code, the 7th and 8th digits contain zeros. 

CIP_CODE_DESC VARCHAR(40) N Short description of CIP Code. 
CIP_CODE_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(60) Y Long description of CIP Code. 
HEGIS_CODE_FLAG CHAR(1) N Flag indicating that the first four digits of the 

federally defined CIP code = '0000' when equal to '1'. 
FEDERAL_CIP_CODE VARCHAR(6) N The six-digit federally defined  Classification of 

Instructional Program (CIP) code.  The CIP code is 
used to collect and report higher education data from 
across the country. 

GROUP_CODE CHAR(4) N Group Code is the first four digits of the federally 
defined CIP code. 

PGM_CODE CHAR(2) N Program Code is the first two digits of the federally 
defined CIP code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 
was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_CLASS_ID 
 

Definition The Class ID dimension table contains the codes and descriptions identifying the complete course 
offerings for a particular school.  This information is then used to identify the classes enrolled in 
by students and classes taught by teachers.  This table contains data from 2011 through the current 
year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (CLASS_ID_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the PEIMS Data Standards.   
The data source is PSYyrCP.T_COURSE_SECTIONyrC on MAINPRD. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CLASS_ID_KEY INTEGER N Primary key for DIM.D_CLASS_ID which 

references the complete course offerings for a 
particular school.  This information is then 
used to identify the classes enrolled in by 
students and classes taught by teachers.  The 
key is a system-generated value.   

CLASS_ID VARCHAR(14) N Class ID is an indicator of a course offered for 
a particular school. 

SERV_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_SERVICE which 
references services supplied by staff, such as 
grade levels taught, subject areas taught.  The 
key is a system-generated value.   

SERV_CODE CHAR (8) N Service Code is an indicator of a service 
supplied by staff, such as 'Pre-Kindergarten', 
'Kindergarten', 'Transition (pre-first grade, 
developmental first)', or 'Languages other than 
English - Kindergarten - Spanish'. 

SERV_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description for the Service Code. 
SCHL_KEY INTEGER N Primary key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that 

references codes, descriptions, and data 
pertaining to a campus.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR (9) N The 9-digit unique campus identification 
number registered with the Texas Education 
Agency and published in the Texas School 
Directory.  It is the concatenation of the district 
code with the unique campus identification 
number within that district. 

SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR which 
references the school year.  The key is a 
system-generated value.  

SCHL_YEAR_CODE CHAR (4) N An indicator of the school year for which the 
information was reported.  TEA generates the 
year based on the collection.  For example, the 
school year for the 1998-1999 period is "1999". 

COURSE_SEQ_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_COURSE_SEQ that 
references codes and descriptions indicating 
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the portion of a course, if the course being 
reported is more than one semester in length. 
The key is a system-generated value. 

COURSE_SEQ_CODE CHAR (1) N Indicator of the portion of a course, if the 
course being reported is more than one 
semester in length. 

COURSE_SEQ_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description of Course Sequence Code. 
NON_CAMP_INSTRUC_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to 

DIM.D_NON_CAMP_INSTRUC which 
references that a course was offered for class 
credit or student achievement, but 1) was not 
taught by a school district/charter school 
employee or a contracted teacher, or 2) was 
taught by a school district/charter school 
employee or a contracted teacher at a facility 
other than the campus where the student is 
enrolled. Examples include but are not limited 
to college based instruction, non-district 
teacher, non-campus teacher, internet based 
instruction, electronic Course Pilot (eCP), and 
Texas Virtual School Network (TxVSN).  The 
key is a system-generated value.   

NON_CAMP_INSTRUC_CODE CHAR (2) N Non-Campus Instruction Code identifies 
courses, for which a student can earn grades 
and/or credit, that are not taught by district or 
campus staff. 

NON_CAMP_INSTRUC_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description for the Non-Campus 
Instruction Code. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the 
row was either created or last modified.  The 
value is set during the load process. 
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D_CLASS_ROLE 
 

Definition The Class Role dimension table contains the codes and descriptions identifying the teacher 
assigned to a particular course section as either: the “Teacher of Record”, an “Assistant Teacher”, 
or a “Support Teacher”.  This table contains data from 2011 through the current year.  User access 
to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CLASS_ROLE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the PEIMS Classroom Link "Glossary of Terms".   
The data source is CORP.T_CLASS_ROLE on MAINPRD. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CLASS_ROLE_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key for DIM.D_CLASS_ROLE which 

references the role served by a teacher for a class.  The 
key is a system-generated value.   

CLASS_ROLE_CODE CHAR (2) N Class Role Code is an indicator of the role served by a 
teacher for a class. 

CLASS_ROLE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description for the Class Role Code. 
CLASS_ROLE_LONG VARCHAR(75) N The full description for the Class Role Code. 
START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_CLASS_TYPE 
 

Definition The Class Type dimension table contains the codes and descriptions identifying the type of class 
providing instruction to students in particular class settings (formerly the instructional setting).  
The class type is either Regular (former instructional setting code 80) or Non-Regular (formerly 
all settings other than code 80).  Examples of Non-Regular class types include School Community 
Guidance Center and Alternative Education Programs.  This table contains data from 2010 
through the current year.   User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CLASS_TYPE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".  
Data source:  CORP.T_CLASS_TYPE 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CLASS_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_CLASS_TYPE which references 

the type of class providing instruction to students in 
particular class settings.  The class type is either Regular 
(code value '01') or Non-Regular (code value '02').  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

CLASS_TYPE_CODE CHAR(2) N Class Type Code is an indicator of the type of class 
providing instruction to students in particular class 
settings (formerly the instructional setting). 

CLASS_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description for the Class Type Code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 

effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 

effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_CLASSTIME 
 

Definition The Class Time dimension table contains unique combinations of staff's classroom parameters - 
begin time, end time, days per week, weeks per month.  This table contains data from 1994 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CLASSTIME_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The source of this information is P.CLASSyr (PSFyyAP.DB_CLASSyyA and 
PSFyyAP.DB_ESC_CLASSyyA). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CLASSTIME_KEY INTEGER ID Primary key for DIM.D_CLASSTIME which references 

unique combinations of staff's classroom parameters - 
begin time, end time, days per week, weeks per month.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

BEGINTIME TIME N The time of day that a service begins. 
ENDTIME TIME N The time of day that a service ends. 
CLASS_SEQUENCE SMALLINT N Class Sequence is a generated key with no real meaning 

other than to break the tie between some classes and 
maintain uniqueness. 

DAYS_NUM SMALLINT N T number of days per week that the service is conducted. 
DAYSWK_CODE CHAR(2) N Days-of-the-Week Code indicates the days of the week 

that a particular activity occurs. 
DAYSWK_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description for Days-of-the-Week Code. 
WEEKS_NUM SMALLINT N Number of weeks per month that the service is conducted. 
WKSMONTH_CODE CHAR(2) N Weeks-Month Code indicates which weeks of the month 

that a service is performed.  All months are considered to 
be 4 weeks long. 

WKSMONTH_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Weeks-Month Code for which weeks of the 
month that a service is performed.  All months are 
considered to be 4 weeks long. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_COMMUNITY_TYPE 
 

Definition The Community Type dimension table contains the subcategories of district, ranging from 
major urban to rural, based on factors such as enrollment, growth in enrollment, 
economic status, and proximity to urban areas. Charter school districts make up a ninth 
subcategory.  This table contains data from 2008 through the current year.  User access to this 
table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(COMMUNITY_TYPE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "District Analyze Category Descriptions, 2009-10".   
Data Source:  Accountability Research district analyze production table on MARYKAY 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
COMMUNITY_TYPE 
_KEY 

INTEGER ID Primary key for DIM.D_COMMUNITY_TYPE which 
references  subcategories, ranging from major urban to 
rural, based on factors such as enrollment, growth in 
enrollment, economic status, and proximity to urban areas.  
Charter school districts also make up a subcategory. The 
key is a system-generated value. 

COMMUNITY_TYPE 
_CODE 

CHAR(1) N Community Type Code indicates the type of community in 
which the district is located, or that the district is a charter 
school. 

COMMUNITY_TYPE 
_DESCRIPTION 

TIME N Description for the Community Type code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_CONTACT 
 

Definition The Contact dimension table contains codes and other current (not historical) information about 
schools,   districts, and legislative district information for schools.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (CONTACT_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The data source for district and school contact information, taken from ORG, includes:  mailing 
and physical address,  fax and phone number,  e-mail and web address. 
The data source for Legislative district information at the campus level, obtained from Texas 
Legislative Council (TLC), includes:  Texas House and Senate district numbers, State Board of 
Education district numbers, US Congressional district numbers, and date of last update. 
 
The table was introduced by TPEIR staff. 
Data source:  most current update of P.DISTRICT (DSTP.DB_DISTRICTyr) and P.CAMPUS 
(DSTP.DB_CAMPUSyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CONTACT_KEY INTEGER ID Primary key to DIM.D_CONTACT that 

references the codes and other current (not 
historical) information about schools,   districts, 
and legislative district information for schools.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

CONTACT_CODE CHAR(9) N An indicator of the TEA assigned school code or 
district code. 

CONTACT_NAME VARCHAR(34) Y The name of the school or district associated with 
the code. 

CONTACT_TYPE CHAR(10) N An indicator of whether the row is associated with 
a school or district.  Valid values are "SCHOOL" 
and "DISTRICT". 

MAILING_STREET VARCHAR(30) Y The mailing address street number and name. 
MAILING_CITY_NAME VARCHAR(23) Y The mailing address city name. 
MAILING_STATE_CODE CHAR(2) Y The mailing address two-character state code. 
MAILING_ZIP_CODE VARCHAR(9) Y The mailing address zip code. 
PHONE CHAR(7) Y The contact phone number. 
PHONE_AREA_CODE CHAR(3) Y The contact phone number area code. 
FAX CHAR(7) Y The contact fax number. 
FAX_AREA_CODE CHAR(3) Y The fax number area code. 
LOCATION_STREET VARCHAR(30) Y The physical address street number and name. 
LOCATION_CITY_ 
NAME 

VARCHAR(23) Y The physical address city name. 

LOCATION_STATE_CO
DE 

CHAR(2) Y The physical address two-character state code. 

LOCATION_ZIP_CODE VARCHAR(9) Y The physical address zip code. 
EMAIL VARCHAR(75) Y The contact e-mail address. 
WEB_ADDRESS VARCHAR(75) Y The contact web address. 
TX_SENATE_DISTRICT CHAR(3) Y The three-character Texas Senate district 

associated with the contact. 
TX_HOUSE_DISTRICT CHAR(3) Y The three-character Texas House of 

Representatives district associated with the 
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contact. 
SBOE_DISTRICT CHAR(2) Y The three-character State Board of Education 

district associated with the contact. 
US_CONGRESS_ 
DISTRICT 

CHAR(2) Y The three-character United States Congressional 
district associated with the contact. 

LEGISLAT_UPDATE_ 
DATE 

TIMESTAMP Y The date and time on which the legislative district 
information was last loaded into D_CONTACT. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_COUNSEL_THER 
 

Definition The Counseling Therapy dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference 
whether the student receiving special education and related services received, or is scheduled to 
receive, counseling services during the current school semester.  This table contains data from 
1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(COUNSEL_THER_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.COUNSEL_THERAPY (CORP.DB_COUNSEL_THERAPY). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
COUNSEL_THER_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_COUNSEL_THER 

which references whether the special 
education student received, or is scheduled to 
receive, counseling services during the 
current school semester.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

COUNSEL_THER_CODE CHAR(1) N  
COUNSEL_THER_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Counseling 

Therapy code. 
COUNSEL_THER_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Counseling 

Therapy code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 

record was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_COUNT_FUND 
 

Definition The Count Fund dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference the federal 
program under which the student receiving special education and related services is counted for 
federal funding.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this 
table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(COUNT_FUND_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.COUNTFUND (CORP.DB_COUNTFUND). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
COUNT_FUND_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_COUNT_FUND which 

references the federal program for which the 
special education student is counted for federal 
funding.  The key is a system-generated value. 

COUNT_FUND_CODE CHAR(1) N  
COUNT_FUND_DESC VARCHAR(30) N  
COUNT_FUND_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N  
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 

was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_COUNTY 
 

Definition The County dimension table contains the county identification number and name of the county in 
which the organization is located.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (CNTY_KEY) that 
uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".      
 The data source is P.COUNTY (CORP.DB_COUNTYyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CNTY_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_COUNTY that references the 

county identification number and name of the county in 
which the organization is located.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

CNTY_CODE CHAR(3) N The county code for the Texas county in which the 
organization is located. 

CNTY_NAME VARCHAR(30) N The name of Texas county in which the organization is 
located. 

REGION_GEO_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_REGION that references the 
education service area in which the campus or district is 
located.  The key is a system-generated value. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_COURSE_FINISH 
 

Definition The Course Finish dimension table contains the codes and descriptions indicating whether the 
student finished the full sequence of instruction for a course.  This table contains data from 2011 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(COURSE_FINISH_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the PEIMS Classroom Link "Glossary of Terms". 
The data source is CORP.DB_COURSE_FINISH on MAINPRD. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
COURSE_FINISH_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_COURSE_FINISH which 

references whether the student finished the full 
sequence of instruction for a course.   The key is a 
system-generated value.   

COURSE_FINISH_COD
E 

CHAR (1) N Course Finish Code indicates whether the student 
finished the full sequence of instruction for a course.  

COURSE_FINISH_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description for the Course Finish 
Code. 

COURSE_FINISH_LON
G 

VARCHAR(75) N The full description for the Course Finish Code. 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row 

was either created or last modified.  The value is set 
during the load process. 
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D_COURSE_OUTCOME 
 

Definition The Course Outcome dimension table contains codes and descriptions about the outcome of 
courses including whether the course was passed, failed, or incomplete, and the reason credit was 
received or not.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this 
table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(COURSE_OUTCOME_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".      
 The data sources are P.COURSE_RESULT (CORP.DB_CRSE_CPLT_RSLT) and 
P.CREDIT_REASON (CORP.DB_COURSE_CRDT_RSN). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
COURSE_OUTCOME_ 
KEY 

SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_COURSE_OUTCOME that 
contains codes and descriptions about the outcome of 
courses including whether the course was passed, 
failed, or incomplete, and the reason credit was 
received or not.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

COURSE_CREDIT_ 
CODE 

CHAR(1) Y Course Credit Code indicates the reason a course 
credit was received or not received. 

COURSE_CREDIT_ 
DESC 

VARCHAR(30) Y Short description of Course Credit Code that 
indicates the reason a course credit was received or 
not received. 

COURSE_RESULT_ 
CODE 

CHAR(1) Y Course Result Code indicates whether a student 
passed, failed, or did not complete a course. 

COURSE_RESULT_ 
DESC 

VARCHAR(30) Y Description of Course Result Code that indicates 
whether a student passed, failed, or did not complete 
a course. 

CREDIT_REASON_ 
CODE 

CHAR(2) Y Credit Reason Code is a TEA-generated indicator of 
the reason a course credit was received or not 
received. 

CREDIT_REASON_ 
DESC 

VARCHAR(30) Y Description of Credit Reason Code that indicates the 
reason a course credit was received or not received. 

RESULT_OCCUR_ 
CODE 

CHAR(1) Y Result Occurrence Code is a TEA-generated 
indicator of whether this was the first, second, or 
third occurrence of taking a particular course and not 
receiving credit. 

RESULT_OCCUR_DESC VARCHAR(30) Y Description of Result Occurrence Code that indicates 
whether this was the first, second, or third occurrence 
of taking a particular course and not receiving credit. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 
was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row 

was either created or last modified.  The value is set 
during the load process. 
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D_COURSE_SEQ 
 

Definition The Course Sequence dimension table contains codes and descriptions that indicate the portion of 
a course, if the course being reported is more than one semester in length.   This table contains 
data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(COURSE_SEQ_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".      
The source of this table is P.COURSE_SEQ (CORP.DB_COURSE_SEQUENCE). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
COURSE_SEQ_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_COURSE_SEQ that references 

codes and descriptions indicating the portion of a course, 
if the course being reported is more than one semester in 
length.  The key is a system-generated value. 

COURSE_SEQ_CODE CHAR(1) N Course Sequence Code indicates the portion of a course, 
if the course being reported is more than one semester in 
length. 

COURSE_SEQ_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Short description of Course Sequence Code indicating 
the portion of a course, if the course being reported is 
more than one semester in length. 

COURSE_SEQ_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Course Sequence Code indicating the 
portion of a course, if the course being reported is more 
than one semester in length. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_CRISIS_IND 
 

Definition The Crisis Indicator dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which indicate a state 
health or weather related event that impacts a group of students, and may require additional 
funding, educational, or social services.  The event may or may not cause the student to leave the 
district or campus of residence.  A crisis event is designated by the Commissioner of Education.   
00 - Student not affected by a crisis; 
01 - Texas student affected by Hurricane Ike; or 
02 - Louisiana student affected by Hurricane Ike. 
 
This table contains data from 1998 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(CRISIS_IND_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.CRISIS (CORP.DB_CRISIS). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
CRISIS_IND_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_CRISIS_IND which indicates a 

state health or weather related event that impacts a group of 
students, and may require additional funding, educational, 
or social services.  The key is a system-generated value. 

CRISIS_IND_CODE CHAR(2) N Code indicating a state health or weather related event that 
impacts a group of students, and may require additional 
funding, educational, or social services. 

CRISIS_IND_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of the Crisis Indicator code, which 
indicates a state health or weather related event that 
impacts a group of students, and may require additional 
funding, educational, or social services. 

CRISIS_IND_LONG VARCHAR(75) Y Brief description of the Crisis Indicator code, which 
indicates a state health or weather related event that 
impacts a group of students, and may require additional 
funding, educational, or social services. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_DEGREE 
 

Definition The Degree dimension table contains codes and descriptions indicating the highest post-secondary 
degree a person has earned from an institution recognized as accredited by the TEA.  This table 
contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (DEGREE_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.DEGREE (CORP.DB_DEGREE). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
DEGREE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_DEGREE which references codes and 

descriptions of the highest post-secondary degree a person has 
earned from an institution recognized as accredited by the 
TEA.  The key is a system-generated value. 

DEGREE_CODE CHAR(1) N Degree Code identifies the highest post-secondary degree a 
person has earned from an institution recognized as accredited 
by the TEA. 

DEGREE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Degree. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 

effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_DISABILITY 
 

Definition The Disability dimension table contains the codes and descriptions indicating the disability of the 
student receiving special education and related services.  This table contains data from 1991 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(DISABILITY_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.DISABILITY (CORP.DB_DISABILITY). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
DISABILITY_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_DISABILITY  which references a 

disability of the special education student.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

DISABILITY_CODE CHAR(2) N An indicator of the special education student's disability, 
for example, Orthopedic impairment, Mental retardation, 
or Autism. 

DISABILITY_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description for the Disability code. 
DISABILITY_LONG VARCHAR(75) N The full description for the disability code. 
START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_DISABILITY_GRP 
 

Definition The Disability Group dimension table contains the codes and descriptions indicating the primary, 
secondary, and tertiary disabilities of the student receiving special education and related services.  
User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(DISABILITY_GRP_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed based on PEIMS Disability Codes for ease of reporting. 
The data source is P.DISABILITY (CORP.DB_DISABILITY). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
DISABILITY_GRP_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_DISABILITY_GRP  which 

references the code and descriptions indicating the 
primary, secondary, and tertiary disabilities of the 
student receiving special education and related 
services.  The key is a system-generated value. 

DISABILITY1_CODE CHAR(2) N n indicator of the special education student's primary 
disability. 

DISABILITY1_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description for the special education student's 
Primary Disability code. 

DISABILITY2_CODE CHAR(2) N An indicator of the special education student's 
secondary disability. 

DISABILITY2_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description for the special education student's 
Secondary Disability code. 

DISABILITY3_CODE CHAR(2) N An indicator of the special education student's tertiary 
disability. 

DISABILITY3_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description for the special education student's 
Tertiary Disability code. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 
either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_DISC_ACT 
 

Definition The Disciplinary Action dimension table contains codes and descriptions that indicate the type of 
disciplinary action taken for a student.  This table contains data from 1999 through the current 
year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (DISC_ACT_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The source of this table is P.DISC_ACT (CORP.DB_DISC_ACT). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
DISC_ACT_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key for DIM.D_DISC_ACT  which 

references the type of disciplinary action 
taken for a student.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

DISC_ACT_CODE CHAR(2) N Disciplinary Action Code indicates the type 
of disciplinary action taken towards the 
student, such as 'In-School Suspension', 
'Expulsion', or 'Placement in JJAEP'. 

DISC_ACT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Disciplinary Action 
Code indicating the type of disciplinary 
action taken towards the student. 

DISC_ACT_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Disciplinary Action Code 
indicating the type of disciplinary action 
taken towards the student. 

SPECED_DISC_ACT_GRP_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key for 
DIM.D_SPECED_DISC_ACT_GRP  which 
references the grouping of type of 
disciplinary action taken for a student 
enrolled in a special education program.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

SPECED_DISC_ACT_GRP_CODE CHAR(2) N Special Education Disciplinary Action 
Group Code indentifies the group of types 
of disciplinary action taken for a student 
enrolled in a special education program. 

SPECED_DISC_ACT_GRP_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description for Special Education 
Disciplinary Action Group Code. 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to 
'1'. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date 
the row was either created or last modified.  
The value is set during the load process. 
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D_DISC_ACT_DIFF 
 

Definition The Disciplinary Action Difference dimension table contains codes and descriptions that indicate 
the reason for the difference, if any, between the official and actual lengths of a student's 
disciplinary assignment.  This table contains data from 1999 through the current year.  User access 
to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(DISC_ACT_DIFF_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The source of this table is P.DISC_ACT_DIFF (CORP.DB_DISC_ACT_DIFF). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
DISC_ACT_DIFF_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_DISC_ACT_DIFF  which 

references the reason for the difference, if any, 
between the official and actual lengths of a student's 
disciplinary assignment.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

DISC_ACT_DIFF_CODE CHAR(2) N Disciplinary Action Difference Code indicates the 
reason for the difference, if any, between the official 
and actual lengths of a student's disciplinary 
assignment. 

DISC_ACT_DIFF_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Disciplinary Action Difference 
Code that indicates the reason for the difference, if 
any, between the official and actual lengths of a 
student's disciplinary assignment. 

DISC_ACT_DIFF_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Disciplinary Action Difference 
Code that indicates the reason for the difference, if 
any, between the official and actual lengths of a 
student's disciplinary assignment. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 
was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_DISC_ACT_REAS 
 

Definition The Disciplinary Action Reason dimension table contains codes and descriptions that indicate the 
reason a student was subject to a disciplinary action.  This table contains data from 1999 through 
the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(DISC_ACT_REAS_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The source of this table is P.DISC_ACT_REAS (CORP.DB_DISC_ACT_REAS). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
DISC_ACT_REAS_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key for DIM.D_DISC_ACT_REA  that 

references the reason a student was subject to a 
disciplinary action.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

DISC_ACT_REAS_CODE CHAR(2) N Disciplinary Action Reason Code that indicates the 
reason a student was subject to a disciplinary action. 

DISC_ACT_REAS_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Disciplinary Action Reason 
Code that indicates the reason a student was subject 
to a disciplinary action. 

DISC_ACT_REAS_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Disciplinary Action Reason Code 
that indicates the reason a student was subject to a 
disciplinary action. 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row 

was either created or last modified.  The value is set 
during the load process. 
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D_DISC_ACT_TYPE 
 

Definition The Disciplinary Action Reason dimension table contains codes and descriptions that indicate the 
type of disciplinary action taken for a student and the reason a student was subject to a disciplinary 
action.  This table contains data from 1999 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(DISC_ACT_TYPE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data sources are P.DISC_ACT (CORP.DB_DISC_ACT) and P.DISC_ACT_REAS 
(CORP.DB_DISC_ACT_REAS). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
DISC_ACT_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_DISC_ACT_TYPE  which 

references the codes and descriptions indicating the 
type of disciplinary action taken for a student.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

DISC_ACT_KEY SMALLINT Y Foreign key for DIM.D_DISC_ACT  which 
references the type of disciplinary action taken for a 
student.  The key is a system-generated value. 

DISC_ACT_CODE CHAR(2) Y Disciplinary Action Code that indicates the type of 
disciplinary action taken towards the student, such 
as 'In-School Suspension', 'Expulsion', or 'Placement 
in JJAEP'. 

DISC_ACT_DESC VARCHAR(30) Y The description of Disciplinary Action Code 
indicating the type of disciplinary action taken 
towards the student. 

DISC_ACT_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) Y The full description of Disciplinary Action Code 
that indicates the type of disciplinary action taken 
towards the student. 

DISC_ACT_REAS_CODE CHAR(2) Y Disciplinary Action Reason Code that indicates the 
reason a student was subject to a disciplinary action. 

DISC_ACT_REAS_DESC VARCHAR(30) Y The description of Disciplinary Action Reason Code 
that indicates the reason a student was subject to a 
disciplinary action. 

DISC_ACT_REAS_LONG
_DESC 

VARCHAR(75) Y The full description of Disciplinary Action Reason 
Code that indicates the reason a student was subject 
to a disciplinary action. 

DISC_ACT_REAS_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_DISC_ACT_REA  that 
references the reason a student was subject to a 
disciplinary action.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 
was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 
was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row 

was either created or last modified.  The value is set 
during the load process. 
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D_DISTRICT 
 

Definition The District dimension table contains codes, descriptions and other data about the district, 
including the district identification number registered with the Texas Education Agency and 
published in the Texas School Directory.   This table contains data from 1991 through the current 
year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (DIST_KEY) that 
uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.DISTRICTyr/P.DISTRICTyrF (ORGP.T_PEI_DIST_BASEyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
DIST_KEY INTEGER ID Primary key for DIM.D_DISTRICT which 

references codes, descriptions and other data 
about the district.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

BORDER_FLAG CHAR(1) N Flag indicating that district boundary is 
along Texas border.  Valid 
BORDER_FLAG values are: 
Y = Yes 
N = No 

CNTY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_COUNTY  that 
references the county identification number 
of the county in which the organization is 
located.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

CNTY_CODE CHAR(3) N The county identification number of the 
county in which the district is located. 

DIST_CITY VARCHAR(23) Y The name of the city where the district is 
located. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N A 6-digit district identification number 
registered with the Texas Education Agency 
and published in the Texas School 
Directory. 

DIST_ID INTEGER N DIST_ID is a restricted column introduced 
and used by TPEIR staff only. 

DIST_NAME VARCHAR(34) Y The name of the school district. 
DISTRICT_LOCATION_CITY VARCHAR(23) Y The city in which the district is located.   

 
DIST_LOCATION_STATE_CODE CHAR(2) Y The two-character abbreviated name of the 

state in which the district is located. 
DIST_STAT_DATE DATE Y Date that the campus status was effective, if 

known. 
DIST_STAT_CODE CHAR(1) N District Status Code indicates the status of 

the district,  for example, 'A' for 'ACTIVE' 
or 'O' for 'OBSOLETE'. 

DIST_STAT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the District Status Code. 
DIST_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_DISTRICT_TYPE  

that references codes and descriptions 
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indicating the category of the district.  For 
example:  Independent school district, state 
hospital, or education service center.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

DIST_TYPE_CODE CHAR(1) N A TEA-assigned code based on information 
from the district.  The code indicates:  
A -- COMMON SCHOOL DIST (001-099)  
G--STATE HOSPITAL (401-499) 
L-- INDEPENDENT SCHL DISTRICT 
(901-939) 
N--EDUCATION SERVICE CENTER 
(950) 
R --OPEN ENROLL CHARTER SCHL 
DIST 

DIST_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description of the District Type codes. 
DIST_CHART_TYPE_CODE CHAR(2) Y 1991 - 1996:  Not collected. 

1997 - Current year:  A TEA-assigned code 
based on information from the district 
indicating whether the district is a charter 
school and, if so, the type of charter school.  
The code indicates:  
01 - whether the district is an open 
enrollment charter district  
02 - an open enrollment charter district 
anticipating 75% at-risk students 
04 - an open enrollment college or 
university charter  
00 - a non-charter district 

DIST_CHART_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) Y 1991 - 1996:  Not collected. 
1997 - Current year:  A short description of 
the District Charter School Type code, 
which indicates whether the district is a 
charter school and, if so, the type of charter 
school. 

DIST_CHART_TYPE_LONG VARCHAR(75) Y 1991 - 1996:  Not collected. 
1997 - Current year:  The full description of 
the District Charter School Type code, 
which indicates whether the district is a 
charter school and, if so, the type of charter 
school. 

FSP_STAT_CODE CHAR(1) N Code that identifies the FSP status.  The 
Foundation School Program (FSP) is the 
shared financial arrangement between the 
state and the school district. 

FSP_STAT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of code that identifies the FSP 
status.  The Foundation School Program 
(FSP) is the shared financial arrangement 
between the state and the school district. 

REGION_GEO_KEY SMALLINT Y Foreign key to DIM.D_DISTRICT  that 
references the education service area where 
the campus or district is geographically 
located.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

REGION_GEO_CODE CHAR(2) Y The education service area where the district 
is geographically located. 
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REGION_SERV_KEY SMALLINT Y Foreign key to DIM.D_DISTRICT  that 
references the education service area to 
which the district has been assigned by 
TEA.  The key is a system-generated value. 

REGION_SERV_CODE CHAR(2) Y The education service area to which the 
district has been assigned by TEA.  Also 
called the region of service. 

SOURCE_NAME VARCHAR(30) Y The data source, for example:  PEIMS or 
TPEIR. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 
record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to 
‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_DSTNC_LEARN 
 

Definition The Distance Learning dimension table contains the codes and descriptions indicating whether a 
course is a distance learning class, and if so, what type of distance learning class.  This table 
contains data from 1991 through 2009.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(DSTNC_LEARN_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The source of this table is P.DSTNC_LEARN (CORP.DB_DSTNC_LEARN). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
DSTNC_LEARN_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_DSTNC_LEARN  which 

references the codes and descriptions indicating 
whether a course is a distance learning class, and if so, 
what type of distance learning class.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

DSTNC_LEARN_CODE CHAR(2) N Distance Learning Code indicates whether a course is a 
distance learning class, and if so, what type of distance 
learning class. 

DSTNC_LEARN_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Distance Learning Code indicating 
whether a course is a distance learning class, and if so, 
what type of distance learning class. 

DSTNC_LEARN_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Distance Learning Code indicating 
whether a course is a distance learning class, and if so, 
what type of distance learning class. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 
was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_DUAL_CREDIT 
 

Definition The Dual Credit dimension table contains codes and descriptions that indicate whether the student 
was eligible to receive both high school and college credit for a particular course.  This table 
contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(DUAL_CREDIT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The source of this table is P.DUAL_CREDIT (CORP.DB_DUAL_CREDIT). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
DUAL_CREDIT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_DUAL_CREDIT  which 

references the codes and descriptions indicating 
whether the student was eligible to receive both high 
school and college credit for a particular course.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

DUAL_CREDIT_CODE CHAR(1) N Dual Credit Code indicates whether the student was 
eligible to receive both high school and college credit 
for a particular course. 

DUAL_CREDIT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Dual Credit Code that indicates 
whether the student was eligible to receive both high 
school and college credit for a particular course. 

DUAL_CREDIT_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description for Dual Credit Code that indicates 
whether the student was eligible to receive both high 
school and college credit for a particular course. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 
was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_ECI 
 

Definition The ECI (Early Childhood Intervention) dimension table contains codes and descriptions 
indicating whether the infant or toddler, from birth through age 2, is participating in the early 
childhood intervention program.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (ECI_KEY) that 
uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.ECI (CORP.DB_ECI). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ECI_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_ECI (Early Childhood Intervention) 

which references whether the infant or toddler, from birth 
through age 2, is participating in the early childhood 
intervention program.  The key is a system-generated value. 

ECI_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of whether the infant or toddler, from birth 
through age 2, is participating in the ECI (Early Childhood 
Intervention) program. 

ECI_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the ECI (Early Childhood 
Intervention) code. 

ECI_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the ECI (Early Childhood 
Intervention) code.  The key is a system-generated value. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_ECON_DISADV 
 

Definition The Economic Disadvantaged dimension table contains codes and descriptions indicating the 
student's economic disadvantage status, for example, "Eligible for Reduced-Price Meals".  This 
table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(ECON_DISADV_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.ECONOMIC (CORP.DB_ECONOMIC_DISADV). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ECON_DISADV_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_ECON_DISADV  which 

references the student's economic disadvantage status.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

ECON_DISADV_CODE CHAR(2) N An indicator of the student's economic disadvantage 
status. 

ECON_DISADV_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description for the Economic 
Disadvantage Status code. 

ECON_DISADV_LONG VARCHAR(75) N The full description for the Economic Disadvantage 
Status code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 
was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_ECON_DISADV_BIN 
 

Definition The Economically Disadvantaged "Bin" (range of percentages) dimension table contains the codes 
and descriptions representing the group into which the percentage of enrollment reported as 
economically disadvantaged of a district falls.  For example, if the percentage of enrollment 
reported as economically disadvantaged at the district is 25% for 2010, then the corresponding 
economically disadvantaged bin code is “B” representing “20% to under 30%”.  This table 
contains data from 2007 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following two columns that uniquely identify a row. 
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY)  
2. Economically Disadvantaged Bin Code (ECON_DISADV_BIN_CODE) 
 
The definition source is the "District Analyze Category Descriptions, 2009-10".   
Data Source:  Accountability Research district analyze production table on MARYKAY 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ECON_DISADV_BIN_CODE CHAR(1) N The single digit code used to signify the 

bin or range of percentages into which 
the percentage of enrollment reported as 
economically disadvantaged of a district 
falls.   

SCHL_YEAR SMALLINT N The school year in which this bin 
description is valid.  The bin categories 
are defined every year, although they 
may remain the same for many years in a 
row. 

ECON_DISADV_BIN_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description of the lower and upper 
bounds of this percentile range. 
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D_EDUCATION_LEVEL 
 

Definition The THECB Education Level dimension table contains code and descriptions indicating the 
highest level of formal instruction received by a parent or guardian.   This table contains data from 
2006 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(EDUCATION_LEVEL_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
EDUCATION_LEVEL_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_EDUCATION_LEVEL 

indicating the highest level of formal instruction 
received by a parent or guardian.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

EDUCATION_LEVEL_CODE CHAR(2) N Education Level Code indicates the highest level 
of formal instruction received by a  parent or 
guardian. 

EDUCATION_LEVEL_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description of Education Level Code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 

was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_EMPLOY_TYPE 
 

Definition The Employee Type dimension table contains codes and descriptions of a TEA-assigned grouping 
that indicates whether the employee is considered professional, paraprofessional, or auxiliary staff.  
This table contains data from 1995 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(EMPLOY_TYPE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.STAFFGRP1 (CORP.DB_STAFF_TYPE). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
EMPLOY_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_EMPLOY_TYPE that 

references whether the employee is considered 
professional, paraprofessional, or auxiliary staff. The 
key is a system-generated value. 

EMPLOY_TYPE_CODE CHAR(2) N Employee Type Code indicates whether the employee 
is considered professional, paraprofessional, or 
auxiliary staff. 

EMPLOY_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description of Employee Type Code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 

was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 

effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_ENROLL_CLASSIFICATION 
 

Definition The THECB Enrollment Classification dimension table contains codes and descriptions 
identifying the rank of student as of the census date of the reporting period, for example, 
"Baccalaureate" or "Third Year Medical/Dental".  This table contains data from 1991 through the 
current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(ENROLL_CLASSIFICATION_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Nul
l 

Definition 

ENROLL_CLASSIFICATION_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 
DIM.D_ENROLL_CLASSIFICATION 
identifying the rank of student as of the 
census date of the reporting period, for 
example, "Baccalaureate" or "Third Year 
Medical/Dental".  The key is a system-
generated value. 

ENROLL_CLASSIFICATION_CODE CHAR(2) N Enrollment Classification Code 
identifying the rank of student as of the 
census date of the reporting period. 
 

ENROLL_CLASSIFICATION_DESC VARCHAR(60) Y Description of Enrollment Classification 
Code. 

SORT_ORDER SMALLINT N Sort order for displaying enroll 
classifications in Enrollment 
Classification Code order. 
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D_ENROLLMENT_BIN 
 

Definition The Enrollment "Bin" (range of student enrollment counts) dimension table contains the codes and 
descriptions representing the group into which the enrollment of a district falls.  For example, if 
the enrollment at the district is 35,000 for 2010, then the corresponding enrollment bin code is “B” 
representing “25,000 to 49,999”.  This table contains data from 2007 through the current year.  
User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following two columns that uniquely identify a row. 
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY)  
2. Enrollment Bin Code (ENROLLMENT_BIN_CODE) 
 
The definition source is the "District Analyze Category Descriptions, 2009-10".   
Data Source:  Accountability Research district analyze production table on MARYKAY 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ENROLLMENT_BIN_CODE CHAR(1) N The subcategory in which districts are 

grouped based on size of enrollment. 
SCHL_YEAR SMALLINT N The school year in which this bin 

description is valid.  The bin categories 
are defined every year, although they 
may remain the same for many years in a 
row. 

ENROLLMENT_BIN_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description of the lower and upper 
bounds of this enrollment range. 
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D_ENTER_STAT 
 

Definition The THECB Entering Status dimension table contains codes and descriptions indicating whether 
the student has previous work on the degree program for which he is applying. The student may be 
either a transfer or have no previous work for the specific degree sought. This does not include 
transient students or former students when applying at the same degree level.  This table contains 
data from 1999 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(ENTER_STATUS_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ENTER_STAT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_ENTER_STAT indicating 

whether the student has previous work on the degree 
program for which he is applying.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

ENTER_STAT_CODE CHAR(2) N Entering Status Code indicates whether the student has 
previous work  on the degree program for which he is 
applying. 

ENTER_STAT_DESC VARCHAR(60) N Description of Entering Status Code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 

effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 

effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_ESC_SSA 
 

Definition The Education Service Center (ESC) Shared Services Arrangement (SSA) dimension table 
contains codes and descriptions indicating whether the ESC is part of an SSA.  This table contains 
data from 2000 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (ESC_SSA_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.ESC_SSA (CORP.DB_ESC_SSA). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ESC_SSA_KEY INTEGER ID Primary key for DIM.D_ESC_SSA that references whether the 

ESC is part of an SSA.  The key is a system-generated value. 
ESC_SSA_CODE CHAR(1) N ESC SSA Code  indicates whether the education service center 

(ESC) staff responsibility being reported is part of a shared 
services arrangement (SSA) for which the ESC is the fiscal 
agent. 

ESC_SSA_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description of ESC SSA Code  indicates whether the 
education service center (ESC) staff responsibility being 
reported is part of a shared services arrangement (SSA) for 
which the ESC is the fiscal agent. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was either 

created or last modified.  The value is set during the load 
process. 
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D_ESL 
 

Definition The ESL dimension table contains codes and descriptions that reference whether the student is 
participating in a state-approved English as a Second Language (ESL) program at the time of the 
collection.  An ESL program in grades PK-8 is a program of intensive instruction in English from 
teachers either certified or endorsed in ESL who use second language acquisition information to 
teach Limited English Proficient (LEP) students the ESL TEKS.  An ESL program in grades 9-12 
is a program of intensive instruction in English from teachers trained in recognizing and dealing 
with language differences.  Students may change their participation throughout the school year, so 
the value recorded in this indicator may be different from one collection to the next.  This table 
contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (ESL_KEY) that 
uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.ESL (CORP.DB_ESL_PART). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ESL_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_ESL which indicates whether the 

student is participating in a state-approved English as a 
Second Language (ESL) program.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

ESL_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of whether the student is participating in a 
state-approved English as a Second Language (ESL) 
program. 

ESL_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description for the English as a Second 
Language (ESL) code. 

ESL_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description for the English as a Second Language 
(ESL) code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_ETH_RACE 
 

Definition The Ethnicity Race dimension table contains the codes and descriptions representing a unique 
combination of the 5 racial indicators (American Indian or Alaska native, Asian, Black or African 
American, Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, White) and the 1 ethnicity indicator (Hispanic).  Each 
combination is assigned to exactly one "reporting ethnicity" or aggregate ethnicity code, according 
to Federal reporting rules for the 1997 ethnicity standard.  This table contains data from 2010 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(ETH_RACE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.ETH_RACE (CORP.DB_ETH_RACE). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ETH_RACE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_ETH_RACE 

which references representing a unique 
combination of the 5 racial indicators 
(American Indian or Alaska native, 
Asian, Black or African American, 
Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, White) and 
the 1 ethnicity indicator (Hispanic).  
Each combination is assigned to exactly 
one "reporting ethnicity" or aggregate 
ethnicity code, according to Federal 
reporting rules for the 1997 ethnicity 
standard.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

ETH_RACE_CODE SMALLINT N Ethnicity-Race Code a numeric value 
representing a unique combination of the 
5 racial indicators (American Indian or 
Alaska native, Asian, Black or African 
American, Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, 
White) and the 1 ethnicity indicator 
(Hispanic).  Each combination is 
assigned to exactly one "reporting 
ethnicity" or aggregate ethnicity code, 
according to Federal reporting rules for 
the 1997 ethnicity standard. 

ETH_RACE_DESC VARCHAR(64
) 

N An abbreviated description for the 
Ethnicity-Race Code. 

ETH_RACE_LONG VARCHAR(35
0) 

N The full description for Ethnicity-Race 
Code. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_ETHNICITY 
which references the person's ethnic 
origin and race.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

ETHNICITY_CODE CHAR(1) N Ethnicity Code indicates person's ethnic 
origin and race. 

ETHNICITY_DESC VARCHAR(30
) 

N An abbreviated description for the 
Ethnicity Code. 
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ETHNICITY_LONG VARCHAR(75
) 

N The full description for the Ethnicity 
Code. 

AMER_IND_ALASK_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for 
D_AMER_IND_ALASK_RACE which 
indicates a person having origins in any 
of the original peoples of North and 
South America (including Central 
America). 

AMER_IND_ALASK_CODE CHARACTER
(1) 

N American Indian or Alaska Native Code 
indicates a person having origins in any 
of the original peoples of North and 
South America (including Central 
America) when equal to ‘1’. 

AMER_IND_ALASK_DESC VARCHAR(50
) 

N Description of American Indian or 
Alaska Native Code. 

ASIAN_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for D_ASIAN_RACE which 
indicates a person having origins in any 
of the original peoples of the Far East, 
Southeast Asia, or the Indian 
subcontinent, including, for example, 
Cambodia, China, India, Japan, Korea, 
Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippine 
Islands, Thailand, and Vietnam. 

ASIAN_CODE CHARACTER
(1) 

N Asian Code indicates a person having 
origins in any of the original peoples of 
the Far East, Southeast Asia, or the 
Indian subcontinent, including, for 
example, Cambodia, China, India, Japan, 
Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippine 
Islands, Thailand, and Vietnam when 
equal to ‘1’. 

ASIAN_DESC VARCHAR(50
) 

N Description of Asian Code. 

BLACK_AFRICAN_AMER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for 
D_BLACK_AFRICAN_AMER_RACE 
which indicates a person having origins 
in any of the black racial groups of 
Africa. 

BLACK_AFRICAN_AMER_CODE CHARACTER
(1) 

N Black African American Code indicates a 
person having origins in any of the black 
racial groups of Africa when equal to ‘1’. 

BLACK_AFRICAN_AMER_DESC VARCHAR(50
) 

N Description of Black African American 
Code. 

HAWAIIAN_PAC_ISLANDER_KE
Y 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for 
D_HAWAIIAN_PAC_ISLANDER_RA
CE indicates a person having origins in 
any of the original peoples of Hawaii, 
Guam, Samoa, or other Pacific Islands. 

HAWAIIAN_PAC_ISLANDER_CO
DE 

CHARACTER
(1) 

N Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 
Islander Code indicates a person having 
origins in any of original peoples of 
Hawaii, Guam, Samoa, or other Pacific 
Islands when equal to ‘1’. 

HAWAIIAN_PAC_ISLANDER_DES
C 

VARCHAR(50
) 

N Description Native Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander Code. 
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WHITE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for D_WHITE_RACE 
indicates a person having origins in any 
of the original peoples of Europe, the 
Middle East, or North Africa when equal 
to ‘1’. 

WHITE_CODE CHARACTER
(1) 

N White Code indicates a person having 
origins in any of original peoples of 
Europe, the Middle East, or North Africa. 

WHITE_DESC VARCHAR(50
) 

N Description White Code. 

HISP_LATINO_ETH_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for D_HISP_LATINO_ETH 
indicates a person of Cuban, Mexican, 
Puerto Rican, South or Central 
American, or other Spanish culture or 
origin, regardless of race. 

HISP_LATINO_ETH_CODE CHARACTER
(1) 

N Hispanic/Latino Ethnicity Code indicates 
a person of Cuban, Mexican, Puerto 
Rican, South or Central American, or 
other Spanish culture or origin when 
equal to ‘1’, regardless of race. 

HISP_LATINO_ETH_DESC VARCHAR(50
) 

N Description Hispanic/Latino Ethnicity 
Code. 

NUM_RACES SMALLINT N NUM_RACES contains the number of 
race codes identified for a person.  (Does 
not include Hispanic, an ethnicity.)  The 
value is in the range 1 - 5. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_ETH_RACE_BIN 
 

Definition The Ethnicity/Race "Bin" (range of percentages) dimension table contains the codes and 
descriptions representing the group that the percentage of enrollment of an ethnic group or race 
comprises.  For example, if the Hispanic enrollment at the district is 45% for 2010, then the 
corresponding ethnicity/race bin code is “E” representing “30% to under 50%”.  This table 
contains data from 2007 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of the following two columns that uniquely identify a row. 
1. School year (SCHL_YEAR_KEY)  
2. Ethnicity/Race Bin Code (ETH_RACE_BIN_CODE) 
 
The definition source is the "District Analyze Category Descriptions, 2009-10".   
Data Source:  Accountability Research district analyze production table on MARYKAY 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ETH_RACE_BIN_CODE CHAR(1) N The subcategory in which districts are 

grouped based on racial/ethnic 
composition of enrollment. 

SCHL_YEAR SMALLINT N The school year in which this bin 
description is valid.  The bin categories 
are defined every year, although they 
may remain the same for many years in a 
row. 

ETH_RACE_BIN_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description of the lower and upper 
bounds of this percentile range. 
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D_ETHNICITY 
 

Definition The Ethnicity dimension table contains the codes and descriptions of a person's ethnic origin.  This 
table contains data from 1990 through the current year for THECB and SBEC and through 2010 
for TEA data.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(ETHNICITY_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.ETHNIC (CORP.DB_ETHNIC01). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_ETHNICITY which 

references the ethnic origin of the person.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

ETHNICITY_CODE VARCHAR(3) N Code indicating the ethnic origin of the person. 
ETHNICITY_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Ethnicity code.  

For example, "American Indian". 
ETHNICITY_LONG VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Ethnicity code.  For 

example, "American Indian or Alaskan Native". 
SOURCE_AGENCY_NAME VARCHAR(30) N The name of the agency (SBEC, TEA, THECB) 

providing the source data. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 

was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_EVEN_START 
 

Definition The Even Start dimension table contains codes and descriptions indicating whether the student 
participated in the Even Start Program.  An Even Start program can provide services to both 
parents and their children who are school age (4-21) or are ages 0-3 and are coded as EE.  This 
table contains data from 2004 through 2009.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(EVEN_START_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.EVEN_START (CORP.DB_EVEN_START). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
EVEN_START_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_EVEN_START  which 

references whether the student participated in the 
Even Start Program.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

EVEN_START_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of  whether the student participated 
in the Even Start Program. 

EVEN_START_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description for the Even Start 
code. 

EVEN_START_DESC_LONG VARCHAR(75) N The full description for the Even Start code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 

was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_EXIT_REAS 
 

Definition The Exit Reason dimension table contains the codes and descriptions that indicate the reason a 
prior year grade 7-12 student did not enroll in the district during the current school year.  This 
table contains data from 1998 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(EXIT_REAS_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The source of this table is P.EXITREASON / P.EXITREASONyr 
(CORP.DB_EXIT_REASONyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
EXIT_REAS_KEY INTEGER ID Primary key for DIM.D_EXIT_REAS  which references 

the reason a prior year grade 7-12 student did not enroll in 
the district during the current school year.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

EXIT_REAS_CODE CHAR(2) N Exit Reason Code indicates the reason a prior year grade 7-
12 student did not enroll in the district during the current 
school year. 

EXIT_REAS_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Exit Reason Code that indicates the reason a 
prior year grade 7-12 student did not enroll in the district 
during the current school year. 

EXIT_TYPE_CODE CHAR(1) N Exit Type Code is a TEA-assigned code that indicates 
whether the student was a dropout, graduate or other exit. 

EXIT_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the TEA-assigned Exit Type Code that 
indicates whether the student was a dropout, graduate or 
other exit. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_EXIT_TYPE 
 

Definition The Exit Type dimension table contains the TEA-assigned codes and descriptions that indicate 
whether the student was a dropout, graduate or other exit.  This table contains data from 1998 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(EXIT_TYPE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The source of this table is P.EXITTYPE (CORP.DB_EXIT_TYPE). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
EXIT_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_EXIT_TYPE  that references 

whether the student was a dropout, graduate or other exit.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

EXIT_TYPE_CODE CHAR(1) N Exit Type Code is a TEA-assigned code indicating whether 
the student was a dropout, graduate or other exit. 

EXIT_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Exit Type Code indicating whether the 
student was a dropout, graduate or other exit. 

EXIT_TYPE_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Exit Type Code indicating whether the 
student was a dropout, graduate or other exit. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_FACULTY_CATEGORY 
 

Definition The THECB Faculty Category dimension table contains codes and descriptions used by two-year 
institutions to identify faculty who are hired primarily to teach on a regular basis versus faculty 
who are hired for a temporary appointment, such as adjunct faculty or professional staff whose 
primary job responsibility is non-faculty.  This table contains data from 2005 through the current 
year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(FACULTY_CATEGORY_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
FACULTY_CATEGORY_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to 

DIM.D_FACULTY_CATEGORY that 
references codes and descriptions used by two-
year institutions to identify faculty who are 
hired primarily to teach on a regular basis 
versus faculty who are hired for a temporary 
appointment, such as adjunct faculty or 
professional staff whose primary job 
responsibility is non-faculty.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

FACULTY_CATEGORY_CODE CHAR(1) N Faculty Category code is an indicator used by 
two-year institutions to identify faculty who 
are hired primarily to teach on a regular basis 
versus faculty who are hired for a temporary 
appointment, such as adjunct faculty or 
professional staff whose primary job 
responsibility is non-faculty. 

FACULTY_CATEGORY_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the Faculty Category Code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 

record was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_FAMILY_GROSS_INCOME 
 

Definition The THECB Family Gross Income dimension table contains the codes and descriptions 
which reference a family's income level (in ranges).  Includes both untaxed and taxed 
income from most recent tax year.  This table contains data from 2006 through the 
current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(FAMILY_GROSS_INCOME_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
FAMILY_GROSS_INCOME_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_FAMILY_GROSS_INCOME 
indicating a family's income level (in 
ranges).  Includes both untaxed and 
taxed income from most recent tax year.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

FAMILY_GROSS_INCOME_CODE CHAR(2) N Family Gross Income Code indicates a 
family's income level (in ranges). 

FAMILY_GROSS_INCOME_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Family Gross Income 
Code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on 
which the record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which 
the record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal 
to ‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_FAMILY_OBLIGATIONS 
 

Definition The THECB Family Obligation dimension table contains the codes and descriptions indicating 
whether family obligations preclude participation in extracurricular activities of the undergraduate 
student.  This table contains data from 2006 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(FAMILY_OBLIGATIONS_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
FAMILY_OBLIGATIONS_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_FAMILY_OBLIGATION 
indicating whether family obligations 
preclude participation in extracurricular 
activities 
 of the undergraduate student.  The key is 
a system-generated value. 

FAMILY_OBLIGATIONS_CODE CHAR(2) N Family Obligations Code indicates 
whether family obligations preclude 
participation in extracurricular activities 

FAMILY_OBLIGATIONS_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Family Obligations Code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which 

the record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 

record was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to 

‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_FIN_UNIT 
 

Definition The Financial Unit dimension table contains codes and descriptions for financial units, unique 
organizational units within an entity with which an account is associated.  ORG was deleted in 
1997 and replaced with FIN_UNIT.  FIN_UNIT is the unique organization unit within the district 
with which an account is associated.  For schools, this is the 3-digit school number registered with 
the Texas Education Agency.  For non-schools, this must be one of the administrative units 
required in the Resource Guide or 998 or 999.  Note that the PEIMS Data Standards document 
refers to financial unit as organization code.  This table contains data from 1994 through the 
current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (FIN_UNIT_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.FIN_UNITyr (ORGP.DB_FIN_UNITyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
FIN_UNIT_KEY INTEGER ID Primary key for DIM.D_FIN_UNIT  that references 

financial units, unique organizational units within an 
entity with which an account is associated.  The key is 
a system-generated value. 

DIST_FIN_UNIT_CODE CHAR(9) N District Financial Unit Code is the concatenation of 
district code and financial unit code which uniquely 
identifies a record. 

DIST_FIN_UNIT_NAME VARCHAR(50) Y District Financial Unit Name is a text description of 
the financial unit.   
 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N A 6-digit district identification number registered with 
the Texas Education Agency and published in the 
Texas School Directory. 

FIN_UNIT_CODE CHAR(3) N Financial Unit Code indicates the unique 
organizational unit within an entity with which an 
account is associated. 

FIN_UNIT_TYPE_CODE CHAR(2) N Financial Unit Type Code is a TEA-assigned code 
that is based on information from the district.  The 
code indicates whether the financial unit is an 
instructional organization, summer school program, 
superintendent's office, school board, tax costs, direct 
costs, indirect costs, shared services arrangement, 
local unallocated, or undistributed. 

FIN_UNIT_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Financial Unit Type Code. 
FIN_UNIT_TYPE_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Financial Unit Type Code. 
SOURCE_NAME VARCHAR(30) N The data source, for example:  PEIMS or TPEIR. 
START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set 
during the load process. 
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D_FISCAL_YEAR 
 

Definition The Fiscal Year dimension table contains information about a fiscal year - begin date, end date, 
text descriptions.  This table contains data from 1990 through the current year.  User access to this 
table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(FISCAL_YEAR_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The table was introduced by TPEIR staff. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
FISCAL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key for DIM.D_FISCAL_YEAR  that 

references the numeric representation of 
FISCAL_YR_CD.  For example, the fiscal year 
for the period 1998-1999  is 1999.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

FISCAL_YEAR_CODE CHAR(4) N Fiscal Year Code is the 4-digit character 
representation of school year. 

FISCAL_YEAR_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description of the year range that 
constitutes fiscal year.  For example, for fiscal 
year 1999, the description is 1998-1999. 

FISCAL_YEAR_START_DATE DATE N Fiscal Year Start Date is the date at which the 
fiscal year begins. 

FISCAL_YEAR_END_DATE DATE N Fiscal Year End Date is the date at which the 
record is no longer valid. 
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D_FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE 
 

Definition The Flexible Attendance Program Type dimension table contains codes which identify the unique 
type of flexible attendance program to which the student’s flexible attendance is related.  This 
table contains data from 2009 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(FLEX_AT_PROG_TYPE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.FLX_ATT_PGM (CORP.DB_FLX_ATT_PGM). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE that 
references the type of flexible attendance 
program.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE_CODE CHAR(2) N Flexible Attendance Program Type Code is 
an identifier for a type of flexible attendance 
program.  Valid values are: 
1 - OPTIONAL FLEX SCHL DAY PRG, 
2 - HIGH SCHL EQUIVALENCY PRG. 

FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Flexible Attendance 
Program Type Code. 

FLEX_ATT_PROG_TYPE_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Flexible Attendance 
Program Type Code. 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the 

row was either created or last modified.  The 
value is set during the load process. 
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D_FLEXIBLE_ENTRY 
 

Definition The THECB Flexible Entry dimension table contains the codes and descriptions referencing 
flexible entry enrollment of a student.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current 
year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(FLEXIBLE_ENTRY_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
FLEXIBLE_ENTRY_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_FLEXIBLE_ENTRY 

which references the flexible entry enrollment of a 
student.  The key is a system-generated value. 

FLEXIBLE_ENTRY_CODE CHAR(2) N Flexible Entry Code references the flexible entry 
enrollment of a student. 

FLEXIBLE_ENTRY_DESC VARCHAR(250) N Description of Flexible Entry Code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 

was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_GENDER 
 

Definition The Gender dimension table contains the codes and descriptions of gender of the person.  This 
table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (GENDER_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.SEX (CORP.DB_SEX01). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
GENDER_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_GENDER which 

references the person's gender.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

GENDER_CODE CHAR(1) N Code indicating the gender of the person.  M = 
Male, F = Female. 

GENDER_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the Gender code. 
SOURCE_AGENCY_NAME VARCHAR(30) N The  name of the source agency (THECB, TEA or 

SBEC). 
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D_GIFTED 
 

Definition The Gender dimension table contains the codes and descriptions indicating whether the student is 
participating in a state-approved gifted and talented program.  This table contains data from 1991 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (GIFTED_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.GIFTED (CORP.DB_GIFTED_PART). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
GIFTED_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_GIFTED  which references 

whether the student is participating in a state-approved 
gifted and talented program.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

GIFTED_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of  whether the student is participating in a 
state-approved gifted and talented program. 

GIFTED_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description for the Gifted code. 
GIFTED_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description for the Gifted code. 
START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_GRAD_REAS 
 

Definition The Graduation Reason dimension table contains codes and descriptions which reference the type 
of plan under which the special education student graduated.  The code reported represents the 
program with the most stringent requirements that was completed by the student.  This table 
contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(GRAD_REAS_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".      
 The data source is P.GRADREASON (CORP.DB_GRAD_REASON) 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
GRAD_REAS_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_GRAD_REAS that references 

codes and descriptions indicating the type of plan under 
which the special education student graduated.  The key is 
a system-generated value. 

GRAD_REAS_CODE CHAR(1) N An indictor of the type of plan under which the special 
education student graduated, for example, demonstrating 
mastery or reaching the age of 22 .  The code reported 
represents the program with the most stringent 
requirements that was completed by the student.  This 
column is null for non-special education students. 

GRAD_REAS_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Graduation Reason 
code. 

GRAD_REAS_LONG VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Graduation Reason code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 

effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 

effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_GRAD_TYPE 
 

Definition The Graduation Type dimension table contains codes and descriptions which reference the type of 
plan under which the student graduated.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current 
year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(GRAD_TYPE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".      
 The data source is P.GRADTYPE/P.GRADTYPEyr (CORP.DB_GRADTYPE). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
GRAD_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_GRAD_TYPE that 

references codes and descriptions indicating the 
type of plan under which the student graduated.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

GRAD_TYPE_CODE CHAR(2) N An indicator of the type of plan under which the 
student graduated. 

GRAD_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Graduation 
Type code. 

GRAD_TYPE_LONG VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Graduation Type 
code. 

GRAD_TYPE_GRP_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_GRAD_TYPE_GRP  
that references  groupings of the types of plans 
under which the  student graduated.  The key is 
a system-generated value. 

GRAD_TYPE_GRP_CODE CHAR(2) N Graduate Type Group Code indicates the type 
of plan under which the student graduated. 

GRAD_TYPE_GRP_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description of the Graduation Type Group 
code. 

SPECED_GRAD_GRP_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_SPECED_GRAD_GRP  
that references  the type of plan under which the 
special education student graduated.  The key is 
a system-generated value. 

SPECED_GRAD_GRP_CODE CHAR(3) N Special Education Graduate Group Code 
indentifies the type of plan under which the 
special education student graduated. 

SPECED_GRAD_GRP_DESC VARCHAR(100) N The description of the Special Education 
Graduation Group code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 
was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_GRADE 
 

Definition The Grade dimension table contains codes and descriptions for the reported  (PEIMS: current) 
grade level of the student.  The table includes grades greater than twelve to indicate adults taking 
an assessment test.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to 
this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (GRADE_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".    
The data source is P.GRADE (CORP.DB_GRADE). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
GRADE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_GRADE that  references  codes 

and descriptions pertaining to the student's grade level.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

GRADE_CODE CHAR(2) N Code indicating the grade level of the student. 
GRADE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the Grade code, which indicates the 

grade level of the student. 
GRADE_LEVEL_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign Key for DIM.D_GRADE_LEVEL which 

references TEA-assigned groupings  based on a 
person's service code.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

GRADE_LEVEL_CODE CHAR(2) N A TEA-assigned grouping that is based on a person's 
service code, for example, 30 for ELEMENTARY 
(Grades 1-6), 40 for SECONDARY (GRADES 7-12). 

GRADE_LEVEL_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description Grade Level code, which is  the TEA-
assigned grouping that is based on a person's service 
code. 

SORT_ORDER SMALLINT N A column indicating the sequential order of grades 
beginning with "1" for Early Education.  It is a unique 
number generated during the load process. 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_GRADE_LEVEL 
 

Definition The Grade Level dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference a TEA-
assigned grouping based on a person's service code, for example, '30' for 'ELEMENTARY 
(Grades 1-6)',  or '40' for 'SECONDARY (GRADES 7-12)'.  This table contains data from 1991 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(GRADE_LEVEL_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.GRADE_LEVEL (CORP.DB_GRADE_LEVEL). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
GRADE_LEVEL_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_GRADE_LEVEL which 

references TEA-assigned groupings  based on a 
person's service code, for example, 30 for 
ELEMENTARY (Grades 1-6), 40 for SECONDARY 
(GRADES 7-12).  The key is a system-generated value. 

GRADE_LEVEL_CODE CHAR(2) N A TEA-assigned grouping that is based on a person's 
service cod, for example, 30 for ELEMENTARY 
(Grades 1-6), 40 for SECONDARY (GRADES 7-12). 

GRADE_LEVEL_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the Grade Level code, which is a TEA-
assigned grouping that is based on a person's service 
code. 

SORT_ORDER SMALLINT N A column that indicates the sequential order of grade 
levels beginning with "1" for Early Education.  It is a 
unique number generated during the load process. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 
was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_HAWAIIAN_PAC_ISLANDER_RACE 
 

Definition The Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander Race dimension table contains the codes and 
descriptions indicating a person having origins in any of the original peoples of Hawaii, 
Guam, Samoa, or other Pacific Islands.  This table contains data from 2011 through the 
current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(HAWAIIAN_PAC_ISLANDER_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the PEIMS Data Standards.   
The data source is T_HAWAIIAN_PAC_ISLANDER. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
HAWAIIAN_PAC_ISLANDER_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_HAWAIIAN_PAC_ISLANDER_
RACE which references a person having 
origins in any of the original peoples of 
Hawaii, Guam, Samoa, or other Pacific 
Islands.    The key is a system-generated 
value. 

HAWAIIAN_PAC_ISLANDER_ 
CODE 

CHAR(1) N The Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 
code indicates a person having origins in 
any of the original peoples of Hawaii, 
Guam, Samoa, or other Pacific Islands 
when equal to ‘1’. 

HAWAIIAN_PAC_ISLANDER_ 
DESC 

VARCHAR(
50) 

N The full description of the Native Hawaiian 
or Pacific Islander code. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAM
P 

N System generated date indicating the date 
the row was either created or last modified.  
The value is set during the load process. 
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D_HEALTH_SERV 
 

Definition The Health Services dimension table contains codes and descriptions indicating whether the 
student receiving special education and related services received, or is scheduled to receive, school 
health services during the current school semester.  School health services are those provided to 
students receiving special education and related services in addition to those routinely available to 
all students.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table 
is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(HEALTH_SERV_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.HEALTH_SERVICES (CORP.DB_HEALTH_SERVICES). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
HEALTH_SERV_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_HEALTH_SERV 

which references whether the special education 
student received, or is scheduled to receive, 
school health services during the current school 
semester.  School health services are those 
provided to students receiving special 
education and related services in addition to 
those routinely available to all students.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

HEALTH_SERV_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of whether the special education 
student received, or is scheduled to receive, 
school health services during the current school 
semester. 

HEALTH_SERV_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Health 
Services code. 

HEALTH_SERV_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Health Services 
code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 
record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_HIGHER_ED_ADMIN_UNIT 
 

Definition The THECB Higher Education Administrative Unit dimension table contains the codes and 
descriptions referencing an administrative subdivision (department) of a college or school with a 
teaching staff responsible for instruction in a particular subject-matter area or field of study.  
These codes identify the department in which the faculty member teaches or  the department in 
which the course is taught. This table contains data from 1996 through the current year.  User 
access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(HIGHER_ED_ADMIN_UNIT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
HIGHER_ED_ADMIN_UNIT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_ADMIN_UNIT 
indicating  an administrative subdivision 
(department) of a college or school with a 
teaching staff responsible for instruction 
in a particular subject-matter area or field 
of study.  These codes identify the 
department in which the faculty member 
teaches or  the department in which the 
course is taught.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

HIGHER_ED_ADMIN_UNIT_CODE CHAR(4) N Higher Education Administrative Unit 
Code is four-digit identifier assigned to a 
higher education administrative unit 
(department). 

HIGHER_ED_ADMIN_UNIT_DESC VARCHAR(40) N Description of Higher Education 
Administrative Unit Code. 
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D_HIGHER_ED_HIRE_STAT 
 

Definition The THECB Higher Education  Hire Status dimension table contains the codes and descriptions 
indicating a person who is hired for full-time permanent employment for the first time, or after a 
break in service, for the reporting semester.  Persons who have returned from sabbatical leave or 
have less than a 9-10 month contract are not included as new hires.  It is reported only the first 
semester that it occurs.  This table contains data from 1996 through the current year.  User access 
to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(HIGHER_ED_HIRE_STAT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
HIGHER_ED_HIRE_STAT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_HIRE_STATUS 
indicating a person who is hired for full-
time permanent employment for the first 
time, or after a break in service, for the 
reporting semester. Persons who have 
returned from sabbatical leave or have less 
than a 9-10 month contract are not included 
as new hires.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

HIGHER_ED_HIRE_STAT_CODE CHAR(1) N Higher Education Hire Status Code 
indicates a person who is hired for full-time 
permanent employment for the first time, or 
after a break in service, for the reporting 
semester. 

HIGHER_ED_HIRE_STAT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Higher Education Hire Status 
Code. 
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D_HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN 
 

Definition The THECB Higher Education Institution dimension table contains codes, descriptions and other 
data about any public community college, senior college or university, medical or dental unit, or 
other agency of higher education, such as the Texas Engineering Extension Service.   Also 
includes independent junior, senior, and health-related institutions.  This table contains data from 
1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN_KEY INTEGER ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN 
which references information about any 
public community college, senior college 
or university, medical or dental unit, or 
other agency of higher education, such 
as the Texas Engineering Extension 
Service. Also includes independent 
junior, senior, and health-related 
institutions.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN_CODE CHAR(6) N Higher Education Institution Code is the 
six-digit identification code created by 
the Federal Interagency Committee on 
Education (FICE). 

HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN_NAME VARCHAR(
40) 

Y Higher Education Institution Name is an 
abbreviated name of the institution 
associated with the 6-digit Higher 
Education Institution Code or FICE 
code. 

FIN_AID_INSTITUTN_TYPE_CODE CHAR(1) Y Financial Aid Institution Type Code 
identifies the type of higher education 
institution that provides financial aid, for 
example, "Public 
Community/Technical/State College" or 
"Independent College or University". 

FIN_AID_INSTITUTN_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(
50) 

Y Description associated with Financial 
Aid Institution Type Code. 

HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN_LEGAL_
NAME 

VARCHAR(
100) 

Y Higher Education Institution Legal 
Name is the legal name of the institution 
associated with the 6-digit Higher 
Education Institution Code or FICE 
code. 

HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN_STAT_ 
CODE 

CHAR(1) Y Higher Education Institution Status Code 
indicates whether the institution is 
active. 
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HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN_STAT_ 
DESC 

VARCHAR(
10) 

Y Description associated with Higher 
Education Institution Status Code. 

HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN_ 
TYPEABBREV 

VARCHAR(
8) 

N Higher Education Institution Type 
Abbreviation is the abbreviation for the 
type of institution, for example, 
"HlthInst" or "Ind 2yr". 

HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN_TYPE_ 
CODE 

CHAR(1) Y Higher Education Institution Type Code 
is the code for the type of institution, for 
example,  1 = "Public University",  4 = 
"Independent 2-year College" or 5 = 
"Health-related Institution". 

HIGHER_ED_INSTITUTN_TYPE_ 
DESC 

VARCHAR(
40) 

Y Description of Higher Education 
Institution Type Code. 

HIGHER_ED_LOCATION_KEY SMALLINT Y Foreign key for 
DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_LOCATION 
which contains the codes and 
descriptions of the physical location of 
the class by site category (e.g., state, 
foreign country, military bases, 
correctional institutions, other campuses, 
health agencies, business and industrial 
sites, or public schools).  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

PARENT_INSTITUTN_CODE CHAR(6) Y The Parent Institution Code may contain 
zeros or may contain another FICE code.  
When the parent institution code is non-
zero for a community college, the parent 
institution typically is the community 
college district within which the 
institution is one of several distinct 
campuses or institutions.  When the 
parent institution code is non-zero for a 
university, the parent institution typically 
is the university system to which the 
institution belongs.  When the parent 
code is non-zero for a health institution, 
the parent institution is the system, 
health science center, or medical center 
to which the institution belongs. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which 
the record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which 
the record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal 
to ‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAM
P 

N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_HIGHER_ED_LOCATION 
 

Definition The THECB Higher Education Location dimension table contains codes and descriptions of the 
physical location of the class by site category (e.g., state, foreign country, military bases, 
correctional institutions, other campuses, health agencies, business and industrial sites, or public 
schools).  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(HIGHER_ED_LOCATION_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
HIGHER_ED_LOCATION_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_LOCATION 
which references the physical location 
of the class by site category (e.g., state, 
foreign country, military bases, 
correctional institutions, other 
campuses, health agencies, business and 
industrial sites, or public schools).  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

HIGHER_ED_LOCATION_CODE CHAR(3) N Higher Education Location Code 
uniquely identifies a county, state or 
country . 
 

HIGHER_ED_LOCATION_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description associated with Higher 
Education Location Code. 

TYPE_CODE CHAR(1) N Type Code contains an alpha character 
used to uniquely identify a type of 
location, for example,  C  for "County" 
or F for "Foreign country". 

TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description associated with Type Code. 
UNIFORM_SERVICE_REGION_KEY SMALLINT Y Primary key for 

DIM.D_UNIFORM_SERVICE_REGI
ON which references  the geographical 
area, or target market, for educational 
delivery by community/junior colleges.  
The key is a system-generated value. 
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D_HIGHER_ED_RPT_YEAR 
 

Definition The THECB Higher Education Report Year dimension table contains descriptions of the higher 
education report year, for example, "THECB Report Year 2009".  This table contains data from 
1996 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(HIGHER_ED_RPT_YEAR_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
HIGHER_ED_RPT_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key for 

DIM.D_HIGHER_ED_RPT_YEAR which 
references the description of the reporting 
year.  The key is a system-generated value. 

HIGHER_ED_RPT_YEAR_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description associated with Higher 
Education Report Year Key. 
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D_HIGHEST_DEGREE_EARNED 
 

Definition The THECB Highest Degree Earned dimension table contains codes and descriptions of the 
highest earned degree or certificate of a faculty member.  This table contains data from 2002 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(HIGHEST_DEGREE_EARNED_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
Definition source:  THECB Report online Glossary. 
Data source:  THECB SAS files. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
HIGHEST_DEGREE_EARNED_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_HIGHEST_DEGREE_EARNED 
which references the highest earned 
degree or certificate of a faculty member.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

HIGHEST_DEGREE_EARNED_ 
CODE 

CHAR(1) N Highest Degree Earned Code indicates 
the highest earned certificate or degree 
from an institution of higher education, 
for example, '1' for 'DOCTORATE', '4' 
for ASSOCIATE', or '5' for 
'CERTIFICATE OR LESS'. 

HIGHEST_DEGREE_EARNED_ 
DESC 

VARCHAR(30) N The description of Highest Degree 
Earned Code. 
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D_HISP_LATINO_ETH 
 

Definition The Hispanic Latino Ethnicity dimension table contains the codes and descriptions 
indicating a person of Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican, South or Central American, or other 
Spanish culture or origin, regardless of race.  This table contains data from 2011 through 
the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(HISP_LATINO_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the PEIMS Data Standards.   
The data source is T_HISP_LATINO. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
HISP_LATINO_ETH_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_HISP_LATINO_ETH which 
references  a person of Cuban, Mexican, 
Puerto Rican, South or Central American, 
or other Spanish culture or origin, 
regardless of race.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

HISP_LATINO_ETH_CODE CHAR(1) N The Hispanic/Latino code indicates a 
person of Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican, 
South or Central American, or other 
Spanish culture or origin when equal to ‘1’, 
regardless of race. 

HISP_LATINO_ETH_DESC VARCHAR(50) N The full description of the Hispanic/Latino 
code. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date 
the row was either created or last modified.  
The value is set during the load process. 
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D_HOME_LANG 
 

Definition The Home Language dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which indicates the 
language spoken in the student's home, as determined by the student's home language survey.  
This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(HOME_LANG_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Standards".   
The data source is P.LEP_LANGUAGE (CORP.DB_HOME_LANGUAGE01). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
HOME_LANG_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_HOME_LANG which 

references the codes and descriptions indicating the 
language spoken in the student's home, as determined by 
the student's home language survey.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

HOME_LANG_CODE CHAR(2) N Code indicating the language spoken in the student's 
home, as determined by the student's home language 
survey. 

HOME_LANG_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the Home Language code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 

effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 

effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_IMMIGRANT 
 

Definition The Immigrant dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference whether the 
student is an identified immigrant under the definition found under Title III of the No Child Left 
Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB), where the term ‘immigrant children and youth’ is defined as 
individuals who are aged 3 through 21; were not born in any state; and have not been attending 
one or more schools in any one or more states for more than three full academic years.  The term 
'State' means each of the 50 states, the District of Columbia, and the Commonwealth of Puerto 
Rico.  Children born to military personnel (U. S. citizens) outside of the “States” are not 
immigrant.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table 
is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(IMMIGRANT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.IMMIGRANT (CORP.DB_IMMIGRANT ). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
IMMIGRANT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_IMMIGRANT which references 

the codes and descriptions indicating whether the student 
is an identified immigrant under the definition found 
under Title III of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 
(NCLB).  The key is a system-generated value. 

IMMIGRANT_CODE CHAR(1) N Code indicating whether the student is an identified 
immigrant under the definition found under Title III of the 
No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB). 

IMMIGRANT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Immigrant code, which 
indicates whether the student is an identified immigrant 
under the definition found under Title III of the No Child 
Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB). 

IMMIGRANT_LONG VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Immigrant code, which 
indicates whether the student is an identified immigrant 
under the definition found under Title III of the No Child 
Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB). 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_INTERPRET_SERV 
 

Definition The Interpreting Services dimension table contains codes and descriptions indicating whether  the 
student who is deaf and receiving special education and related services received, or is scheduled 
to receive, interpreting services during the current school semester.  Interpreting services include 
interpreting/transliterating receptively and expressively for persons who are deaf or hard of 
hearing.  This table contains data from 1998 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(INTERPRET_SERV_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.INTERPRETING_SVC (CORP.DB_INTERPRETING_SVC). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
INTERPRET_SERV_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_INTERPRET_SERV which 
references whether the student who is deaf 
and receiving special education and 
related services received, or is scheduled 
to receive, interpreting services during the 
current school semester.  Interpreting 
services include interpreting/transliterating 
receptively and expressively for persons 
who are deaf or hard of hearing.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

INTERPRET_SERV_CODE CHAR(2) N An indicator of whether the special 
education student who is deaf received, or 
is scheduled to receive, interpreting 
services during the current school 
semester. 

INTERPRET_SERV_DESCRIPTION VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the 
Interpreting Services code. 

INTERPRET_SERV_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Interpreting 
Services code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which 
the record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 
record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to 
‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_LANGUAGE_FLUENCY 
 

Definition The THECB Language Fluency dimension table contains codes and descriptions indicating that a 
language other than English is spoken fluently.  This table contains data from 2006 through the 
current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
LANGUAGE_FLUENCY_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
LANGUAGE_FLUENCY_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_LANGUAGE_FLUENCY which 
indicates that a language other than English is 
spoken fluently.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

LANGUAGE_FLUENCY_CODE CHAR(2) N Language Fluency Code indicates that a 
language other than English is spoken 
fluently. 

LANGUAGE_FLUENCY_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the associated Language 
Fluency Code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 
record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_LEAVER_RECOVERY 
 

Definition The Leaver Recovery dimension table contains TEA-assigned codes and descriptions indicating 
whether a dropout or other exit was recovered.  This table contains data from 1998 through the 
current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(LEAVER_RECOVERY_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
This table was introduced by TPEIR staff based on Leaver Collection data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
LEAVER_RECOVERY_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_LEAVER_RECOVER 

which references whether a leaver has been 
recovered.  The key is a system-generated value. 

LEAVER_RECOVERY_CODE CHAR(1) N Leaver Recovery Code indicates whether a 
leaver has been recovered. 

LEAVER_RECOVERY_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description of Leaver Recovery Code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 

was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_LEP 
 

Definition The LEP  dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which indicate whether the student 
has been identified as limited English proficient by the Language Proficiency Assessment 
Committee (LPAC), or English proficient according to criteria established in the Texas 
Administrative Code (TAC).  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User 
access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (LEP_KEY) that 
uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.LEP (CORP.DB_LEP). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
LEP_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_LEP  which references whether the 

student has been identified as limited English proficient by 
the Language Proficiency Assessment Committee.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

LEP_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of  whether a student has been identified as 
"Limited English Proficient" by the Language Proficiency 
Assessment Committee. 

LEP_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description for the LEP code. 
LEP_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description for the LEP code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 

effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 

effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_LEP_PERMISSN 
 

Definition The LEP Permission dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which describe whether 
the student’s parent or legal guardian has approved placement of the student in the required 
bilingual or English as a Second Language (ESL, formerly Limited English Proficiency) program.  
This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(LEP_PERMISSN_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.LEP_PERMISSION/P.LEP_PERMISSIONyr 
(CORP.DB_LEP_PGM_CNSNTyy). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
LEP_PERMISSN_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_LEP_PERMISSN that 

describes whether the student’s parent or legal 
guardian has approved placement of the student in the 
required bilingual or English as a Second Language 
(ESL, formerly Limited English Proficient) program.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

LEP_PERMISSN_CODE CHAR(2) N 1991 - Current year:  Code describing whether the 
student’s parent or legal guardian has approved 
placement of the student in the required bilingual or 
English as a Second Language (ESL) program. 

LEP_PERMISSN_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the LEP Permission 
code. 

LEP_PERMISSN_LONG VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the LEP Permission code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 

was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 

effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_LEVEL_OF_DEGREE_CONFERRED 
 

Definition The THECB Level of Degree Conferred dimension table contains codes and descriptions used to 
identify the formal recognition certifying successful completion of a prescribed set of courses or 
program of study.  This table contains data from 1989 through the current year.  User access to 
this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(LEVEL_OF_DEGREE_CONFERRED_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
LEVEL_OF_DEGREE_
CONFERRED_KEY 

SMALLINT ID Primary key for 
DIM.D_LEVEL_OF_DEGREE_CONFERRED 
that describes the formal recognition certifying 
successful completion of a prescribed set of 
courses or program of study.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

LEVEL_OF_DEGREE_
CONFERRED_CODE 

CHAR(2) N Level of Degree Conferred Code identifies a 
formal recognition certifying successful 
completion of a prescribed set of courses or 
program of study. 

LEVEL_OF_DEGREE_
CONFERRED_DESC 

VARCHAR(40) N The description of Level of Degree Conferred 
Code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 
was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_MED_FRAGILE 
 

Definition The Medically Fragile  dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which describe 
whether the student receiving special education and related services is  
(1) in the age range of birth to 22 years, and  
(2) has a serious, ongoing illness or a chronic condition that has lasted or is anticipated to last at 
least 12 or more months or has required at least one month of hospitalization, and that requires 
daily, ongoing medical treatments and monitoring by appropriately trained personnel which may 
include parents or other family members, and 
(3) requires the routine use of medical device or of assistive technology to compensate for the loss 
of usefulness of a body function needed to participate in activities of daily living, and  
(4) lives with ongoing threat to his or her continued well-being. 
Examples of conditions that could be regarded as meeting the definition of “medically fragile” 
include ventilator dependence, tracheotomy dependence/breathing through tracheotomy tube, 
nutritional difficulties causing gastrostomy tube dependence, bronchial or tracheal malacia, 
congestive heart problems, life threatening respiratory infections, apnea monitoring, kidney 
dialysis, conditions requiring suctioning of lung and throat, or state of health is tenuous to the 
point of being life threatening. 
 
This table contains data from 1998 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(MED_FRAGILE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.MEDICALLY_FRAGILE (CORP.DB_MEDICALLY_FRAGILE). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
MED_FRAGILE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_MED_FRAGILE 

which references whether the special education 
student is (1) in the age range of birth to 22 
years, and (2) has a serious, ongoing illness or a 
chronic condition that has lasted or is 
anticipated to last at least 12 or more months or 
has required at least one month of 
hospitalization, and that requires daily, ongoing 
medical treatments and monitoring by 
appropriately trained personnel which may 
include parents or other family members, and 
(3) requires the routine use of medical device or 
of assistive technology to compensate for the 
loss of usefulness of a body function needed to 
participate in activities of daily living, and (4) 
lives with ongoing threat to his or her continued 
well-being.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

MED_FRAGILE_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of whether the special education 
student has been designated as medically 
fragile. 

MED_FRAGILE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Medically 
Fragile code. 

MED_FRAGILE_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Medically Fragile 
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code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 

record was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_MED_SERV 
 

Definition The Medical Services dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference 
whether the student receiving special education and related services received, or is scheduled to 
receive, medical diagnostic services during the current school semester.  This table contains data 
from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(MED_SERV_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.MED_SERVICES (CORP.DB_MED_SERVICES) 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
MED_SERV_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_MED_SERV which 

references the student receiving special education 
and related services received, or is scheduled to 
receive, medical diagnostic services during the 
current school semester.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

MED_SERV_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of whether the special education 
student  received, or is scheduled to receive, 
medical diagnostic services during the current 
school semester. 

MED_SERV_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Medical 
Diagnostic Services code. 

MED_SERV_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Medical Diagnostic 
Services code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 
was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 
was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_MIGRANT 
 

Definition The Migrant dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference whether the 
student (ages 3-21) is, or the student's parent, spouse, or guardian is a migratory agricultural 
worker, including a migratory dairy worker, or a migratory fisher, and who, in the preceding 36 
months, in order to obtain, or accompany such parent, spouse, or guardian in order to obtain, 
temporary or seasonal employment in agricultural or fishing work: 1) has moved from one school 
district to another, or 2) resides in a school district of more than 15,000 square miles, and migrates 
a distance of 20 miles or more to a temporary residence to engage in a fishing activity.  This table 
contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (MIGRANT_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.MIGRANT_STAT (CORP.DB_MIGRANT_STATUS). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
MIGRANT_KEY SMALLINT ID Foreign key for DIM.D_MIGRANT  which 

references whether the student has been identified as 
a migrant.  The key is a system-generated value. 

MIGRANT_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of  whether the student has been 
designated as migrant. 

MIGRANT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description for the Migrant code. 
MIGRANT_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description for the Migrant code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 

was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 

effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_MOBILE_SERV 
 

Definition The Mobile Services dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference whether 
the student receiving special education and related services received, or is scheduled to receive, 
orientation and mobility training services during the current school semester.  Orientation and 
mobility training includes those aids, methods, services, and skills which enable visually impaired 
individuals to move from one place to another with confidence, safety, and purpose.  This table 
contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(MOBILE_SERV_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.MOBILE_SERVICES (CORP.DB_MOBILE_SERVICES). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
MOBILE_SERV_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_MOBILE_SERV 

which references the student receiving special 
education and related services received, or is 
scheduled to receive, orientation and mobility 
training services during the current school 
semester.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

MOBILE_SERV_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of whether the special education 
student  received, or is scheduled to receive, 
orientation and mobility training services  
during the current school semester. 

MOBILE_SERV_DESCRIPTION VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Mobile 
Services code. 

MOBILE_SERV_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Mobile Services 
code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 
record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_MULT_DISABLED 
 

Definition The Multiple Disabilities dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference 
whether the student receiving special education and related services has been designated as 
multiply disabled by the admission, review, and dismissal committee.  A student who is multiply 
disabled has a combination of disabilities and meets all of the conditions listed in the TAC.  Not 
all students who have more than one disability are determined to be multiply disabled.  This table 
contains data from 1998 through the current year.  This table contains data from 1991 through the 
current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(MULT_DISABLED_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.MULT_DISABLED (CORP.DB_MULT_DISABLED). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
MULT_DISABLED_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_MULT_DISABLED which 
references whether the student receiving 
special education and related services has 
been designated as multiply disabled by 
the admission, review, and dismissal 
committee.  A student who is multiply 
disabled has a combination of disabilities 
and meets all of the conditions listed in the 
TAC.  Not all students who have more 
than one disability are determined to be 
multiply disabled.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

MULT_DISABLED_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of whether the special 
education student has a combination of 
disabilities and meets all of the conditions 
listed in the TAC.  Not all students who 
have more than one disability are 
determined to be multiply disabled. 

MULT_DISABLED_DESCRIPTION VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Multiply 
Disabled code. 

MULT_DISABLED_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Multiply 
Disabled code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which 
the record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 
record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to 
‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_NON_CAMP_INSTRUC 
 

Definition The Non-Campus-Based Instruction dimension table contains the codes and descriptions 
identifying courses for which a student can earn grades and/or credit, that are not taught by district 
or campus staff.   This table contains data from 2011 through the current year.  User access to this 
table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(NON_CAMP_INSTRUC) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the PEIMS Classroom Link "Glossary of Terms".   
The data source is CORP.T_NON_CAMP_INSTRUC on MAINPRD. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
NON_CAMP_INSTRUC_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_NON_CAMP_INSTRUC which 
references the type of course instruction not 
provided on campus.  The key is a system-
generated value.   

NON_CAMP_INSTRUC_CODE CHARACTER(2) N The Non-Campus Instruction Code indicating 
the type of course instruction not provided on 
campus. 

NON_CAMP_INSTRUC_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description for the Non-
Campus Instruction Code. 

NON_CAMP_INSTRUC_LONG VARCHAR(75) N The full description for the Non-Campus 
Instruction Code. 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the 

row was either created or last modified.  The 
value is set during the load process. 
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D_NON_DISCLOSURE 
 

Definition The THECB Non-disclosure dimension table contains codes and descriptions indicating whether 
the student has refused to have directory information disclosed.  This table contains data from 
2002 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(NON_DISCLOSURE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
NON_DISCLOSURE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_ 

NON_DISCLOSURE which indicates 
whether the student has refused to have 
directory information disclosed.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

NON_DISCLOSURE_CODE CHAR(1) N Non-disclosure code is an indicator that 
the student opted out of disclosing 
directory information when the value is 
‘2’.  

NON_DISCLOSURE_DESCRIPTION VARCHAR(30) Y The description of the Non-disclosure 
code. 
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D_OCC_THER 
 

Definition The Multiple Disabilities dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference 
whether the student receiving special education and related services received, or is scheduled to 
receive, occupational therapy services during the current school semester.  This table contains data 
from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(OCC_THER_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.OCC_THERAPY (CORP.DB_OCC_THERAPY). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
OCC_THER_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_OCC_THER which 

references whether the student receiving special 
education and related services received, or is 
scheduled to receive, occupational therapy 
services during the current school semester.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

OCC_THER_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of whether the special education 
student received, or is scheduled to receive, 
occupational therapy services during the current 
school semester. 

OCC_THER_DESCRIPTION VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Occupational 
Therapy code. 

OCC_THER_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Occupational Therapy 
code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 
was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_OEYP_PROMOTION_RETENTION 
 

Definition The Optional Extended Year Program (OEYP) Promotion Retention dimension table contains the 
codes and descriptions which indicate whether the student who was served in the OEYP program 
was promoted or retained and indicates the basis for the promotion/retention decision.  This table 
contains data from 2003 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(OEYP_PROMOTION_RETENTION_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.OEYP_PROMOTE (CORP.DB_OEYP_PROMOTE). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Nul
l 

Definition 

OEYP_PROMOTION_RET
ENTION_KEY 

SMALLINT ID Primary key for 
DIM.D_OEYP_PROMOTION_RETENTION 
which references whether the student who was 
served in the optional extended year program 
(OEYP) was promoted or retained and indicates 
the basis for the promotion/retention decision.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

OEYP_PROMOTION_RET
ENTION_CODE 

CHAR(2) N Optional Extended Year Program (OEYP) 
Promotion Retention Code indicates whether the 
student who was served in the optional extended 
year program (OEYP) was promoted or retained 
and indicates the basis for the promotion/retention 
decision. 

OEYP_PROMOTION_RET
ENTION_DESC 

VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Optional Extended Year 
Program (OEYP) Promotion Retention Code. 

OEYP_PROMOTION_RET
ENTION_LONG 

VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Optional Extended Year 
Program (OEYP) Promotion Retention Code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 
was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row 

was either created or last modified.  The value is 
set during the load process. 
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D_OEYP_TYPE 
 

Definition The Optional Extended Year Program (OEYP) Type dimension table contains the codes and 
descriptions which indicate the type of OEYP in which the student is served.  This table contains 
data from 2000 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(OEYP_TYPE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.OEYP_TYPE (CORP.DB_OEYP_TYPE). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
OEYP_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_OEYP_PROMOTION_RETENTION which 
references the type of  optional extended year program 
(OEYP) in which the student is served.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

OEYP_TYPE_CODE CHAR(1) N Optional Extended Year Program (OEYP) Code indicates 
the type of optional extended year program in which the 
student is served. 

OEYP_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Optional Extended Year Program 
(OEYP) Code indicating the type of optional extended 
year program. 

OEYP_TYPE_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Optional Extended Year Program 
(OEYP) Code indicating the type of optional extended 
year program. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_PAY_TYPE 
 

Definition The Pay Type dimension table contains codes and descriptions for the type of duty for which a 
staff member receives salary, salary supplements, or bonuses.  It does not include fringe benefits 
such as group health and life insurance, workmen's compensation, sick leave, and others.  This 
table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(PAY_TYPE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The original source is P.PAYTYPE (CORP.DB_PAYTYPE). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
PAY_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_PAY_TYPE which references the 

type of duty for which a staff member receives salary, salary 
supplements, or bonuses.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

PAY_TYPE_CODE CHAR(2) N Pay Type Code indicates the type of duty for which a staff 
member receives salary, salary supplements, or bonuses. 

PAY_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Pay Type Code indicating the type of duty for 
which a staff member receives salary, salary supplements, or 
bonuses. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was either 

created or last modified.  The value is set during the load 
process. 
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D_PAYROLL_FUNCTION 
 

Definition The Payroll Function dimension table contains codes and descriptions indicating function codes  
associated with payroll.  Function is a general operation area and groups together related activities.  
Function codes are only reported for expenditure/expense objects.  All other objects are coded as 
'00.'  This 2 digit code identifies the purpose of the expenditure.  The first digit identifies the major 
area, and the second digit identifies the specific function within the area.  For example Function 
Code 33 indicates Function Area Code 3 for Support Services-Student and Function Code 3 for 
Health Services.  This table contains data from 1994 through the current year.  User access to this 
table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(PAYROLL_FUNCTION_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The original source is P.FUNTION/P.FUNCTIONyr (CORP.DB_FUNCTIONyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
PAYROLL_FUNCTION_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_PAYROLL_FUNCTION which 
references the function codes  associated with 
payroll.  The key is a system-generated value. 

PAYROLL_FUNCTION_CODE CHAR(2) N Payroll Function Code indicates a general 
operation area and groups together related 
activities. 

PAYROLL_FUNCTION_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Payroll Function Code 
indicates a general operation area and groups 
together related activities. 

PAYROLL_FUNCTION_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Payroll Function Code 
indicates a general operation area and groups 
together related activities. 

PAYROLL_FUNCTION_AREA
_CODE 

CHAR(1) N Payroll Function Area Code is the first digit 
in the 2-digit Function Code to identify the 
major area of a reported expenditure.  For 
example, Function Code 33: the first digit is 
Function Area Code 3 indicates Support 
Services-Student and the second digit 
indicates Function Code 3 for Health 
Services. 

PAYROLL_FUNCTION_AREA
_DESC 

VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Payroll Function Area 
Code. 

PAYROLL_FUNCTION_AREA
_LONG 

VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Payroll Function Area 
Code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 
record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to 
‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the 
row was either created or last modified.  The 
value is set during the load process. 
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D_PAYROLL_FUND 
 

Definition The Payroll Fund dimension table contains codes and descriptions indicating the fund group and 
specific fund (when applicable) associated with payroll.  This table contains data from 1994 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(PAYROLL_FUND_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The source of this table is P.FUNDyr (CORP.DB_FUNDyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
PAYROLL_FUND_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_PAYROLL_FUND 

which references the fund group and specific fund 
(when applicable) associated with payroll.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

PAYROLL_FUND_CODE CHAR(3) N Payroll Fund Code is a 3-digit code that identifies 
the funding source.  The first digit identifies the 
Fund Group and digits 2-3 identify the specific 
fund for budget and payroll.  A different set of 
funds are reported for budget, district actual 
expenditures, SSA (Shared Service 
Arrangements) actual expenditures, and staff data.  
For example, Fund 211:  The first digit is Fund 
Group 2 to indicate Special Revenues and digits 
2-3, Fund,  indicate 11 for ESEA Title I Part A - 
Improving Basic Programs Fund. 

PAYROLL_FUND_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Payroll Fund Code  that 
identifies the funding source. 

PAYROLL_FUND_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Payroll Fund Code  that 
identifies the funding source. 

PAYROLL_FUND_GRP_ 
CODE 

CHAR(1) N Payroll Fund Group Code is the first digit in the 
3-digit Fund Code to identify the funding group.  
For example, Fund 211: The first digit is Fund 
Group 2 to indicate Special Revenues and digits 
2-3, Fund, indicate 11 for ESEA Title I Part A - 
Improving Basic Programs Fund. 

PAYROLL_FUND_GRP_ 
DESC 

VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Payroll Fund Group Code 
that identifies the funding group. 

PAYROLL_FUND_GRP_ 
LONG 

VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Payroll Fund Group Code that 
identifies the funding group. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 
was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row 

was either created or last modified.  The value is 
set during the load process. 
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D_PAYROLL_OBJECT 
 

Definition The Payroll Object dimension table contains codes and description that identify a payroll account, 
transaction, or a source of funds.  This table contains data from 1994 through the current year.  
User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(PAYROLL_OBJECT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source  is P.OBJECT/P.OBJECTyrP.OBJECT (CORP.DB_OBJECTyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
PAYROLL_OBJECT_
KEY 

SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_PAYROLL_OBJECT which 
references the payroll account, transaction, or a source 
of funds.  The key is a system-generated value. 

PAYROLL_OBJECT_
CODE 

CHAR(4) N Payroll Object Code  is a 4-digit code that identifies an 
account, transaction, or a source of funds.  The first of 
the 4 digits identifies the type of account or transaction 
or source of funds (Object Type).  The second digit 
identifies the major area of the account or transaction 
or source of funds.  The third and fourth digits provide 
a further definition of the account or transaction or 
source of funds.  Different sets of objects are reported 
for budget, actual expenditures, and staff data.  For 
example, Object 5711: The first digit is Object Type 5 
to indicate revenue, the second digit is Object Area 7 
to indicate local and intermediate sources.  Digits 3-4 
represent Object 11 to indicate local real and personal 
property taxes revenue for the current year levy. 

PAYROLL_OBJECT_
DESC 

VARCHAR(30) N The description of Payroll Object Code  is a 4-digit 
code that identifies an account, transaction, or a source 
of funds. 

PAYROLL_OBJECT_
LONG 

VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Payroll Object Code. 

PAYROLL_OBJECT_
TYPE_CODE 

CHAR(1) N The Payroll Object Type Code is the first digit in the 4-
digit Object Code to identify the type of account or 
transaction or source of funds.  For example, Object 
5711: The first digit is Object Type 5 to indicate 
revenue, the second digit is Object Area 7 to indicate 
local and intermediate sources.  Digits 3-4 represent 
Object 11 to indicate local real and personal property 
taxes revenue for the current year levy. 

PAYROLL_OBJECT_
TYPE_DESC 

VARCHAR(30) N Description of the Payroll Object Type Code. 

PAYROLL_OBJECT_
TYPE_LONG 

VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Payroll Object Type Code. 

PAYROLL_OBJECT_
AREA_CODE 

CHAR(2) N Payroll Object Area Code is the 2-digit code that 
identifies the major account, transaction, or a source of 
funds area.  The first of the 4 digits identifies the type 
of account or transaction or source of funds (Object 
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Type).  The second digit identifies the major area of 
the account or transaction or source of funds.  The 
third and fourth digits provide a further definition of 
the account or transaction or source of funds.  Different 
sets of objects are reported for budget, actual 
expenditures, and staff data.  For example, Object 
5711: The first digit is Object Type 5 to indicate 
revenue, the second digit is Object Area 7 to indicate 
local and intermediate sources.  Digits 3-4 represent 
Object 11 to indicate local real and personal property 
taxes revenue for the current year levy. 

PAYROLL_OBJECT_
AREA_DESC 

VARCHAR(30) N Brief description of Payroll Object Area Code. 

PAYROLL_OBJECT_
AREA_LONG 

VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Payroll Object Area Code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 
was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_PERSON 
 

Definition The Person dimension table contains person identifying information.  Access to this table is 
restricted to authorized users.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (PERSON_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
This table was introduced by TPEIR staff. 
There are various sources for this information depending upon the agency collecting the data and 
when the data is collected. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
PERSON_KEY INTEGER ID Primary key to DIM.D_PERSON that  

references  codes, descriptions, and data 
pertaining to a person.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

PERSON_ID INTEGER N This column contains a unique identifier for 
each person across agencies.  It is a restricted 
column introduced and used only by TPEIR 
staff.  This identifier is a system-generated 
value. 

SOURCE_PERSON_ID CHAR(9) Y 1991 - Current year:  This is the unique 
identifier which is assigned to the person 
within an agency.  For PEIMS records, the 
PID number is stored here.  The column is 
called AGENCY_ID on the fact table. 

INVALID_SSN CHAR(9) Y 1991 - Current year:  THECB specific invalid 
SSN value.    Invalid SSNs can only match 
within an institution. 

FNAME VARCHAR(20) Y The person's legal first name. 
SSN CHAR(10) Y The SSN (social security number) of the 

student or staff, or  the state-approved 
alternative identification number ,"ALT_ID", 
which is  assigned when no SSN is available. 

MNAME VARCHAR(15) Y The person's legal middle name. 
LNAME VARCHAR(25) Y The person's legal last name. 
NAME_SUFFIX VARCHAR(4) Y The name generation suffix, if any, for the 

student or staff member, for example, Jr. or  
Sr. 

MAIDEN_NAME VARCHAR(25) Y Maiden (unmarried name) of the student or 
staff member. 

DATE_OF_BIRTH DATE N The month, day, and year of the person's 
birth.  Four digits of the year and both digits 
of the month and day of birth of the student 
or staff member in the following format -- 
YYYYMMDD.  where   YYYY = Year, MM 
= Month, DD = Day. 

GENDER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_GENDER which 
references the person's gender.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

ETHNICITY_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_ETHNICITY which 
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references the ethnic origin of the person.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

SOURCE_AGENCY_NAME VARCHAR(30) N The name of the agency (SBEC, TEA, 
THECB) providing the source data. 

SOURCE_COLLECTION_NAME VARCHAR(30) N The data source, for example:  PEIMS or 
SBEC. 

INVALID_SSN_FLAG SMALLINT N An indicator that the social security number 
is invalid.  A social security number is invalid 
when it contains all zeros, or starts with '8' or 
'9'. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 
record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the 

row was either created or last modified.  The 
value is set during the load process. 

TEA_ALT_ID CHAR(9) Y Even though this is a TEA alternate student 
identifier, this column will only be populated 
on THECB-sourced records; this indicates 
that the PEIMS student identifier for the 
student at time of enrollment in college was 
the "S" number rather than their SSN. 
 
The PEIMS identification number of the 
student which is a state-approved alternative 
student identification number provided by 
TEA to the school districts that is to be used 
when the student does not provide an SSN. It 
may be found in the student’s high school 
transcript. This number begins with an ‘S’ 
which is then followed by 8 digits. 
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D_PHYS_THER 
 

Definition The Physical Therapy dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference 
whether the student receiving special education and related services received, or is scheduled to 
receive, physical therapy services during the current school semester.   This table contains data 
from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(PHYS_THER_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.PHYS_THERAPY (CORP.DB_PHYS_THERAPY). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
PHYS_THER_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_PHYS_THER which 

references whether the student receiving special 
education and related services received, or is 
scheduled to receive, physical therapy services 
during the current school semester.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

PHYS_THER_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of whether the special education 
student received, or is scheduled to receive, physical 
therapy services during the current school semester. 

PHYS_THER_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Physical Therapy 
code. 

PHYS_THER_LNG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Physical Therapy code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 

was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 

effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_PIC 
 

Definition The Program Intent Code (PIC) dimension table contains codes and descriptions for the student 
group for which the program is intended.  The Program Intent Code is a 2-digit code to identify 
the cost of instruction and other services that are directed toward a particular need of a specific set 
of students.   The intent (the student group toward which the instruction or other service is 
directed) determines the program intent, not the demographic makeup of the students served.  
Note that the Program Intent Code was added in 1997 to replace the Program column.  For 
example, Program Intent Code 11 indicates basic education services for a physics class taught at 
the basic level.  This table contains data from 1994 through the current year.  User access to this 
table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (PIC_KEY) that 
uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.PROGRAM_INTENT/P.PROGRAM_INTENTyr 
(CORP.DB_PROG_INTENTyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
PIC_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_PIC that contains codes and 

descriptions indicating the cost of instruction and other services 
that are directed toward a particular need of a specific set of 
students.  The intent (the student group toward which the 
instruction or other services directed) determines the 
PORGRAM_INTENT, not the demographic makeup of the 
student served.  The key is a system-generated value. 

PIC_CODE CHAR(2) N  
PIC_DESC VARCHAR(3

0) 
N Brief description of the Program Intent Code. The Program 

Intent Code is a 2-digit code identifying the cost of instruction 
and other services that are directed toward a particular need of a 
specific set of students.  The intent (the student group toward 
which the instruction or other service is directed) determines the 
Program Intent, not the demographic makeup of the students 
served.  Note that the Program Intent Code was added in 1997 to 
replace the Program column.  For example, Program Intent Code 
11 indicates basic education services for a physics class taught at 
the basic level. 

PIC_LONG VARCHAR(7
5) 

N Full description of the Program Intent Code. The Program Intent 
Code is a 2-digit code identifying the cost of instruction and 
other services that are directed toward a particular need of a 
specific set of students.  The intent (the student group toward 
which the instruction or other service is directed) determines the 
Program Intent, not the demographic makeup of the students 
served.  Note that the Program Intent Code was added in 1997 to 
replace the Program column.  For example, Program Intent Code 
11 indicates basic education services for a physics class taught at 
the basic level. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
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UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was either 
created or last modified.  The value is set during the load 
process. 
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D_PK_FOSTER 
 

Definition The Prekindergarten Foster dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference  
whether a prekindergarten student is or ever has been in the conservatorship of the Department of 
Family and Protective Services following an adversary hearing and held as provided by Family 
Code.  This table contains data from 2009 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(PK_FOSTER_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.PREK_FOSTER (CORP.DB_PK_FOSTER). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
PK_FOSTER_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_PK_FOSTER which indicates 

whether  a prekindergarten student is or ever has been in 
the conservatorship of the Department of Family and 
Protective Services following an adversary hearing and 
held as provided by Family Code.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

PK_FOSTER_CODE CHAR(1) N Code indicating whether a prekindergarten student is or 
ever has been in the conservatorship of the Department of 
Family and Protective Services following an adversary 
hearing and held as provided by Family Code. 
Valid values include: 
0 - PK STUDENT NOT EVER IN FOSTER CARE 
1 - PK ELIGIBLE STUDENT IS/WAS IN FOSTER 
CARE 

PK_FOSTER_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Prekindergarten Foster 
code. 

PK_FOSTER_LONG VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Prekindergarten Foster code. 
START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_PK_MILITARY 
 

Definition The Prekindergarden Military table contains the codes and descriptions indicating whether the 
student is the child of an active duty member of the armed forces of the United States, including 
the state military forces or a reserved component of the armed forces, who is ordered to active 
duty by proper authority.  
 
The member of the armed forces is a parent or official guardian of the child. The term “member of 
the armed forces” includes: 
1. active duty uniformed members of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force, or Coast Guard 
assigned to duty stations in Texas;  
2. active duty uniformed members of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force, or Coast Guard 
who are Texans and have eligible children residing in Texas; 
3. activated/mobilized uniformed members of the Texas National Guard (Army or Air Guard), or 
activated/mobilized members of the Reserve components of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air 
Force, or Coast Guard who are Texas residents regardless of the location of the reserve unit; and 
4. uniformed service members who are Missing in Action (MIA). 
 
Also eligible is a child of a member of the armed forces of the United States, including the state 
military forces or a reserved component of the armed forces, who was injured or killed while 
serving on active duty. 
 
This table contains data from 2008 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(PK_MILITARY_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
PK_MILITARY_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_PK_MILITARY which 

references whether the student is the child of an active 
duty member of the armed forces of the United States, 
including the state military forces or a reserved 
component of the armed forces, who is ordered to active 
duty by proper authority.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

PK_ MILITARY 
_CODE 

CHAR(1) N Code indicating whether the student is the child of an 
active duty member of the armed forces of the United 
States, including the state military forces or a reserved 
component of the armed forces, who is ordered to active 
duty by proper authority. 
Valid values include: 
0 - NOT CHILD OF ACTV DTY MILITARY 
1 - CHILD OF ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY 

PK_ MILITARY 
_DESC 

VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Prekindergarten 
Military code. 

PK_ MILITARY 
_LONG 

VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Prekindergarten Military code. 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
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LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_POPULATION_SERVED 
 

Definition The Population Served dimension table contains codes and descriptions which reference  the 
student population for which a service has been designed or is intended.  It does not necessarily 
identify the program eligibility of the students who receive the service.   This table contains data 
from 1992 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(POPULATION_SERVED_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.POPSERV (CORP.T_POPSERV01). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
POPULATION_SERVED_KEY SMALLINT ID Foreign key for 

DIM.D_POPULATION_SERVED which 
references the codes and descriptions of  the 
student population for which a service has 
been designed or is intended.  It does not 
necessarily identify the program eligibility of 
the students who receive the service.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

POPULATION_SERVED_CODE CHAR(2) N Population Served Code indicates the student 
population for which a service has been 
designed or is intended. 

POPULATION_SERVED_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Population Served Code for the 
student population for which a service has 
been designed or is intended. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 
record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the 

row was either created or last modified.  The 
value is set during the load process. 
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D_PPCD 
 

Definition The Preschool Program Child with Disabilities dimension table contains the codes and 
descriptions which reference whether the preschool student, age three through five years old is 
receiving any special education and related services (including AI and VI) from the school district 
or charter school in any setting(s) or environment.  This table contains data from 1991 through the 
current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (PPCD_KEY) that 
uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.PPCD (CORP.DB_PPCD). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
PPCD_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_PPCD (Preschool Program for 

Children with Disabilities) which references whether the 
preschool student, age three through five years old is 
receiving any special education and related services 
(including AI and VI) from the school district or charter 
school in any setting(s) or environment.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

PPCD_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of whether the preschool student, age three 
through five years old is participating in the Preschool 
Program for Children with Disabilities by receiving any 
special education and related services (including AI and 
VI) from the school district or charter school in any 
setting(s) or environment. 

PPCD_CODE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Preschool Program for 
Children with Disabilities code. 

PPCD_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Preschool Program for Children 
with Disabilities code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_PSYCH_SERV 
 

Definition The Psychological Services dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which indicate 
whether the student receiving special education and related services received, or is scheduled to 
receive, psychological services during the current school semester.  This table contains data from 
1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(PSYCH_SERV_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.PSYCH_SERVICES (CORP.DB_PSYCH_THERAPY). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
PSYCH_SERV_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_PSYCH_SERV which 

references whether the student receiving special 
education and related services received, or is 
scheduled to receive, psychological services 
during the current school semester. The key is a 
system-generated value. 

PSYCH_SERV_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of whether the special education 
student received, or is scheduled to receive, 
psychological services during the current school 
semester. 

PSYCH_SERV_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Psychological 
Services code. 

PSYCH_SERV_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Psychological Services 
code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 
was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_RANK 
 

Definition The THECB Rank dimension table contains codes and descriptions indicating the relative standing 
assigned by the institution to a faculty member.  For example: "Associate Professor" or 
"Instructor".  This table contains data from 1996 through the current year.  User access to this 
table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (RANK_KEY) that 
uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column 
Name 

Datatype Null Definition 

RANK_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_RANK that describes the relative 
standing assigned by the institution to a faculty member, for 
example,  "Associate Professor" or "Instructor".    The key is a 
system-generated value. 

RANK_CODE CHAR(2) N Rank Code indicates the relative standing assigned by the 
institution to a faculty member. 

RANK_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the associated Rank Code. 
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D_REC_THER 
 

Definition The Recreational Therapy dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which indicate 
whether the student receiving special education and related services received, or is scheduled to 
receive, recreation services during the current school semester.  Recreation includes assessment of 
leisure function, therapeutic recreation services, recreation programs in schools and community 
agencies, and leisure education.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(REC_THER_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.REC_SERVICES (CORP.DB_REC_THERAPY). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
REC_THER_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_REC_SERV which 

references whether the student receiving special 
education and related services received, or is 
scheduled to receive, recreation services during the 
current school semester.  Recreation includes 
assessment of leisure function, therapeutic 
recreation services, recreation programs in schools 
and community agencies, and leisure education.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

REC_THER_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of whether the special education 
student received, or is scheduled to receive, 
recreational therapy services during the current 
school semester. 

REC_THER_DESCRIPTION VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Recreational 
Therapy code. 

REC_THER_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Recreational Therapy 
code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 
was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_RECOVERY_REAS 
 

Definition The Recovery Reason dimension table contains the TEA-assigned codes and the descriptions 
which reference the reason a dropout or other exit was recovered.  This table contains data from 
1998 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(RECOVERY_REASON_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.RECOVERY_REASON (CORP.DB_RECOVERY_REASON). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
RECOVERY_REAS_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_RECOVERY_REASON 

which references the reason a dropout or other exit 
was recovered.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

RECOVERY_REAS_CODE CHAR(2) N Recovery Reason Code indicates the reason leaver 
was recovered. 

RECOVERY_REAS_DESC VARCHAR(35) N Brief description of Recovery Reason Code that 
indicates the reason a leaver was recovered. 

RECOVERY_REAS_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Recovery Reason Code that 
indicates the reason a leaver was recovered. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 
was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 
was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row 

was either created or last modified.  The value is set 
during the load process. 
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D_REGION 
 

Definition The Region dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference the education 
service area to which the campus or district has been assigned by TEA.  This table contains data 
from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (REGION_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".      
 The data source is P.REGION (CORP.DB_REGION). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
REGION_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_REGION that references 

the education service area.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

REGION_ID INTEGER N Region ID is an intra-agency identifier for a Texas 
region.  This column was introduced by TPEIR 
staff. 

REGION_CODE CHAR(2) N The 2-digit code is assigned by the TEA to the 
education service area . 

REGION_NAME VARCHAR(30) N The name for the region assigned by the TEA to 
the education service area and the city where it is 
located.  For example:  "REGION XIII           
AUSTIN" 

REGION_DESC VARCHAR(30) Y Region Description stores additional information 
describing or characterizing the region, if 
available.  (In every case the value is NULL). 

SOURCE_AGENCY_NAME VARCHAR(30) N The name of the agency (SBEC, TEA, THECB) 
providing the source data.  Region codes vary by 
agency.  For this reason, the source agency name is 
included in the Region table (region is not 
conformed).  This element will be eliminated if the 
dimension is conformed.  (In every case the value 
is "TEA,THECB,SBEC") 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 
was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row 

was either created or last modified.  The value is 
set during the load process. 
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D_REGIONAL_DEAF 
 

Definition The Regional Deaf dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference the 
student’s enrollment in the regional day school program for the deaf.  This table contains data 
from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(REGIONAL_DEAF_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.REGIONAL_DEAF (CORP.DB_REGIONAL_DEAF). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
REGIONAL_DEAF_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_REGIONAL_DEAF which 
references the student’s enrollment in the 
regional day school program for the deaf.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

REGIONAL_DEAF_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of the student’s enrollment in 
the regional day school program for the 
deaf. 

REGIONAL_DEAF_DESCRIPTION VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of Regional 
Deaf code. 

REGIONAL_DEAF_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of Regional Deaf 
code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which 
the record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 
record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to 
‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_REMOTE_CAMPUS 
 

Definition The THECB Remote Campus dimension table contains codes and descriptions which reference a 
correctional facility. In addition, it is a restricted use code whereby Texas Woman’s University 
identifies students enrolled at the Dallas facility and Houston campus. Community colleges use 
the code to identify out-of-district branch campuses recognized by the Coordinating Board. Texas 
State Technical College identifies their West Texas campus extension centers, Abilene, 
Breckenridge and Brownwood.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User 
access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(REMOTE_CAMPUS_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
REMOTE_CAMPUS_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_REMOTE_CAMPUS 

which references  a correctional facility (coded 
‘5’). In addition, it is a restricted use code whereby 
Texas Woman’s University identifies students 
enrolled at the Dallas facility with a ‘1’ and 
students enrolled at the Houston campus with a ‘2’. 
Community colleges use the code to identify out-
of-district branch campuses recognized by the 
Coordinating Board. Texas State Technical College 
identifies their extension centers of the West Texas 
campus with a ‘1’ for Abilene, a ‘2’ for 
Breckenridge, and a ‘3’ for Brownwood.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

REMOTE_CAMPUS_CODE CHAR(1) N Remote Campus Code indicates the higher 
education remote campus. 

REMOTE_CAMPUS_DESC VARCHAR(75) N Description associated with Remote Campus Code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 

was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_RESTRICTED_PGM_ADM 
 

Definition The THECB Restricted Program Admission dimension table contains codes and descriptions of 
degree programs that have restricted or separate admission process.   The distinction provides 
more accurate enrollment and graduation numbers in key, high-demand occupations, and the data 
are often linked to special legislative initiatives.  This table contains data from 2007 through the 
current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(RESTRICTED_PGM_ADM_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
Definition source:  THECB Report online Glossary. 
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
RESTRICTED_PGM_ADM_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_RESTRICTED_PGM_ADM that 
describes degree programs that have 
restricted or separate admission process.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

RESTRICTED_PGM_ADM_CODE CHAR(2) N Restricted Program Admission Code 
indicates the degree programs that have 
restricted or separate admission process. 

RESTRICTED_PGM_ADM_DESC VARCHAR(100) N Description of the associated Restricted 
Program Admission Code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which 
the record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 
record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to 
‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_ROLE 
 

Definition The Role dimension table contains codes and descriptions identifying the capacity in which a staff 
person serves.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (ROLE_KEY) that 
uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source  is P.ROLE/P.ROLE yr(CORP.DB_ROLEyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
ROLE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_ROLE which references codes 

and descriptions identifying the capacity in which a staff 
person serves.  The key is a system-generated value. 

CODE_SOURCE CHAR(2) N Code Source indicates the source of the data, such as '01' 
for PEIMS DATA STANDARDS' or '02' for 'TEA 
GENERATED'. 

CODE_SOURCE_DESC VARCHAR
(30) 

N Description of Code Source indicating the source of the 
data. 

ROLE_CODE CHAR(3) N Role Code indicates the capacity in which a person 
serves, such as '002' for ART THERAPIST', '003' for 
'ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL', or '006' for 
'AUDIOLOGIST'. 

ROLE_DESC VARCHAR
(30) 

N The description for Role Code indicating the capacity in 
which a person serves. 

ROLE_GRP1 CHAR(2) N Role Group1 is a TEA-assigned grouping  based on a 
person's ROLE and ASSIGN_ORG, such as '01' for 
PROFESSIONAL', '02' for 'PARAPROFESSIONAL', or 
'99' for 'OTHER'. 

ROLE_GRP1_DESC VARCHAR
(30) 

N Description of Role Group1 which is a TEA-assigned 
grouping based on a person's ROLE and ASSIGN_ORG. 

ROLE_GRP2 CHAR(2) N Description of Role Group2 which is a TEA-assigned 
grouping based on a person's ROLE and ASSIGN_ORG. 

ROLE_GRP2_DESC VARCHAR
(30) 

N Description of Role Group2 which is a TEA-assigned 
grouping based on a person's ROLE and ASSIGN_ORG. 

WORK_LOCATION_ 
CODE 

CHAR(2) N Work Location Code indicates the location at which staff 
performs duties, such as '01' for 'CLASSROOM' or '02' 
for 'OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM'. 

WORK_LOCATION_ 
DESC 

VARCHAR
(30) 

N Description for Work Location Code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTA

MP 
N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_RPT_PERIOD 
 

Definition The Reporting Period dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference the 
period for which the attendance data are being reported.  This table contains data from 1991 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(RPT_PERIOD_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
 The data source is P.ATTEND_STUDENTyr (PSAyrCP.T_REG_ATTENDyrC). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
RPT_PERIOD_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_RPT_PERIOD that references the 

reporting period associated with the attendance record.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

RPT_PERIOD_CODE CHAR(2) N Report Period code indicates the period for which the 
attendance data are being reported. 

RPT_PERIOD_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description of the Reporting Period code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 

effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 

effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 

RPT_PERIOD SMALLINT Y This column contains a copy of the data in 
RPT_PERIOD_CODE, expressed as an integer.  Values 
that cannot be expressed as an integer are omitted, and a 
null value is recorded.  The column was added to facilitate 
queries where integer type data is needed. 
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D_SCHL_YEAR 
 

Definition The School Year dimension table contains codes, descriptions and other data about the school 
year, for example  fiscal year, start and end dates.  This table contains data from 1992 through the 
current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted. 
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(SCHL_YEAR_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed by TPEIR staff. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR 

which references the school year.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

FISCAL_YEAR SMALLINT Y The fiscal year associated with the school 
year. 

SCHL_YEAR_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description of the School Year code; 
for example, for SCHL_YEAR_CODE = 
1999 the description is "YEAR 9/1/1998 to 
8/31/1999". 

SCHL_YEAR_START_DATE DATE Y The start date for the school year. 
SCHL_YEAR_CODE CHAR(4) N An indicator of the school year for which 

the information was reported.  TEA 
generates the year based on the collection.  
For example, the school year for the 1998-
1999 period is "1999". 

SCHL_YEAR_END_DATE DATE Y The end date for the school year. 
SOURCE_AGENCY_NAME VARCHAR(30) N The name of the agency (SBEC, TEA, 

THECB) providing the source data. 
PEIMS_FALL_SNAPSHOT_DATE DATE N The date on which the PEIMS Fall snapshot 

data is collected.  All information collected 
as a part of the 1st PEIMS submission (Fall) 
is a reflection of the state of things on the 
snapshot date.  The PEIMS Fall Snapshot 
Date is typically the last Friday in October. 
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D_SCHOOL 
 

Definition The School dimension table contains codes, descriptions and other data from all campuses for 
which PEIMS data were submitted, including Texas School for the Deaf (TSD), Texas School for 
the Blind and Visually Impaired (TSBVI), and Texas Youth Commission (TYC) schools.  The 
table includes the unique campus identification number assigned by the Texas Education Agency 
and published in the Texas School Directory.  It is the concatenation of the DISTRICT ID with the 
unique campus identification number within that DISTRICT.  This table contains data from 1991 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (SCHL_KEY) that 
uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.CAMPUSyr /P.CAMPUSyrF (DSTP.DB_CAMPUS). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SCHL_KEY INTEGER ID Primary key to DIM.D_SCHOOL that  

references  codes, descriptions, and data 
pertaining to a campus.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

DIST_CODE CHAR(6) N A 6-digit district identification number 
registered with the Texas Education 
Agency and published in the Texas School 
Directory. 

DIST_ID INTEGER N DIST_ID is a restricted column introduced 
and used by TPEIR staff only. 

DIST_KEY INTEGER N Foreign key for DIM.D_DISTRICT which 
references codes, descriptions and other 
data about the district.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

ORG_GRADE_GRP_CODE CHAR(1) Y 1991 - 2000:  Not Collected 
2001 - Current year:  The Organizational 
Grade Grouping Code is a TEA-assigned 
grouping that is derived from Organization 
database data and based on the AEIS 
algorithm.  The code indicates whether the 
campus is considered an elementary, 
middle school, junior high school, high 
school. 

ORG_GRADE_GRP_DESC VARCHAR(30) Y 1991 - 2000:  Not Collected 
2001 - Current year:  Description of the 
Organizational Grade Grouping Code, 
which is the TEA-assigned grouping that is 
derived from Organization database data 
and based on the AEIS algorithm, for 
example, "Middle School" or 
"Elementary/Secondary". 

ORG_HIGHEST_GRADE_CODE CHAR(2) Y 1991 - 2000:  Not Collected 
2001 - Current year:  Code indicating the 
highest grade offered  at the campus 
according to TEA's organization database. 
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ORG_LOWEST_GRADE_CODE CHAR(2) Y 1991 - 2000:  Not Collected 
2001 - Current year:  Code indicating the 
lowest grade offered at the campus 
according to TEA's organization database. 

PEIMS_GRADE_GRP_CODE CHAR(1) Y A TEA-assigned grouping that is obtained 
from PEIMS.  The code indicates whether 
the campus is considered an elementary, 
middle school, junior high school, high 
school, elementary/secondary, or other 
grade group campus. 

PEIMS_GRADE_GRP_DESC VARCHAR(30) Y The description of the PEIMS Grade Group 
code, for example, "Middle School" or 
"Elementary/Secondary". 

PEIMS_HIGHEST_GRADE_CODE CHAR(2) Y Code indicating the highest grade offered  
at the campus as obtained from PEIMS. 

PEIMS_LOWEST_GRADE_CODE CHAR(2) Y Code indicating the lowest grade offered  at 
the campus as obtained from PEIMS. 

SCHL_CODE CHAR(9) N The 9-the unique campus identification 
number registered with the Texas 
Education Agency and published in the 
Texas School Directory.  It is the 
concatenation of the district code with the 
unique campus identification number 
within that district. 

SCHL_ID INTEGER N SCHL_ID is a restricted column introduced 
and used by TPEIR staff only. 

SCHOOL_CITY VARCHAR(23) Y The name of the city where the campus is 
located. 

SCHL_NAME VARCHAR(34) Y The name of the campus. 
SCHL_LOCATION_CITY VARCHAR(23) Y The city in which the campus is located. 
SCHL_LOCATION_STATE_CODE CHAR(2) Y The two-character abbreviated name of the 

state in which  the campus is located. 
SCHL_CHART_TYPE_CODE CHAR(2) N 1991 - 1996:  Not Collected 

1997 - Current year:  A TEA-assigned code 
based on information from the district 
indicating whether the campus is: 
00 - not a charter school; 
01 - a member of an open enrollment 
charter school district that anticipates less 
than 75% at risk students; 
02 - a member of an open enrollment 
charter school district that anticipates 75% 
at-risk students; 
03 - a campus-level charter; or 
04 - a member of an open enrollment 
college or university charter district 

SCHL_CHART_TYPE_DESC CHAR(30) N 1991 - 1996:  Not Collected 
1997 - Current year:  A short description 
School Charter Type code. 

SCHL_STAT_DATE DATE Y Date that the campus status was effective, if 
known.  Date values of null, "1/1/1800", 
"1/1/1900", and "1/1/1901" are unknown. 

SCHL_STAT_CODE CHAR(1) N Code indicating the status of the campus 
status, for example, "A" for active or "O" 
for obsolete. 
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SCHL_STAT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description for School Status code, for 
example, "Active" or "Obsolete". 

SCHL_TYPE_CODE CHAR(1) N A TEA-assigned code based on information 
from the district.  The code indicates 
whether the campus is:  
A - a DAEP only campus; 
0 - a campus assigned to account for 
children served but not enrolled; 
1 - an instructional campus; 
2 - an alternative instructional unit; 
3 - a budgeted campus; 
 4 - a private school; 
5 - summer school; 
6 - district administration; 
7 - shared services arrangement 
administration; 
8 - a juvenile justice alternative education 
program; or 
9 - an open enrollment charter school. 

SCHL_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description for the School 
Type code. 

SCHL_TYPE_LONG VARCHAR(75) N The full description for the School Type 
code. 

SOURCE_NAME VARCHAR(30) Y The data source, for example:  PEIMS or 
TPEIR. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which 
the record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 
record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to 
‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_SEMESTER 
 

Definition The THECB Semester dimension table contains codes and descriptions that define a Higher 
Education semester within a school year.  A fall or spring semester shall normally include at least 
15 weeks for instruction and one week for final examination, or a total of 16 weeks of instruction 
and examination combined.  Each of the two summer terms shall include no less than 5.5 calendar 
weeks, including registration, instruction, and final examinations.  This table contains data from 
1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(SEMESTER_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SEMESTER_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_SEMESTER that references a 

semester within a school year, used most often to define 
Higher Education semesters within the THECB data.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR which references the 
school year.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SEMESTER DECIMAL(1, 
0) 

N Semester is a code that uniquely defines the school 
semester, for example, 1 for "Fall" or 4 for "Summer". 

SEMESTER_DESC VARCHAR(10) N Description of associated  Semester. 
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D_SERVICE 
 

Definition The Service dimension table contains codes and descriptions which reference services supplied by 
staff, such as grade levels taught, subject areas taught.  This table contains data from 1991 through 
the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (SERV_KEY) that 
uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation". 
The source of this table is P.SERVICE/P.SERVICEyy (CORP.DB_SERVICEyr, 
CORP.DB_SERVICE_SUBJyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SERV_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_SERVICE  which 

references the codes and descriptions for services 
supplied by staff, such as grade levels taught, 
subject areas taught.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

SERV_CODE CHAR(8) N Service Code indicates a service supplied by staff, 
such as 'Pre-Kindergarten', 'Kindergarten', 
'Transition (pre-first grade, developmental first)', or 
'Languages other than English - Kindergarten - 
Spanish'. 

SERV_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Service Code for service supplied 
by staff. 

ADV_COURSE CHAR(1) N Advanced Course Code indicates whether course is 
an advanced course. 

GRADE_LEVEL_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to D.D_GRADE_LEVEL that 
references a TEA-assigned grade grouping that is 
based on a person's service code.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

GRADE_LEVEL_CODE CHAR(2) N Grade Level Code indicates a TEA-assigned 
grouping that is based on a person's service code, 
such as '30' for 'ELEMENTARY (GRADES 1-6)', 
'40' for 'SECONDARY (GRADES 7-12)'. 

SERV_LONG VARCHAR(75) N Full description of Service Code for service 
supplied by staff. 

SERV_GRP1_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_SERV_GRP1 that 
references codes and descriptions of staff services, 
such as 'MAGNET COURSE', 'ACADEMIC 
ACHIEVEMENT COURSE', or 'INNOVATIVE 
COURSE'.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SERV_GRP1_CODE CHAR(2) N Service Grouping Code indicates a TEA-assigned 
grouping that identifies a group of staff services, 
such as 'MAGNET COURSE', 'ACADEMIC 
ACHIEVEMENT COURSE', or 'INNOVATIVE 
COURSE'. 

SERV_GRP1_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Service Grouping Code indicating a 
TEA-assigned grouping that identifies a group of 
staff services. 

SUBJECT_AREA_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to D.D_SUBJECT_AREA that 
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references a TEA-assigned grouping that is based 
on a person's service code.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

SUBJECT_AREA_CODE CHAR(2) N Subject Area Code is a TEA-assigned grouping 
that is based on a person's service code, such as '07' 
for 'FOREIGN LANGUAGE', '02' for 'ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE ARTS', or '03' for 'SCIENCE'. 

SUBJECT_AREA_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Subject Area Code,  a TEA-assigned 
grouping based on a person's service code. 

SUBJECT_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to D.D_SUBJECT that references a 
TEA-assigned grouping that is based on a person's 
service code.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SUBJECT_CODE CHAR(2) N Subject  Code is a TEA-assigned grouping that is 
based on a person's service code, such as '01' for 
'BIOLOGY', '44' for 'SPANISH', or '32' for 
'GEOGRAPHY'. 

SUBJECT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Subject  Code, a TEA-assigned 
subject grouping. 

SUBJECT_SUBCAT_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_SUBJECT_SUBCAT that 
references codes and descriptions of subject sub-
categories, such as '02' for 'COMMUNICATIONS 
& MEDIA SYSTEMS' or '07' for 'PERSONAL & 
PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS'.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

SUBJECT_SUBCAT_CODE CHAR(2) N Subject Sub-category Code indicates a service 
supplied by staff.   
 

SUBJECT_SUBCAT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Subject Sub-category Code 
indicating a service supplied by staff. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 
was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 
was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_SETTING 
 

Definition The Setting dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference the setting used 
in providing instruction to students.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (SETTING_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.SETTING/P.SETTINGyr  (CORP.DB_SETTINGyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SETTING_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_SETTING that  references  

codes and descriptions for the settings used in providing 
instruction to students.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

SETTING_CODE CHAR(2) N 1991 - Current year:  Code indicating the setting used in 
providing instruction to students. 

SETTING_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  The description of the Setting 
code. 

SETTING_GRP_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_SETTING_GRP that  references  
codes and descriptions for the group of settings used in 
providing instruction to students.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

SETTING_GRP_CODE CHAR(2) N Code indicating the groups of settings used in providing 
instruction to students. 

SETTING_GRP_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the Setting Group code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 

effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 

effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during 
the load process. 
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D_SOCIAL_SERV 
 

Definition The Social Services dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference whether 
the student receiving special education and related services received, or is scheduled to receive, 
social work services during the current school semester.  This table contains data from 1991 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(SOCIAL_SERV_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.SOCIAL_SERVICES (CORP.DB_SOCIAL_SERVICE). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SOCIAL_SERV_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_SOCIAL_SERV which 

references whether the student receiving special 
education and related services received, or is 
scheduled to receive, social work services 
during the current school semester.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

SOCIAL_SERV_CODE CHAR(1) N  
SOCIAL_SERV_DESC VARCHAR(30) N  
SOCIAL_SERV_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N  
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 

was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_SPECED 
 

Definition The Special Education dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference 
whether the student is participating in a special education instructional and related services 
program or a general education program using special education support services, supplementary 
aids, or other special arrangements.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (SPECED_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.SPECED  (CORP.DB_SPECIALED). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SPECED_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_SPECED  which references whether 

the student is participating in a special education instructional 
and related services program or a general education program 
using special education support services, supplementary aids, 
or other special arrangements.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

SPECED_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of  whether the student is participating in a special 
education instructional and related services program or a 
general education program using special education support 
services, supplementary aids, or other special arrangements. 

SPECED_DESC VARCHAR(30) N The description for the Special Education Code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 

effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_SPECED_CHAR 
 

Definition The Special Education Characteristics dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which 
reference all characteristics pertinent to students participating in a special education instructional 
and related services program or a general education program using special education support 
services, supplementary aids, or other special arrangements.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(SPECED_CHAR_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.SPECED_STUDENT/P.SPECED_STUDENTyr  
(PSUyyAP.DB_SE_PGM_MBRyyA). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SPECED_CHAR_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_SPECED_CHAR  

which references the characteristics of  
students participating in a special education 
instructional and related services program or a 
general education program using special 
education support services, supplementary 
aids, or other special arrangements.  The key is 
a system-generated value. 

ASSIST_TECH_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_ASSIST_TECH 
which references the codes and descriptions  
indicating whether the special education 
student received, or is scheduled to receive, an 
assistive technology device or service during 
the current school semester.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

ASSIST_TECH_CODE CHAR(1) N 1998 - Current year:  An indicator of whether 
the special education student received, or is 
scheduled to receive, an assistive technology 
device or service during the current school 
semester. 

ASSIST_TECH_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1998 - Current year:  An abbreviated 
description of the Assistive Technology Code. 

AUDIO_THER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_AUDIO_THER which 
references whether the special education 
student received, or is scheduled to receive, 
audiological services during the current school 
semester.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

AUDIO_THER_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of  whether 
the special education student received, or is 
scheduled to receive, audiological services 
during the current school semester. 

AUDIO_THER_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  An abbreviated 
description of the Audio Therapy Code. 

COUNSEL_THER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign  key for DIM.D_COUNSEL_THER 
which references whether the special education 
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student received, or is scheduled to receive, 
counseling services during the current school 
semester.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

COUNSEL_THER_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether 
the special education student received, or is 
scheduled to receive, counseling services 
during the current school semester. 

COUNSEL_THER_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  An abbreviated 
description of the Counseling Therapy Code. 

COUNT_FUND_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_COUNT_FUND 
which references the federal program for 
which the special education student is counted 
for federal funding.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

COUNT_FUND_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of the 
federal program for which the special 
education student is counted for federal 
funding. 

COUNT_FUND_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  An abbreviated 
description of Count Fund Code. 

ECI_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_ECI which references 
whether the infant or toddler, from birth 
through age 2, is participating in the early 
childhood intervention program.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

ECI_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether 
the infant or toddler, from birth through age 2, 
is participating in the ECI (Early Childhood 
Intervention) program. 

ECI_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  The description of the 
ECI (Early Childhood Intervention) Code. 

HEALTH_SERV_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_HEALTH_SERV 
which references whether the special education 
student received, or is scheduled to receive, 
school health services during the current 
school semester.  School health services are 
those provided to students receiving special 
education and related services in addition to 
those routinely available to all students.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

HEALTH_SERV_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether 
the special education student received, or is 
scheduled to receive, school health services 
during the current school semester. 

HEALTH_SERV_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  An abbreviated 
description of the Health Services Code. 

INTERPRET_SERV_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_INTERPRET_SERV 
which references whether the student who is 
deaf and receiving special education and 
related services received, or is scheduled to 
receive, interpreting services during the current 
school semester.  Interpreting services include 
interpreting/transliterating receptively and 
expressively for persons who are deaf or hard 
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of hearing.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

INTERPRET_SERV_CODE CHAR(2) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of  whether 
the special education student who is deaf 
received, or is scheduled to receive, 
interpreting services during the current school 
semester. 

INTERPRET_SERV_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  An abbreviated 
description of the Interpreting Services Code 

MED_FRAGILE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_MED_FRAGILE 
which references whether the special education 
student is (1) in the age range of birth to 22 
years, and (2) has a serious, ongoing illness or 
a chronic condition that has lasted or is 
anticipated to last at least 12 or more months 
or has required at least one month of 
hospitalization, and that requires daily, 
ongoing medical treatments and monitoring by 
appropriately trained personnel which may 
include parents or other family members, and 
(3) requires the routine use of medical device 
or of assistive technology to compensate for 
the loss of usefulness of a body function 
needed to participate in activities of daily 
living, and (4) lives with ongoing threat to his 
or her continued well-being.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

MED_FRAGILE_CODE CHAR(1) N 1998 - Current year:  An indicator of whether 
the special education student has been 
designated as medically fragile. 

MED_FRAGILE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1998 - Current year:  An abbreviated 
description of the Medically Fragile Code. 

MED_SERV_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_MED_SERV which 
references whether the student receiving 
special education and related services received, 
or is scheduled to receive, medical diagnostic 
services during the current school semester.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

MED_SERV_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether 
the special education student  received, or is 
scheduled to receive, medical diagnostic 
services during the current school semester. 

MED_SERV_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  An abbreviated 
description of the Medical Diagnostic Services 
Code. 

MOBILE_SERV_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_MOBILE_SERV 
which references whether the student receiving 
special education and related services received, 
or is scheduled to receive, orientation and 
mobility training services during the current 
school semester.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

MOBILE_SERV_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether 
the special education student received, or is 
scheduled to receive, orientation and mobility 
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training services during the current school 
semester. 

MOBILE_SERV_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  The description of the 
Mobile Services Code. 

MULT_DISABLED_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_MULT_DISABLED 
which references whether the student receiving 
special education and related services has been 
designated as multiply disabled by the 
admission, review, and dismissal committee.  
A student who is multiply disabled has a 
combination of disabilities and meets all of the 
conditions listed in the TAC.  Not all students 
who have more than one disability are 
determined to be multiply disabled.  The key is 
a system-generated value. 

MULT_DISABLED_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether 
the special education student has been 
designated as multiply disabled by the 
admission, review, and dismissal committee. 

MULT_DISABLED_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  The description of the 
Multiple Disabilities Code. 

OCC_THER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_OCC_THER which 
references whether the student receiving 
special education and related services received, 
or is scheduled to receive, occupational 
therapy services during the current school 
semester.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

OCC_THER_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether 
the special education student received, or is 
scheduled to receive, occupational therapy 
services during the current school semester. 

OCC_THER_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  An abbreviated 
description of the Occupational Therapy Code. 

PHYS_THER_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key for DIM.D_PHYS_THER which 
references whether the student receiving 
special education and related services received, 
or is scheduled to receive, physical therapy 
services during the current school semester.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

PHYS_THER_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether 
the special education student received, or is 
scheduled to receive, physical therapy services 
during the current school semester. 

PHYS_THER_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  An abbreviated 
description of the Physical Therapy Code. 

PPCD_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_PPCD (Preschool 
Program for Children with Disabilities) which 
references whether the preschool student, age 
three through five years old is receiving any 
special education and related services from the 
school district or charter school in any 
setting(s) or environment.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

PPCD_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether 
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the preschool student, age three through five 
years old is participating in the Preschool 
Program for Children with Disabilities by 
receiving any special education and related 
services (including AI and VI) from the school 
district or charter school in any setting(s) or 
environment. 

PPCD_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  An abbreviated 
description of the Preschool Program for 
Children with Disabilities Code. 

PSYCH_SERV_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_PSYCH_SERV which 
references whether the student receiving 
special education and related services received, 
or is scheduled to receive, psychological 
services during the current school semester.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

PSYCH_SERV_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether 
the special education student received, or is 
scheduled to receive, psychological services 
during the current school semester. 

PSYCH_SERV_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  An abbreviated 
description of the Psychological Services 
Code. 

REC_THER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_REC_SERV which 
references whether the student receiving 
special education and related services received, 
or is scheduled to receive, recreation services 
during the current school semester.  Recreation 
includes assessment of leisure function, 
therapeutic recreation services, recreation 
programs in schools and community agencies, 
and leisure education.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

REC_THER_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether 
the special education student received, or is 
scheduled to receive, recreational therapy 
services during the current school semester. 

REC_THER_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  The description of the 
Recreational Therapy Code. 

REGIONAL_DEAF_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_REGIONAL_DEAF 
which references the student’s enrollment in 
the regional day school program for the deaf.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

REGIONAL_DEAF_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of the 
student’s enrollment in the regional day school 
program for the deaf. 

REGIONAL_DEAF_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  An abbreviated 
description of Regional Deaf Code. 

SOCIAL_SERV_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SOCIAL_SERV 
which references whether the student receiving 
special education and related services received, 
or is scheduled to receive, social work services 
during the current school semester.  The key is 
a system-generated value. 

SOCIAL_SERV_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether 
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the special education student received, or is 
scheduled to receive, social work services 
during the current school semester. 

SOCIAL_SERV_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  An abbreviated 
description of the Social Services Code. 

SPECIAL_TRANSPORT_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for 
DIM.D_SPECIAL_TRANSPORT which 
references whether the student receiving 
special education and related services received, 
or is scheduled to receive, special 
transportation services (due to his or her 
disability) during the current school semester.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

SPECIAL_TRANSPORT_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether 
the special education student received, or is 
scheduled to receive, special transportation 
services (due to his or her disability) during the 
current school semester. 

SPECIAL_TRANSPORT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  An abbreviated 
description of the Special Transportation 
Services Code. 

SPEECH_THER_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SPEECH_THER 
which references whether the student is 
receiving speech pathology/speech therapy 
services through the special education program 
in a speech therapy instructional arrangement.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

SPEECH_THER_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether 
the student is receiving speech 
pathology/speech therapy services through the 
special education program in a speech therapy 
instructional arrangement.  This instructional 
arrangement/setting is for providing speech 
therapy/speech pathology services. 

SPEECH_THER_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  An abbreviated 
description of the Speech Therapy Code. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_SPECED_FUNDING 
 

Definition The Special Education Funding dimension table contains codes and descriptions which reference  
the setting used in providing instruction to students enrolled in special education.  This table 
contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(SPECED_FUNDING_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".      
The source is P.SPECED_FUNDING/P.SPECED_FUNDINGyr (CORP.CB_SE_FUNDINGyy 
for 2000 and earlier; CORP.DB_SE_FUNDINGyy after 2000). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SPECED_FUNDING_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_SPECED_FUNDING that 

references codes and descriptions indicating the 
setting used in providing instruction to students 
enrolled in special education.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

FUNDING_WEIGHT DECIMAL(4, 
3) 

N Funding multiple based upon the Special 
Education Funding Code. 

SPECED_FUNDING_CODE CHAR(2) N Special Education Funding Code identifies the 
setting used in providing instruction to students 
enrolled in special education. 

SPECED_FUNDING_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Special Education Funding Code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 

record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 

was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row 

was either created or last modified.  The value is 
set during the load process. 
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D_SPECIAL_TRANSPORT 
 

Definition The Special Transportation dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference 
whether the student receiving special education and related services received, or is scheduled to 
receive, special transportation services (due to his or her disability) during the current school 
semester.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(SPECIAL_TRANSPORT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.SPECIALTRANS (CORP.DB_SPECIAL_TRANS). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SPECIAL_TRANSPORT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_SPECIAL_TRANSPORT which 
references whether the student receiving 
special education and related services 
received, or is scheduled to receive, special 
transportation services (due to his or her 
disability) during the current school 
semester.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

SPECIAL_TRANSPORT_CODE CHAR(1) N  
SPECIAL_TRANSPORT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N  
SPECIAL_TRANSPORT_LG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N  
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which 

the record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the 

record was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to 

‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_SPEECH_THER 
 

Definition The Speech Therapy dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference whether 
the student is receiving speech pathology/speech therapy services through the special education 
program in a speech therapy instructional arrangement.  This table contains data from 1991 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(SPEECH_THER_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.SPEECH_THERAPY (CORP.DB_SPEECH_THERAPY). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SPEECH_THER_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_SPEECH_THER 

which references whether the student is 
receiving speech pathology/speech therapy 
services through the special education program 
in a speech therapy instructional arrangement.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

SPEECH_THER_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of whether the student is receiving 
speech pathology/speech therapy services 
through the special education program in a 
speech therapy instructional arrangement.  This 
instructional arrangement/setting is for 
providing speech therapy/speech pathology 
services. 

SPEECH_THER_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the Speech 
Therapy code. 

SPEECH_THER_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Speech Therapy 
code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the 
record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 
was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_SSI_PROMOTE 
 

Definition The SSI Promote dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference whether the 
student was promoted or retained as a result of participation in the Student Success Initiative 
(SSI).  Examples include "01" - "3rd grd student did not perform satisfactorily on the Reading 
assessment but is promoted to 4th grd by decision of his/her Grad Placement Committee." and 
"03" - "3rd grd student did not perform satisfactorily on the Reading assessment and retained in 
3rd grd."  This table contains data from 2004 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(SSI_PROMOTE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.SSI_PROMOTE/P.SSI_PROMOTEyr  (CORP.DB_SSI_PROMOTEyr). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
SSI_PROMOTE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_SSI_PROMOTE which 

reference whether the student was promoted or 
retained in his/her current grade level as a result 
of participation in the Student Success Initiative 
(SSI).  The key is a system-generated value. 

SSI_PROMOTE_CODE CHAR(2) N Code indicating  whether the student was 
promoted or retained as a result of participation 
in the Student Success Initiative (SSI). 

SSI_PROMOTE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description of the SSI 
Promotion/Retention code, which indicates 
whether the student was promoted or retained as 
a result of participation in the Student Success 
Initiative (SSI). 

SSI_PROMOTE_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the SSI 
Promotion/Retention code, which indicates 
whether the student was promoted or retained as 
a result of participation in the Student Success 
Initiative (SSI). 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the row was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the row was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to '1'. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_STAFF_DEMOG 
 

Definition The Staff Demographic dimension table contains staff demographic information, such as gender, 
ethnicity, degree, and employment type.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(STAFF_DEMOG_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The source of this information is P.DEMOG_EMPLOYyrF 
(ASFyrAP.DB_DEMOG_EMPLOYyrA) and P.ESC_DEMOG_EMPLOYyr 
(ASFyrAP.DB_ESC_DEMOGEMPyrFA). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
STAFF_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER ID Primary key for DIM.D_STAFF_DEMOG  which 

references  the staff member's  degree type, employee 
type, and staff grouping.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

DEGREE_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key for DIM.D_DEGREE  which references 
the highest post-secondary degree a person has earned 
from an institution recognized as accredited by the 
agency.  The key is a system-generated value. 

DEGREE_CODE CHAR(1) N Degree Code indicates the highest post-secondary 
degree a person has earned from an institution 
recognized as accredited by the agency. 

DEGREE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Degree Code indicating the highest 
post-secondary degree a person has earned from an 
institution recognized as accredited by the agency. 

EMPLOY_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT N Primary key for DIM.D_EMPLOY_TYPE  which 
references whether the employee is considered 
professional, paraprofessional, or auxiliary staff.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

EMPLOY_TYPE_CODE CHAR(2) N Employ Type Code indicates a TEA-assigned grouping 
that indicates whether the employee is considered 
professional, paraprofessional, or auxiliary staff. 

EMPLOY_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Employ Type Code indicating a TEA-
assigned grouping that indicates whether the employee 
is considered professional, paraprofessional, or 
auxiliary staff. 

STAFF_GRP1_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_STAFF_GRP1 which 
reference TEA-assigned codes and the descriptions that 
identify the location of the staff responsibility.  
Locations are grouped into classroom, non-classroom, 
and both classroom and non-classroom.  Non-
professional roles and auxiliary roles are grouped 
independently.  All responsibilities for an individual 
are considered when assign Staff Group 1.  The key is 
a system-generated value. 

STAFF_GRP1_CODE CHAR(2) N Staff Group1 Code indicates a TEA-assigned grouping 
that identifies the location of the staff responsibility. 

STAFF_GRP1_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description Staff Group1 Code indicating a TEA-
assigned grouping that identifies the location of the 
staff responsibility. 
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D_STAFF_GRP1 
 

Definition The Staff Group 1 dimension table contains TEA-assigned codes and the descriptions that identify 
the location of the staff responsibility.  Locations are grouped into classroom, non-classroom, and 
both classroom and non-classroom.  Non-professional roles and auxiliary roles are grouped 
independently.  All responsibilities for an individual are considered when assign Staff Group 1.  
This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(STAFF_GRP1_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.STAFFGRP1 (CORP.DB_STAFF_TYPE01). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
STAFF_GRP1_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_STAFF_GRP1 which contain 

TEA-assigned codes and the descriptions that identify the 
location of the staff responsibility.  Locations are grouped 
into classroom, non-classroom, and both classroom and 
non-classroom.  Non-professional roles and auxiliary 
roles are grouped independently.  All responsibilities for 
an individual are considered when assign Staff Group 1.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

STAFF_GRP1_CODE CHAR(2) N Staff Group 1 Code indicates the location of the staff 
responsibility.  Locations are grouped into classroom, 
non-classroom, and both classroom and non-classroom.  
Non-professional roles and auxiliary roles are grouped 
independently. 

STAFF_GRP1_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of Staff Group 1 Code indicating the location 
of the staff responsibility. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_STAFF_TYPE 
 

Definition The Staff Type dimension table contains the codes and descriptions indicating whether the staff 
member is on the district payroll or is a contracted instructional staff person.  This table contains 
data from 2011 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(STAFF_TYPE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the PEIMS Data Standards.   
The data source is T_STAFF_TYPE. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
STAFF_TYPE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_STAFF_TYPE which references 

whether the staff member is on the district payroll or is a 
contracted instructional staff person.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

STAFF_TYPE_CODE CHAR(1) N Staff Type Code indicates whether the staff member is on 
the district payroll or is a contracted instructional staff 
person. 

STAFF_TYPE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description for the Staff Type Code. 
STAFF_TYPE_LONG VARCHAR(75) N The full description for the Staff Type Code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 

effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 

effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_STU_DEMOG 
 

Definition The Student Demographic dimension table contains student demographics and program 
participation as reported in the specific collections. This convenience dimension was introduced 
by TPEIR staff. User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(STU_DEMOG_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The columns used for Attendance (with years used in parentheses) are: ATTRIBUTION (2000+)  
CATE_STAT (2009+)  
EVEN_START (2004- 2009)  
MIGRANT (2001+)  
The data sources for Attendance are: P.STUDENT_DEMOG/P.STUDENT_DEMOGyrF 
(ASUyrAP.DB_C_DEMOGRAPHyrA) and P.ATTEND_DEMOGyr 
(ASAyrCP.DB_DEMOGyrC).  
 
The columns used for Enrollment (with years used in parentheses) are:  
AT_RISK (1991+)  
ATTRIBUTION (1998+)  
BILINGUAL (1991+)  
CATE_STAT (1991+)  
ECON_DISADV (1991+)  
ESL/ESL_PGM (1991+)  
EVEN_START (2004 - 2009)  
GIFTED (1991+)  
LEP (1991+)  
MIGRANT (1991+)  
SPECED (1991+)  
TITLE1/CHAPTER1 (1991+) 
 The data sources for Enrollment are: P.ENROLLyrF (PSUyrAP.DB_ENROLLMNTyrA).  
 
The columns used for Graduate (with years used in parentheses) are:  
ATTRIBUTION (1999+)  
ECON_DISADV (1998 - 2007, 2010+)  
MIGRANT (2000+)  
SPECED (1998 - 2006) 
 
The data sources are: P.GRADUATEyr (SYEP.DB_GRADUATE) and P.DEMOG_GRADyr 
(ASYyrAP.DB_DEMOG_GRADyrA). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
STU_DEMOG_KEY INTEGER ID Primary key for DIM.D_STU_DEMOG  which 

references  the student's demographics.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

AT_RISK_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key to DIM.D_AT_RISK that  references  
whether a student is currently identified as at risk of 
dropping out of school using state-defined criteria only.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

AT_RISK_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether the 
student is currently identified as at risk of dropping out 
of school using state-defined criteria only.  Valid 
values of AT_RISK_CODE are: 
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0 - NOT APPLICABLE 
1 - AT RISK OF DROPPING OUT 

AT_RISK_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  An abbreviated description of the 
At Risk code. 

ATTRIBUTION_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_ATTRIBUTION  which 
indicates whether the student: 
--attends an open enrollment charter school; 
--is served in a juvenile justice alternative education 
program (JJAEP); 
--attends school in the district through a Public 
Education Grant (PEG); 
--attends school by means of a transfer between school 
districts; 
--attends school in the district, lives outside the 
boundaries of the state of Texas, and therefore is not an 
interdistrict transfer; 
--lives in Texas but outside district boundaries and is 
served in a juvenile pre-adjudication secure detention 
facility or a juvenile post-adjudication secure 
correctional facility; 
--lives in Texas but outside district boundaries and is 
served in a residential treatment center; 
--is served by the Texas School for the Deaf as a parent 
referral; 
--or is a student with a disability enrolled by their 
parent(s) in a private school (including a home school) 
but who receives special education and/or related 
services from the public school district under an 
individualized services plan (ISP). 
 
The key is a system-generated value. 

ATTRIBUTION_CODE CHAR(2) N 1997 - Current year:  An indicator of whether the 
student attends school in his own district, and if not, 
where he/she does attend school, for example, attends 
school by means of a transfer between school districts. 

ATTRIBUTION_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1997- Current year:  An abbreviated description of 
Attribution code. 

BILINGUAL_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_BILINGUAL  which 
references whether the student is participating in a 
state-approved bilingual education program which is a 
full-time program of dual-language instruction through 
the TEKS in the content areas (mathematics, science, 
health, and social studies) in the primary language of 
limited English proficient (LEP) students and also for 
carefully structured and sequenced mastery of English 
cognitive academic language development.  The key is 
a system-generated value. 

BILINGUAL_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether  a student 
is participating in a state-approved bilingual education 
program. 

BILINGUAL_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  The description of the Bilingual 
code. 

CATE_STAT_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_CATE_STAT  which 
references whether the student is enrolled in a state-
approved Career and Technical Education (CTE) 
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course as an elective, as a participant in the district’s 
career and technical coherent sequence of courses 
program, or as a participant in the district’s tech prep 
program. The key is a system-generated value. 

CATE_STAT_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of  whether the 
student is enrolled in a state-approved Career and 
Technical Education (CTE) course. 

CATE_STAT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:  An abbreviated description of the 
CATE Status code. 

ECON_DISADV_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_ECON_DISADV  which 
references the student's economic disadvantage status.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

ECON_DISADV_CODE CHAR(2) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of the student's 
Economic Disadvantage status. 

ECON_DISADV_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:   The description for the Economic 
Disadvantage status code. 

ESL_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_ESL which indicates whether 
the student is participating in a state-approved English 
as a Second Language (ESL) program.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

ESL_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether the 
student is participating in a state-approved English as a 
Second Language (ESL) program. 

ESL_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:   An abbreviated description for 
the English as a Second Language (ESL) code. 

GIFTED_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_GIFTED  which references 
whether the student is participating in a state-approved 
gifted and talented program.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

GIFTED_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of  whether the 
student is participating in a state-approved gifted and 
talented program. 

GIFTED_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:   An abbreviated description for 
the Gifted code. 

LEP_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_LEP  which references 
whether the student has been identified as limited 
English proficient by the Language Proficiency 
Assessment Committee.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

LEP_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of  whether a student 
has been identified as "Limited English Proficient" by 
the Language Proficiency Assessment Committee. 

LEP_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:   An abbreviated description for 
the LEP code. 

MIGRANT_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_MIGRANT  which references 
whether the student has been designated as migrant.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

MIGRANT_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of  whether the 
student has been designated as migrant. 

MIGRANT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:   An abbreviated description for 
the Migrant code. 

SPECED_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_SPECED  which references 
whether the student is participating in a special 
education instructional and related services program or 
a general education program using special education 
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support services, supplementary aids, or other special 
arrangements.  The key is a system-generated value. 

SPECED_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of  whether the 
student is participating in a special education 
instructional and related services program or a general 
education program using special education support 
services, supplementary aids, or other special 
arrangements. 

SPECED_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:   The description for the Special 
Education code. 

TITLE1_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_TITLE1 which references 
whether a 461-Title I, Part A record was submitted by 
the district for this student.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

TITLE1_CODE CHAR(1) N 1991 - Current year:  An indicator of whether a 461-
Title I, Part A record was submitted by the district for 
this student.  (Called CHAPTER1 Code prior to 1996.) 

TITLE1_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 1991 - Current year:   An abbreviated description for 
the TITLE1 code. 

EVEN_START_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_EVEN_START  which 
references whether the student participated in the Even 
Start Program.  The key is a system-generated value. 

EVEN_START_CODE CHAR(1) N 2003  - Current year:  An indicator of  whether the 
student participated in the Even Start Program. 

EVEN_START_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 2003 - Current year:   An abbreviated description for 
the Even Start code. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_STU_FULL_OR_PART_TIME 
 

Definition The THECB Student Full or Part Time dimension table contains codes and descriptions indicating 
student status as full or part time.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  
User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(STU_FULL_OR_PART_TIME_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
STU_FULL_OR_PART_TIME_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to 

DIM.D_STU_FULL_OR_PART_TIME 
that indicates student status as full or part 
time.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

STU_FULL_OR_PART_TIME_CODE CHAR(1) N Student Full or Part Time Code indicates 
student status as full or part time. 

STU_FULL_OR_PART_TIME_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description associated with Student Full 
or Part Time Code 
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D_STU_INTENT 
 

Definition The THECB Student Intent dimension table contains codes and descriptions identifying the 
primary reason the student is attending college.  This is solely student-declared beginning in fall 
2001.  This table contains data from 2000 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(STU_INTENT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
STU_INTENT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_STU_INTENT that indicates the 

primary reason the student is attending college.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

STU_INTENT_CODE CHAR(1) N Student Intent Code reflects the primary reason the 
student is attending college. 

STU_INTENT_DESC VARCHAR(75) N Description of the associated Student Intent Code. 
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D_STU_SOURCE 
 

Definition The THECB Student Source dimension table contains codes and descriptions indicating whether 
the student is a 
continuing education student.  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User 
access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(STU_SOURCE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
STU_SOURCE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_STU_SOURCE that indicates 

whether the student is a continuing education student.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

STU_SOURCE_CODE CHAR(1) N Student Source Code indicates whether the student is a 
continuing education student. 

STU_SOURCE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description associated with Student Source Code. 
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D_STU_UNDERGRADUATE_GRADUATE 
 

Definition The THECB Student Undergraduate Graduate dimension table contains codes and descriptions 
identifying a student as a graduate or undergraduate.  This table contains data from 1991 through 
the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(STU_UNDERGRADUATE_GRADUATE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
STU_UG_GRADUATE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_STU_UG_GRADUATE 

that identifies a student as a graduate or 
undergraduate.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

STU_UG_GRADUATE_CODE CHAR(1) N Student Undergraduate Graduate Code identifies 
a student as a graduate or undergraduate. 

STU_UG_GRADUATE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description associated with Student 
Undergraduate Graduate Code. 
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D_TAKS_ACCOMMODATION 
 

Definition The Accommodation dimension table contains the codes and code descriptions of 
accommodations used in TAKS administrations from 2003 to the current year.   Examples of 
accommodations are Braille, large print, oral administration, and setting.  A particular 
accommodation such as Braille can have the value '1' or '0' or it can have no value (NULL) 
depending on whether the accommodation was used, not used, or not applicable.   A row in this 
table consists of some combination of accommodations, and therefore it will consist of some 
combination of '1's, '0's and NULLs depending on which accommodations were used.   NULL 
values in this table are represented by the character ‘~’.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TAKS_ACCOMMODATION_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The rows in this table were constructed based on the month and year values in the Student 
Assessment SAS production datasets located on Marykay in 
/sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_ACCOMMODATION
_KEY 

SMALLINT ID Primary key for 
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_ACCOMMODATION
, that  references the combination of TAKS 
accommodations utilized by the student.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

BRAILLE CHAR(1) Y 2003 - Current year:  (Reading/ELA, 
Mathematics, Social Studies and Writing)  
Flag indicating whether 'Braille' 
accommodation was utilized.  Valid non-null 
BRAILLE values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format 
with Student Item Analysis") 

DYSLEXIA_BUNDLED CHAR(1) Y 2003 - 2007: Not Collected 
2008 - Current year:  (Reading/ELA)  
Flag indicating whether 'Dyslexia Bundled' 
accommodation was utilized.  Valid non-null 
DYSLEXIA_BUNDLED values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format 
with Student Item Analysis) 

LARGE_PRINT CHAR(1) Y 2003 - Current year:  (Reading/ELA, 
Mathematics, Social Studies and Writing)  
Flag indicating whether 'Large Print' 
accommodation was utilized.  Valid non-null 
LARGE_PRINT values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format 
with Student Item Analysis") 
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ORAL_ADMIN CHAR(1) Y 2003 - Current year:  (Reading/ELA, 
Mathematics, Social Studies and Writing 
(Grades 4 and 7) or Science (Grades 5, 8, 10, 
and Exit Level))  
Flag indicating whether 'Oral Administration' 
accommodation was utilized.  Valid non-null 
ORAL_ADMIN values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format 
with Student Item Analysis") 

PRESENTATION CHAR(1) Y 2003 - 2007: Not Collected 
2008 - Current year:  (Reading/ELA, 
Mathematics, Social Studies and Writing)  
Flag indicating whether 'Presentation' 
accommodation was utilized. Valid non-null 
PRESENTATION values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format 
with Student Item Analysis") 

RESPONSE CHAR(1) Y 2003 - 2007: Not Collected 
2008 - Current year:  (Reading/ELA, 
Mathematics, Social Studies and Writing)  
Flag indicating whether 'Response' 
accommodation was utilized.  Valid non-null 
RESPONSE values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format 
with Student Item Analysis") 

SETTING CHAR(1) Y 2003 - 2007: Not Collected 
2008 - Current year:  (Reading/ELA, 
Mathematics, Social Studies and Writing)  
Flag indicating whether 'Setting' 
accommodation was utilized.  Valid non-null 
SETTING values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format 
with Student Item Analysis") 

TIME_AND_SCHEDULE CHAR(1) Y 2003 - 2007: Not Collected 
2008 - Current year:  (Reading/ELA, 
Mathematics, Social Studies and Writing)  
Flag indicating whether 'Time and Schedule' 
accommodation was utilized.  Valid non-null 
TIME_AND_SCHEDULE values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format 
with Student Item Analysis") 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System-generated date indicating the date the 
record was either created or last modified.  
The value is set during the load process. 
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D_TAKS_ADMIN_DATE 
 

Definition The Administration Date dimension table contains the month and year of each TAKS test 
administration from 2003 to the current year.   User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TAKS_ADMIN_DATE_KEY) that uniquely idenitfies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed based on the month and year values in the Student 
Assessment SAS production datasets located on Marykay in 
/sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_ADMIN_DATE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_ADMIN_DATE that  
references the month and year of the TAKS test 
administration.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

SCHL_YEAR_KEY SMALLINT Y Foreign key for DIM.D_SCHL_YEAR that  
references the school year during which the TAKS 
was administered.  The key is a system-generated 
value. 

SORT_ORDER SMALLINT Y 2003 - Current year:  A column that indicates the 
sequential order of the TAKS administration 
dates.  For example, '1' indicates the date the first 
TAKS test was administered.  It is a unique 
number generated during the load process. 

YEAR_CODE CHAR(2) N 2003 - Current year:  The 2-character year of the 
TAKS administration date.  For example, '08' to 
represent 2008. 

YEAR SMALLINT N 2003 - Current year:  The 4-character numeric 
year of the TAKS administration date.  For 
example, '2008'. 

MONTH_CODE CHAR(2) N 2003 - Current year:  The 2-character month of the 
TAKS administration date.  For example, '04' to 
represent April. 

MONTH_ABBREV CHAR(3) N 2003 - Current year:  The 3-character abbreviated 
month of the TAKS administration date.  For 
example, 'apr' to represent April. 

MONTH_DESC VARCHAR(10) N 2003 - Current year:  The full name of the month 
of the TAKS administration date.  For example 
'April'. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System-generated date indicating the date the 
record was either created or last modified.  The 
value is set during the load process. 
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D_TAKS_GRADE_GRP 
 

Definition The TAKS Grade Group dimension table contains codes and descriptions referencing grouped 
grade levels for the purpose of associating TAKS test objectives to grades.  These grade groups 
were derived from the TAKS Assessment of Knowledge and Skills Performance Standards which 
include TAKS objectives by grade and language versions.  Examples of grade groups are grade 5 
(science), grades 4 and 7 (writing), grades 8, 10 and 11 (social studies), grades 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 
(reading), grade 9 (reading), and grades 10 and 11 (English Language Arts (ELA)). 
 
User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TAKS_GRADE_GRP_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed from the "Texas Student Assessment of Knowledge and 
Skills Performance Standards" for English and Spanish language Version Tests located on 
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/student.assessment/scoring/pstandards. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_GRADE_GRP_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_TAKS_GRADE_GRP that  
references the grade or group of grades of the 
TAKS test administration.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

TAKS_GRADE_GRP_CODE CHAR(2) N 2003 - Current year:  2-character code indicating a 
particular grade or group of grades used to 
organize TAKS objectives for reporting purposes.  
For example, grades 4 & 7 for writing.  This 
column was derived from the "Texas Assessment 
of Knowledge and Skills Performance Standards" 
for English and Spanish language Version Tests. 

TAKS_GRADE_GRP_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 2003 - Current year:  The full description for a 
particular grade or group of grades.  For example, 
'Grades 8, 10 and 11'.  This column was 
introduced by TPEIR staff. 

UPDATE_DATE DATE N System-generated date indicating the date the 
record was either created or last modified.  The 
value is set during the load process. 
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D_TAKS_GRADE_GRP_MAPPING 
 

Definition The TAKS grade group mapping table simply associates PEIMS grade levels (3, 4, 5,...,11) to 
grade groups in D_TAKS_GRADE_GRP.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of the foreign keys TAKS_GRADE_GRP_KEY and 
GRADE_KEY which together uniquely identify a row.  
 
The rows in the table were constructed by TPEIR staff from 
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_GRADE_GRP and DIM.D_GRADE. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_GRADE_GRP_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_GRADE_GRP 

that  references the grade or group of grades  of the 
TAKS test administration.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_GRADE that  references the 
student's grade in school.  (Only grades 03-14 are 
applicable to TAKS --  Note: 13 = Adult Education, 14 
= Out-of-School).  
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_GRADE_GRP_MAPPING  
provides a link between Dim.D_GRADE and 
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_GRADE_GRP.  GRADE_KEY 
is part of the primary key.   The key is a system-
generated value.  
Note:  Not all grades are tested in all subject areas. 
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D_TAKS_HIST_FILE_UPDATE 
 

Definition The History File Update dimension table contains codes and descriptions indicating whether a 
history file update is needed, and if so, the reason.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TAKS_HIST_FILE_UPDATE_STANDARD_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed from information in the "TAKS Data File Formats with 
Student item Analysis" and the Student Assessment SAS production datasets located on Marykay 
in /sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Nul
l 

Definition 

TAKS_HIST_FILE_UPDATE_KE
Y 

SMALLINT ID Primary key for 
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_HIST_FILE_UPDA
TE that references the History File Update 
Indicator which indicates whether a history 
file update is needed.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

TAKS_HIST_FILE_UPDATE_CO
DE 

CHAR(1) N 2003:  Not collected. 
2004 - Current year:  1-character code 
indicating whether a history file update is 
needed.   
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File 
Format with Student Item Analysis") 

TAKS_HIST_FILE_UPDATE_DE
SC 

VARCHAR(18
0) 

N 2003:  Not collected. 
2004 - Current year:  Text description 
indicating whether a history file update is 
needed.   
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File 
Format with Student Item Analysis") 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to 
‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System-generated date indicating the date 
the record was either created or last 
modified.  The value is set during the load 
process. 
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D_TAKS_LANG 
 

Definition The Language dimension table contains the languages used in the TAKS test booklets from 2003 
to the current year.   Not all languages are applicable to all subjects and grades.  Spanish and 
English tests are available for grades 3 – 6 but tests are in English only for grades 7 - exit level.  
User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TAKS_LANG_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.   
 
The rows in this table were constructed from subject specific test language information in the 
Student Assessment SAS production datasets located on Marykay in 
/sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_LANG_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_LANG that 

references the language version of the TAKS test .  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_LANG_CODE CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:   An indicator of the language in which 
the TAKS test was administered.   
Notes:  Only English language is available for grades 7-exit 
level.   Only English language is available for TAKS-M. 

TAKS_LANG_DESC CHAR(10) N 2003 - Current year:  The description of the language in 
which the TAKS test was administered. 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the record was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System-generated date indicating the date the record was 

either created or last modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_TAKS_LAT 
 

Definition The  LAT dimension table contains the codes and code descriptions of accommodations used in 
Linguistic Accommodated Testing (LAT) administrations that help eligible students better 
understand the language used on the test.   Examples of LAT accommodations are whether a 
bilingual dictionary or glossary was provided or whether there was reading assistance.  A 
particular accommodation such as bilingual glossary can have the value ‘1’ or '0' or it can have no 
value (NULL) depending on whether the accommodation was used, not used, or not applicable.   
A row in this table consists of some combination of LAT accommodations, and therefore it will 
consist of some combination of '1's, '0's and NULLs depending on which accommodations were 
used.   NULL values in this table are represented by the character ‘~’. 
 
The LAT process is provided for eligible recent immigrant English language learners (ELLs) in 
response to federal No Child Left Behind (NCLB) assessment and Adequate Yearly Progress 
(AYP) accountability requirements.  LAT procedures have been implemented gradually for tests 
in federally required grades and subjects.  LAT mathematics administrations were implemented in 
the 2004–2005 school year for grades 3–8 and 10, and LAT reading/English language arts (ELA) 
administrations were implemented in the 2006–2007 school year for the same grades.  LAT 
science administrations were implemented in the 2007–2008 school year for grades 5, 8, and 10.  
LAT tests for grades 3–6 are available in both English and Spanish.  LAT tests for grades 7, 8, and 
10 are available in English.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TAKS_LAT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed from LAT accommodation information in the Student 
Assessment SAS production datasets located on Marykay in 
/sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks.  One row has been created for each 
combination of LAT accommodations that are present in the student data files. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_LAT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_LAT that  

references the combination of TAKS language 
accommodations that were provided to the student, who 
regularly receives accommodation(s) in the classroom, for a 
particular subject and administration of the TAKS.  LAT is 
allowed for the following subjects: Reading/ELA, 
Mathematics, and Science.     
The key is a system-generated value. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis") 

BILINGUAL_DICTIONARY CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2005:  Not Collected 
2006 - 2007:  (Mathematics) 
2008 - Current year:  Reading/ELA, Mathematics and 
Science) 
Flag indicating whether a bilingual dictionary was used.  
Valid  non-null BILINGUAL_DICTIONARY values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis") 

BILINGUAL_GLOSSARY CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  Not Collected 
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2005 - 2007:  (Mathematics) 
2008 - Current year:  (Mathematics and Science)  
Flag indicating whether a bilingual glossary was used.  
Valid  non-null BILINGUAL_GLOSSARY values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis") 

CLARIFICATION_WORD CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2007:  Not Collected 
2008 - Current year:  (Reading/ELA )  
Flag indicating whether single-word clarification(s) were 
used.  Valid  non-null CLARIFICATION_WORD values 
are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis") 

DICTIONARY CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  Not Collected 
2005:  (Mathematics) 
2006 - Current year:  Not Collected 
Flag indicating whether a dictionary was used.  Valid non-
null DICTIONARY values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No, 
~ = Not Provided in source data. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis") 

ENGL_DICTIONARY CHAR(1) N 2003- 2007:  Not Collected 
2008 - Current year:  Reading/ELA )  
Flag indicating whether an English dictionary was used.  
Valid non-null ENGL_DICTIONARY values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis") 

ENGL_GLOSSARY CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  Not Collected 
2005:  (Mathematics) 
2006 - Current year:  Not Collected 
Flag indicating whether an English glossary was used.  
Valid non-null ENGL_GLOSSARY values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis") 

ENGL_SPANISH_SIDE_BY
_ 
SIDE 

CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  Not Collected 
2005 - 2007:  (Mathematics) 
2008 - Current year:  (Mathematics and Science)  
Flag indicating whether the test was presented in English 
and Spanish, side by side.  This linguistic accommodation 
applies to grades 3-6 and does not apply to TAKS–M since 
TAKS–M is not available in Spanish.  Valid  non-null 
ENGL_SPANISH_SIDE_BY_SIDE values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
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Item Analysis") 
LINGUISTIC_SIMPLIFY CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  Not Collected 

2005 - 2007:  (Mathematics) 
2008 - Current year:  (Mathematics and Science)  
Flag indicating whether linguistic simplification(s) were 
used.  Valid non-null LINGUISTIC_SIMPLIFY values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis") 

ORAL_TRANSLATE CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2005:  Not Collected 
2006 - 2007:  (Mathematics) 
2008 - Current year:  (Mathematics and Science)  
Flag indicating whether oral translation was used.  Valid 
non-null ORAL_TRANSLATE values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis") 

ORAL_TRANSLATE_WOR
D 

CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2007:  Not Collected 
2008 - Current year:  Reading/ELA )  
Flag indicating whether single-word(s) oral translation was 
used. Valid non-null ORAL_TRANSLATE_WORD values 
are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis") 

PICTURES_GESTURES CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  Not Collected 
2005:  (Mathematics) 
2006 - Current year:  Not Collected 
Flag indicating whether pictures and/or gestures were used 
to clarify meaning.  Valid non-null 
PICTURES_GESTURES values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis") 

PREVIEWED CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  Not Collected 
2005:  (Mathematics) 
2006 - Current year:  Not Collected 
Flag indicating whether the test was used for preview by 
the student.  Valid non-null PREVIEWED values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis") 

READING_ALOUD_WORD CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2007:  Not Collected 
2008 - Current year:  Reading/ELA )  
Flag indicating whether individual word(s) were read aloud 
to the student.  Valid non-null 
READING_ALOUD_WORD values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
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Item Analysis") 
READING_ALOUD_ENTIR
E 

CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2007:  Not Collected 
2008 - Current year:  Reading/ELA )  
Flag indicating whether portions or all of the test was read 
aloud to the student.  Valid non-null 
READING_ALOUD_ENTIRE values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis") 

READING_ASSIST CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  Not Collected 
2005 - 2007:  (Mathematics) 
2008 - Current year:  (Mathematics and Science)  
Flag indicating whether reading assistance was used.  Valid 
non-null READING_ASSIST  values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis") 

TRANSLATION CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  Not Collected 
2005:  (Mathematics) 
2006 - Current year:  Not Collected 
Flag indicating whether translation was used by the student.  
Valid non-null TRANSLATION values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis") 

WRITTEN_MATERIALS CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  Not Collected 
2005:  (Mathematics) 
2006 - Current year:  Not Collected 
Flag indicating whether additional written materials were 
used. Valid non-null WRITTEN_MATERIALS values are: 
1 = Yes, 
0 = No. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student 
Item Analysis") 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System-generated date indicating the date the record was 
either created or last modified.  The value is set during the 
load process. 
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D_TAKS_LAT_ADMIN_REL 
 

Definition The LAT Administrator Relationship dimension table contains codes and code descriptions for the 
relationship between the TAKS administrator and the LEP-Exempt (Limited English Proficient 
Exempt) student receiving linguistic accommodated testing (LAT).  For example, the code '1' 
indicates a LAT-trained ESL teacher who is not the student’s mathematics teacher of record.  The 
LAT administrator relationship information is applicable only to mathematics from 2005 through 
2007.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(LAT_ADMIN_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed from information in the "TAKS Data File Formats with 
Student item Analysis" and the Student Assessment SAS production datasets located on Marykay 
in /sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_LAT_ADMIN_REL_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_LAT_ADMIN_RE
L that  references the relationship of the 
test administrator to the student, if 
linguistic accommodations were utilized.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_LAT_ADMIN_REL_CODE CHAR(2) N 2003 - 2004:  Not Collected 
2005 - 2007:  Collected 
2008 - Current year:  Not Collected 
Indicates the relationship of the test 
administrator to the student, if linguistic 
accommodations were provided.  LAT is 
allowed for the following subjects: 
Reading/ELA, Mathematics, and Science.    
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File 
Format with Student Item Analysis") 

TAKS_LAT_ADMIN_REL_DESC VARCHAR(200) N 2003 - 2004:  Not Collected 
2005 - 2007:  Collected 
2008 - Current year:  Not Collected 
Description of the relationship of the test 
administrator to the student, if linguistic 
accommodations were provided. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File 
Format with Student Item Analysis") 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to 
‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System-generated date indicating the date 
the record was either created or last 
modified.  The value is set during the load 
process. 
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D_TAKS_LEP 
 

Definition The LEP dimension table contains codes and descriptions of  LEP (Limited English Proficiency) 
indicators as designated by the Language Proficiency Assessment Committee.  For example, the 
LEP code 'F' indicates the student has met criteria for bilingual/ESL program exit, is no longer 
classified as LEP in PEIMS, and is in his or her first year of monitoring.  User access to this table 
is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (TAKS_LEP_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed from information in the "TAKS Data File Formats with 
Student item Analysis" and the Student Assessment SAS production datasets located on Marykay 
in /sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_LEP_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_LEP that  

references  the 'Limited English Proficient' (LEP) 
status of a student as designated by the Language 
Proficiency Assessment Committee.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

TAKS_LEP_CODE CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  Indicates whether a student 
has been designated 'Limited English Proficient' 
(LEP) by the Language Proficiency Assessment 
Committee.  This column also indicates the 
monitoring status of a student formerly designated 
as LEP.  
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

TAKS_LEP_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 2003 - Current year:  Short description indicating 
whether a student has been designated 'Limited 
English Proficient' (LEP) by the Language 
Proficiency Assessment Committee.  This column 
also indicates the monitoring status of a student 
formerly designated as LEP.  
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

TAKS_LEP_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(200) N 2003 - Current year:  Full description indicating 
whether a student has been designated 'Limited 
English Proficient' (LEP) by the Language 
Proficiency Assessment Committee.  This column 
also indicates the monitoring status of a student 
formerly designated as LEP.  
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis) 

SOURCE_NAME VARCHAR(30) N 2003 - Current year:  Specifies whether this LEP 
indicator value is from PEIMS (the valid values as 
described in PEIMS Data Standards) or from the 
TAKS program area (calculated indicators for more 
detail on certain populations of students).    This 
column was introduced by TPEIR staff. 
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START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 
was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record 
was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_TAKS_MEASURED_OBJ 
 

Definition The Measured Objectives dimension table contains the correct TAKS test item answers and 
numbers for each TAKS test objective from 2008 to the current year.  A TAKS test item is a 
specific question on a TAKS test.  This table also includes the number of items tested per 
objective.  In most cases the table contains one row for each test objective by grade, test 
administration date, language, and test version.  However, the item answers and/or item numbers 
can be different for 10th graders using make-up forms and for exit-level retest forms.  In these 
cases, there may be multiple rows for each test objective by grade, test administration date, 
language, and test version.   The correct TAKS test item answers for each objective are stored as a 
character string where each position in the string represents one correct answer.  User access to 
this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TAKS_MEASURED_OBJ_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed from the Student Assessment SAS production datasets 
located on Marykay in /sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_MEASURE
D_OBJ_KEY 

INTEGER ID Primary key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_MEASURED_OBJ that  
references the item answers.  The key is a system-generated value. 

GRADE_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for DIM.D_GRADE that references the grade in 
school associated with this objective.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

TAKS_ADMIN_ 
DATE_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_ADMIN_DATE that  
references the particular month and year the TAKS 
administration.  The key is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_OBJECTIVE
_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_OBJECTIVE that  
references the test objective by subject and grade group.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_LANG_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_LANG that  references 
the language in which the TAKS test was administered.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_TEST_ 
VERSION_KEY 

SMALLINT N Foreign key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_TEST_VERSION that  
references the test  version.   The key is a system-generated value. 

ITEM_ANSWER_ 
HASHCODE 

INTEGER Y The hashcode is used during the load process to determine 
whether a new record is needed.  It is a restricted column and has 
no user meaning; it is used only by load process. 

ITEM_NUMBER_ 
HASHCODE 

INTEGER Y The hashcode is used during the load process to determine 
whether a new record is needed.  It is a restricted column and has 
no user meaning; it is used only by load process. 

OBJ_ITEM_ 
ANSWERS 

VARCHAR(60) N 2003 - Current year:  The characters indicate the correct responses 
to the corresponding objective items (value = A–D or F–J).  The 
positions for the correct responese for open-ended items are 
blank. 
Notes: The item correct responses will not be populated for LAT 
(Reading/ELA, Mathematics, or Science) or TAKS–M (all 
subjects).    
Note:   'A' will be the correct response for any open-ended 
griddable items (Mathematics, Science). 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student Item 
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Analysis") 
OBJ_ITEM_ 
NUMBERS 

VARCHAR 
(120) 

N 2003 - Current year:  Character string containing the 2-digit item 
(question) numbers.  The correct answers are stored in 
OBJ_ITEM_ANSWERS and each answer corresponds to a 2-digit 
item number in OBJ_ITEM_NUMBERS depending on the 
position of the answer within the string.  For example, if  item 
numbers for an objective are '4', '10', '11'',  and '16', then 
OBJ_ITEM_NUMBERS contains '04101116'.  If 
OBJ_ITEM_ANSWERS  contains 'FGDF', then the 1st answer 'F' 
in OBJ_ITEM_ANSWERS corresponds to item '04' and the 4th 
answer 'F' corresponds to item '16'.  The item numbers were 
derived from the Student Assessment source file answers and 
objectives. 
Note: The item correct responses will not be populated for LAT 
(Reading/ELA, Mathematics, or Science) or TAKS–M (all 
subjects).  
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with Student Item 
Analysis") 

TOTAL_NUMBER
_ITEMS 

SMALLINT N 2003 - Current year:  The total number of items tested per 
objective.  
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format with Student Item 
Analysis) 

UPDATE_DATE DATE Y System-generated date indicating the date the record was either 
created or last modified.  The value is set during the load process. 
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D_TAKS_OBJECTIVE 
 

Definition The Objective dimension table contains the codes and code descriptions of the TAKS test 
objectives.  The test objectives represent core concepts that form the basis for a sound 
instructional progression from one year to the next.  The objectives, and the number of objectives, 
can vary by TAKS subject and grade.  The objective codes for each language version of the TAKS 
test are the same, but only the English code descriptions are included in this table.  User access to 
this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (TAKS_OBJ_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed from information in the "Texas Assessment of Knowledge 
and Skills Perfomance Standards"  reports. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_OBJECTIVE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_OBJECTIVE that  
references the test objective by subject and grade 
group.  The key is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_OBJECTIVE_CODE CHAR(2) N 2003 - Current year:  2-character number indicating 
the test objective number by subject and grade 
group. 

TAKS_OBJECTIVE_DESC VARCHAR(60) N 2003 - Current year:  Description of  the test 
objective number by subject and grade group. 

TAKS_SUBJECT_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_SUBJECT 
that  references the test subject.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 
Note:  Not all grades are tested in all subjects. 

TAKS_GRADE_GRP_KEY SMALLINT N Foreign key for 
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_GRADE_GRP that 
references the grade or grades of TAKS test 
administration for a particular subject.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the record was effective. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System-generated date indicating the date the 

record was either created or last modified.  The 
value is set during the load process. 
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D_TAKS_PASSING_STANDARD 
 

Definition The Passing Standard dimension table contains codes and descriptions of TAKS exit-level passing 
standards.  The Passing Standards are: Panels' Recommendation, 1 SEM (Standard Error 
Measurement) and 2 SEM.  Passing Standard information is applicable from 2003 to the current 
year.  Passing Standards for TAKS were adopted by the SBOE in 2002 to allow for a two-year 
phase-in of the TAKS test.  In relationship to a student, the TAKS exit-level standard in place at 
the time the student begins grade 10 is the standard that is maintained throughout the student's 
high school career and is used to determine if the student passes the TAKS test.  User access to 
this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TAKS_PASSING_STANDARD_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed from information in the "TAKS Data File Formats with 
Student item Analysis" and the Student Assessment SAS production datasets located on Marykay 
in /sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_PASSING_ 
STANDARD_KEY 

SMALLINT ID Primary key for 
TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_PASSING_STANDARD that  
references the TAKS exit level passing standard in 
place at the time a student begins grade 10.  This 
standard is maintained throughout the student's high 
school career.  The key is a system-generated value.   
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis") 

TAKS_PASSING_ 
STANDARD_CODE 

CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  Indicates a level of passing 
standard applicable only for exit level.  The TAKS 
exit-level standard in place at the time a student begins 
grade 10 is the standard that will be maintained 
throughout the student’s high school career.  Valid 
TAKS_PASSING_STANDARD_CODE values are: 
P = Panels’ Recommendation, 
1 = 1 SEM*,  
2 = 2 SEM*. 
* Standard Error of Measurement 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis") 

TAKS_PASSING_ 
STANDARD_DESC 

VARCHAR(30) N 2003 - Current year:  Description of a level of passing 
standard applicable only for exit level.  The TAKS 
exit-level standard in place at the time a student begins 
grade 10 is the standard that will be maintained 
throughout the student’s high school career.   
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format with 
Student Item Analysis") 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the record was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System-generated date indicating the date the record 

was either created or last modified.  The value is set 
during the load process. 
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D_TAKS_SCODE 
 

Definition The score code dimension table contains the codes and code descriptions that indicate whether a 
test was scored or not, and if not, the reason.  Examples for not scoring a test include: absent, LEP 
exempt, not tested by ARD decision, and parental waiver.  If the test was scored, a code of ‘S’ 
meaning 'Score' is used.  All codes are not applicable to all subjects and testing years.  For 
example, for 2009 the codes ‘P’ (previously met standard’), ‘T’ (state-approved alternative was 
administered instead of TAKS), and ‘X’ (Not tested: AD Decision) are not applicable to writing 
tests.   And, codes ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ indicating whether an English or Spanish version was not taken and 
should not be scored are only applicable to from 2003 to 2007.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TAKS_SCODE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed from information in the "TAKS Data File Formats with 
Student item Analysis" and the Student Assessment SAS production datasets located on Marykay 
in /sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_SCODE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_SCODE that 

provides information regarding the scoring of a test.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_SCODE CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  Indicates whether a test was 
scored or not -- and if not, the reason.  For example,  a 
code indicating that the student was absent on the test 
administration date.   If the test was scored, a code of 
'S' =  'Score' is used. 

TAKS_SCODE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 2003 - Current year:  Abbreviated description from the 
long score code description. 

TAKS_SCODE_LONG VARCHAR(200) N 2003 - Current year:  The description for the score 
code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 
was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System-generated date indicating the date the record 

was either created or last modified.  The value is set 
during the load process. 
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D_TAKS_SCODE_DEFAULT 
 

Definition The Score Code Default dimension table contains the codes and code descriptions that indicate 
whether a score code of ‘O’, ‘P’, or ‘L’ was physically gridded on the answer sheet or was 
defaulted.   For example, the code ‘0’ indicates the score code was not defaulted and the code ‘5’ 
indicates the score code was defaulted to ‘P’ because the student previously met the standard.  
Score code default information is applicable from 2003 to the current year.  User access to this 
table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
TAKS_SCODE_DEFAULT_KEY that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed from information in the "TAKS Data File Formats with 
Student item Analysis" and the Student Assessment SAS production datasets located on Marykay 
in /sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_SCODE_DEFAULT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_SCODE_DEFAULT 
that provides score code default information.   
The key is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_SCODE_DEFAULT_CODE CHAR(1) N 2003 - Current year:  Code that describes 
when a score code is physically gridded and 
when it is defaulted. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File 
Format with Student Item Analysis") 

TAKS_SCODE_DEFAULT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 2003 - Current year:  Brief description that  
describes when a score code is physically 
gridded and when it is defaulted. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File 
Format with Student Item Analysis") 

TAKS_SCODE_DEFAULT_LONG VARCHAR(300) N 2003 - Current year:  Full text description 
that describes when a score code is 
physically gridded and when it is defaulted. 
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format 
with Student Item Analysis) 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to 
‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System-generated date indicating the date 
the record was either created or last 
modified.  The value is set during the load 
process. 
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D_TAKS_STUDENT 
 

Definition The Student dimension table contains indentifying information, such as SSN, name, and birth date, 
for students who have taken a TAKS test from 2003 to the current year.  It also contains a system-
generated proxy student ID that associates all rows that exactly match on SSN, date of birth, last 
name, and first character of the first name.  The proxy student ID provides the capability to 
perform longitudinal student level analysis without storing confidential student information on the 
fact tables.  User access to this table is restricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TAKS_STUDENT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed from records in the Student Assessment SAS production 
datasets located on Marykay in /sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_STUDENT_KEY INTEGER ID Primary key for D_TAKS_STUDENT.  When a 

new record does not exactly match an existing 
row, then the key is incremented.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

SSN_ALTID VARCHAR(9) N 2003 - Current year:  The SSN or TEA-assigned 
alternative ID of the student (as used for 
PEIMS).  On the TAKS form this column is 
called STUDENT-ID  
(Definition source:  TAKS Data File Format 
with Student Item Analysis) 

PROXY_TAKS_STUDENT_ID INTEGER N 2003 - Current year:  Numeric student identifier 
that associates all TAKS test records that 
exactly match only on student SSN, last name, 
date of birth, and first character of the first 
name.  Facilitates longitudinal student level 
analysis without storing confidential student 
information on the fact table.  The value of this 
column is generated during load process. 

FNAME VARCHAR(10) N 2003 - Current year:  The first name of the 
student as reported on the TAKS form. 

LNAME VARCHAR(15) N 2003 - Current year:  The last name of the 
student, as reported on the TAKS form. 

MINITIAL CHAR(1) Y 2003 - Current year:  The middle initial of the 
student, as reported on the TAKS form. 

DATE_OF_BIRTH DATE Y 2003 - Current year:  A derived student 
birthdate (MM/DD/YYYY).  If the Student 
Assessment source record contains an invalid 
date, then this column is null.   
Note:  The difference between 
DATE_OF_BIRTH and 
DATE_OF_BIRTH_CHAR is the data type.  
DATE_OF BIRTH is of type 'DATE' and 
facilitates date comparisons. 

DATE_OF_BIRTH_CHAR VARCHAR(8) N 2003 - Current year:  Student's date of birth as 
reported on the TAKS form (MMDDYYYY).  
This column may contain invalid date values.  If 
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the column contains a valid date, then 
DATE_OF_BIRTH contains the same date of 
birth; otherwise the DATE_OF_BIRTH column 
will be left NULL. 
Note:  The difference between 
DATE_OF_BIRTH and 
DATE_OF_BIRTH_CHAR is the data type.  
DATE_OF BIRTH_CHAR is a character string 
and preserves the source data value.  DATE_OF 
BIRTH is of type 'DATE'. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System-generated date indicating the date the 
record was either created or last modified.  The 
value is set during the load process. 
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D_TAKS_STUDY_GUIDE 
 

Definition The Study Guide dimension table contains the codes and code descriptions that indicate  whether a 
student should receive a study guide, or should not receive a study guide, or previously received a 
study guide.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TAKS_STUDY_GUIDE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed from information in the "TAKS Data File Formats with 
Student item Analysis" and the Student Assessment SAS production datasets located on Marykay 
in /sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_STUDY_GUIDE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_STUDY_GUIDE that 
references whether the student should receive a 
study guide, or previously received a study 
guide.  The key is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_STUDY_GUIDE_CODE CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2004:  Not collected. 
2005 - 2009:  Code indicating whether the 
student should receive a study guide, or 
previously received a study guide. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format 
with Student Item Analysis") 

TAKS_STUDY_GUIDE_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 2003 - 2004:  Not collected. 
2005 - 2009:  Description indicating whether 
the student should receive a study guide, or 
previously received a study guide. 
(Definition source:  "TAKS Data File Format 
with Student Item Analysis") 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the record was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System-generated date indicating the date the 

record was either created or last modified.  The 
value is set during the load process. 
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D_TAKS_SUBJECT 
 

Definition The Subject dimension table contains the codes and code descriptions of the subjects (reading, 
math, writing, science, or social studies) tested in TAKS.   Subject information is applicable from 
2003 to the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TAKS_SUBJECT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed from information in the "TAKS Data File Formats with 
Student item Analysis" and the Student Assessment SAS production datasets located on Marykay 
in /sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_SUBJECT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_SUBJECT 

that references the TAKS subject area.  The key is a 
system-generated value.   
Note:  Not all grades are tested in all subjects. 

TAKS_SUBJECT_CODE CHAR(2) N 2003 - Current year:  Code for the subject area. 
TAKS_SUBJECT_DESC VARCHAR(20) N 2003 - Current year:  Description of the subject area. 
SORTORDER SMALLINT N 2003 - Current year:  A numeric column indicting the 

order in which subject areas are typically displayed on 
reports.  It is a unique number generated during the 
load process. 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the record was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the record was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System-generated date indicating the date the record 

was either created or last modified.  The value is set 
during the load process. 
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D_TAKS_TEST_VERSION 
 

Definition The Test Version dimension table contains the codes and the code descriptions for the different 
versions (TAKS Accommodated, TAKS, LAT, TAKS-M, and TAKS-Alt) of the TAKS test.  The 
table also contains two rows for locally determined alternative assessment (LDAA) information 
(LDAA TEKS-based or LDAA functional Skills).   LDAA was a local assessment used from 2004 
- 2007 to measure the learning of a student receiving special education services whose ARD 
committee determined that TAKS or SDAAII was inappropriate.  The LAT accomodated code is 
applicable from 2006 to the current year.  TAKS-ALT and TAKS-M codes are applicable from 
2008 to the current year.  And, the TAKS code is applicable from 2003 to the current year.  User 
access to this table is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TAKS_VERSION_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The rows in this table were constructed from information in the "TAKS Data File Formats with 
Student item Analysis" and the Student Assessment SAS production datasets located on Marykay 
in /sas/student/assess/stassmt/production/confid/taks. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TAKS_TEST_VERSION_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

TAKS_DIM.D_TAKS_TEST_VERSION that 
references the version of the TAKS.  The key 
is a system-generated value. 

TAKS_TEST_VERSION_CODE CHAR(1) N 2003 - 2007:  Not collected 
2008 - Current year:  Indicates the format or 
version of TAKS.  For example, TAKS, 
TAKS-M, TAKS-Alt.  Note:  Only English 
language is available for TAKS-M. 

TAKS_TEST_VERSION_DESC VARCHAR(30) N 2003 - 2007:  Not collected 
2008 - Current year:  Description of the format 
or version of TAKS. For example, TAKS, 
TAKS-M, TAKS-Alt. 

START_DATE DATE N The first date on which the record was 
effective. 

END_DATE DATE N The last date on which the record was 
effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System-generated date indicating the date the 

record was either created or last modified.  The 
value is set during the load process. 
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D_TENURE 
 

Definition The THECB Tenure dimension table contains codes and descriptions referencing the status of a 
personnel position, or a person occupying a position or occupation, with respect to permanence of 
the position.  This table contains data from 1996 through the current year.  User access to this 
table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (TENURE_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TENURE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_TENURE that identifies the status of a 

personnel position, or a person occupying a position or 
occupation, with respect to permanence of the position.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

TENURE_CODE CHAR(1) N Tenure Code identifies the status of a personnel position, or a 
person occupying a position or occupation, with respect to 
permanence of the position. 

TENURE_DESC VARCHAR(30) Y Description of the associated Tenure Code. 
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D_TERM_SOUGHT 
 

Definition The THECB Term Sought dimension table references the expected term of entry for which the 
student seeks admission (fall or summer).  This table contains data from 1999 through the current 
year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TERM_SOUGHT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TERM_SOUGHT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_TERM_SOUGHT that 

references the expected term of entry for which the 
student seeks admission (fall or summer).  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

TERM_SOUGHT_CODE CHAR(1) N Term Sought Code identifies the expected term of 
entry for which the student seeks admission (fall or 
summer). 

TERM_SOUGHT_DESC VARCHAR(30) N Description of the associated Term Sought Code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record 

was effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 

effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_TITLE1 
 

Definition The Title1 dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference whether the 
student is participating in a program authorized under ESEA, Title I, Part A of the Improving 
America’s Schools Act, for example, "Attends Schoolwide Pgm School" and "Not Participate Trgt 
Assist Schl".  This table contains data from 1991 through the current year.  User access to this 
table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (TITLE1_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".   
The data source is P.TITLE1  (CORP.DB_TITLE1_PART). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TITLE1_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_TITLE1  which references the 

type, if any, of the student's participation  in a program 
authorized under the Improving America’s Schools Act.  
The key is a system-generated value. 

TITLE1_CODE CHAR(1) N An indicator of the type, if any, of the student's 
participation  in a program authorized under the 
Improving America’s Schools Act.  (Called CHAPTER1 
Code prior to 1996.) 

TITLE1_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description for the TITLE1 code. 
TITLE1_LONG_DESC VARCHAR(75) N The full description for the TITLE1 code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 

effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was 

effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_TRACK 
 

Definition The Track dimension table contains the codes and descriptions which reference the instructional 
track for the student.  This data element pertains to the instructional calendar for the student.  It 
does not refer to ability groupings.  This code is needed to differentiate between various school 
calendars.  This table contains data from 1994 through the current year.  User access to this table 
is unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column (TRACK_KEY) 
that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the "PEIMS Data Documentation".      
 The data source is P.TRACK (CORP.DB_TRACK). 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TRACK_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_TRACK that references whether the 

school follows the associated district's traditional instructional 
calendar and if not, which calendar is followed.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

TRACK_CODE CHAR(2) N An indicator of the instructional track for the student 
TRACK_DESC VARCHAR(35) N An abbreviated description of the Track code. 
TRACK_LONG VARCHAR(75) N The full description of the Track code. 
START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on which the record was 

effective. 
END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which the record was effective. 
LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal to ‘1’. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date the row was either 

created or last modified.  The value is set during the load 
process. 
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D_TUITION_EXEMPT_WAIVER 
 

Definition The THECB Tuition Exempt Waiver dimension table contains the codes and descriptions that 
identify the tuition exemption or tuition waiver category.  This table contains data from 1991 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TUIITION_EXEMPT_WAIVER_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TUITION_EXEMPT_WAIVER_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_TUITION 

EXEMPT_WAIVER that references a 
tuition exemption or tuition waiver 
category.  The key is a system-
generated value. 

TUITION_EXEMPT_WAIVER_CODE CHAR(2) N Tuition Exempt Waiver Code identifies 
a tuition exemption or tuition waiver 
category. 

TUITION_EXEMPT_WAIVER_DESC VARCHAR(120) N Description of the associated Tuition 
Exempt Waiver Code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on 
which the record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on which 
the record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when equal 
to ‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_TUITION_STAT 
 

Definition The THECB Tuition Status dimension table contains the codes and descriptions reflecting the 
legal status of the student, e.g., if the student is paying the resident rate tuition (or ‘in-district’ rate 
at a community college) because he has received a waiver, he would be coded in the ‘waiver’ 
category rather than the ‘resident’ category for this field.  This table contains data from 1991 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TUIITION_STAT_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TUITION_STAT_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_TUITION STAT that 

references the legal status of the student, e.g., if the 
student is paying the resident rate tuition (or ‘in-
district’ rate at a community college) because he has 
received a waiver, he would be coded in the ‘waiver’ 
category rather than the ‘resident’ category for this 
field.  The key is a system-generated value. 

TUITION_STAT_CODE CHAR(2) N Tuition Status Code indicates the legal status of the 
student for tuition purposes. 

TUITION_STAT_DESC VARCHAR(100) N Description of the associated Tuition Status Code. 
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D_TYPE_MAJOR 
 

Definition The THECB Type Major dimension table contains codes and descriptions indicating the primary 
program of study as academic, technical, or Tech-Prep.  This table contains data from 1991 
through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(TYPE_MAJOR_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
TYPE_MAJOR_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key to DIM.D_TYPE_MAJOR that references 

the type of primary program of study, for example 
"ACADEMIC", "TECH_PREP" or "Continuing 
Education Focus". 

TYPE_MAJOR_CODE CHAR(1) N Type of Major Code to identifies the type of primary 
program of study. 

TYPE_MAJOR_DESC VARCHAR(50) N Description of the associated Type of Major Code. 
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D_UNIFORM_SERVICE_REGION 
 

Definition The THECB Uniform Service Region dimension table contains codes and descriptions identifying 
the geographical area, or target market, for educational delivery by community/junior colleges as 
defined in the Texas Education Code, Chapter 130, Subchapter J.  This table contains data from 
1991 through the current year.  User access to this table is unrestricted.  
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(UNIFORM_SERVICE_REGION_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is THECB's online "Glossary of Terms".  
Data source:  derived from the appropriate THECB data. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
UNIFORM_SERVICE_REGION
_KEY 

SMALLINT ID Primary key to 
DIM.D_UNIFORM_SERVICE_RE
GION that references the 
geographical area, or target market, 
for educational delivery by 
community/junior colleges as 
defined in the Texas Education 
Code. 

UNIFORM_SERVICE_REGION
_CODE 

CHAR(2) N Uniform Service Region Code 
identifies  the geographical area, or 
target market, for educational 
delivery by community/junior 
colleges. 

UNIFORM_SERVICE_REGION
_NAME 

VARCHAR(30) N The name for a given uniform 
service region. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on 
which the record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on 
which the record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when 
equal to ‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_UNSCH_ASYL_REF 
 

Definition The Unschooled Asylee/Refugee dimension table contains the codes and descriptions indicating 
whether a student's initial enrollment in a school in the United States in grades 7 through 12 was 
as an unschooled asylee or refugee per the TEC.   
"Unschooled asylee or refugee" means a student who: 
 (1)  initially enrolled in a school in the United States as: 
  (A)  an asylee as defined by 45 Code of Federal Regulations, Section 400.41; or 
  (B)  a refugee as defined by 8 United States Code Section 1101; 
 (2)  has a visa issued by the United States Department of State with a Form I-94 
Arrival/Departure record, or a successor document, issued by the United States Citizenship and 
Immigration Services that is stamped with "Asylee," "Refugee," or "Asylum"; and 
 (3)  as a result of inadequate schooling outside of the United States, lacks the necessary 
foundation in the essential knowledge and skills of the curriculum prescribed under TEC Section 
28.002, as determined by the language proficiency assessment committee established under TEC 
Section 29.063. 
 
This table contains data from 2011 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(UNSCH_ASYL_REF_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the PEIMS Data Standards.   
The data source is T_UNSCH_ASYL_REF. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
UNSCH_ASYL_REF_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for 

DIM.D_UNSCH_ASYL_REF which 
references whether a student is a 
refugee, an asylee or neither.  The 
key is a system-generated value. 

UNSCH_ASYL_REF_CODE CHAR(1) N The Unschooled Asylee/Refugee 
Code indicates whether a student is a 
refugee, an asylee or neither. 

UNSCH_ASYL_REF_DESC VARCHAR(30) N An abbreviated description for the 
Unschooled Asylee/Refugee Code. 

UNSCH_ASYL_REF_LONG VARCHAR(75) N The full description for the 
Unschooled Asylee/Refugee Code. 

START_DATE DATE N START_DATE is the first date on 
which the record was effective. 

END_DATE DATE N END_DATE is the last date on 
which the record was effective. 

LAST_FLAG SMALLINT N Flag indicating current row when 
equal to ‘1’. 

UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N The last date the record was updated. 
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D_WHITE_RACE 
 

Definition The White Race dimension table contains the codes and descriptions indicating a person 
having origins in any of the original peoples of Europe, the Middle East, or North Africa.  
This table contains data from 2011 through the current year.  User access to this table is 
unrestricted.   
 
The primary key for this table consists of a system-generated numeric column 
(WHITE_KEY) that uniquely identifies a row.  
 
The definition source is the PEIMS Data Standards.   
The data source is T_WHITE. 

Columns  
 

Column Name Datatype Null Definition 
WHITE_KEY SMALLINT ID Primary key for DIM.D_WHITE_RACE 

which references  a person having origins in 
any of the original peoples of Europe, the 
Middle East, or North Africa.  The key is a 
system-generated value. 

WHITE_CODE CHAR(1) N The White Code indicates a person having 
origins in any of the original peoples of 
Europe, the Middle East, or North Africa 
when equal to ‘1’. 

WHITE_DESC VARCHAR(50) N Description of White Code. 
UPDATE_DATE TIMESTAMP N System generated date indicating the date 

the row was either created or last modified.  
The value is set during the load process. 
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III. TPEIR Public Website Reports (www.texaseducationinfo.org) 

a. Descriptions 
A variety of education related reports are available from the TPEIR – Texas P-16 Public 
Education Information Resource website.  Data from the Texas Education Agency (TEA) 
and the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB) are used to report on 
Texas public high school graduation; Texas college and university admissions, 
enrollment, and graduation; teacher certification, employment, and retention; and school 
district employment. A listing of the available reports below is grouped by categories of 
PK-12, Educator, Higher Education, and P-16 Linkages. 
 
PK-12 - These reports display high school graduation data by school year and high 
school diploma type at statewide, region, and district levels. 
High School Graduates reports include: 

Statewide Longitudinal 
Longitudinal by Education Service Center Region 
Longitudinal by District 

 
Educator - Counts of certifications and certified teachers produced by Educator 
Preparation Programs are provided in these reports.   
Teacher Production by Certification Area Reports include: 

Teacher Production by Certification Area - Certification Count 
Certification Count by Program and Organization 
Longitudinal Certification Count, Statewide by Program 
Longitudinal Certification Count by Region and Program 
Teacher Production by Certification Area - Certified Person Count 
Certified Person Count by Program and Organization 
Longitudinal Certified Person Count, Statewide by Program 
Longitudinal Certified Person Count by Region and Program 
Teacher Production by Certification Area - Initial Certification Count 
Initial Certification Count by Program and Organization 
Longitudinal Initial Certification Count, Statewide by Program 
Longitudinal Initial Certification Count by Region and Program 
Longitudinal Initial Certification Count by Organization and Program 

Employed Personnel Reports include: 
Employed Personnel - Count of Personnel 
Longitudinal Count of Personnel, Statewide by Role 
Longitudinal Count of Personnel by ESC Region and Role 
Longitudinal Count of Personnel by District and Role 
Count of Personnel, Statewide by Role, Gender and Ethnicity 
Count of Personnel by ESC Region, Role, Gender and Ethnicity 
Count of Personnel by District, Role, Gender and Ethnicity 
Employed Personnel - FTE of Personnel 
Longitudinal FTE of Personnel, Statewide by Role 

http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=C4C90A904479F667BAFC3280EA8A4CA1&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Texas+Education+Agency&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=B33E800E46C4612DA81DD18C5D629242&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Texas+Education+Agency&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=C145D2D945B27451681433B1923B8F86&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Texas+Education+Agency&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=CEAEED9246B7C1B989CEE994C319DBCE&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=ED42C1DC4A380B74872CE9B937B40606&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=B943CCD346E5DEAB4BEED5BCF182C019&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=7C100DEE4B03594429F7E2890B9205AD&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=0107E30D46A3F68FBD412EB4D0967BAD&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=25BEC4A842ED6509DB3C9188313C3DC1&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=4D938E604E831BC9874E1EB852E5BA18&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=237DFC594C480665B77812B963F13E8D&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=5F4FD6A746EAFFC66F442A9C3CD8752C&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=066500DC4F3F6300039B3391F208434C&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=971A170646C2D0586B68098273E4E214&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=3C8419FA43F597D042FBC7980171B249&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=90086FB64BE15FA66C7A14BBF5E837D9&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=EBB135444055C4CB61183494ECA23C8C&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=9345CB6144809A7115CCEA9A0F366EEF&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=97F4CBE34FBA2FF84199ECA4AB7815D4&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=93D966D742CC574E5C85CF93E06BF4F5&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
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Longitudinal FTE of Personnel by ESC Region and Role 
Longitudinal FTE of Personnel by District and Role 
FTE of Personnel, Statewide by Role, Gender and Ethnicity 
FTE of Personnel by ESC Region, Role, Gender and Ethnicity 
FTE of Personnel by District, Role, Gender and Ethnicity 
Employed Personnel - Count of Teachers 
Longitudinal Count of Teachers, Statewide by Subject Area 
Longitudinal Count of Teachers by ESC Region and Subject Area 
Longitudinal Count of Teachers by District and Subject Area 
Count of Teachers, Statewide by Subject Area, Gender and Ethnicity 
Count of Teachers by ESC Region, Subject Area, Gender and Ethnicity 
Count of Teachers by District, Subject Area, Gender and Ethnicity 
Employed Personnel - FTE of Teachers 
Longitudinal FTE of Teachers, Statewide by Subject Area 
Longitudinal FTE of Teachers by ESC Region and Subject Area 
Longitudinal FTE of Teachers by District and Subject Area 
FTE of Teachers, Statewide by Subject Area, Gender and Ethnicity 
FTE of Teachers by ESC Region, Subject Area, Gender and Ethnicity 
FTE of Teachers by District, Subject Area, Gender and Ethnicity 

 
Higher Education - These reports include university first-time undergraduate applicant, 
acceptance, and enrollment counts.  Information on student admissions and enrollment in 
higher education institutions is provided, as well as data on higher education graduation.  
Reports include: 

Higher Education Admissions 
University First-time Undergraduate Applicant and Acceptance 
Higher Education Graduation: 
Statewide by Degree Level 
Statewide by Degree Level, Gender, and Ethnicity 
By Institution, Gender, and Ethnicity 
Higher Education Student Enrollment: 
Statewide by Student Classification 
Statewide by Student Classification, Gender, and Ethnicity 
Statewide by Residence Type  
Statewide Concurrent/Dual Credit Enrollment  
By Institution, Gender, and Ethnicity 
By Institution Type, Concurrent/Dual Credit Enrollment 

 
P-16 Linkages - Reports linking high school graduation data to higher education 
enrollment and admissions data at statewide, regional, and district levels are provided in 
this category, in addition to data on the sources of certified teachers and teachers 
employed by certification type.  
Reports include: 
High School Graduates Enrolled in Higher Education Enrolled the Fall Semester 
Following High School Graduation  
By High School County, District, and High School 

http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=757C0DDC4F010DBFD97FE990269A2AB0&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=96C307794D4DCFEAF3A3959F71B6E69F&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=8305492342C680687C5BDEA6188E6CBC&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=A84226904ADA53A26234ED9E141D4EA4&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=A151FC4D4B7144B63FAFA99969FEDE7D&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=1FE9F7C246E0CBA1A6BA96AB8B949F57&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=FDC33C3C464E630A94A8B2A651A609C0&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=90A5AA524CEC524E19FCECB09D9DDC31&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=433839614D93856120964A893ACFD636&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=816318F342D05C4787E5419AF2551DDE&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=BA0E2FC74053FA253237E68070EFDDD5&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=8A20BC69499E8B8EE9A25BB1F2116552&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=2091573040AD82C55FE579A8FAFF07A4&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=F9CA83984613B1404B88A2970693EF3E&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=EAA6CB854F59822AB7A9CC8A9A18709B&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=A52001344862B62F64458894987F0998&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=B7F0A6E84E15596ACB3446AF7F1D654D&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Educator+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=707AE42D4939833ADEB2ED81E69AF274&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Texas+Higher+Education+Coordinating+Board&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=9770F89F43398C0E0634CD9B47667817&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Texas+Higher+Education+Coordinating+Board&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=1CF3B6094E13D73A657F9DA907F0804E&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Texas+Higher+Education+Coordinating+Board&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=DD34FE54443B4CBDF4389E90CD64B956&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Texas+Higher+Education+Coordinating+Board&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=CF4FC78547A1F86095614FB4E9BFCADA&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Texas+Higher+Education+Coordinating+Board&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=41EB14754AC2C09B35C22EB624A1A174&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Texas+Higher+Education+Coordinating+Board&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=AE8EFA0D44D1A8E518A578B7DF538178&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Higher+Ed+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=FB586DC3480183830278AE9F189DC3B3&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Higher+Ed+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=30096935416A277BEB64729A866E77CE&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Texas+Higher+Education+Coordinating+Board&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=7D486E4E454FF3D670933CA0F04E6794&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Higher+Ed+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
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2007-08 Graduates    2003-04 Graduates 
2006-07 Graduates    2002-03 Graduates 
2004-05 Graduates    2001-02 Graduates 
By High School County and District 
2007-08 Graduates    2003-04 Graduates 
2006-07 Graduates    2002-03 Graduates 
2004-05 Graduates    2001-02 Graduates 
Enrolled the School Year Following High School Graduation  
Statewide by Gender and Ethnicity 
Statewide by Higher Education Institution Type 
By Education Service Center Region 
By High School County 
By High School District 
By Higher Education Institution 
By High School Diploma Type 
Teachers Employed by Certification Type: 
Statewide 
By Education Service Center Region 
By High School District 
Retention of Newly Certified Teachers by Initially Certified Year: 
Statewide Report 
 
Report examples of each category are on the following pages. 

http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=6A87957A41AFED6FB2DCC9AD08337924&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Cross+Agency&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=A3B0CA2A4792D7A28B36C28E85B21E4D&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Cross+Agency&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=DB3E509C4F757B4FE43A7CA98D4B8E3C&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Cross+Agency&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=F2E60AC94FB52924F11EB798DBCEB559&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Cross+Agency&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=FBC4DA234CC90901D96ADD81CE7C233C&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Cross+Agency&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=D03E8B1244F17CB96B50E9B176CD6C1A&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Cross+Agency&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=5C065FFC48F207687C3849BE35A9AEBB&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Cross+Agency&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=27945B1D4C8400CD09E2B5B0900DB761&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Cross+Agency+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=01108CA24A7618E08ACA72AB888F6DAD&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Cross+Agency+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=4552847343F4169889B93DAFC9619E3B&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Cross+Agency+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
http://texaseducationinfo.org/CustomLogout.asp?ReportID=CC05D66D432C2DBFE8562081B131DEEA&view=Grid&ExecMode=0&redirect=false&Server=LEFTY&Project=Cross+Agency+I&Guest=&Port=0&UMode=1�
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b. Examples of PK-12 Reports 
 

 
 
Subject Area:   High School Graduates 
Description:  Provides counts and percentages of graduates by graduation type, by year. 
Levels:  State, region, district 
Data Source:  TEA PEIMS  
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1996-1997 forward 
Report Updated: Following the PEIMS fall data collection release after March 1 of each 

year. 
Methodology:  Report includes counts of all students who complete all requirements to 

receive a high school diploma during the school year. Data is summarized as totals and 
percentages by district type, school year and diploma type statewide.   The Texas state 
public school graduation requirements vary depending when the student entered grade 
9.  For specific Texas state high school graduation requirements, visit the Texas 
Education Agency website at http://www.tea.state.tx.us/teks/handbook/index.html. 

 

http://www.tea.state.tx.us/teks/handbook/index.html�
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c. Examples of Educator Reports 
 

 
 

Subject Area:   Teacher Certification   
Description:  Shows certificate counts by certifying organization and certification area. 
Level:  Educational organization 
Data Source:  SBEC Educator Preparation Credentialing System 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1986-1987 forward  
Report Updated:  After SBEC certification data is made available in November for the 

previous school year. 
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Subject Area:   Teacher Certification   
Description:  Shows certified person counts by certifying organization and certification 

area. 
Levels:  Educational organization 
Data Source:  SBEC Educator Preparation Credentialing System 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1986-1987 forward  
Report Updated:  After SBEC certification data is made available in November for the 

previous school year. 
Methodology:  The numbers on this report are grouped by the certifying institution, 

certification area, and the certification effective date.  
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Subject Area:   Teacher Certification   
Description:  Shows counts of certified individuals by school year, certification program, 

and certification area. 
Levels:  State, region 
Data Source:  SBEC Educator Preparation Credentialing System 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1986-1987 forward  
Report Updated:  After SBEC certification data is made available in November for the 

previous school year. 
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Subject Area:   Teacher Certification    
Description:  Shows counts of initial certificates by certification program and 

certification area, by school year. 
Levels: Educational organization 
Data Source:  SBEC Educator Preparation Credentialing System 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1986-1987 forward  
Report Updated:  After SBEC certification data is made available in November for the 

previous school year. 
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Subject Area:   Teacher Certification    
Description:  Shows counts of initial certificates issued by school year, certification 

program, and certification area. 
Levels:  State, region, certifying organization 
Data Source:  SBEC Educator Preparation Credentialing System 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1986-1987 forward  
Report Updated:  After SBEC certification data is made available in November for the 

previous school year. 
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Subject Area:   PK-12 Employed Personnel   
Description:  Shows counts of personnel employed in Texas public schools by role (e.g. 

librarian, teacher, or counselor) for selected years. 
Levels:  State, region, district 
Data Source:  TEA PEIMS staff data 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1991-92 forward  
Report Updated:  Following the PEIMS fall data collection release after March 1 of 

each year. 
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Subject Area:   PK-12 Employed Personnel 
Description or Content of report:  Shows counts of personnel employed in Texas 

public schools by role (e.g. librarian, teacher, counselor), gender, and ethnicity for 
selected years. 

Levels:  State, region, district 
Data Source:  TEA PEIMS staff data 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1991-1992 forward  
Report Updated: Following the PEIMS fall data collection release after March 1 of each 

year. 
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Subject Area:   PK-12 Employed Personnel 
Description:  Summarizes counts of personnel employed in Texas public schools by 

percentage of day in each role (e.g. librarian, teacher, counselor) for selected years. 
Levels:  State, region, district 
Data Source:  TEA PEIMS staff data 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1993-1994 forward 
Report Updated:  Following the PEIMS fall data collection release after March 1 of 

each year. 
Methodology:  In this report, if a person fills a teacher position for half of the day and a 

counselor position for half of the day, the person's time will be summarized into each 
row as .5 FTE in the teacher role and .5 FTE in the counselor role.   
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Subject Area:   PK-12 Employed Personnel   
Description or Content of report:  Shows counts of teachers employed in Texas public 

schools by subject area (e.g. science. social studies, mathematics), gender, and 
ethnicity. 

Levels:  State, region, district 
Data Source:  TEA PEIMS staff data 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1993-1994 forward  
Report Updated: Following the PEIMS fall data collection release after March 1 of each 

year. 
Methodology:  A person teaching multiple subject areas will be counted multiple times. 

For example, if a person teaches a math class and a science class, she would be 
counted once in each subject area.   
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Subject Area:   PK-12 Employed Personnel   
Description:  Summarizes counts of personnel employed in Texas public schools by 

percentage of day in each role (e.g. librarian, teacher, counselor) by gender and 
ethnicity. 

Levels:  State, region, district 
Data Source:  TEA PEIMS staff data 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1993-1994 forward  
Report Updated: Following the PEIMS fall data collection release after March 1 of each 

year. 
Methodology:  On this report, if a person fills a teacher position for half of the day and a 

counselor position for half of the day, the person's time will be summarized into each 
row as .5 FTE in the teacher role and .5 FTE in the counselor role.   
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Subject Area:   PK-12 Employed Personnel 
Description:  Shows counts of teachers employed in Texas public schools by subject area 

(e.g. science, social studies, mathematics) for selected years. 
Level:  State 
Data Source:  TEA PEIMS staff data 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1993-1994 forward 
Report Updated:  Following the PEIMS fall data collection release after March 1 of 

each year. 
Methodology:  On this report, a person teaching multiple subject areas will be counted 

multiple times. For example, if a person is teaching a math class and a science class, 
this person would be counted once in each subject area.   
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Subject Area:   PK-12 Employed Personnel 
Description:  Summarizes teacher FTE counts by percentage of the day teaching in a 

subject area (e.g. science, social studies, mathematics) for selected years.  
Levels:  State, region, district 
Data Source:  TEA PEIMS staff data 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1993-1994 forward 
Report Updated: Following the PEIMS fall data collection release after March 1 of each 

year 
Methodology:  On this report, if a person teaches in multiple subject areas, the person is 

counted in multiple rows based upon the percentage of their workday teaching each 
subject area.  
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Subject Area:   PK-12 Employed Personnel   
Description:  Summarizes counts of teacher FTEs employed in Texas public schools by 

gender and ethnicity. 
Levels:  State, region, district 
Data Source:  TEA PEIMS staff data 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1993-1994 forward  
Report Updated: Following the PEIMS fall data collection release after March 1 of each 

year 
Methodology:  On this report, if a person teaches multiple subject areas, the person is 

counted in multiple rows based upon the percentage of their workday teaching in the 
subject area.  
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d. Examples of Higher Education Reports 
 

 
 
Subject Area:  Higher Education       
Description:  Shows number of degrees conferred by institution type and degree level by 

year. 
Level:  State 
Data Source:  THECB 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1988-1989 forward 
Report Updated:  Yearly 
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Subject Area:   Higher Education Graduation   
Description:  Shows number of degrees conferred by institution type, degree level, 

gender and ethnicity. 
Level:  State 
Data Source:  THECB  
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1988-1989 forward  
Report Updated:  Yearly 
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Subject Area:   Higher Education Graduation   
Description:  Displays the number of degrees conferred by degree level, institution, 

gender and ethnicity. 
Level:  Institution 
Data Source:  THECB 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1991-1992 forward 
Report Updated: Yearly 
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Subject Area:   Higher Education Enrollment   
Description: Shows fall enrollment counts by institution type and classification 

(freshman, sophomore, etc.) for each report year. 
Level:  State 
Data Source:  THECB 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  Fall 1990 through Fall 2003 
Report Updated:  Yearly 
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Subject Area:   Higher Education Enrollment   
Description: Shows fall enrollment counts by institution type, classification (e.g. 

freshman, sophomore), gender and ethnicity by fall of the report year. 
Levels:  State, institution type 
Data Source:  THECB 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  Fall 1990 through Fall 2003 
Report Updated: Yearly 
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Subject Area:   Higher Education Enrollment   
Description: Shows fall enrollment counts by institution type and residence.  
Levels:  State, institution type 
Data Source:  Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available: Fall 1990 through Fall 2003 
When Report Updated: Yearly 
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Subject Area:   Higher Education Enrollment   
Description:  Shows fall concurrent/dual credit enrollment counts by institution type by 

fall of the report year. 
Levels:  State, institution type 
Data Source:  THECB 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  Fall 2000 – Fall 2003  
Report Updated:  Yearly 
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e. Examples of PK-16 Linkages Reports 
 

 
 
Subject Area:   High School to College   
Description: Provides counts of Texas public high school graduates who are enrolled in 

Texas public higher education during the fall semester immediately following the year 
of their high school graduation. Counts are provided by district, high school, and 
higher education institution within counties.   

Levels:  County, School District, and High School 
Data Source:  Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB) 
Owner or Report Creator:  THECB 
Years of Data Available:  2001-2002 through 2007-2008 
When Report Updated:  When THECB data becomes available, generally after the 

official census date for each semester. 
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Subject Area:   High School to College   
Description: Provides counts of Texas public high school graduates who are enrolled in 

Texas public higher education during the fall semester immediately following the year 
of their high school graduation.  Counts are provided by school district and higher 
education institution within counties.   

Levels:  County and School District 
Data Source:  Texas Education Agency (TEA) and Texas Higher Education 

Coordinating Board (THECB) 
Owner or Report Creator:  THECB 
Years of Data Available:  2001-2002 through 2007-2008 
Report Updated:  When THECB data become available, generally after the official 

census date for each semester. 
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Subject Area:  High School Graduates Enrolled in Higher Education      
Description:  Summarizes counts of high school graduates by ethnicity and gender, by 

higher education institution type where they enrolled during the school year following 
graduation. 

Level:  State 
Data Source:  TEA PEIMS and THECB  
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1991-1992 through 1999-2000 
Report Updated:  Yearly 
Methodology:  Matches Texas public high school graduates to Texas public higher 

education institutions during the school year immediately following the year of their 
high school graduation.  Graduates who enrolled in both a university and a two-year 
institution during the following school year are counted at the institution type where 
they enrolled for the higher number of semester credit hours.  
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Subject Area:  High School Graduates Enrolled in Higher Education 
Description:  Summarizes counts of high school graduates enrolled in higher education 

by Education Service Center region. 
Level:  State, ESC region 
Data Source:  TEA and THECB 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available: 1991-92 through 1999-2000 
Report Updated:  Yearly 
Methodology:  Matches Texas public high school graduates to Texas public higher 

education institutions during the school year immediately following the year of their 
high school graduation. Provides counts of graduates by Education Service Center 
(ESC) region and higher education institution type where they enrolled. Graduates 
who enrolled in both a university and a two-year institution during the following 
school year are counted at the institution type where they enrolled for the higher 
number of semester credit hours.  
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Subject Area:   PK-12 Employed Personnel   
Description:  Shows counts of teachers initially certified who are employed as teachers 

in subsequent years. 
Level:  State 
Data Source:  TEA PEIMS staff data 
Owner or Report Creator:  TEA TPEIR Unit 
Years of Data Available:  1992-1993 through 2002-2003  
Report Updated:   Yearly 
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